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1 Introduction

Frank Händle
1.1 What to Expect
For some time now, I have been toying around with the idea of writing a
book about “Ceramic Extrusion”, because to my amazement I have been
unable to locate a single existing, comprehensive rundown on the subject –
much in contrast to, say, plastic extrusion and despite the fact that there are
some outstanding contributions to be found about certain, individual topics, such as those in textbooks by Reed [1], Krause [2], Bender/Händle [3]
at all.
By way of analogy to Woody Allen's wonderfully ironic movie entitled
“Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Sex.” I originally intended to call this book “Everything You Always Wanted to Know about
Ceramic Extrusion”, but after giving it some extra thought, I eventually
decided on a somewhat soberer title. Nevertheless, my companion writers
and I have done our best – considering our target group and their motives –
not to revert to the kind of jargon that people use when they think the less
understandable it sounds, the more scientific it appears.
This book addresses all those who are looking for a lot or a little general
or selective information about ceramic extrusion and its sundry aspects.
We realize that most of our readers will not be perusing this book just for
fun or out of intellectual curiosity, but because they hope to get some use
out of it for their own endeavors. In other words, and to borrow a metaphor
from Economist Joseph Schumpeter, this book is intended to serve as a
“box of tools”. It will be up to you, the reader, to decide which of the proffered “tools” you might find useful.
The following chapters deal with various aspects of ceramic extrusion.
Each contribution can stand alone, i.e., does not necessarily depend on the
readers' having read the other contributions, too. This does lead to some
redundancy, of course, but it was simply unavoidable. The first time I ever
saw an extruder, I was a little boy hanging on to my father's hand at a
nearby brickmaking plant. I remember wondering how such a thing could
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actually spit out bricks. Now, 60 years later, I'm still wondering, or, like
one of Einstein's students once remarked “I am still confused, but on a
much higher level.”
1.2 History of an Obsession
In 1971 I got my first chance to dabble with extruders in a professional
connection. Since then, I hope to have contributed to their further development with a few ideas and impulses based on inculcated theory, personal
experience, various achievements and assorted flops – along with inputs
from customers, some inquisitive contemplation of competitors' ideas, and
loads of useful-to-superfluous information and intentional or unintentional
disinformation, all of which had to be either analyzed and evaluated, or
chalked off and forgotten. I maintained intensive contact with numerous
comrades-in-arms. In fact, with some of them, it was more a case of “up in
arms”; my thanks to all of them, though, including those whose views and
approaches may be contrary to mine.
Now I would like to tell you a little story about a mild obsession called
“Ceramic Extrusion” for ex- one, a story which might illustrate the development of the extrusion technology over the past 35 years and to introduce
the main protagonists.
The most important of my partners in discussion included, in chronological order, Carl O. Pels Leusden, who was with the Brick and Tile Research Institute in Essen for a long time before he became a professor at
the Nuremberg University of Applied Sciences. His 1965 dissertation on
the mode of operation of auger extruders raised Germany's discourse on
ceramic extruders to a new level; indeed, we all owe him gratitude for the
German language area's premiere papers on ceramic-extrusion topics for
many years on end [4].
Professor Ernst Hallmann of the University of Applied Sciences in Essen was the first to attempt to construct an “extruder theory” for ceramic
bodies. As we now know, that theory constitutes a remarkable “integrator”
without recourse to rheological/empirical fundamentals; works by Schlegel
must also be mentioned in this context [5].
I once unsuccessfully attempted to convince Professor Gerhardt Schenkel at Stuttgart University's Institute of Plastic Technology that the then
existing models for plastic extruders were only conditionally applicable to
extruders for ceramic bodies [6]. Later, we had a cultivated meeting of the
minds with his successors at the institute, Prof. H.G. Fritz and K. Geiger
[7].
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We also had some good talks with L.A. Gömze, a Hungarian scientist –
now a professor at Miscolc University – who developed an empirically underpinned, and therefore quite interesting, approach to the design of extruders [8].
With regard to the “scale-up problem”, i.e., the difficulty of transferring
measured data from laboratory extruders to large, production-scale extruders, we had occasion to investigate the laws of similarity/affinity [9], the
literature on forming technology in general [10] and plethoric literature on
the technology of extrusion for plastics, food and fodder, coal, graphite,
cement-bonded bodies, etc.
“We” in the above sense basically refers to my colleagues at Händle
GmbH: W. Bender, K. Eisele, F. Laenger, D. Lutz and the three chiefs of
our application-oriented laboratory, R. Feldmeier, M. Probst and K. Göhlert.
Ultimately, we were looking for answers to three crucial questions:
• What do we know for sure about the flow processes that take place in
the various zones of extruders/vacuum units used for extruding ceramic
bodies?
• Is there any chance of our developing a “theory” of extrusion for the
various ceramic bodies that would allow sufficiently accurate prognoses
in terms of anticipated production parameters like extrusion pressure,
torque, axial pressure, heat evolution, etc.?
• What level of quality must empirical data have to qualify for use in the
algorithms of an extruder theory for ceramic bodies?
Early on in my dealings with ceramic extruders, I found the mathematical formulae fascinating – the more mathematical the better. Later on,
though, I realized that most of them had been “built on sand”, since either
the empirical-rheological framework data was missing, or the empirically
determined material data or “body law”, were inadequate, hence leaving
broad room for conjectural interpretation of the findings. Not even the
range of instruments required for measuring the material data / properties
of relevance to extrusion existed at the time.
While some ceramists swore by measured data obtained with the aid of
the “Pfefferkorn” method, others preferred the capillary rheometric approach, and still others, including H.W. Hennicke at the University of
Clausthal-Zellerfeld and researchers at the Brick and Tile Institute in Essen, devised their own techniques. In pertinent U.S. literature, studies
based on the Brabender measuring kneader [11] were encountered most
frequently.
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All these various methods had their own very specific merits, but the results obtained defy direct comparison, because different sets of physical
quantities are measured in each case.
The cause of this dilemma lies embedded in the fundamental ceramic
term “plasticity” or better “apparent plasticity”, also referred to as workability; and that same term will keep popping up in the following contributions, too.
To this very day, as J.G. Heinrich notes in his “Introduction”, there is
still no binding definition to be found for plasticity in the ceramic sense,
though that term is long-since clear and unambiguous in other fields:
“Despite numerous attempts to define and mathematically distinguish
the term plasticity, a single uniform metrological test method is yet to be
developed for that property. Plasticity is primarily a function of a material's yield point, as expressed in terms of a force measured under a defined
set of geometrical conditions at the onset of deformation and which remains in effect up to the maximum achievable deformation prior to crack
formation.” [12]
The first part of this definition we can understand well enough in
rheological terms, and we can use appropriate instruments for measuring
with sufficient accuracy. The last part of the definition, however, namely
the part about “maximum achievable deformation prior to crack formation” may be useful in actual practice, but must remain unsatisfactory in
theory, because “crack formation” does not count among the accurately detectable physical phenomena. [13]
Most of the best pickings in recent years could be found in Englishlanguage literature, e.g., in works on plasticity by N.F. Astbury or H.H.
Macey , in the empirical works of F.J. Goodson [14] and, above all, in the
educational film that H.R. Hodgkinson made for the British Ceramic Society in 1963 – a genuine classic [15]. I also consider “Plasticity of Clay Water Systems” [16] very useful as written by W.G. Lawrence for New
York's Alfred University.
All during that fact-gathering period, I drew much benefit from my
regular easy-going discussions with Prof. H.W. Hennicke , who helped me
organize a seminar devoted to “plasticity measuring methods”. Of course, I
also kept in touch with various other German and foreign universities at
the same time.
With all that information to build on, it was easy for me to assume the
frequent role of initiator-cum-pusher for the cultivation of developments
geared to making extruders perform better while moving toward a prognosis-capable theory that would enable realistic simulation of ceramic extrusion processes.
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The groundwork for all this was laid by F. Laenger at HÄNDLE GmbH
and made public in a number of articles dealing with an “extrudersimulation model” [17].
All the while, our close cooperation with the “Karlsruhe Rheology”
group headed by Prof. H.W. Buggisch [18] was particularly productive.
In the early 1990s, after coming to the conclusion that we now understood the processes taking place in the pressure-generating element of the
extruder, we took things one step further by asking ourselves which flow
processes take place in connection with the shaping of ceramic body in the
pressure-consuming element, the pressure head/die unit.
Ultimately and for various reasons, however, the relevant experiments
were not overly successful [19].
By then, to be sure, we had obtained the rheological tools of the trade
we needed for finding our constitutive models, but our simulation methods
were still immature; the contribution by Bechtel and Lang outlines the
much-improved methods that have since become available.
A work of landmark importance for the theory of extrusion, “Paste Flow
and Extrusion” by J.J. Benbow and J. Bridgwater appeared in 1993; finally, a new approach had yielded reproducible data and was amenable to
practical implementation [20]. We immediately contacted Prof. John
Bridgewater at the University of Cambridge and were able to discuss F.
Laenger's models and methods with him.
We were also able to consult with K. Hornung and O. Kulikov at Germany's Armed Forces University in Munich and with A.N. Alexandrou
from the University of Cyprus [21].
This admittedly very personal story naturally lays no claim to having
adequately or representatively described either the history of extruder theory or the evolution of extruders for diverse ceramic bodies and products.
It does, however, offer some insight into what has been going on in recent
years. It identifies the main protagonists and looks ahead to the perspectives and projects of the year to come; I'll get back to all that later.
1.3 About the Various Contributions
1.3.1 As already mentioned, I would like to make sure that the Introduction to this book properly explains its structure, its target readers, and what
you can expect from it.
1.3.2 Extrusion is only one of a good dozen or so methods that can be
used for shaping ceramics – from the hand-molding of soft-mud bricks in
wooden molds, to various casting techniques, isostatic pressing and dry
pressing, all the way to the exotic explosive shaping method. All these
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various techniques are described in more or less detail in diverse works by
Brownell, Heinrich, Herrmann, Hülsenberg, Reed, Kollenberg, Richerson
[22], as well as in pertinent lexica and compilations .
Each of these alternatives has its own merits and drawbacks and, as
such, is predestined for use in the manufacture of certain ceramic products
[23].
In his contribution entitled “Shaping in ceramic technology – an overview”, Andrea Bresciani, who is with the world's largest ceramic plant &
equipment contractor SACMI, describes and compares the three most important ceramic shaping methods.
As long as we are unfamiliar with the specifics of the various shaping
methods, we can not understand the specifics of extrusion either, i.e., when
and where extrusion would be superior to some other technology or, conversely, when and where some other method would be superior to extrusion.
1.3.3 The fact that people have been baking ceramics for thousands of
years is really nothing new.
However, considering today's rapid developments in the field of ceramic
materials, the question of what “ceramics” actually are calls for a very
well-founded, fine-brush definition. I know of no one who would be better
able to provide an answer to that complex question than Hubertus Reh,
who, as editor-in-chief of major ceramic trade journals, author of numerous articles, and credentialed cognoscente of the industry, was able to draw
on many years of relevant experience for his contribution entitled “Current classification of ceramic materials”.
1.3.4 In his “Types of extrusion units”, Willy Bender investigates all the
various kinds of extruders and combined de-airing extrusion machines.
Nearly every type he lists is still to be found somewhere out there in the
ceramic industry, be it for traditional, product-specific, material-particular
or process-related reasons.
1.3.5 “A short history of the extruder in ceramics” is Willy Bender's
and Hans H. Böger's historical rundown of extruders in the field of ceramics. With upwards of 30 pages, it is this book's by far longest contribution. Numerous illustrations help bring us closer to the history of this technology, and we note with surprise that many of today's supposedly new
and revolutionary ideas actually have been around for a long, long time.
Newton was right when he mused that we are all “standing on the
shoulders of giants” [24].
1.3.6 Unlike German authors, Anglo-Saxon scientists have a reputation
for being able to explain complex things in an understandable manner. I
asked John Bridgwater, who counts among the premier authors on ex-
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truder theory, to explain in his contribution entitled “The principle of the
auger extruder” just what an extruder actually is.
So, for all of you out there who have never had much to do with extrusion, this will make a good starting point.
1.3.7 While the above papers serve to introduce our topical theme from
various angles, this book's first theoretical contribution stems from the pen
of Fritz Laenger and delves into a key theme called “Rheology of ceramic bodies”. The fact has already been mentioned (but cannot be driven
home often enough) that, without a working knowledge of the relevant material laws, trying to properly extrude a host of extremely disparate ceramic compositions would be like stumbling around in a dark cave looking
for light switches.
1.3.8 Considering the relevance of rheology for extrusion, Fritz Laenger's
contribution just had to be supplemented by Wolfgang Gleißle's “Rheology and extrudability of ceramic compounds”. As a member of the
“Karlsruhe Rheology Group” at Karlsruhe University, Gleissle was most
intensively concerned with the rheology of ceramic compounds. Here, he
establishes the decisive criteria for the extrudability of ceramic compounds.
1.3.9 It would be hard to overlook the fact that workaday cooperation between practicians and theoreticians frequently takes a counterproductive
turn, since practicians tend to view theoretical formulations as unrealistic,
while their own practice-oriented tinkerings tend to be difficult to pigeonhole and often actually do constitute little more than doctoring around on
symptoms. In his “Scenarios of extrusion”, Dietmar Lutz applies some
rudimentary geometry to the most frequently encountered scenarios (read:
problems) to show what happens and why, when, say, throughput diminishes due to altered material data or to the introduction of other shaping
factors.
These “didactical” instruments enable sufficiently accurate “diagnostication” and subsequent pinpoint “therapeutic treatment” of practically any
extrusion problem.
1.3.10 “Laminations” are a constant source of debate when it comes to the
advantages and disadvantages of extrusion in comparison with other shaping methods. Whole libraries could be filled with the literature on this phenomenon and all the fabulous inventions and sure-fire formulae for their
prevention. In “Laminations in extrusion” Rainer Bartusch and I have
attempted to objectivize the discussion.
1.3.11 The contribution “Additives for Extrusion” by Michael Hölzgen
and Peter Quirmbach is an introduction to the complex world of extru-
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sion additives – often enough in the form of a veritable “cocktail” – without which certain ceramic compounds would be practically unextrudable,
and with the help of which the quality of extrudates can be substantially
improved.
1.3.12 Extrusion always enjoys advantages over other shaping methods
when it comes to profiling anything from simple three-hole bricks to big,
heavy slugs for electroceramics or even filigreed honeycombs. Not just the
extruder itself – the pressure generator –, but also the pressure head, die
and strainer plate – the pressure consumers –, are of decisive importance
for the quality of extrusion.
Frequently, they decide over the possibility or impossibility of producing certain cross sections.
The contribution “Dies, pressure heads, strainer plates and more” by
Harald Berger illuminates the immense variety of options and alternatives.
1.3.13 Most twin-screw extruders used in ceramic production were chosen
either to produce the high requisite extrusion pressures or to introduce the
high requisite or desirable shear forces for kneading and homogenizing ceramic compounds. For decades now, Werner & Pfleiderer – now COPERION – have been supplying such extruders to well-known producers.
Werner Wiedmann's and Maria Hölzel's contribution describes the operation and technical makeup of “Twin-screw extruders in ceramic extrusion”.
1.3.14 Not all ceramic compounds are put through single-screw and twinscrew extruders. If the idea is to achieve very high extrusion pressures,
minimal contamination, short series, etc., an intermittent piston extruder
can be the machine of choice.
In “Piston extruders”, Fritz Spiessberger and I try to explain their
function, design, benefits and drawbacks.
1.3.15 As Aristotle once observed, nature abhors a vacuum. Consequently,
nature is always intent on filling up empty spaces. By contrast, most extruder operators appear to have less of a problem with such things, particularly about perhaps not having been thorough enough in their efforts to
achieve a good level of vacuum for their ceramic extrusion processes. In
the contribution entitled “Evacuation in ceramic extrusion”, Fritz
Laenger portrays the basic essentials of evacuation.
1.3.16 The next paper, “Evacuation technology for ceramic extrusion”,
by Mark Redmann, explores the various types of vacuum pumps that are
suitable for use in extruding ceramic compounds.
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1.3.17 With the notable exception of a few hot-shaped products, most ceramic bodies – unlike plastic bodies – are extruded in the cold state. Indeed, it is often necessary to cool the compound in the extruder, because
the heat generated by shearing and friction could cause the plasticity to deteriorate and/or the extrusion additives to gel. In recent years, however,
thermal plastic extrusion involving mixtures of ceramics and plastics has
begun to take shape, so to speak.
In his contribution entitled “Thermoplastic extrusion for ceramic
bodies”, Frank Clemens describes the present state of this relatively
young art.
1.3.18 The potential macroeconomic consequences of wear & abrasion are
a frequently explored topic. In view of the phenomenon's relevance to the
extrusion of ceramic compounds and how it appears in the form of abrasion, corrosion and/or adhesion, the next three contributions all deal with
that problem complex.
Günter Mennig's, for example, offers a succinct depiction of “Tribological principles”.
1.3.19 In his field-oriented contribution entitled “Wear protection for
augers in ceramic extruders – state of the art”, Walter Reisinger describes the most important kinds of protective layers that are presently in
industrial-scale use.
The reader need not look for the exotic kind of hardfacings that either
can only be applied in ultra-thin layers or are constantly being referred to
in the literature as “promising” meaning that they are still at the development stage.
1.3.20 We did, however, include a review of the latest results in the development and practical use of ceramic augers. Along with hard metal,
monolithic ceramics have enormous qualitative and economic advantages
to offer in applications involving highly abrasive ceramic compounds.
The relevant developmental situation is investigated in Holger Wampers' contribution “Perspectives for wear reduction with ceramic extruder components”.
1.3.21 In their article on “Test methods for plasticity and extrusion behaviour”, Katrin Göhlert and Maren Übel focus attention on methods of
particular importance for the characterization and registration of rheological data. The paper concentrates mainly on the various instruments used
for determining plasticity / rheological indicators.
1.3.22 One age-old dream of all those concerned with the extrusion of ceramic compounds now appears to be within reach: the simulation of ceramic extrusion processes.
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Now, the highly complex tools and huge computing capacities required
by modern CFD programs, at least, are available. The main remaining
challenge is to establish and provide suitable material data for such simulations. Boris Buchtala und Sigrid Lang delineate the fundamental principles and potentials of modern simulation technology in their contribution
called “Simulation in ceramic extrusion”.
1.3.23 In this last section, which we have called “Selected literature”,
Kerstin Hohlfeld and I have compiled all the various bibliographical references from the individual contributions and expanded the list to include
some important literature of relevance that was not mentioned in the articles. This bibliography naturally does not purport to completeness, and we
fully realize that our selection may fail to mention important contributions
from French, Italian, Japanese, Russian, Chinese and other publications.
Indeed, a bibliography on “ceramic extrusion” stands way at the top of my
personal wish list.
1.4 Famous last Words
1.4.1 Once word got out that SPRINGER Verlag had agreed to publish
this book, a number of people said they thought I should give the subject
of “ceramic extrusion” even broader treatment. However, considering the
already wide diversity of applications and types of ceramic extrusion that
were being dealt with in this book, I did not want to weigh it down even
more.
While the kind of vacuum extruders used for making monoliths do look
a lot like the kind used for extruding backing bricks, they are in reality
about as closely related as a rally-tuned sports car and a robust family van.
A gigantic combined de-airing extrusion machine with a barrel diameter
as wide as 850 mm and the capacity for putting out 12 columns of brick at
once has little in common with a tiny, 20 mm-diameter micro-extruder. Or,
compare a vertical extruder for clay pipes with diameters up to 1.50 m
with an intermittent-action piston extruder that can work vertically as well
as horizontally. Or how about a twin-screw extruder or piston extruder
sporting extrusion pressures up to 400 bar in contrast with a huge vacuum
extruder for forming electrical porcelain slugs at relatively low pressure?
1.4.2 Given this wide profusion and the resultant plethora of characteristic
features and criteria, would it even be possible to stake out a set of similarities for extruders per se – the little one at the pottery as well as the high-tech
extruder down the road? Philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein, who took a very
keen interest in language problems and linguistic incongruities, coined the
term “family resemblance”. I think that fits the situation quite well.
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Of course, we could also draw up a checklist of relevant extruder characteristics, e.g., L/D ratio, nominal transmission torque, vacuum-pump final pressure, etc.
It naturally would also make sense to use such a checklist to compare
various extruders intended for a given application. Trying to assess the
worth of different extruders for different applications, though, would make
no sense at all, instead amounting to “paralysis by analysis”.
1.4.3 Extrusion, we must remember, is not merely a very diversified,
variegated shaping technique. It is also the most important of all ceramic
shaping techniques in the economic sense; just consider the world's hundred thousands of brickyards, from rudimentary clamp brickworks in the
African jungle or Chinese highlands with extruders powered by diesel
generator sets or water buffalo, all the way to high-tech production facilities for ceramic honeycombs. All the more reason for us to embark on the
writing of this book.
1.4.4 Have recent years seen any real progress in the further development
of ceramic extruders? Undoubtedly.
What further progress beyond the present state of the art is still necessary and will perhaps even be achievable within the next few years?
Well, in my opinion, there are six main potentials that I would like to
mention:
Drives:
The high-torque drives that are just now emerging hold lots of technically
and economically promising options for extruder applications in the years
to come; the first few high-speed extruders with high-torque drives are already on the market – for plastics.
Sensorics:
While presently available control technology on a PC, PLC or some other
basis already meets most requirements, suitable sensors for online monitoring of essential parameters were still lacking until recently. Now,
though, we have the non-contacting means to very accurately measure the
column speed and the profile geometries and can analogously monitor the
material levels, even in an evacuated de-airing chamber.
What we are still lacking is an accurate online means of measuring the
plasticity of extruded body directly on the extruder.
Anti-wear materials:
Despite astounding progress in this area, we are still waiting for a breakthrough with regard to highly abrasive compounds. This appears to be a
permanent case of “two steps forward, one step back”.
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Dies:
The manufacture of large, filigreed honeycombs requires dies that are
strong enough to withstand high flow pressures, resist being worn down by
abrasive compounds, and are extensively fricton-low. All this also applies
to other profiles that only lend themselves to extrusion if adequate die
technology is available.
System competence:
As long as the process of extrusion is understood and treated as a subprocess within the overall process, and as long as its interdependences with
the upstream and downstream subprocesses are kept in mind, substantial
optimization is achievable [25].
Extruder theory:
Here, too, considerable progress has been made.
I, personally, however, am still waiting for someone to assemble the various theoretical concepts into an integral model with allowance for the material data that can be gathered by means of modern instruments.
1.4.5 Finally, it is time for me to say thanks to all those who have helped
this book on “Ceramic extrusion” come about. In addition to all its contributing authors, this includes our copy editor Mrs. Hestermann-Beyerle
and her assistant, Mrs. Lempe; Mrs. Schillinger-Dietrich, who in laborious,
painstaking detail gave shape to the contributions; and my secretary, Mrs.
W. Piechatzek as well as our translators H. Gössele, J. Lorenz and P. Wilton. My thanks also to Professor Reed for helping me to find the right contacts at Alfred University – whose “Principles of Ceramic Processing” I
urgently recommend for perusal – and to Pat LaCourse at the Alfred University library in New York.
One of the basic lessons to be learned by any publishing editor is that he
would, if given the chance, do the just-finished project much differently
the next time. Well, there is always “room for hope” regarding a possible
2nd edition.
Naturally, each author is responsible for the content of his or her own
contribution(s), while I myself, as the book's compiler, carry the overarching responsibility.
Authors and publisher alike are open and grateful for critical comments,
addenda, corrections and sundry feedback.
Mühlacker/Germany, Spring 2007

Frank Händle

2 Shaping in Ceramic Technology –
an Overview

Andrea Bresciani
Shaping is, without doubt, the key stage in the manufacturing of any ceramic article, not only because it determines final geometry and thus function, but also – and above all – because it has to combine the properties of
the raw materials in way that allows the subsequent stages of the production process to be completed successfully.
Shaping is very closely correlated to the very concept of ceramic, its
history and its technological development, as the following citation clearly
indicates:
It’s one of those things that we all think we know about. Ceramic has
been a constant of everyday life for hundreds of years. Hygienic and hardwearing, heat-proof and tough, it is the ideal material for vases, tableware,
candlesticks, pots, cups or, as one might say today, furnishing accessories.
From time immemorial, ceramic has been the art of shaping – on the
turntable or in moulds – a clay body (keramos, in Greek) and water in order to obtain a varied range of objects for practical, decorative or religious
uses. Once formed, the object is dried, decorated or painted, then fired
(sometimes several times). This process has gone on without substantial
change for thousand years, all over the globe, from Mesopotamia to China,
from Faenza to the Mojave desert.
Thanks to the plasticity of the clay-water system, a key characteristic of
ceramic is that it can be cold-formed. This simple concept allows us to
classify the different shaping techniques. There are three main forming
processes, which are largely defined by the quantity of water in the ceramic bodies. These are:
1. dry shaping
2. plastic shaping
3. semi-liquid shaping.
Several different methods and techniques may be associated with each
of these processes: they are used in the industrial production of traditional
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ceramic materials (tiles, bricks, sanitaryware etc.) and more technical ones
(substrates and mechanical/electronic components, insulators, rollers,
grinding media, crucibles, bio-ceramics…).
Nevertheless, the most widespread and emblematic production methods
used by industry are undoubtedly the following:
1. dry pressing
2. extruding
3. slip casting.
To aid the reader’s understanding of how a ceramic body can be worked
and how such methods have become common industrial practice, there follows a description and comparison of such methods, especially as regards
the development of the most modern, automated production technologies.

2.1 Dry Pressing
This is the process used to make almost all ceramic tiles. Seeing this system as being specific to this application is thus more than justified. The
reasons behind this preference mainly lie in the technical characteristics attainable on the product, the speed and simplicity of the shaping process
and the inexpensiveness of the overall technological cycle.
Pressing essentially involves three operations:
1. forming of the tile: to give the semi-finished product the required geometry;
2. compaction of the powder: to give the piece the mechanical qualities required in the subsequent stages of the production process;
3. densification of the powder: to limit the empty spaces within the pressed
item.
In describing dry pressing technology it is important to bear in mind two
inseparable factors: the raw material to be shaped and the machine used in
the industrial forming process.
In traditional ceramics the material to be pressed is a mix of various
minerals (clays, feldspars, sands..) that have been pre-moistened homogeneously to give the clayey parts plasticity and aid inter-particle cohesion.
In a dry or semi-dry state the powders have a moisture content of between 3 and 7%. Loose powders of varying morphology and grain size are
normally used, yet it is essential that they have good flow properties. This
“flowability” largely depends on the shape of the “grain” and how the
powder was prepared, that is:
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– dry grinding, followed by granulation;
– spray-drying of the ceramic suspension (slip).
Compaction and densification of the powders is influenced not only by
maximum press power but also by the intrinsic plasticity of the body,
moisture content and particle size distribution.
The pressing operation requires utilisation of a press, that is, a completely automated machine capable of applying the force needed to compact the powders contained in a die.
There are two main types of press, mechanical and hydraulic, each featuring different energy application systems. The hydraulic presses can be
divided into single-axis (where pressure is exerted in one direction only)
and isostatic presses (in which pressure is applied evenly over the entire
surface of the piece being shaped).
Presses with exclusively mechanical operation, such as the toggle press
and the friction press, are now largely obsolete and thus merit only a brief
description.
The toggle press features a cross-beam control system consisting of two
interconnected rods that reproduce a knee-like joint. During pressing the
speed of fall of the punch decreases steadily as pressure increases (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Toggle press

Friction-type mechanical presses are characterised by a violent pressing
action with a highly dynamic instantaneous impact. The fall and rise of the
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shaft that transfers motion to the mobile cross-beam is controlled by two
rotating vertical discs located to the side of the screw-coupled flywheel.
Contact with the flywheel tales place first with one disc then the other,
one disc driving the punch down, the other raising it. The friction press is a
high-output machine (up to 30 cycles/min) and, given the installed electrical power, features an excellent energy-productivity ratio.
Of simple design, it is also easy to maintain. Its limitations lie in the difficulties of maintaining constant, uniform pressing. Hence it has now
largely been abandoned in favour of more reliable, better-controlled hydraulic pressing systems
The hydraulic press functions by way of a fluid that exerts a pressure inside a cylinder-piston set. In keeping with the laws of hydrostatics, the
pressure applied at one point is transmitted to the entire volume of the
fluid. It is thus possible to generate considerable force by applying relatively high pressures (around 300 bar) to the fluid, which acts on cylinders
with a large surface area (up to 2 m2 on presses with a compression force
of over 6000 tons or 60 MN).
The fluid used to transmit this energy is a mineral or synthetic oil with
special chemical-physical properties capable of performing under the particularly heavy-duty operating conditions.
A hydraulic control unit, equipped with pumps that are driven by electric motors, pressurises the oil and feeds it to the press in the quantities
(flow rate) needed for proper operation. Through electronically controlled
interception systems, the oil is introduced into the main cylinder chamber,
thus creating the force needed for compaction of the ceramic material. The
hydraulic circuit is normally sub-divided into two independent systems, a
high pressure one which feeds the actual pressing mechanisms, and a lowpressure one which serves auxiliary units.
The main cylinder is housed in the upper structure of the press, this
shifts the cross-beam (and therefore, the upper die punches) and exerts the
compaction force at just the right moment.
Summing up, the pressing action is effected by transforming hydraulic
pressure into a deformation force as per the following formula:
F=P·S
Where
F = Compaction force (daN)
P = Oil pressure (bar)
S = Surface area (cm2)
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The essential characteristics of the hydraulic press are:
– evenly distributed pressing force;
– absolute repeatability of pressing cycle over time.
The above characteristics make hydraulic presses especially suitable for
use in highly automated production plants and – as regards final product
technical requirements – in the pressing of products with high levels of firing shrinkage.
A modern ceramic press must:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

be reliable
provide high output
be automated
be flexible
be extremely precise at every stage of the cycle
maximise energy savings
be versatile.

This last characteristic refers to the possibility of choosing between a
work cycle with maximum energy savings and a cycle with maximum
speed
It should also be born in mind that a dry-pressing machine essentially
consists of the press itself and equally important complementary devices
such as:
–
–
–
–

filler box feed devices
die cavity loading devices
dies
powder removal devices.

It should, in fact, be pointed out that improvement and optimisation of
these devices has played a key role in evolution of presses in recent years
and will continue to do so. Note that loading the powders with a filler box
that uses a traditional grating is already seen as obsolete; the latter is now
replaced by floating gratings directly supported by die box anti-friction inserts. In this way filler box and load hopper are always the same, thus
making it necessary to replace the grating only during size changeovers.
There are several types of tile forming die:
–
–
–
–

entering punch die
mirror die
upper forming die
isostatic dies.
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Fig. 2 Traditional filler box loading system

Fig. 3 Filling system with floating grating

Fig. 4 Filling system with floating grating
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Entering punch dies are the most widespread technological solution:
during pressing the upper punches, fixed to the mobile cross-beam, penetrate the corresponding cavities of the die, which is fixed to the lower part
of the press. The pressed tile is then removed from the cavity by raising the
lower punches.
Figure 5 shows the various parts of an entering punch die (liners,
punches etc.).

Fig. 5
Cut-away diagram of an entering punch:
1. upper punch
2. lower punch
3. die box

With mirror dies, instead, the upper punch contacts the top of the die
box, which is, in turn, mobile with respect to the die as it is connected to
the lower part by elastic systems.
The key characteristic of a mirror die, (Fig. 6), is that the die box is
shifted by the force exerted by the upper punches on the die box itself.

Fig. 6
Cut-away diagram of a mirror die
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

upper punch
lower punch
die box
base plate
pusher

In the wake of increased demand for solutions that allow the tile to exit
the press face-up (e.g. because decoration at the press is becoming increasingly popular), other types of upper forming die with special mechanical
control systems for punches and die walls have become commonplace:
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these highly technological systems allow the tile to be produced face-up
with a side spacer (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7
Cut-away diagram of an upper forming
die
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

upper punch
lower punch
upper die box
lower die box
pusher

For some time now special isostatic (or, more properly, isostatic-effect)
die sets have been used to optimise filling homogeneity right across the
surface of the die cavity; isostatic dies have reduced finished die defects
considerably. Compression is exerted by way of a punch with a rigid back
and a hard, yet deformable polymer front that comes into contact with the
powders to be pressed; a chamber between the punch and the polymer
membrane contains an incompressible fluid. Fig. 8 illustrates the operating
principle behind these punches.

Fig. 8 Isostatic punch operating principle

A general description of the filling, pressing and ejection sequence for
the various kinds of die follows.
The pressing cycle begins with ejection of the tile formed during the
previous pressing; this ejection consists of the tile being raised by the
lower punches from the bottom of cavity until it is above and level with
the surface of the die.
Figures 9 A, B, C, illustrate the different stages of the pressing cycle
(filling – pressing – ejection) for entering punch, mirror and upper forming
dies respectively.
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Fig. 9 A – Tile forming sequence: entering punch die

Fig. 9 B – Tile forming sequence: mirror die

Fig. 9 C – Tile forming sequence: upper forming die

Powder pressing is the most commonly used ceramic tile production
technology in that, compared to other forming systems, it offers considerable advantages:
–
–
–
–

high productivity;
outstanding repeatability of dimensional parameters;
easy piece drying;
contained drying and firing shrinkage.

2.2 Extruding
This shaping technique is mainly used to manufacture ceramic items with a
constant cross-sectional area: the length of the items is established by cutting the extruded material at right angles to the direction of outflow.
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The body used in this process is completely different from that used in
pressing: extrusion-ready bodies have, in fact, a moisture content higher
than 14–15% and, depending on the raw materials, that figure can be as
high as 20–22%.
The extrusion process generally consists of passing a column of body
through a shaped (or profiled) opening, known as the extrusion mouth
(sometimes referred to a the “last mouth of the machine”). From here,
then, a shaped material of constant cross-section flows out: this is then cut
to obtain the pieces that will be put through the subsequent stages of the
ceramic production process.
The extrusion machines (Fig. 10) consist of three main parts:
1. The “propulsion” system, which compresses the ceramic mass at high
pressure and forces it out through the extrusion mouth.
2. The extrusion mouth, which constitutes the shaped aperture that forms
the extruded material.
3. The cutting device: this receives the formed material and sizes it as per
requirements by making a cross-cut (and sometimes a longitudinal one).
Upstream from the actual extruder a mixer is normally installed; this is
generally schematised as a horizontal-axis rotary propeller, which pushes
the body through a holed grating in a de-gassing chamber.

Fig. 10 Extruder
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De-gassing, essential to attainment of proper body density, is normally
effected in a chamber upstream from the propulsion unit by applying low
pressure (low enough to be considered a “vacuum”).
From this grating, then, which is the end part of the vacuum chamber,
the material is fed into the propulsion system feed zone.
Here, the propeller exerts a dragging, compaction and compression action on the de-gassed plastic mass. Between the end of the propeller and
the extrusion mouth there is a zone without any mechanical parts; here, the
plastic body being fed by the rotary propeller accumulates. Because there
are no mechanical parts the body is able to absorb the rotation imparted by
the propeller, re-densify and fill the gaps produced by the propeller and its
shaft.
At this point the body must be given the shape of the manufactured ceramic product, and this is done by passing it through the extrusion mouth.
This stage, a brief description of which is given below, is one of the most
delicate stages of the entire process.
If we analyse the cross-section of an extrusion mouth at the aperture, the
clayey body is subject to a pressure “q” exerted by that portion of the body
contained inside the extrusion chamber and the attrition “t” exerted on the
walls of the die itself: bear in mind that the attrition is uniform over all
points of the edge between die and body. Under stationary conditions the
mass is in equilibrium as are, therefore, the forces in play. It thus follows
that:
q·A=t·P
where: q
t
A
P

=
=
=
=

on-body pressure in the extruder at the extrusion mouth
attrition force per unit of length (N/m)
surface area of extrusion mouth opening (m2)
opening perimeter (m)

Therefore:
q/t = P/A
Given that the hydraulic diameter (Di) corresponds to 4A/P and that, for
circular openings, the hydraulic diameter coincides with the diameter of
the extrusion mouth opening, while, for very rectangular openings, the hydraulic diameter is double the thickness b (Di = 2b), we obtain, in the force
equilibrium expression:
t/q = Di/4,
that is:
t/q = b/2
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This means that as the thickness of the extruded body varies it will be
necessary to vary the ratio between the attrition force and the pressure to
which the extruded mass is subject.
Normally, where one is careful to design the profile of the ceramic piece
so that thickness is constant throughout the cross-section, then building a
constant-thickness die generally ensures good equilibrium of the forces in
play during the extrusion process.
The lower the body moisture content the higher the plastic body attrition
forces; it is thus easily understandable that, whatever the other parameters
of the extrusion process described above, that the water contained in the
ceramic mass must provide the body with enough cohesion to equilibrate
the attrition forces with the extrusion walls and the extrusion mouth.
Should this not be so, the result will be fissures crossways to the direction
of extrusion that are concentrated at the edges of the formed body (herring
bone pattern).
During extrusion-shaping density is a direct function of the water content of the ceramic mass: more specifically, the density of the extruded
product increases as the water content in the mass decreases. If the goal is
to obtain semi-finished products with as high an apparent density as possible, then it will be necessary to reduce the water content that goes into the
mix being extruded, bearing in mind, of course, the observations stated
above.
The attrition forces in play vary from machine to machine, so laboratory
analysis does not always provide results valid at industrial level:
The relationship between the extrusion pressure “p” needed to extrude a
certain material with a certain extrusion mouth as a function of the extrusion rate “v” is as follows:
p = po + C · v
where: po = minimum pressure (characteristic of the body)
C = constant characteristic of the extrusion mouth used
Generally speaking, variations in pressure caused by changes in the extrusion rate are somewhat limited, and depend on the plasticity of the
body.
If the water content in the body is increased the minimum pressure po
drops and it is thus possible to obtain higher extrusion rates at lower extruder pressures; however, if pressure is too low it becomes difficult to prevent the piece from deforming under its own weight after extrusion.
This therefore constitutes a maximum limit to water content in the body.
If, instead, we use bodies with a below-standard water content piece con-
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sistency will be greater yet it will be necessary to operate at higher extrusion pressures.

2.3 Slip Casting
Slip casting is a well known ceramic-making technique and although parts
of the industrial process have been mechanised the basic principles and
methods of manufacture have changed little over the years.
Slip casting involves introducing liquid clay, or ‘slip’, into a mould and
then removing it again. That may seem simple, but making properly
shaped articles requires in-depth technical knowledge.
First, a solid model of the object has to be made. This would originally
have been done in solid clay or with a pre-existing form. Nowadays it
would generally be made of plastercine or Acrylic. These models are always oversized as the finished article shrinks both in the mould and in the
kiln. Earthenware, bone china and porcelain may shrink by as much as 15
to 20 percent; Parian is considerably more prone to shrinkage and may lose
as much as 25 per cent.
From this original model a plaster mould is made. The generally consists of a cube of solidified Plaster of Paris that has been formed around
the model and then cut in half to leave a hollow section of the required
shape. These two halves are then held together with rubber bands or tensioned string etc. Some factories preferred to make their moulds out of
clay rather than plaster of Paris as they lasted longer. A plaster mould will
only reproduce sharp detail for about fifty casting cycles or so.
The ‘slip’, a mixture of finely ground stone and clay with water added to
give it a creamy consistency, is poured into the mould from the rim. A percentage of the water is absorbed by the plaster or clay mould itself, thus
depositing a layer of clay on the inside. How long this takes depends on
how thick the body of the vessel is required to be. The shorter the time, the
thinner and more delicate the body. The thin translucent china vases we all
love may only need three or four minutes. Heavier bodies may take up to
ten minutes or so. It is important to ensure that the mould is kept topped up
during this time or there will be uneven thickness from top to bottom.
Most moulds can have a reservoir built onto the filling hole to automatically feed more slip as the level drops.
After this the surplus slip is tipped out and the moulds are allowed to
drain while the clay body dries. This could take anything from an hour or
so to a couple of days depending on the size and thickness of the object being cast.
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Hopefully the natural shrinkage that occurs during drying will detach
the body from the mould so that when the parts are separated the vase can
be extracted without difficulty.
Simple shapes such as traditional vases may be made in one piece, a
skilled but fairly simple operation. For complicated shapes like figures, or
even just the handles for our vase, the original model will have had to be
cut up and the finished object made in a number of parts. It is at this stage,
when the clay is basically dry but still in what we call a green or leather
state, that the parts are reassembled. In the case of a simple vase it may just
be a simple case of dabbing a little of the original slip onto the ends of the
handles and sticking them carefully in place.
The fact that the mould was in two parts inevitably means that the slip
will seep a little into the join. This leaves a small ridge around the finished
object much like the seam linking the two halves of a chocolate Easter egg:
this seam needs to be scraped down and cleaned up, a delicate and skilled
job.
Slip casting is a shaping method for powder-based ceramic components
that has been used for a long time in the traditional ceramic industry for
the manufacture of tableware and sanitaryware. Slip casting is also occasionally used in the manufacture of advanced (technical) ceramics.

Fig. 11 Sketch of the slip casting process

It is a filtration process (Fig. 11), in which a powder suspension – usually a water-based suspension – is poured into a plaster mould, which by
its porosity creates capillary forces and removes liquid from the suspension (slip).
When the liquid (filtrate) is drawn into the plaster mould, the powder
particles are forced towards the mould walls and a consolidated layer (filter cake) is gradually built up.
When a layer of desirable thickness has been obtained, the casting process is stopped either by having the excess slip removed, or by letting the
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casting fronts approach each other in the centre of the piece to form a solid
body. After a certain drying period the shaped piece can be released from
the mould for further drying and firing (sintering).
The main advantages of slip casting as a shaping method are that it allows complex geometries to be formed and good material homogeneity is
generally achieved. Furthermore, the mould material is cheap.
The disadvantages are that large-scale production (Fig. 12) requires
many moulds and plenty of room, coupled with the fact that plaster moulds
have limited durability, as plaster of Paris erodes/corrodes in water processing.
To get around these problems a method called pressure slip casting (or,
more simply, pressure casting) has been developed. Instead of plaster, the
moulds are made of polymeric materials: while porous, these have larger
pores that do not generate the same capillary forces but require an externally applied pressure to drive the filtration process.
However, the application of much higher pressure (<40 bar or 4.0 MPa)
makes casting cycles much faster than in slip casting processes where the
capillary forces correspond to a pressure of just 1–2 bar (0.1–0.2 MPa).

Fig. 12 Large-scale casting

Furthermore, the high pressure makes the cast pieces very dry and so
demoulding can be done immediately and a new casting cycle started
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again. Polymeric materials also last much longer than plaster and it is
therefore possible to obtain shaped products with better dimensional tolerances.
Today’s sanitaryware producers use four basic casting techniques:
1. Capillary casting in plaster moulds
1.A. bench (conveyor) plaster mould casting
1.B. battery (gang) casting in plaster moulds
2. Pressure casting in polymer moulds.
2.3.1 Capillary Casting in Plaster Moulds
With capillary casting, the same mould can be turned several times per
day, so reducing capital investment with respect to bench and battery casting. The moulds are still made from inexpensive materials, and the skill
level required is again lower than with bench casting. Excellent recovery
can be achieved with this method.
However, capillary casting is not without its disadvantages. Mould life
is limited, and a variety of mould-making skills are required on account of
mould complexity. While the skill levels needed are not as high as with
bench casting, the process still requires significant training. Additionally,
the number of turnovers per shift is still limited to only four to six casts per
24-hour day, and the potentially excellent recovery is not always easily
achieved.
With capillary casting, the demands placed on ball clay and kaolin producers are the same as with traditional bench casting. Additionally, faster
casting and firmer casts are also required. The methods used to address
these needs can be defined as similar to those of battery casting. Custom
slurry products seem to offer the potential to improve performance in this
area.
Bench (Conveyor) Plaster Mould Casting: Bench plaster mould casting
is still used for a number of reasons. For some companies, bench casting is
simply the way casting has always been done and changing their processes
is not something they have taken into consideration. Plaster is inexpensive,
and the employees all understand the mould making technology. For other
companies, this method simply works best for them. Modifications to
moulds can be made with relative ease, a small numbers of pieces can be
cast efficiently and the slip making technology is well established.
However, this method poses several drawbacks. The process is labourintensive, the wage rate for a skilled caster is fairly high, and a long training period is required before a caster becomes fully qualified. Addition-
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ally, significant space is required to produce the ware, making the process
capital-intensive. Other restrictions include a short mould life and a limitation on the number of pieces cast per day.
Companies that use bench plaster mould casting have two main requirements as regards the slurries: cost control and consistency (of particle
size, surface area, casting rate, viscosity and gel structure formation).
Slurry producers have tried to address these needs in several ways. Improved statistical methods of analysis have been designed to respond to
consistency concerns and increased-solid slurries have been developed to
address both consistency and total cost requirements. In some cases, the
slurry producer may recommend a traditional approach to slip adjustment
(see sidebar: Improving Casting Performance). New chemical systems
have also been proposed to improve slurry consistency.
Battery (Gang) Casting in Plaster Moulds: Battery casting (Fig. 13)
provides greater productivity and relatively low mould cost. Additionally,
more pieces can be produced within the space available, which reduces
capital requirements compared to bench casting methods. Moreover, compared to bench casting, fewer skills are required to produce ware by this
method are also lower than bench casting.

Fig. 13 Battery casting

However, this method also has its downsides. Mould life is short, and
larger runs of the same items are usually required because the speed with
which the moulds are turned over naturally produces more wear. Addition-
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ally, while moulds are made of plaster, the mould-making methods are not
traditional and require the interconnection of several mould parts to forma
a single, larger assembly (with bench casting the moulds are not interconnected). Lavatories tend to be the most favoured piece for gang casting because they are more easily gang-cast as a group.
Slurry requirements for manufacturers using gang casting methods are
generally the same as with traditional bench casting, and many of the same
solutions have been implemented. Manufacturers using this technique also
wish to increase their casting rate. Coarser, custom-blended slurries have
been developed to let sanitaryware manufacturers increase the performance of their ball clay and kaolin slurries and so to meet the requirements
of their specific casting method.
2.3.2 Pressure Casting in Polymer Moulds
Sanitaryware manufacturers are increasingly turning to pressure casting in
polymer moulds (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14 High pressure casting machine

High productivity is one benefit of this method as more pieces can be
cast per day. Some plants producing water tanks have established operating parameters that allow them to turn the casts over about five times per
hour.
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The number of pieces produced per square foot of manufacturing floor
space is also greater, leading to potential savings in overall capital spending. Excellent mould life and excellent recovery are two additional benefits
– 40,000 casts per mould is not unusual – and A-grade recovery over 95%
from cast to boxed has been accomplished in several instances.
Yet another advantage of this casting method is that a lower caster skill
level is required. For many manufacturers, the competition for quality
workers is heavy. With this method of casting, newly hired workers can
quickly become proficient in performing the work.
2.3.3 Comparative Tables
Finally, to illustrate the characteristics of the various ceramic shaping
methods more clearly, comparative tables have been added to briefly explain the “pros” and “cons” of the various forming systems, as well as their
main applications.
Table 1 Shaping parameters of the three basic techniques
Avg. moisture before shaping
Avg. moisture after shaping
Duration of shaping process
Shaping energy consumption
Green density
Green deformability
Mould/die material
Mould/die porosity
Shrinkage after firing
Drying ability
Drying energy consumption
Surface permeability
Glazing ability
Firing ability
Geometry of shaped article
Article size
Article thickness
Productivity
Automation level
Plant complexity
Specific production costs

dry pressing
5 wt. %

extruding
17 wt. %

slip casting
28 wt. %

5 wt. %
Low
High
High
Low
rigid or elastic
No
Low
High
Low
High
High
High
simple
small
constant
very high
High
medium
medium

17 wt. %
medium
medium
medium-high
medium
rigid
no
medium
low
high
low
low
medium
quite complex
medium
variable
high
high
low
low

18 wt. %
high
low
low
high
rigid
yes
high
low
high
low
low
low
complex
large
highly variable
low
low
high
high
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Table 2 Main applications of the three basic techniques
Floor tiles
Wall tiles
Trims
Roof tiles
Bricks
Sanitary wares
Table wares (hollow)
Table wares (flat)
Refractories
Kiln rollers
Insulators
Technical ceramics
Art wares

dry pressing
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

extruding
X

slip casting

X
X
X

X

(*)
(*)
X
X
X
X
(*)

X
X
X

X
X
X

(*) plastic shaping techniques starting from extruded materials.
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3.1 Classification by Application or Chemical-mineralogical
Structure
3.1.1 The Fascinating World of Materials

Materials are grouped into three large families (Fig. 2) [1]. Ceramic materials
are part of the group of non-metallic and inorganic materials, which also includes glass, natural stone and inorganic binders (cement, lime, gypsum). But
what defines ceramic materials? In the Continental Europe the following definition has been agreed: ceramics are
non-metallic-inorganic materials, with an at least 30-% crystalline structure, that are insoluble in water and have obtained their microstructure as
a result of the action of temperature [1].
Until a few decades ago, the rule was that ceramic materials are formed by
means of the typical process sequence powder⇒shaping⇒sintering. In the
meantime, however, they can also be produced based on the melt state, by the
decomposition of gaseous/vapour chemical compounds, or based on the colloidal state of the starting materials.
If you added up all the groups of ceramic materials covered by the chemical-mineralogical system (see Table 7), the total would still not reach a threefigure number even today1 (Fig. 1). They therefore constitute an infinitely
small percentage of the theoretically feasible chemical compounds that can
now be composed from the 114 reported, and of these 86 realistically usable,
elements (excluding inert gases and radioactive elements). The incredible total
of 6,6 · 1024 [2] would result if these 86 elements were put together in all conceivable combinations (i.e. in the extreme case, one compound composed of
all 86 elements). The restriction is that only compounds that exhibit the typical
ceramic properties – heat resistance at least during production, corrosion resis1

This term was chosen to facilitate the inclusion of material variants that, for example, contain sintering aids or stabilization additives (ZrO2, etc.), i.e. actually contain additional phases.
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tance, largely insoluble, qualify as ceramic materials. But as 22 elements have
a melting point above 1600°C, there are plenty possible combinations to be
going on with.
Chronology of the evolution of ceramic material groups
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Fig. 1 Graphic representation of the development of ceramic material groups
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Non-metallic inorganic
materials

Composite materials

Fig. 2 Classification of materials in the main groups 2

Just around 10 000 element compounds are currently investigated – and
these mostly with a concentration of up to a maximum of four elements per
material. Considering that these combinations of elements can be multiplied
by varying the percentages in the compositions or that more variants can be
added based on composite or cellular materials, the number of possibilities can
justifiably be described as 'infinite'. For plastics alone, over 20 000 variants
are already known today.
Although the ceramic raw materials have to be transformed into ceramics at
relatively high temperatures, particularly silicate ceramic materials require a
very low energy consumption for their production (Table 1). Part of the reason
for this is that natural raw materials are used, which save energy. On the other
hand, the example of carbon-fibre composites shows that high-performance
materials can be extremely expensive.
Table 1 The energy required for the production of one tonne of material [3]
Material

Oil equivalent [t]

1

0,03

Brick

6

0,16

Concrete

8

0,20

Stoneware tile

9

0,23

Glass

24

0,60

Structural steel

58

1,50

PVC

80

2,10

290

7,50

4 000

103

Aluminium
C-fibre composite

2

Energy[GJ/t]

Wood

Jebsen-Marwedel objected to the term "non-metallic" (Silikat Journal (1976) [12]); correctly it should be "inorganic-non-metal".
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3.1.2 Historical Development of Ceramic Materials

Over many thousands of years, the development of mankind and the growth of
civilization have been closely tied to man's ability to make use of materials.
The series that began with wood in the dim and distant past continued with
stone and, around 24 000 years ago, with ceramics (fired perhaps 'by accident'
in a hearth). A figure of a woman (Fig. 3) dated back to this time and found in
Moravia near Brno bears testimony to the first material actually made by man.
Until then, man had only used the materials Nature had provided. The natural
raw materials that had been used in an unchanged state until then were transformed in fire – this provided mankind with the first insights into chemical reactions in solid materials.

Fig. 3 Ceramic figure, dated to around 22 000 BC
(found in Moravia near Brno)

Many materials, such as metals, glasses or polymers, were developed much
later. This may be because the raw materials needed for tradition silicate ce-
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ramics literally laid at man's feet and were plastic enough to allow easy shaping: the earth's crust contains around 49 % oxygen, 26 % silicon and 7,5 %
aluminium. Together they make up 82,5 % of all elements disposable on earth,
an enormous store of resources, which ceramists can use to produce traditional
products.
And ceramists have been doing just that for a very long time. The oldest
fired bricks, which were found in Knossos (Crete), have been dated back to
around 4300 BC. These contain the elements in almost the same concentrations as the earth's crust – in chemical terms they contain around 50 % oxygen, 30 % silicon and 11 % aluminium. The other elements discovered as time
went by were not initially needed for traditional ceramics, then at first only for
their decoration – and finally, only relatively recently, specifically added to
ceramic batches to produce certain materials.
How have ceramic materials become so successfully established against
their numerous 'rivals', such as iron/steel, enamel, plastics, etc.? The reason is
their unique combination of properties that no other material is able to deliver
(Table 2).
Table 2 Specific material properties required for certain high-performance ceramic
products
Silicate ceramics

Technical ceramics (etc.)

♦ abrasion-/scratch-resistant

♦

abrasion-resistant

♦ flame-proof/non-combustible

♦

bioinert/biocompatible

♦ corrosion-resistant

♦

high hardness

♦ light-fast

♦

high-temp. resistance

♦ “natural”

♦

corrosion-resistant

♦ water-resistant

♦

mechanically strong

♦ weather-resistant

♦

low density

3.1.3 Ceramics Began Almost 25 000 Years ago

In historical terms, the 24 000-year-old ceramic figure mentioned above remained on its own for a long time. Not until the later Palaeolithic Age, that is
around 10 000 BC and therefore around 8 000 years before the Bronze and
Iron Age, were pots made from loam or clay and fired. The reason was probably that the nomadic tribes of hunters began to settle at this time and were able
to use stable ceramic products for the preparation and storage of food, instead
of the vessels made of plants or animal skins commonly used until then. The
further development of ceramic materials took place in three phases:
•

Man spent many thousands of years looking for suitable raw materials.
For traditional ceramics, these consisted of loams and clays. Improve-
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ments could be achieved by cleverly blending the materials. Very early
on, it was discovered that the addition of e.g. sand could be used to combat the cracking of fat clays or that the addition of urea (urine) and subsequent souring can drastically increase plasticity (China).
In the second phase, the refinement of technologies brought progress even
before the turn of the era: worth mentioning are preparation (comminution, slurrying), shaping (use of plaster moulds, pressing of lean powders),
but also firing systems.
The late Middle Ages, with the emerging knowledge of chemistry and
mineralogy, marked the start of the specific development of ceramic materials and, parallel to this, a more systematic selection of raw materials and
development of technologies.

Until well into the last millennium BC, more or less well prepared natural raw
materials were used as the basis for the production of ceramic products. The
products generally exhibited the properties with which their raw materials endowed them. In this context, the Chinese enjoyed very early success as they
found optimal raw materials. Examples of this are their 'white stoneware' (100
AD), 'white porcelain' (420 AD) and 'Celadon porcelain' (700 AD).
The Europeans caught up much later when selective development began.
First they tried to improve properties by selectively combining batch components. Near Passau in Germany, for example, graphitic schist was mixed with
clay already around 1220 AD. From this, melting pots were formed and a monopoly established all over Europe. In around the year 1600, the selective
combination of highly refractory clays from Grossalmerode (Germany) with
graphite powder produced melting crucibles that brought a considerable improvement in temperature resistance and were wetted far less by the melt.
Symbolic for the introduction of research into ceramics was the development of porcelain. Since the end of the 15th century, more and more attempts
had been made to copy the (expensive) Chinese porcelain. Glass frits were
mainly used as the starting materials. This was how the Réaumur porcelain in
France was developed, which is based on an intended recrystallization of glass
vessels. However, the breakthrough was made by the alchemist Johann Friedrich Böttger in the year 1709 in Saxonia, who for a long time was guided by
his mentor, the scientist Ehrenfried von Tschirnhaus (who died in 1708). He
found appropriate blends of raw materials and more importantly developed
suitable kilns. Looking back, this marked the birth of ceramic research because not only the body but a completely new decoration was evolved. The
time was ripe: the R&D work carried out in a wide range of fields quickly set
up milestones in material development. A few examples:
•
•

Around 1735, in England blast furnaces could be fired with coke after it
became possible to produce heat-resistant fireclay bricks
In 1743 John Astbury in England fired white, porous earthenware [4]
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Around 1750, porcelain was produced with bone ash in England and
given the name 'bone china'
In 1780 in Germany, a special vitrified stoneware was launched on to the
market for applications in chemistry and pharmacy
In 1820 dinas (silica) bricks were produced for the first time in England
[4]
In 1840 the first electric porcelain insulator was produced at KPM in Berlin
In 1857 the ceramic grinding wheel was patented (Germany).

Development intensified parallel with the ongoing industrialization, which in
turn resulted in an increase in research within the ceramics companies. Already in the 19th century, 'exotic' raw materials came on to the scene as starting resources: coking breeze for carbon bricks (1857), talcum/steatite for electrical isolating ceramics (1859), SiC for heating rods (1900, becoming the first
ceramic products to be made from a synthetic raw material), graphite compounds for electrodes (1902), etc.
3.1.4 The Road to High-performance (Advanced) Ceramics

There followed a seamless transition to the development of high-performance
materials, which are used almost exclusively for technical ceramic products.
Until well into the second millennium AD, the available raw materials dictated
the product, the properties of which could perhaps be improved by preparation
and control of the firing process. Ceramic products were used in technical applications long before the turn of the era and these made a major contribution
to the progress of civilization (Table 3).

Table 3 Clay ceramic products used in technical applications in the early years
Product
Loom spindles

Turkey

Fired clay bricks

Crete; Sumer/Iraq

4300 BC

Sewage pipes

Habuba/Syria

3300 BC

Refractory moulds

Greece

1500 BC

Roof tiles

Greece

800 BC

Glass melting pots

Germany

Place

Year
6250 BC

1290 AD

Back in the late Middle Ages, efforts were made to obtain special properties. The material requirements were derived from five sources:
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First, these were based mainly on economic considerations (for example,
August the Strong and his 'white gold', i.e. porcelain)
By the 20th century at the latest, completely different interests helped in
promoting the development of materials. Less official, but certainly in the
background, military aspects were often the driving factor behind materials development (communications, aerospace, etc.)
Since the 1970s, environmental protection has also thrown up specific
demands (catalytic converters, membranes, etc.)
Finally, materials are developed for the common good or to further prosperity (bioceramics, automotive engineering).

The focus is often on one outstanding aspect of material performance: e.g. refractoriness, electrical or thermal insulation, chemical resistance or wear resistance – the other properties are, at best, supplementary (Table 4). Such materials are generally only achieved with synthetic raw materials in combination
with appropriate process engineering, for which utmost cleanness is essential.

Abrasion-resistant
Biocompatible
Chemically active
Chemically resistant
Electrically insulating
Electrically conductive
Magnetic
Mechanically strong
Temperature-resistant
Thermal shock-resistant
Thermally conductive
Thermally insulating








Spark plugs

Roller bearings

Superconductor wire

Cutting tips

Metal melt filters

Long-rod insulators

Catalytic converters

Heat shields

Ferrite magnets

Thread guides

Property

Kiln furniture

Product

Artificial hip joints

Table 4 Selectively targeted top property values for ceramic materials












































70 % of the products shown in Table 5 consist of materials that were unknown 60 years ago. This clearly indicates the huge importance ceramics has
gained thanks to the development of high-performance materials.
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Table 5 Typical products from high-performance materials and their introduction into
the various markets
Application
Armouring
Bio-implants
Computer industry
Electricity industry
Electronics industry
Power generation
Nuclear energy
Communications industry
Mechanical engineering
Medical systems
Aerospace
Environmental protection
Transport

Typical products
Protective vests, armour plating
Bones, artificial joints, etc.
Substrates, etc.
Ceramic superconductors
Transistors, substrates, magnets
Ceramic fuel cells
Absorbers, fuel rods
Capacitors, piezoceramics
Bearings, seals, screws
Tomographs, surgical instruments
Burner nozzles, heat shields
Catalytic converters, membrane filters
Brake discs, valves, etc.

Since
1990
1969
1943
1986
1943
1993
1940
1932
1990
1985
1961
1975
1999

Around 1920, the first ceramic departments became established at universities and other institutes across Germany. These were not only set up for the
specialist education of ceramists, they pushed ahead with further research activities. Above all, the vehicle and communications industries ensured a growing demand for products for which special materials had to be developed.
Launched onto the market, for example, were ceramic spark plugs made of
sintered alumina (1929), cemented carbide cutting tools (WC, 1930), and capacitors (barium-steatite, 1932).
The Second World War brought even greater intensification of R&D work,
which still has an effect to this day. Around 1940, graphite products were used
for atomic reactors (USA), in 1943 printed circuits on steatite substrates came
onto the market. Highly modernized process engineering and faster analysis
that penetrated into ever smaller dimensions were decisive factors on the road
to materials of ever higher quality. Everyone started talking about ferrite compounds (permanent magnets, 1950), ceramic fibres (1952), synthetic diamonds
(1955), translucent Al2O3 (1959), highly refractory insulating materials (space
capsules, 1961), Si3N4 (engine components, 1986), ZrO2 (λ probes, 1976),
synthetic hydroxyapatite (bone replacement) and much more. An absolutely
astonishing success up to now was the discovery of non-metallic superconductivity (YBa2Cu3Ox, 1986).
In the same year, 1986, the 'ormocers' were presented to the public. These
coatings are sprayed in a thickness of nm onto window glass and darken this
when the sun shines on it. In the 1990s, these nanoscale powders were also
used in silicate ceramics: applied to tiles, sanitaryware and tableware articles
or roofing tiles, they make sure that dirt particles cannot attache themselves to
the surface. Special compositions even have an anti-bacterial effect.
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Another milestone was set up in 1973 with the development of precursor
ceramics. Their starting materials are no longer inorganic, but organic, something that had been completely unthinkable until then. This category also includes biomorphous ceramics, in which organic templates such as wood or
grasses are impregnated with inorganic (ceramic) materials and then pyrolysed. Their organic structure is replaced with inorganic material: resistant filters, lightweight components, etc. are formed. Cellular and also foam materials (with open or closed pores) are variants that open up new directions in
technology. The applications range from filters/membranes to carriers for
catalytic converters to heat shields on spacecraft, which consist of loosely
packed, extremely fine SiC-coated graphite fibres – the plates formed from
these exhibit up to 95 % porosity.
The development of ceramic materials has since long been an interdisciplinary matter. For one thing, structural characteristics are copied from biology.
Secondly, the properties of the materials and products have to be tested in special institutes and facilities, e.g. proving grounds for ceramic armouring. Modern material development, which is very often conducted to meet specific customer requirements, is driven forward in close cooperation with electronic
engineers, medical specialists, technical designers, process engineers, material
scientists, chemists, physicists, etc. Specialists from geology and mineralogy
may also be called in, to help in the search for suitable starting materials. The
leading role in the research work may be played by industry, institutes or even
the users of ceramic products.

3.1.5 Extrusion Paved the Way
Ceramic materials can be shaped in a plastic, liquid or pulverized state. For a
long time the plastic forming was the only way, in an early stage supported by
plaster moulds. In 1753 crucibles were produced in a screw press, and in 1745
casting in plaster moulds started in England – at first without electrolytes;
these were patented in France in 1788.
Litzow [4] distinguishes in his book between engines, which convert available energy to mechanical energy, and working engines, which execute a certain work. Extruders belong to the latter category. They improve bodies in
terms of homogeneity and de-airing. Unfortunately no report is available about
the working mechanism of the brick shaping machine patented in England in
1619. Thus the Dutch claymill from 1643 is the first known step in the direction of the extruder. The first hydraulic press working with plastic material has
been built in England in 1795. A pug mill has been tested in France in 1800
and as early as 1813 extruded perforated bricks have been produced in England. Across the channel in 1833 the first screw extruder has been invented,
and in 1852 it was England again by working with the first piston press. In
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1855 the German Schlickeysen invented the vertical and in 1865 the horizontal working extruder. The deciding breakthrough to the working under vacuum
was reached in the United States with a patent (1902) and the first vacuum extruder (1922).
The present global production of ceramic products is estimated at approx.
550 mill tpa, 365 mill t of these are contributed by bricks, roofing tiles and
sewer pipes, which are nearly entirely extruded. Refractories, technical ceramics and tableware use extruders partly to form products or at least to prepare
bats. So 70 % of the shaping of ceramics is executed to day in extruders, 28 %
of the products are shaped from powders, and just 2 % are produced by slip
casting. That shows how important extrusion is for the ceramics industry.
3.1.6 The Ceramic Piece as the Measure of all Things

The first classification of ceramic materials was dated by Litzow [4] to around
1800. It was very rudimentary, simply dividing ceramic materials into coloured/white and porous/dense variants (Fig. 2, page 41). It covered the materials coarse pottery, earthenware, stoneware and porcelain – refractories were
not included.
In the 20th century, an attempt was made to order the known materials so as
to define material groups with the same or similar properties. F. Singer and H.
Hecht, for example, described three main groups: coarse earthenware, sintered
ware and steatite [5]. This system was extended by Salmang, who classified
“all electrotechnical and highly refractory specialities” in the third group (besides steatite, zircon porcelain, Al2O3, MgO, BeO, titanates, cordierite, spinel
ceramics, ferrites, etc.).
In 1967, H. W. Hennicke ordered the material developments derived from
the broad fundamental research in a system that comprised “clay ceramic”
alongside “special ceramic” materials [6]. He divided both into “coarse” and
“fine” variants, drawing the dividing line at 0,1...0,2 mm – as above this limit
inhomogeneities can be identified with the naked eye, as well as in “porous”
and “dense” variants for which he defined the limit values at a water absorption of 6 resp. 2 % depending on body fineness. The materials classified under
these terms included 'real' materials (e.g. lime earthenware, fireclay, dental
porcelain) or materials defined by their fineness and porosity but not specified
in any greater detail (e.g. materials for masonry bricks, materials for filters).
Under clay ceramics, he ordered materials that contain > 20 mass % clay minerals in the starting body.
In the middle of the 1980s, the topic of classification was taken up again
both in West and East Germany. The group of GDR authors Krause/Berger/
Nehlert/Wiegmann [7] classified materials in an unstructured overview
(bricks, porcelain, sintered oxides, etc.) and, for the first time, the products
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produced from these materials by their applications (construction, domestic
use, medical systems, chemical engineering, etc.).
In 1985, K.H. Schüller and H.W. Hennicke published a classification that
combined the craft-oriented material names derived from traditional ceramics
with those of modern ceramics on the basis of synthetic raw materials, with rational chemical and mineralogical names [8]. This was necessary because
global economic development called for clear terms to resolve translation and
definition problems, but also for correct standard descriptions. They established the main groups:
•
•
•

silicate materials (with glassy phase content),
oxide materials (with a dominance of crystalline phases, low in glassy
phase or purely crystalline) and
non-oxide materials (non-oxide compounds or elements).

Silicate ceramics were still classified according to their microstructure, density
(water absorption) and colour. Under “Other silicate ceramics”, refractories
and cordierite were also found.
3.1.7 Material Properties as the Crucial Criterion
On this basis, another intensive discussion followed within the German Ceramic Society (DKG). Pursuing an approach proposed by Prof. Gugel, a supplementary overview structured according to ceramic product applications was
prepared, providing an appropriate platform for discussions with the buyers
and users of ceramic products. In this overview, the main property of the respective materials succeeded their chemical and mineralogical composition as
the criterion for their classification into the different groups. The rapid triumph of the new materials was manifested in the fact that nine of twelve applications could be listed under the new heading “Technical Ceramics” [9].
The advantage of this system of classification is that materials can be entered in more than one category, based on the products made from them: SiC
as kiln furniture in refractories, but also as a component in mechanical ceramics; porcelain in utility ceramics, but also in electrical or chemical ceramics. In
addition, further subdivisions were made with the description “active” or “passive” as, for example, in chemical ceramics. Vessels or filters are classed as
“passive”, catalytic converters as “active” products.
In this context, it is possible to refer to the categories compiled back in the
1930s, initially for electrical ceramic materials, by the Association of German
Electrical Engineering Porcelain Factories in the form of property tables.
These categories have been revised several times since then and further applications added. Under the title “Advanced technical ceramics – unified method
for classification” the material variants known up to 1995 and listed in DIN
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60-672 (earlier also DIN 40685) were finally standardized with four-figure
codes so that, besides their technical use, economic statistics, market surveys,
labelling, codes and databases can benefit from this.
These classification systems for technical ceramic products correspond
largely to those described further above, but go into far more detail: highAl2O3 ceramics for insulation, with an Al2O3 content between 80 and >99 %
are, for example, subdivided into another four groups that differ with regard to
their important properties, SiC is split into six groups (pressureless sintered,
Si-infiltrated, hot-pressed, HIP, recrystallized, N-bonded), etc. In several publications addressed particularly to the buyers and users of technical ceramic
products [10,11], the German Ceramic Industry Association (VKI) in Selb has
explained these classification systems.
3.1.8 Making two from one

The past two decades have brought advances in many sectors and led to a
much larger number of ceramic products as well as completely new applications, particularly in the technical field. On an initiative within the German
Ceramic Society (DKG), professors and other experts reviewed the classification of ceramic materials at the end of 2004. They decided that the structure
had been too detailed in some cases whereas it would be sensible make additions in other fields. This applies particularly to electrical ceramics, where the
differences between products with “active” and “passive functions” are now
so great that these are now divided into two main groups.
The procedure taken in the reclassification of the materials again spanned
two levels. First the ceramic products were classified according to the now
commonly used generic terms (Table 6: Classification of the ceramic products
by application), the typical properties of the products included in the main
groups being the determinant criteria for their application. Traditional silicate
ceramics, which used to dominate, now only account for two main groups:
utility ceramics and building ceramics.
Following lengthy discussion, no distinction has been made between “engineering” or “structural” and “functional ceramics” in this system, as these
products can often be classed in both categories. All materials of this genre
were therefore covered by the uniform heading “Technical Ceramics” (which
expressly included both “conventional” as well as “modern” refractory materials).
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Fig. 4 Classification of ceramic materials around 1800 [4]

On the other hand, the materials were classified according to their chemical-mineralogical structure in a total of 50 material groups and two fringe
groups (on the dividing lines between ceramics, metals and glasses) (Table 7:
Chemical-mineralogical classification of ceramic material groups). Rarely
used and particularly exotic materials (e.g. some other oxides) were excluded.
As mentioned in the introduction, the listed materials may exhibit variations in
their structure: e.g. ZrO2 with high purity or stabilized with different percentages of Y2O3, etc.
Table 7 lists some fringe groups that do not fulfil all the conditions specified above. Glass ceramics, for example, are produced by a different technological route, the sequence being powder ⇒ melt ⇒ shaping. But the subsequent heat treatment causes a crystallization of the melt phase, as a result of
which much less glassy phase is retained than, for example, in stoneware. In
material science terms, this group therefore constitutes a class of ceramic materials.
Similarly, between metals and ceramics, there are materials containing metallic binders: borides, nitrides, carbides, silicides. These “hard metal ceramics” or “cemented carbides” are also termed cermets. These are produced
based on a powder metallurgical route, the technological steps of the ceramic
process (powder ⇒ shaping ⇒ sintering) being followed. Germany was intensively involved in the fundamental research (which was forced ahead in the in-
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terest of military objectives during the Second World War). Ceramics were instrumental in their development. In what was then the Hescho Group in
Hermsdorf/Thuringia, dry presses employed in the production of technical ceramic components were used as part of the first tests. Consequently, both ceramists and metallurgists are represented on the German Joint Committee on
Powder Metallurgy.
Composites with ceramic matrix were first introduced into the classification
system by Kriegesmann [12]. In Table 7 composites with ceramic matrix have
been added, so that now five subgroups are included.
To conclude, it is worth pointing out the major advantage of this two-part
system: both aspects, i.e. applications and chemical-mineralogical structure,
can be combined in one table (Table 8). Such a combined table was compiled
for the first time in 1987, following on from the classification system [13] described in [9)]. The result was “a clearly charted 'map' to aid orientation in the
ever complex ceramic 'landscape'”.
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4 Types of Extrusion Units

Willi Bender
There exist basically three main groups of screw extruders employed for
column extrusion:
− extruders without de-airing;
− de-airing extruders with vacuum device incorporated in the extruder
barrel, and
− combined de-airing extrusion units consisting of extruder, vacuum
chamber and mixer.
These extrusion units are available in a great variety of models and design versions, which can be categorized and distinguished according to,
amongst other aspects, the following different process-technological and
design-relevant features:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

by the range of application of the extruder;
by the product to be extruded within the application range;
by the arrangement of the auger shaft and direction of column exit;
by the diameter of the extruder barrel;
by the number of auger shafts;
by the consistency of the body to be processed;
by the design of the extruder barrel;
by the design and mounting of the augers;
by special extrusion methods;
by the type of de-airing device employed;
by the design of the extruder;
by the design of the de-airing mixer;
by the design of the combined de-airing extrusion unit.

All of these 13 points will be dealt with in detail in the following,
whereby certain individual points may not be relevant for every extruder.
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4.1 Classification by the Range of Application
Extrusion of ceramics can simply be divided in 3 categories in respect of
its field of application for:
− the heavy clay industry;
− the fine ceramic industry;
− the advanced ceramic industry.
The categories can be differentiated by shaping-specific aspects, these
being amongst others the type of products, the kind of body composition,
the degree of fineness of the material batch, the throughput rate and the extrusion pressure. The extruders selected for shaping must be designed accordingly.
Heavy clay industry. The heavy clay industry is divided into the structural ceramic industry, the stoneware industry and the refractory industry.
Extrusion is the most commonly adopted shaping process used in the
structural ceramic industry. The majority of products receive their final
shape directly by means of the extrusion process. This does also apply to
extruded roofing tiles, but these may, however, be subjected to further
forming, that is re-pressed, for example in the manufacture cambered tiles
and to obtain an embossed surface. Slabs are extruded for the production
of pressed roofing tiles, the final shape of which is achieved by a repressing process.
Stoneware pipes produced in the stoneware industry are almost exclusively shaped by way of extrusion, preferably using vertical extruders, but
specially for the shaping of pipe bends also horizontal extruders
Extrusion is rarely employed in the refractory industry, but can be
found sporadically for smaller and medium size standard shapes.
Fine ceramic industry. Only seldom are extruders used in fine ceramics for the direct shaping process; this is, for instance, in the case of extruded wall and floor tiles. Extruders are more frequently employed for the
purposes of homogenizing, de-airing, or for the extrusion of slugs for subsequent shaping, such as in the pressing of flower pots, or the roller shaping method employed in the tableware industry.
Advanced ceramic industry. Within the field of technical ceramics,
extrusion is used for direct shaping of high-quality solid and profiled columns as well as for extruding slugs, which will undergo a final shaping
process, for example in the production of insulators in the field of electrical ceramics by machining on copying lathes.
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Table 1 Specific features classified by branches for the use of extruders
Defining
feature

Branch of
ceramics
Heavy
clay industry

Fine ceramic
industry

Advanced
ceramic
industry

Body

silicate ceramic (clay
ceramic)
coarse ceramic bodies
silicate ceramic (clay
ceramic)
fine ceramic
bodies, e.g.
porcelain
bodies
non-plastic,
oxide and
non-oxide
ceramic
bodies

Degree of
fineness of
batch.
Max. grain
size

Extrusion
pressure

Range of
throughput
capacity

approx.µm
1000

up to
approx.bar
80

approx.t/h
5 - 150

100

20

2 - 40

10

200

0.001 - 20

Typical product examples

bricks,
roofing tiles,
ceiling bricks,
wall and floor
tiles
slugs for tableware ceramics, wall
and floor tiles

thin-walled
pipes, filter
pipes, electrodes, honeycombs, slugs,
fuel cells

It must be borne in mind that this represents only a rough classification,
as further subdivisions exist within the individual fields of ceramics in respect of the types and designs of extruders, as can be seen in the additional
criteria detailed under item 2.

4.2 Classification by the Product to be Extruded
This categorization is a refinement of the rough classification as shown in
item 1 and division is according to the type of product to be extruded, some of which are shown below:
−
−
−
−
−

extruders for bricks
extruders for extruded roofing tiles
extruders for slugs (slubs)
extruders for split tiles and flat punched tiles
extruders for stoneware pipes
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− extruders for pellets (e.g. lightweight aggregates)
− extruders for slugs used in fine ceramics and advanced ceramic industry
− extruders for honeycombs
This list is by no means complete and others could be added.
The most crucial parameters for the design of an extruder are the product and the type and characteristics of the body to be extruded, moreover
the throughput capacity and the required extrusion pressure.
Ongoing development of the individual features of an extruder has produced the boundary parameters for extruders employed in the structural ceramic industry as listed in table 2. Proof of continuous further development
can be seen by comparing the level of technology in1960 with that of
2005. This is characterized by reduced power ratings. For instance, whilst
in the 1990s extruders were still designed for using up to 750 kW, the
power used nowadays for the same throughput rate is around 400 kW,
whereby the motto “Do not extrude as stiff as possible, but rather as stiff as
is necessary.” is well-founded.
Table 2 Boundary parameters of extruders and combined de-airing extrusion
units used in structural clay industry comparing the levels in 1960 and 2005
Item

Identification

1
2
3

Throughput capacity
Feed ratio
Web thickness with
hollow ware products
Column width with
single column

4
5
6

Number of columns
with multiple outlet
Extrusion pressure

7

Pressure build-up
capability

8

Extrusion moisture
content
Extrusion stiffness/
penetrometer reading
Auger diameter

9

10

Dimension/value
m³/h
Qeff : Qth

State of art
around 1960
35
0.25
5-8

State of art
around 2005
75
0.5
1.6 – 3
(0.16*)

mm

800

2000

approx. number
bar

6

20

30

bar/cm

0.25

% on dry basis
N/mm2

20 - 28

80
(300*)
0.5
(0.8*)
12 – 28

0.18

0.35 – 0.60

mm

80 - 600

80 - 800

mm
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Auger shaft speeds
in general

–

12
13

Column speed
Vacuum
residual pressure in
vacuum chamber
Max. permissible
power consumption
of extruder
de-airing mixer
Effective torque at
auger shaft

14

15
*
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Infinitely variable
by motors with
speed control

m/min
%

Constant up to
max. 3 different
with pole-changing motors or
with switchgear
15
90

mbar

100

40 – 20

kW
kW

160
80

500
260

Nm

55 000

200 000

35
96 – 98

Comparative values with extrusion of honeycombs

4.3 Classification by the Arrangement of the Auger Shaft
and Direction of Column Exit
Other distinguishing features are those with regard to the arrangement of
the auger shaft and direction of extrusion:
− upright extruders: auger shaft vertical, column horizontal;
− horizontal extruders: auger shaft horizontal, column horizontal;
− vertical extruders (suspended extruders): auger shaft vertical, column
vertical
− hinged-type extruders: direction of auger shaft and column exit can be
chosen arbitrarily
Upright extruders. The upright extruder was the very first type of
extruder in operation (see also chapter 4), but this was soon replaced by
the horizontal version initially to simplify material feed.
Horizontal extruders. The horizontal extruder is the type most commonly used as it offers the best options in respect of process technology
(Fig. 1).
Vertical extruders (suspended extruders). The vertical extruder was
very quickly adopted early on for the extrusion of certain products, in particular for stoneware pipes and large size slugs, also for certain shapes of
roofing tiles and small items in the advanced ceramic industry. Favoured
by the vertical outlet, the column can easily be removed without the risk of
being deformed. As the products were extruded in an upright manner the
machine was also often incorrectly referred to as an upright extruder.
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Fig. 1 Horizontal extruder

Hinged-type extruders. This type of special de-airing extruder developed for use in the advanced ceramic industry is fitted with an extrusion
barrel which can be adjusted from a vertical to horizontal position (90–0º),
and is employed for the extrusion of non-plastic special bodies and oxide
ceramics (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Special design de-airing
extruder with hinged extruder
barrel
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4.4 Classification by the Diameter of the Extruder Barrel
One of the most important extruder parameters is that of the extruder barrel diameter. Although there has never been any standardization, certain
standard sizes have evolved in the course of time, identical to almost all
machine manufacturers. Essentially these standard dimensions are the following: 50, 80, 100, 110, 120, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 450, 500, 560, 600,
650, 700, 750, 800 and >800 mm Ø (up to approx. 1600mm Ø with vertical extruders for special applications).
Instead of the extrusion barrel diameter, the same dimensions are frequently quoted when referring to the auger diameters, which are almost
identical but are, in fact, approx. 1–10 mm smaller than the extruder barrel
diameter. Table 3 gives a rough guideline as to how the extrusion barrel
diameters can be allocated to the application range and type of products.
Table 3 Range of application of extruders determined by the extrusion barrel diameter
Diameter of extruder barrel
50 – 110 mm
150 – 200 mm
250 – 350 mm

350 – 550 mm

560 – 800 mm

> 800 mm (up to approx.
1600)

Range of application/type of products
laboratory, pilot plant installation, small items
profiled columns of all kinds, special products of fine
ceramics and advanced ceramics
applied in all branches of ceramics for small to medium
throughput rates, e.g. smaller solid and hollow slugs for
tableware and advanced ceramics. Smaller shapes
(solid columns) for structural ceramics industry
predominantly applied in the heavy clay industry for
medium to high throughput capacity and medium to
large size structural ceramic products (hollow columns)
and refractory industry. Stoneware (sewer) pipes
for high throughput capacity, large products or multiple-column hollow ware used in structural ceramics.
Individual units for extrusion of special products such
as slugs, pipes, vessels for the glass industry
solid and hollow slugs for electrical ceramics

4.5 Classification by the Number of Auger Shafts
Extruders are classified by the number of auger shafts as follows:
− single auger extruders,
− combined single auger de-airing extrusion units,
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− twin shaft extruders,
− multiple shaft extruders.
Single auger extruders. The single auger extruder with one auger shaft
represents the standard design extruder.
Combined single auger de-airing extrusion units. With this type of
extrusion unit the mixing blades, the compression augers for the vacuum
chamber and the extrusion auger itself are fitted on a single shaft, in successive order. Typical examples for this extruder type are the suspended
version of stoneware pipe extruders and the horizontal design of special
extruders for slugs as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Single-shaft de-airing extrusion unit used for the production of slugs

Twin shaft extruders. In the heavy clay industry the twin shaft extruder
was specially developed for the extrusion of wide flat ribbons (approx.
400–1200 mm width) which are of a very low height in relation to their
width, as can be found with large size wall and floor tiles (see also chapter
13 (Wiedmann/Hölzel). The extruder barrel outlet, which is wide in horizontal direction and narrow in vertical direction, ensures a uniform material feed right to the edges of the wide flat dies, whereby no unnecessarily
high degree of deformation occurs in the vertical direction. Whereas warping tends to be a problem when extruding flat clay ribbons with single auger extruders, the twin shaft extruder with its augers rotating either in the
same or opposite direction, partly with a combing action, operates twistfree, thus preventing any up-turned or down-turned corners. With no twisting of the column, there is basically no need for counter knives, which also
eliminates the risk of the formation of cutting laminations in this area. The
material intake into the twin shaft extruder is such that auxiliary infeed
aids can be dispensed with, thus also minimizing the problem of small dry
clay crumbs (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 A Counter rotating twin shaft extruder

Multiple shaft extruders. Some publications quote a classification for
multiple shaft extruders referring to combined de-airing extrusion units defined by the sum of their auger shafts, infeed shafts and mixer shafts. This
method of categorization is, however, disputed.
With reference to the extruder itself, one distinguishes between the single shaft, twin shaft and multiple shaft extruder, which features three or
more auger shafts. Extruders fitted with up to seven auger shafts are in use
in plastics manufacturing technology. Multiple shaft extruders are in the
course of development in the ceramics industry. An extruder with four
shafts, designed with two adjoining double augers separated by a gusset,
for the extrusion of slugs has been known.

4.6 Classification by the Consistency of the Body
to be Processed
With reference to material stiffness and hence the extrusion pressure to be
generated, a distinction is made in column extrusion between:
low pressure extrusion (in structural ceramics = soft extrusion)
medium pressure extrusion (in structural ceramics = semi stiff extrusion)
high pressure extrusion (in structural ceramics up to 80 bar = stiff extrusion)
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Extruders must be accordinly designed to suit the respective pressure requirements.
Three different parameters have to be considered in defining the type of
extrusion by the consistency of the body to be processed: extrusion moisture content, extrusion pressure and extrusion stiffness (penetrometer reading). Yet there is only a conditional interdependence of these three parameters. Merely quoting the extrusion pressure reading and the extrusion
moisture content do not give any indication regarding the extrusion behaviour, as different raw materials may have a totally different plasticity or
stiffness even with the same moisture content, or vice versa have a different moisture content with the same degree of stiffness. The stiffness of the
body, however, does represent a comparable value. Resistance created by
the die, on the contrary, largely determines the extrusion pressure. These
three factors influence the extrusion behaviour of a body and hence the design of an extruder.
Therefore extruders are always designed for a maximum permissible extrusion pressure, e.g. up to 20 bar, up to 45 bar or up to 300 bar, and it is
obvious that this fact has a considerable significance on the design of certain machine components. Moreover the rheological behaviour of the
body, which varies subject to the material stiffness, must be taken into account for instance in the design of the auger geometry and the configuration of the shaping tools such as pressure head and die.
Table 4 summarizes the three parameters that define the type of extrusion.

Table 4 Types of extrusion and approximate values of the most important parameters
Type of extrusion
Designation used in
structural ceramic
industry
Parameter Dimension
Extrusion
% on dry
moisture
Extrusion
bar
pressure
Penetrome- N/mm2
ter

Low pressure
extrusion
Soft extrusion

Medium pressure
extrusion
Semi-stiff
extrusion

High pressure
extrusion
Stiff
extrusion

1
10 - 27

2
15 - 22

3
12 – 18

4
10 – 15

4 - 12

15 – 22

25 – 45

Up to 300

< 0,20

0,20 – 0,30

0,25 –0,45

> 0,30
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4.7 Classification by the Design of the Extruder Barrel
There are seven types of extruders determined by the design of the extruder barrel (Fig. 5):
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

extruders with cylindrical extrusion barrel
extruders with conical extrusion barrel
extruders with a combination of conical and cylindrical extrusion barrel
extruders with enlarged extrusion barrel
extruders with expanded extrusion barrel
extruders with stepped barrel
extruders with “noodle” barrel

Cylindrical barrel

Conical barrel

Combined (cylindrical/conical) barrel

Barrel with enlarged cylinder

Barrel with expansion cylinder

Stepped barrel

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of different types of construction of extruder barrels
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Cylindrical extrusion barrel. The extruders commonly in use nowadays are usually provided with a cylindrical extrusion barrel and accordingly also a cylindrical extrusion auger. The pressure build-up is achieved
by extrusion augers with a degressive pitch, i.e. the pitch decreases in direction of material feed.
Conical extrusion barrel. When using a conical extrusion barrel, the
diameter of the auger is gradually reduced in the direction of feed,
whereby the augers have a linear pitch. The pressure build-up is in this
case generated by the conicity of the extruder barrel. An extrusion auger of
pure conical design is however rarely employed nowadays.
Conical/cylindrical extrusion barrel. With the modular assembly system now generally adopted for economic reasons in the manufacture of extruders, this combination of cylindrical and conical auger is found quite
frequently. The design of this kind of extruder is such that a tapered section forms the transition between the larger auger diameter in the feed
hopper of the extruder and the smaller auger diameter in the extrusion barrel. The reason for choosing this type of design is that, with this basic
modular assembly system comprising the extruder machine body with infeed devices and gearbox, the extruder can be used at any time for from
two to four diverse extruder barrel diameters. For instance a basic unit is
designed with a diameter of 250 mm of the feed hopper to suit a diameter
of 160, 200 and 250 mm of the extrusion barrel, or say a basic unit with a
560 mm feed hopper diameter for 400, 450, 500 and 560 mm Ø of the extrusion barrel. This means that the design with the largest respective diameter of extrusion barrel can have a cylindrical extrusion auger, whilst
the respective smaller diameters require a conical transition.
From a process-technological point of view this conical section is not
entirely unproblematic, as an increase in pressure will ensue resulting from
the transition from the larger to the smaller auger diameter, which may
generate more heat, higher wear and an increased power consumption,
though these effects can be compensated by proper design.
Enlarged extrusion barrel. With this design the auger diameter increases towards the front end; this version is pre-eminent in the extrusion
of slugs. The purpose of using a conical extrusion barrel is to facilitate
backward release of air still entrapped in the material.
Expanded extrusion barrel. This version represents an option to the
enlarged extrusion barrel, for connection to a cylindrical auger. The aim is
to obtain a perfect uniformly-condensed column. If this is a necessity, especially when extruding different column sections, the expanded barrel
proves to be of benefit.
Stepped barrel. A backflow, in opposite direction to the material feed,
the so-called “leakage flow”, that reduces the theoretically possible
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throughput capacity of the extruder is produced in the gap between auger
and extruder barrel. As a result of the wear of the augers this gap and thus
the material backflow increases. This gap must not exceed a certain dimension (e.g. 5–10 mm) as otherwise the amount of backflow material
would be too high. This increase in the gap resulting from wear of the augers has to be compensated by readjustment of the auger tips or hard facing the augers at regular intervals. In an attempt to reduce this backflow,
an extrusion barrel with several narrowed sections and widened sections in
the forward direction was used. With this stepped barrel the backflow
could only extend over one step and not the entire length of the barrel.
“Noodle” barrel. This is used in the fine ceramic industry for opening
up the cakes supplied from the filter presses and for shortening the drying
time. The filter cakes are reduced to slender, round clay columns (noodles), which are extruded at a continuous rate and which are deposited on
the drying belt in a spiral arrangement, adjacent to and on top of each
other, allowing air to circulate between. Once the noodles are dried they
are ground to powder suitable for the downstream dry shaping process
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Extruder fitted with noodle barrel

4.8 Classification by the Design and Mounting
of the Augers
An extrusion auger is characterised by the so-called auger geometry, the
parameters of which are summarized in table 5 (Fig. 7).
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The extrusion augers are differentiated by their pitch, i.e. the pitch of a
full spiral of 360º, as follows:
− progressive pitch (increasing pitch)
− progressive pitch of the hub (the progression is achieved by change of
the hub diameter, whereas the auger pitch as such remains constant)
− degressive pitch (decreasing pitch)
− linear pitch (pitch remains constant) – always looking in direction of
feed
− combined pitch (combination of two of the aforementioned versions).

Table 5 Parameters for auger geometry
Parameter

Symbol

Dimension

Barrel diameter

D

mm

Auger diameter

Ds

mm

Hub diameter

d

mm

d/Ds

–

Auger pitch: (pitch of a full spiral of 360º)*

S

mm

Middle angle of auger pitch **

ßm

º

Thickness of flanks (wings)

f

mm

Number of auger flights

n

number

Barrel length

L

mm

L/D

–

Gap between auger and barrel wall

a

mm

Internal passage between hub and barrel wall

h

mm

Feed flow

Qs

m3/h

Backflow within the auger channel

QD

m3/h

Backflow in gap between auger and barrel wall

QL

m3/h

Ratio of diameter of hub/auger

Parameter for pressure build up:
Barrel length: barrel diameter

* The auger pitch can be either progressive, linear or degressive
** As the angle of pitch varies with the distance from the hub, differentiaton has
to be made between the inner, the middle and the outer pitch angle.
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S ≈ π · D · tan β a
βa
βm
h
βI
DS

QD

D
d

Qs
f

a
QL

direction of extrusion
Fig. 7 Diagrammatic view of augers with designation of the auger geometry

4.9 Classification by Specific Extrusion Method
In the course of time several special methods have developed in extrusion,
some of which are listed hereunder:
− Twin-layer extrusion
− multiple column extrusion
− extrusion using pressure head with two outlets feeding onto two cutting
devices
− extrusion with subsequent calendering
− hot extrusion
− vacuum extrusion
Twin-layer extrusion (Co-extrusion)
Facing bricks are produced by the double- or twin-layer extrusion (coextrusion) method with high-quality clay being used for the face of the
bricks and less valuable clay for the basic body. The high-quality portion,
representing about 6–8% of the total body, could possibly be brought in
from further afield, whilst locally available, cheaper clay can used for the
basic material. This enables very economical production of high-quality
facing bricks. The characteristic feature of this method is the layered bind-
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ing of two plastic bodies during the shaping process. Therefore these two
materials must be chosen and modified in such a manner that their drying
and firing shrinkage is as similar as possible. A special extrusion unit is
employed for the shaping process utilising two extruders which are arranged at right angles (the smaller machine for the material producing the
face of the bricks and a standard size extruder for the basic material), the
two extruders being connected by a special transition component (Fig. 8).
This method is also known as co-extrusion, the name being derived from
the essential co-action and co-operation of the two extruders.

Fig. 8 Diagrammatic view of a twin pressure head (Patent Officine Morando) for
a two layer extrusion method

Multiple column extrusion
Multiple column extrusion is predominantly applied in the structural ceramic industry where up to 20 columns are extruded side by side and cut
by an appropriate cutting device (Fig. 9). The benefits of such type of extrusion are:
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− reduced column speeds and hence less tensile stress within the column
and therefore less laminations
− the reduced column speeds in turn provide a slower cutting action and
green product handling
− higher throughput rates
− less wear and tear
− less energy consumption
− less heating throughout the entire shaping system
− less segregation within the pressure head in the case of bodies with a
high percentage of grogging agents.

Fig. 9 Die for multiple column extrusion

Extrusion using pressure head with twin outlets. Extrusion with one
pressure head and two outlets feeding onto two cutting devices represents a
method mainly of concern to the structural ceramic industry, although not
usually found these days. This type of extrusion evolved at a time when
the throughput capacity of an extruder was often much higher than that of
the downstream cutting and handling equipment. Standard cutting devices
would not have been able to handle the column speeds that would have
been possible using the extruder capacity at its full rate. The twin pressure
head with its two outlets, which simultaneously fed a column to each of
both cutting plants, made it possible to utilize the full potential of the extruder and double the throughput rate. An adjustable shutter slide was
commonly fitted in the centre of the special pressure head as an aid to
some extent control the flow of the two material columns.
Extrusion with subsequent calendaring. Extrusion of tubes for subsequent calendaring is a particular method adopted for the production of extra wide fine ceramic wall and floor tiles. This process involves initial ex-
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trusion in the form of a tube, which is then cut open and smoothened and
flattened by means of calendaring rolls.
Hot extrusion. Hot extrusion, which involves heating of the clay by the
introduction of steam into the combined de-airing extrusion unit, is primarily aimed at reducing the drying time. Most of the factories in the structural clay industry use the benefits of hot extrusion. The steam is usually
added at the mixer via a bottom plate in the mixing trough. As a rule the
aim is to reach a column temperature of 50–60ºC.
Vacuum extrusion. All ceramic materials contain a certain percentage
of gas, for the most part in the form of the finest air bubbles embedded between the individual body components. The aim of de-airing, degasification, or evacuation of the body, is to remove the embedded air, which has a
grogging effect and creates bubbles, in order to achieve an increase in plasticity and reduce the risk of laminations.
The subject of de-airing is dealt with in greater detail in chapter 15 and
16, and the equipment needed for de-airing purposes is listed in table 7 of
same chapter.

4.10 Classification by the Type of De-airing
Device Employed
De-airing removes the air embedded in the body. In order to optimise the
de-airing process, the body must first be compacted, i.e. subjected to a
higher pressure and then broken down in such a manner to achieve a maximum surface area. Since plastic clay is basically impervious to gas, the
only way the embedded air can be released is by the effect of the differential pressure between the residual pressure in the vacuum chamber and the
pressure of the air embedded in the body causing it to “burst” out. The
greater the pressure difference and the thinner the material layer, the easier
the body particles can be broken up. Various de-airing systems were developed for this purpose, which can be differentiated as follows:
− extruder with de-airing device in the extrusion barrel (de-airing extruder)
− extruder with combined auger/mixer shaft and intermediate vacuum
chamber (single shaft de-airing extrusion unit)
− combined de-airing extrusion unit with separate vacuum chamber with
shredder device, available in different versions (see table 7, item 6), the
most commonly used being those with a screen plate and those with
shredder blades (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10 Vacuum chamber with shredder device

4.11 Classification by the Extruder Design Features
The following table shows the main components of a simple auger extruder and their most significant design versions:
Table 6 Components and design options of the extruder
Item
1

Main components
Extruder housing

2

Infeed device

Design options and details
Version: extruder machine body and gearbox separate, or
as unit
Design: open ribbed-type construction, enclosed doublewalled box section, self-contained design, fitted on base
frame
Material: welded construction, cast iron, spheroidal
graphite cast iron, cast steel
Version: feed roller, feed paddle, feed auger, infeed roller
paddles fitted on mixer shaft, meshing with auger, with or
without rims
Number: none, one or two
Material: welded construction, casting, hard facing,
stainless steel design
Shaft: design, diameter
Bearing: two-fold or overhung-mounted, type of bearing,
dimensions, rated load, sealing
Drive: by main drive, separate individual drive, constant
or variable speeds
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Table 6 (Continued)
3

Extruder barrel

4

Barrel liners

5

Augers

6

Auger shaft

7

Gearbox

8

Drive

Version: one part, enclosed, with or without intermediate
barrel, swivel-type with hinges, with or without counter
blades, number, coolable or heatable
Material: welded construction, cast iron, spheroidal
graphite cast iron, cast steel, stainless steel design
Version: one part or multiple part, smooth, perforated,
with longitudinal strips, with spirals, with keel rails,
Fixing: with screws, screwless, secured against twisting
by strips, secured with bolts,
Material: rolled sheet metal, welded on strips, cast barrel
liners: cast steel, wear-resistant chilled casting, hardfaced, stainless steel design, special concrete
Version: one part augers, individual augers, augers with
replaceable rims, larger diameter at extruder infeed,
thickness of wings, option of combination of pitches (degressive, progressive, linear), coolable or heatable, end
auger (point auger): two or three flights, fixed or adjustable in several steps or infinitely variable (regulated pressure head)
Connection to shaft: self-contained element without continuous shaft, machined boreholes with feather key connection, tangential keys, profiled shaft
Material: welded construction, cast steel, cast steel with
wear-resistant rims, Ni-hard, highly wear-resistant special
casting, hard-faced augers, special steel, stainless steel
design, plastic, ceramic
Version: material, diameter inside bearings
Bearings: anti-friction bearings or sliding bearings, dimensions, rated loads, sealing
Version: integrated gearbox, separate gearbox
Design: helical gearing, spur toothing, machined or
ground wheels, immersion lubrication, circulation lubrication, type of bearings
Material (for gearbox housing): welded construction, cast
iron, spheroidal graphite cast iron, cast steel
Version A: by belt drive, overhung mounted bearing of
belt pulley, with intermediate gear and outboard bearing,
Belt pulleys: diameter x width, spider pulley or solid pulley, number of grooves
No-load facility: with anti-friction bearings, with sliding
bearings
Clutches: multiple disc clutch, compressed-air operated
multiple disc clutch, compressed-air clutch, hydraulically-operated clutch
Version B: by directly coupled gearbox and variable
speed motor
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Table 6 (Continued)
9

Accessories
(examples)

Monitoring devices: pressure gauge, backflow monitoring
device, standstill and synchronizing device, overload
safety device, pressure control device, temperature sensor, counters, speed monitoring devices, service hour
counter
Pressure heads: with/without regulating device, with oillubrication, fluidic-optimised, different geometric shapes
Dies: construction, material
Change-over mechanism for pressure head: shifting device, swivelling device, multiple turret
Column speed control
Lifting and lowering device, travelling gear
Automatic lubrication device: central lubrication system
Electrical section: drive motors, electrical control, software for preventative maintenance

4.12 Classification by the Design of the De-airing Mixer
The following table shows the main components of the de-airing mixer and
the most important options regarding the design of these parts:

Table 7 Components and design options of the de-airing mixer
Item
1

Components
Mixing trough

2

Mixer shaft

3

Mixer blades
(in open section
mixing trough)

Design options and details
Construction: one part, two or multiple part, length x
width, replaceable wearing liners, connection to
Steam heating attachment: through bottom plate, through
counter blades, through trough cover, combinations,
moistening device
Bearing: overhung mounted bearing, fitted in vacuum
chamber, dimensions, rated loads,
Connection to gearbox: continuous into gearbox, in hollow shafts, with split coupling, with shrink-fit pulleys
Construction: adjustable feed angle, one part design,
forged mixer blades, mixer blades made by re-casting
process,
Connection to shaft: mixer blades with shaft inserted
through shaft, two parts with feather keyway
Material: welded construction, cast steel, cast steel with
replaceable rims, highly wear-resistant casting, Nihard,
hard-faced version, stainless steel version
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Table 7 (Continued)
4

Augers
(in closed section
of mixer)

5

Vacuum chamber

6

Shredder device

7
8

Gearbox and drive
Special accessories
(examples)

Construction: one part augers, several individual augers,
augers with replaceable rims, larger diameter at transition
from mixer blades to augers
Connection to shaft: machined boreholes with feather
key, by bolts through the shaft
Material: welded construction, cast steel, cast steel with
wear-resistant rims, Nihard, highly wear-resistant special
casting, hard-faced augers, stainless steel design
Construction: vacuum chamber and mixer-auger barrel
designed as one unit, separate vacuum chamber: one part
or split, with second vacuum chamber
Design: size of vacuum chamber, size and number of
openings, size and number of inspection glasses,
Material: welded construction, cast iron, spheroidal
graphite cast iron, cast steel
Filter system: single or double filter
Vacuum pump: type of construction, air capacity, residual pressure which can be achieved
Screen plates: one part, multiple part, round hole perforation, slotted hole perforation, size of holes, movable to
outside mechanically or hydraulically, swing-out inside
the vacuum chamber
Position of the screen plates: horizontal, vertical
Shredder blades: rotating with mixer shafts, shredder
blades driven separately, option for subsequent installation
Combination of perforated plate with rotating stripping
knife in front
Combination of perforated plate with high speed rotating
shredder blades in front, high speed blade with collecting
dish, number of cutting knife blades, material
Outlet into vacuum chamber: round cross section, by
means of retarding slides, replaceable dies, material
Analogous to extruder – see table 6, compare item 8
Monitoring devices: bin level monitoring device, partly
also as listed in table 6, item 9
Moisture control device,
Steam heating attachment: steam generator
De-airing: vacuum generating system, vacuum pump,
vacuum-meter, air filter, leak indicator device
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4.13 Classification by the Design Version of the
Combined De-airing Extrusion Unit
The type of combined de-airing extrusion machine can be defined by,
amongst other aspects, the configuration of the auger and mixer shafts, by
the method of connection between the extruder and de-airing mixer, as
well as by the construction of the de-airing mixer. One differentiates the
features accordingly, as shown below:
A. By the configuration of the auger and mixer shaft(s):
(Fig. 11)

1A

1B

2

3

4

5
6

7

8A

8B

1. Auger shaft and mixer shaft arranged
on top of each other, feeding in the
same direction Option A: (commonly
used version): mixer shaft above the
auger shaft, option B: mixer shaft below the auger shaft.
2. Auger shaft and mixer shaft arranged
on top of each other, feeding in opposite direction
3. Auger shaft and mixer shaft arranged
on top of each other, mixer shaft feeding at right angles to auger shaft, either
r.h. or l.h.
4 Auger shaft and mixer shaft arranged
on same level, mixer shaft feeding at
right angles to auger shaft, either r.h. or
l.h.
5. Auger shaft horizontal, mixer shaft
vertical.
6. Auger shaft vertical, mixer shaft
horizontal.
7. Auger shaft adjustable from horizontal to vertical, i.e. at any angle from
0- 90º, mixer shaft horizontal and vertical to auger shaft.
8. Auger shaft and mixer shaft combined
Option A: horizontal version, option B:
vertical version

Fig. 11 Diagrammatic view of possible position of auger shaft and mixer shaft
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B. By the method of connection between the extruder and mixer:
Basically there are two options for connection of the machines that form
the combined de-airing extrusion unit:
− detachable connection:

as a combined or universal de-airing
extrusion unit,
− non-detachable connection: as a monobloc- or compact combined
de-airing extrusion unit.
Universal de-airing extrusion unit. Extruder and mixer are stand-alone
(independent) machines which form the universal type combined de-airing
extrusion unit, each equipped with its own drives. Therefore the ratio between auger shaft speed and mixer shaft speed can be chosen freely and be
adapted to any specific operating conditions. Due to the fact that the connection between both machines can be detached, it is possible to arrange
the mixer either in longitudinal direction or at right angles (r.h. or l.h.) to
the extruder (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 Universal type combined de-airing extrusion unit

Compact version combined de-airing extrusion unit. With this version, the extruder and mixer form a conjoined single unit with one only
common drive, the latter representing a cost benefit and probably the main
motivation for the development of this type of construction (Fig. 13).
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Fig. 13 Compact version de-airing extrusion unit

The fixed ratio of the auger and mixer shaft speeds resulting from this
type of construction is of a disadvantage, especially as this cannot subsequently be altered. There are however gearboxes with two-stage switchgear, which allow the speeds to be changed.
The compact de-airing extrusion unit is only available in a longitudinal
arrangement; it has lost much of its importance in relation to the combined
de-airing extrusion machine.
C. By the construction of the de-airing mixer:
Any combined de-airing extrusion machine consists of an extruder and a
primary pug sealer, of which several versions do exist, and therefore the
following combinations are possible:
− combination of extruder and de-airing double shaft mixer
− combination of extruder and de-airing single shaft mixer
− combination of extruder and vertical or horizontal de-airing pug sealer
The combined de-airing extrusion unit does, in fact, consist of two machines, which are the extruder as such and the preliminary pug sealer,
which can be designed as a double-shaft mixer, a single-shaft mixer or as a
vertical or horizontal de-airing pug sealer. The vacuum chamber is the
connecting component between the two machines to form a single unit,
whereby the de-airing chamber provides an air-tight connection between
the outlet exit of the primary pug mill and the infeed hopper of the extruder, a reason for the combined de-airing extrusion machine also being called a composite extruder.
Extruder and de-airing double shaft mixer. Thanks to the high
throughput capacity, the good mixing properties and the option of steam
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heating or moistening of the material, this represents the most commonlyused combination of machines in the heavy clay industry.
Extruder and de-airing single shaft mixer. This machine combination
is the superior choice for stiff extrusion purposes in the heavy clay industry. One of the reasons for this is the fact that a stiff body could cause
warping of the mixer shaft, which could prove to be problematic with a
double shaft mixer.
Extruder and de-airing pug sealer. This type of composite extruder is
mainly employed in fine ceramics and advanced ceramic industry, as the
performance of the mixer in respect of body preparation is of less significance in this branch of industry. The main task of the pug sealer is more
that of a feeding and proportioning for the extruder, and preparing the body for de-airing by compaction and shredding, as well as providing a clay
cushion to act as a gas-tight sealing for the vacuum chamber. The pug sealer is available in two versions, as a horizontal or vertical design, whereby
the latter can be provided with sideways or central material feed (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14 Combined de-airing extrusion unit with vertical primary pug sealer and
expansion barrel

Final observation. Only the most important and commonly used types
of extruders and combined de-airing extrusion machines have been listed
in this contribution. Bearing in mind the vast variety of options available
on the market, there is no pretence to completeness. Especially prototype
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machines or those special designs that are only suitable for specific applications have not been taken into consideration.
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5 A Short History of the Extruder in Ceramics

Willi Bender, Hans H. Böger
There are only a few technologies that in the process of their development
have found such an extensive range of application as that of extrusion
technology. Its origin was in structural ceramics, yet nowadays the extruder is employed in such diverse industries as the plastics industry, the
chemical and its related industries, foodstuffs industry, fodder concentrate
industry, etc., both for extrusion as well as for preparation and other process technologies.
The concept of shaping a product by forming an endless column of the
desired cross section, from which a brick is then cut to the required length,
is in fact a very old one and known since at least the beginning of the 17th
century. To realise this idea, essentially three different modes of operation
lent themselves to the processing of plastic and semi-plastic bodies, these
being the piston press, the roll extruder and the auger extruder. Of these,
the auger extruder is the most common. Therefore when reference is made
to extrusion within the field of ceramics, it normally relates to the auger
extruder. However the piston press and roll extruder were able to maintain
a certain foothold and have undergone further development.
In 1985 the radial dry powder column extruder was developed for batchcontinuous extrusion of dry powders [1]. Technically it cannot be classified as an extruder, yet it combines the benefits of conventional column
extrusion with the qualitative merits of isostatic pressing and mention of it
should therefore not be omitted here.
Extruders are predominantly employed in ceramics for direct shaping,
but they are also used for the pre-shaping of clots and slabs ready for a further shaping process and, lastly, particularly in the field of fine ceramics,
as pure preparation machines for homogenising, de-airing and for improvement of the plasticity and density of bodies.
Just as interesting as the versatile range of application of extruders and
their design and process engineering features is their historical development, as depicted below. If the extrusion of structural ceramic products
features prominently in the following, this is due to the fact that it is in this
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branch of the ceramics industry that the process has been used for the
longest period and where it is also the one most widely employed.

5.1 The Development of the Extruder
and Column Shaping
Each of the three systems of column shaping, which are based on different
methods of operation: piston extruder (intermittent), expression rolls and
auger extruder (continuous) has its own development history. In the course
of their development there have also been several combinations of these
three column shaping systems, e.g. auger extruder/piston extruder, auger
extruder/expression rolls, expression rolls/auger extruder, auger extruder/auger extruder, whereby in each of these cases the former is always
the feed unit and the latter the actual shaping machine.
5.1.1 The Piston Extruder
The history of extrusion can be traced back to 1619 when the Englishman
John Etherington built a hand-operated piston extruder, with which bricks
were produced. After the introduction in England in 1623 of the “Statute of
Monopolies”, which governed the protection of inventions, a patent was
granted to him for his brick machine. Hence the piston extruder can be
considered the earliest extrusion machine. Initially, however, this did not
gain acceptance.
The next known inventor was Hostenberg of St. Petersburg, who from
1807 onwards built a hand-operated piston extruder for the shaping of
drainage pipes, known therefore as a drainpipe extruder (Fig. 1). This design of machine was rapidly and widely accepted all over Europe. It was
built as a single or double-acting piston extruder, (the so-called “runningout machine” or “stupids”), for instance in England by Messrs. John
Whitehead & Co. Ltd., Preston. This type of extruder was still used in isolated cases until the 1970s, for instance in Germany in a place called Zieko
near to Coswig, Saxony-Anhalt, for extruding drainpipes, special-purpose
bricks and horizontal-core bricks.
The filling or charging boxes that receive the material, one in the case of
the single-acting extruder and two in the case of the double-acting version,
were closed with heavy lids during the actual shaping operation. The piston was actuated by hand with the use of a hand-wheel and backgear or
with the aid of steam power. With the aim of avoiding the laborious opening and closing of these lids, a piston extruder was developed around 1870
which was fitted with a hinged extrusion barrel to replace the charging
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Fig. 1 Single-acting piston extruder,
the so-called “running-out machine”
or “stupids”, from 1810).

boxes. This was lifted into a vertical position for filling and into a horizontal position for the shaping operation (Fig. 2). The moulding machine built
by Henry Clayton was displayed at the London World Exhibition in 1862.
This was a double-acting piston extruder which pushed out a clay column
to the right and to the left in alternating mode. Material feed was accomplished by a horizontal pug mill (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Piston extruder with hinged
extrusion barrel, circa 1870

Fig. 3 Double-acting piston extruder
with preceding pug mill and roller
mill, Clayton, 1862

Vertically-operating piston extruders for the shaping of larger pipes
were introduced around 1870. The first versions of these extruders were of
such design that the piston moved inside the material-filled barrel from
bottom to top with the aid of a spindle. However, this method was soon
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abandoned in favour of extruding from top to bottom. The inconvenience
of piston extruders lay primarily in problems relating to the pressed-in air
resulting in the formation of bubbles on the brick, moreover the standstill
time for refilling the extrusion barrel after the pressing out of each piston
charge. In an effort to avoid both factors, a vertical piston extruder with
two rotating barrels was developed in 1880. While one barrel was pressed
out, the second barrel was charged with material and rammed down to prevent air bubbles 2 (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Vertical piston extruder with
two rotating barrels, around 1880

In the 1960s Messrs. Uniceram SA of Marseille, France, built a hydraulically-driven piston extruder for the stiff extrusion of structural clay products, combined with a de-airing double-shaft mixer, was operated as a
combined de-airing extrusion unit (Fig. 5). On the whole however the piston extruder has been of relatively little importance in comparison to the
auger extruder within the field of structural ceramics.
When advanced ceramics gained more significance from the 1950s onwards processing oxide-ceramic and non-oxide ceramic bodies that frequently required a high degree of compression, necessitating high pressure
rates not normally obtainable with auger extruders, interest in piston extruders was reawakened. Nevertheless the essential disadvantage of the
piston extruder as opposed to the auger extruder will always be its intermittent mode of operation and the limited possibilities of evacuation.
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Fig. 5 Combined de-airing extrusion
unit with de-airing double-shaft mixer
and piston extruder, built by Messrs.
Uniceram, Marseille, about 1960

5.1.2 The Expression Rolls
The Englishman Ainslie was one of the first to build an expression rolls
machine, around 1830; two rolls pushed the clay into a pressure head to be
shaped to a column through a die (Fig. 6). From England this machine
reached other countries, including Germany, where its design served as a
basis for several follow-up models, in particular those made by Messrs.
Gebrüder Sachsenberg of Rosslau/Elbe, who built expression rolls from
about 1865. Expression rolls featured either two vertical, superimposed
rolls or, in order to facilitate material intake, two vertical rolls in an inclined arrangement, set at a roller gap of approx. 5 – 6 mm. Expression
rolls with an additional feed roll, operating as so-called triple expression
rolls machines, were also on the market

Fig. 6 Expression rolls built by
Ainslie, circa 1830

Frequently expression rolls were combined with an upright or horizontal
pug mill or with an inclined-fitted auger extruder, so as to utilize the mixing and homogenising effect of these machines, which of course could not
be achieved by the expression rolls (Fig. 7). The first vertical expression
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rolls featuring a horizontal adjacent rolls arrangement were built by Sachsenberg in 1874 for the production of pipe.. Sachsenberg continued to
manufacture expression rolls until about 1940, mainly for flat-type products such as extruded roofing tiles. For instance Messrs. Karl Händle &
Söhne of Mühlacker,Germany, produced an eccentric extruder in the
1930s. The pressure roll, which had to accomplish the forward feed of the
material, was provided with longitudinal slots in which movable slides carried by eccentric rings were fitted as an infeed aid (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7 Expression rolls with feed auger, around 1875

Fig. 8 Eccentric extruder, Messrs.
Händle, about 1930

Two patents in the United States dated 1961 and 1962 and a French patent of 1961 describe a method for roll extrusion of thin tiles and carrier
plates for catalyst converters to act as ceramic protective plates, made from
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plastic ceramic bodies with a clay portion and moisture content ranging between 8 and 15% fed into the roller gap without pressure.
In 1970 Messrs. Rieterwerke of Constance, Germany, introduced an
“augerless extruder” onto the market as their version of expression rolls,
also known as “Europresse” or rotor-type extrusion machine, for which a
patent had already been applied in 1963 as an “extruder for ceramic bodies”. The characteristic feature of this machine is a rotor with annular
grooves into which a smooth feed roll squeezes the material, so that this
can be carried around the circumference. Once the material is taken around
about two thirds of the circumference it is pushed against tangentiallyarranged scrapers which mesh into the annular grooves and which introduce the material into the pressure head (Fig. 9). Used in combination with
a de-airing mixer, the “Europresse” can be operated as a combined deairing extrusion machine. As there is no slide contact within the transported clay mass thanks to the grooves of the rotor, one would anticipate
the highest stress-free and lamination-free properties. In the end however,
in spite of good results achieved in particular cases, these expectations
could not be fulfilled and therefore the “Europresse” was unable to jeopardise the supremacy of the auger extruder.

Fig. 9 Diagram of the extruder
“Europresse”, 1970
1. compaction roller, 2. feed roller,
3. discharger, 4. pressure head

Later, in the 1990s, the German Institute for the Refractory and Ceramic
Industry took up the technology of expression rolls again, for continuous
shaping with simultaneous compaction of ceramic bodies, in particular for
the production of multi-layer products 3 4. Such components made up of
individual material layers can be produced relatively easily on expression
rolls. In laboratory tests Al2O3specimens containing up to 32 layers were
rolled together. It is possible to roll fibres, fabrics or metal foils between
the individual layers of such a ceramic composite material.
The operating principle of an improved and patented expression rolls
machine should enable the production of endless ceramic ribbons with
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thicknesses from 0.5 to approx. 10 mm, of different cross sections and with
internal channels, to be used for instance as kiln furniture, heat exchangers
and fluid components (Fig. 10). This process is feasible with the most diverse of material compounds, such as plastic or non-plastic, oxide, nitride
or carbide materials. In the extrusion of non-plastic ceramic powders the
percentage of plasticizing agents can be kept to a minimum as a result of
the energy introduced during the rolling process (roll pressure 0.01-3.27
t/cm).

Fig. 10 Diagram of an expression rolls machine for perforated ceramic endless
ribbons, 1990
1. feed section, 2. feed auger, 3 and 4. rollers, 5. roller gap, 6. core,
7. perforation, 8. brick

Electrophoretic Extrusion
In 1977 another expression rolls machine known as the “Elephant”
emerged. This adopted a new ceramic extrusion method utilizing electrophoresis following the “Elephant” principle. It cannot be formally classified as an extruder, rather being a machine for “shaping by means of precipitating slurry in an electric field (electrophoresis)”, yet the unusual
features of this special process do in fact fulfil the requirements of column
extrusion. The process could also be termed the “extrusion of slurry”5,6,7,8.
The physical phenomenon of electrophoresis has been known since the
19th century, when Reuss discovered that particles suspended in water
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move in a certain direction once they find themselves in an electric field.
Decades later it was realised that, according to the type of particles and
also the liquid, they can be charged positive or negative and hence travel
either to the cathode or anode.
It was in 1939 in the USSR that the first tests for electrophoretic extrusion of ceramic materials were carried out. Then in 1977 M. S. Chronberg
introduced a process for continuous production of flat ceramic products
ranging from mosaic to large-size tiles (Fig. 11). Messrs. Händle of Mühlacker, Germany, adopted this principle. After extensive basic studies by
the Fraunhofer Institute for Silicate Research to back up the theory of electrophoresis, the second generation of electrophoretic expression rolls machine “Elephant” was built, supplied to Messrs. Ceralit, Evreux, France,
and commissioned in spring 1980. Using a voltage of 30V and an amperage of 150A, the machine produced a throughput rate of 550 kg/h with a
column thickness of 5.5 mm and a moisture content of 17% on a dry basis
in the plastic state. The two counter-rotating and zinc-plated rolls form the
anode. The cathode is arranged in their top gusset. The slurry is pumped
into the uniform gap between the anodes and the cathode and the rolls are
pressed together with appropriate power corresponding to the hydrostatic
pressure of the slurry column. During the rotating motion of the rolls the
layers of solid particles, precipitated on the roll surfaces, are firmly pressed
down at their contact point, forming a continuous ceramic ribbon containing a moisture content between 16 and 18% on dry basis. Employing a
downstream roll and punching equipment enables the production of a wide
range of ceramic tiles with a variety of embossment and sizes. But the
principle of electrophoretic extrusion was not successful in the Structural
Ceramic.

Fig. 11 Diagram of the electrophoretic expression rolls extruder “Elephant”, 1979
1. outlet of excess slip to be recycled, 2. deposit being formed by electrophoresis,
3. counter electrode (cathode), 4. inlet of the slip, 5. zinc anode, 6. double-layer
band of ceramic body, 7. band
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5.1.3 The Auger Extruder
It is doubtful whether anyone would imagine a connection in the history of
extrusion between auger extruders and the smoking of tobacco. The role
however of the clay tobacco pipe is important. During the 1570s, English
sailors and soldiers returning from North America took tobacco and a
smoking instrument similar to clay pipes back England. As smoking very
soon became popular, it was in this period that the first clay pipe production facilities were set up there. Smoking spread from England across to
Holland, where evidence of pipe smoking is to be found even prior to
1600. There is proof of the manufacture of clay pipes in Amsterdam from
1607 and, amongst other areas, in Gouda since 1617. It was in Gouda in
1643 that the Dutch “pipe baker” J.J. Speckstruyff designed a clay mill –
the embryo of column extrusion with the use of augers – for the preparation of his pipe clay. This device consisted of a wooden trough with fixed
counter blades and a knife shaft with straight knives (Fig. 12). The pug
mill developed from this Dutch clay mill was in turn the origin of two lines
of development, one of them leading to the soft-mud moulding machine
and the other to auger extruders.
In 1767 the Swedish captain Carl Wijnblad described one of the first
soft-mud moulding machines, which was based on a horizontal pug mill.
The knife shaft fitted in an open-topped trough was driven directly from a
water wheel. Several rows of knives, arranged in a helix, were fitted into
the knife shaft and the shaft end carried an eccentric thrust member. An
opening was provided below the trough, into which the wooden moulds
were manually inserted via a guide channel. The clay was fed by hand into
the rear end of the trough, transported towards the front by means of the
knife shafts and pushed into the wooden mould below with the aid of the
thrust member at the front end of the trough; one mould could be filled
with every rotation (Fig.13). Soft-mud moulding machines invented later
often featured one or two upright pug mills. This first line of pug mill development, which led to the soft-mud moulding machine, is not pursued
here further.
Early efforts to utilize the principle of Archimedes' screw for the purpose of extruding a column to produce bricks – without direct reference to
the pug mill – started around 1830, and were made amongst others by
Tweedale & Hunt in 1840 and in 1852 by Randal & Saunder. The latter
used a counter-rotating horizontal twin auger and an interesting cutting device for their machine (Fig. 14). It is also worth mentioning that Lord Berriedale invented a machine, a horizontal extruder with integrated and sliding clay screen in the extruder barrel, which became known in 1852 9. At
the same time a mechanical cutter was introduced. Lord Berriedale's ma-
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Fig. 12 Prototype of the Dutch clay
mill, Speckstruyff, 1643

chine already had the external shape of modern horizontal auger extruders,
but in the end none of these machines could gain acceptance. It was finally
Carl Schlickeysen who managed the breakthrough in 1855 with his “Universal Patent Brickmaking Machine”.
The Berlin machinery manufacturer Carl Schlickeysen managed to accomplish this with his “auger for movement of plastic materials”, which he
installed into a pug mill and for which he applied for patents using the
name “Universal Brickmaking Machine” in Europe and the United States
of America. He was granted an English patent on 24th August 1854 for a
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Fig. 13 Soft-mud moulding machine
with horizontal pug mill by C.
Wijnblad, 1767

Fig. 14 Twin-auger extruder of Randal & Saunder, 1852
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“machine for the production of pipes and bricks”. The Schlickeysen extruder was shown to the public for the first time during the Agricultural
Fairs in Cleve and Cologne, Germany, in 1855 when the extrusion of roofing tiles was demonstrated. The Newton’s London Journal of June/July
1856 and the Official Business Report of the United States Patent Office,
Washington, of 1856 described the invention for the first time under the title, “Patent Brickmaking Machine of C. Schlickeysen”.
This was an upright extrusion machine consisting of a feed hopper
enlarged at the top and fitted with a special discharge auger blade, followed by a series of inclined compression blades screwed to a shaft with
gaps in between in a slightly overlapping configuration in order to achieve
the required extrusion pressure. The last auger blade was already a type of
end auger and can be regarded as the driving screw. An interrupted helix
was obtained, which represented a breakthrough. The most important element however was the second bottom component with its raised border,
fitted to the shaft immediately beneath the discharge opening and rotating
with the shaft. This bottom plate received the material pushed down from
the rear closed section of the barrel and moved it around to the outlet opening where it was forced to exit, thus avoiding further trailing action due to
continuous pressure of the material load from above. This made it possible
to exert a uniform pressure over the entire outlet opening (Fig. 15). The
first brickmaking machine was tested by Schlickeysen in his own brickyard at Kremmen near Oranienburg, Germany, employing a traction beam
and draught animals.
The leaseholder of the Ducal Brickyard in Rosslau/Elbe (Germany) Mr.
Carl Schneider engaged Carl Schlickeysen in 1857 to design a “Universal
Patent Brickmaking Machine” to be driven by a steam engine, which produced the first bricks in February 1858 (Fig. 16).
Carl Schlickeysen did not have his own foundry and was therefore in
need of a competent partner in order to implement his ideas, and he found
this partner in Nienburg, Germany, in Messrs. Hertel & Co., later known
as Nienburger Maschinenfabrik AG. Not only the extrusion barrel and the
auger blades were cast in Nienburg, but the complete brick machine was
manufactured there. The two engineers Hertel and his associate Schmelzer
recognised the merits of the brick machine invented by Schlickeysen and
developed their own horizontal auger extruder in 1859/60, which was successfully tested in 1860 in the Ducal brick plant in NienburgGrimschleben, Germany (Fig. 17). This machine was equipped with a tapered extrusion barrel and an infeed machine body of 75 cm diameter. The
barrel length was 1.25 m and the output was quoted to be 1200–1300
bricks per hour. A speed of 6 – 8 rpm was specified for the auger shaft.
There is proof that this extruder was still in operation until 1909. The hori-
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Fig. 15 Patent Brick Machine of C.
Schlickeysen, 1856

Fig. 16 First upright auger
extruder powered by steam,
1858
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Fig. 17 First horizontal extruder, Hertel, 1860

zontal extruder managed its breakthrough at the International Agricultural
Exhibition in Hamburg in 1863, where it was shown along with the English piston extruder, the German expression rolls machine and the upright
pug mill, offering the experts an opportunity for comparison.
There were essentially two reasons for the transition from an upright to
a horizontal auger extruder: feeding of an upright extruder, which at that
time was still effected manually, was extremely strenuous, and the arrangement of the drive – whether at top or bottom – was not without problems.
On the other hand the upright extruder with its vertical outlet was beneficial inasmuch as the bricks produced on this machine hardly showed any
noticeable laminations created by the auger and the flow movement of the
clay. The clay pushed to the bottom was taken along towards the die by the
rotating base and was forced to exit laterally. As a result of the change in
direction, the previous longitudinal orientation of the clay material was
converted to a crosswise orientation. As the “clay strings” were still turned
inside the extruder, any laminations which may have been caused by the
flow motion of the material were hardly visible in the extruded column and
hence the vertical extruder produced virtually lamination-free bricks.
This changed abruptly when the horizontal auger extruder was introduced. The rotational movement of the single-flight auger creates two intertwined spiral-shaped columns with smoothened surface areas, where
there is pronounced parallel orientation of the clay minerals. At that time it
was still not appreciated that these two surfaces must be re-united by a
suitable configuration of the end auger and of the pressure head; hence
these deficiencies were visible on the bricks in the form of S-cracks and
ring-type laminations. As a consequence the transition from the upright to
the horizontal auger extruder divided the opinion of the experts. Whereas
some considered it as progress that made the mass production of bricks
really possible, for others it was the root of all evil.
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Since the introduction of auger extruders from 1855 onwards, that is to
say for the last 150 years, the problem of textures/laminations in the extruded bricks has been the main issue in extrusion, even today still not entirely resolved; a sometimes controversial subject permanently under discussion and the topic of numerous publications.
The triumphal march of the auger extruder however was not to be
stopped. For all that, a great deal of design work and detail development
had to be undertaken to reach today's state-of-the-art technology, which
will be dealt with separately in Chapter 2 in much more detail. Around
1870 vertical auger extruders, the so-called “suspended extrusion machines”, were brought onto the market, to become forerunners of the later
sewer pipe presses (Fig. 18).

Fig. 18 Suspended auger extruder for
the extrusion of pipes, 1870

The practice of de-airing extrusion began in the United States about
1920 and in Europe from 1932 onwards.
The rudiments of stiff extrusion were already known in the United
States by the end of the 19th century but were only employed in Europe for
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the first time in England in 1960, and in Germany in 1967 in the form of a
combined de-airing stiff-extrusion unit supplied by Händle. The
characteristic feature of the stiff-extrusion method is the high compressive
strength of the bricks enabling a direct setting onto the kiln cars straight after the extruder. In the early stages of stiff extrusion efforts were made to
extrude as stiff as possible, sometimes reaching extrusion pressure rates up
to 80 bar. The motto nowadays is to extrude just as stiff as necessary, and
it is found that the requirements of stiff-extrusion can already be met with
extrusion pressure rates from approx. 25 bar onwards, depending on the
raw material characteristics. In view of the purpose to be served if would
however be more appropriate to call this process “direct setting” rather
than stiff extrusion.
Reports of the time indicate that the first tests of hot shaping were carried out as early as 1868. The idea was taken up again around 1935, but it
was not until 1970 that this process was generally adopted in the structural
ceramics industry.
For extrusion of very wide, flat clay ribbons the twin-shaft auger extruder was reintroduced in 1994 in the field of structural clay products,
whereas co-rotating screw-extruders are used since the late 1970s in advanced ceramic for the production of honeycombs.
5.1.4 Classification
If the column extrusion technologies are classified according to the consistency of the material body and its moisture content – powder/plastic/slurry
– and to the method of operation – continuous/intermittent – the following
overview is obtained:

Continuous

Intermittent

pulverised
< 5% on dry basis

plastic
8 – 25% on dry basis

slurry
> 30%

---

auger extruder
1854
expression rolls machine
1830

electrophoretic
extrusion
1977

(radial dry powder
Extruder)
1983

piston extruder
1619

---
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5.2 The Development of Individual Extruder Components
This chapter essentially refers to the auger extruder without de-airing device, consisting of the following main components: die, pressure head, extrusion barrel, auger and auger shaft, infeed machine body with feed device, and drive. The sheer number and diversity of the various structural
components of the auger extruder is astonishing; only the highlights of
their historical development can therefore be covered in this work.
5.2.1 Die
The first experience with dies for column shaping was gained with piston
extruders using relatively low column speeds. The dies used were already
provided with cores, as pipes and hollow core bricks were the first items to
be extruded, these being difficult or impossible to produce by hand. When
solid bricks were initially extruded in1855, there was no expertise in this
area. The problem was encountered that the surface area of the brick column advanced at a slower rate than the faster-moving core, the result of
the braking effect of friction against the wall. It took a very long time before suitable dies were made available enabling the production of the desired cross section with a smooth surface free of cracks. This complication
unnerved quite a few brickmakers in the early years, and there were those
who even decommissioned their newly-purchased auger extruder and returned to the hand-moulding process, which they found less problematic.
At first it was found completely impossible to extrude a column without
dog-ears. As a remedial measure wires were stretched in front of the die to
simply cut off the torn up sides of the bricks (Fig. 19). Obviously the outlet

Fig. 19 Die with wires
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cross section had to be enlarged accordingly for this purpose. Not until
1865 was a solution found when Schlickeysen invented a die with watering
device, the “scale lubrication die”, the inside of which was lined with
scale-like metal strips of tin, zinc or brass plate, In the beginning the dies
were also lined with a cloth, the so-called English leather, which was a
firm and dense cotton fabric. The water introduced through the metal
scales acted as a lubricant and smoothed down the clay. Multiple-part dies
existed for cleaning and easy replacement of the scales (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20 Multi-part die

Similar difficulties were encountered in the United States, when the column extrusion method was introduced there in 1870, which continued until
the patented “Niedergesaess Patent Lubrication Brick Die” was brought
onto the market.11 This made it possible to lubricate the column either by
water, oil or steam. It was discovered that dry steam was more effective
than water or oil for certain clays (Fig. 21). Development of oil-lubricated
and steam-heated dies also marked the beginning of stiff extrusion in the
United States with material moisture contents as low as approx. 12%.
With the arrival of perforated bricks, dies had to be provided with suitable cores, core holders and core holder bows. Tests were made with socalled bow-less dies with the cores fixed to wires, but these proved to be
unsuccessful. With the design of dies becoming more and more complicated, die-making developed into a special field within ceramic machinery
engineering, and even today there are still a few companies in various
countries who manufacture exclusively dies.
In order to achieve a uniform column advance over the entire cross section, brakes were a fairly early development fitted at those points where
the column had a tendency to advance at a slightly higher speed (Fig. 22)
or, as an alternative, the infeed conditions were improved at those points
where the column stayed back .
Step-by-step the adjustable die was developed. In the 1980s dies were
introduced which could be externally adjusted. This was also necessary in
view of larger and more complex products, and to accommodate the requirements of multiple column-extrusion, for instance with horizontal core
bricks being extruded up to 16 columns side by side.
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Fig. 21 Niedergesaess Patent Lubrication Die, 1888

Fig. 22 Dies with external braking adjustment to regulate central material advance
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The die for extrusion of honeycombs can be considered a speciality.
Messrs. Schneider & Co., Frechen, Germany, applied for one of the first
patents on 1.3.1965. Messrs. Corning Glass Works, NY, United States,
who applied for their patent on 8.11.1972, with Dr. Rodney Delano Bagley
named as the inventor, actually invented the die. Further patents followed,
amongst others in Japan and Great Britain.
5.2.2 Pressure Head
Returning again to the first extrusion machines; the pressure head represented nothing more than a fixing plate to fit the die to the extrusion barrel.
But the important function of the pressure head, that of serving as the
adapter piece between the round extrusion barrel and the commonly rectangular inlet of the die, the actual moulding element, was of course soon
recognised. The combination of pressure head and die is also called the
shaping tool. In the structural ceramics industry the die is fitted into a socalled adapter plate, which is bolted to the pressure head. A further design
was available for the production of solid bricks, whereby the pressure head
and die formed one unit.
The main purpose of the pressure head, as a connection element between extrusion barrel and die, is to create uniform inflow conditions over
the entire die area. To start with, a universal pressure head was employed
for all types of clays and products, but it was quickly discovered that plastic materials required a longer pressure head than lean bodies. Also perforated bricks needed longer pressure heads than solid bricks to allow for
ample space between core bow and end auger. Therefore a tripartite pressure head was designed, which made it possible to adjust the correct length
of the pressure head, for instance in the event of alternating production of
solid bricks and perforated bricks. Also there were lubricated pressure
heads and those with a lateral cleaning door.
Again in the years around 1910 there existed the so-called conoid pressure head, the internal contours of which formed a fluid transition from the
diameter of the round extrusion barrel into the die. In order to avoid dead
corners, the specific die was also suitably contoured internally, by the insertion of appropriately-shaped wooden wedges or brass-lined hollow inserts. This idea was looked at again around 1970, when the pressure head
with the so-called IZF core was developed, IZF being The (German) Institute for Brickmaking Research. This aimed to achieve almost identical resistance inside the pressure head by adapting its conical shape to the shape
of the column near the die (Fig. 23).
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Fig. 23 Correlation of various
pressure head outlets and die
cross sections

The pressure gauge, a so-called flow pressure meter, came into existence in the 1950s, and was installed in the pressure head. This instrument
continuously measures the extrusion, or flow, pressure, which is dependent
on the moisture content of the body, and so initiated automatic moisture
and plasticity control.
The arrival of stiff extrusion in the Europe in the 1960s – in the USA
since 1920 or earlier – also brought the pressure head/die combination with
oiling ring. With this system, oil is injected with a pump to improve the
sliding behaviour of the clay (Fig. 24). Circa 1970 regulating pressure
heads came into use, featuring slides or brakes, which could be externally
adjusted and which had an effect on the material flow (Fig. 25).

Fig. 24 Pressure head/die combination with lubrication device for
use in stiff extrusion
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Fig. 25 Regulating pressure head

To accommodate the large variety of product sizes to be produced, it
was also common practice to use several suitably-adapted pressure heads.
Pressure head swivelling and shifting devices were designed from 1980
onwards to enable fast pressure head changes (Fig. 26). Hinged pressure
heads that could be opened laterally were already being made around
1900. The double or triple turret pressure head is commonly used in the
fine ceramics industry (Fig. 27).

Fig. 26 Pressure head shifting
device

Since about 1998 pressure heads have been optimised by trying to use
special simulating methods which is based as closely as possible on the
shape of the product to be manufactured, in order to achieve an optimum
flow profile with a uniform distribution of pressure and constant speed
across the entire outlet cross section.
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Fig. 27 Triple turret pressure
head

The “remote-controlled” pressure head/die combination represents a
new development, designed for continuous adjustment of the die during
the extrusion process, using several geared motors, to suit the varying material parameters, such as body composition, temperature, plasticity, extrusion pressure, etc. No brakes are used for this adjustment; it is achieved
purely by modifying the infeed contour to the die. Messrs. Braun, Friedrichshafen, Germany, realised such a unit for the first time in January
2005 for the extrusion of sewer pipes.
5.2.3 Extruder Barrel
The auger channel is formed by the extruder barrel in which the auger
shaft rotates, and consists of an external shell with replaceable insert, fitted
to the extruder body. The barrel diameter is the major parameter of an extruder and as such is virtually always designated in the name of the machine. In order to satisfy the demands of machine design and process technology, a great variety of shapes and versions have been created in the
course of the development of the extruder barrel: cylindrical, conical (tapered in direction of the die but also enlarged), combined conical/cylindrical, stepped and angular types.
The first horizontal extrusion machines built from 1861 were still provided with one-part extruder barrels. It was however soon observed that
the auger rims were subject to a relatively high wear and tear, and that fast
access had to be created to facilitate their replacement. As a consequence
the horizontally-split barrel was designed, the bottom half being the fixed
component, whereas the top half was provided with eyelets so that it could
be lifted off by means of block and tackle. Extruder barrels were also used
which were fitted with several lateral cleaning flaps with toggle lock.
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Around 1870 extruder barrels, split in the vertical plane to be hinged sideways, were introduced and are still in common use today (Fig. 28).

Fig. 28 Hinged extruder barrel

The Schlickeysen patent of 1854 already detailed counter knives protruding through the extruder barrel into the auger flights, aimed to prevent
a twisting of the material.
Another type of extruder barrel was designed by Schmelzer, this one
equipped with counter spiral strips serving the same purpose of preventing
the body from rotating with the auger, for which he was granted an imperial patent.
At the same time it became apparent that the extruder barrel needed to
be protected against wear. Some manufacturers began to install steel plate
liners into the barrel; others used replaceable chill casting liners. Since
1860 the clearly defined purpose of barrel inserts has been to act as a wear
protection for the extruder barrel and to increase wall friction to avoid
twisting of the material, and ever since effort has been put into the improvement of their design, resulting in the following developments: barrel
liners with perforated plates or with ribs, raised parts or recesses, barrel
liners with longitudinal and spiral strips, barrel inserts consisting of quarter
or half shells made of chill casting and provided with longitudinal and saw
tooth strips. Barrel liners, coated with special concrete, the so-called Optima concrete (a mix of one part of Portland blast furnace cement and two
parts of grog with a grain size of 2-3 mm), are based on an Italian patent
dating back to the 1960s.
Steam-heated pressure heads and extruder barrels had been known in the
United States since the 1890s in context with stiff extrusion. After 1950,
with the increasing importance of advanced ceramics and the use of nonplastic materials or bodies which were difficult to extrude and which had
to be plastified with the aid of suitable bonding agents, there was also a
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need to design barrel liners, pressure heads and augers for heating or cooling. Such bodies with binding agents that become plastic only at an increased temperature require a heatable extruder barrel, with water or oil
serving for heat transmission. On the other hand there are binding agents
which are particularly heat sensitive and for which the frictional heat developing during extrusion must be eliminated, usually through a watercooled barrel.
With the intention of avoiding a material back pressure, the stepped barrel was invented by Griesemann, a brick factory owner and later machine
manufacturer. It was a design adopted by many ceramic machinery makers
and was built up until the 1940s (Fig. 29). This was expedient at the time,
but is now made superfluous by proper-designed extrusion tools. Theodor
Groke, who founded a ceramic equipment-manufacturing firm in 1882 in
Merseburg, Germany, built an extruder barrel with “back pressure prevention rings” (Fig. 30).

Fig. 29 Diagram of stepped barrel of Griesemann

Fig. 30 Back pressure prevention rings, Groke, 1882
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5.2.4 Auger and Auger Shaft
At first the auger shaft was of a round cross section, soon to be followed
by square, hexagonal and octagonal shafts. The augers were fitted to the
round shafts by means of bored set screws and springs. The polygonal
shafts used suitably bored augers, which could be shifted onto the shaft.
Initially the shaft was carried in a front neck journal bearing, located still
inside the extruder barrel and immediately ahead of the die, obviously creating problems. This bearing was therefore removed and the shaft extended
far towards the rear end, to facilitate the fitting of a second bearing in order
to provide a fully floating auger shaft within the extruder barrel.
Around 1900 extrusion machines were still in use with front auger shaft
bearing located external to the extruder barrel, with lateral column exit either to one or both sides.
The shaft of the first horizontal auger extruder designed by Hertel in
1861 was fitted with helically-arranged knife blades mounted in an almost
vertical line inside the infeed section, but inclined to each other and designed as double blades in the extruder barrel. This design with the socalled mixing blades was maintained for a long period, in particular with
American extruders, the only addition being a front auger (Fig. 31). Therefore a significant difference existed between the auger mounting systems
of American and European extruders (Fig. 32).

Fig. 31 Auger design of American extruders 1900/1920: expression screw
for sandy or very loamy clay

Around 1885 the original front auger was improved to today's twinblade end auger, also known as the taper auger.
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Fig. 32 Auger set-up of an American extruder, circa 1920

Wear of the auger was soon found to present a big problem. It was again
Schlickeysen who, in 1881, introduced replaceable auger tips, which were
fitted to the augers by screws or rivets. Re-adjustable auger tips were also
in use. This method of wear protection was maintained until the 1970s,
when it was replaced by auger hard facing. In the meantime, selection of
the right material and correct method of applying the hard facing has become a science.
It was soon noticed that the shape, surface and pitch of the augers had a
significant influence on the power consumption and the performance of the
extruder in respect of quality and quantity. As the extruder was the focal
product of the ceramic equipment manufacturing industry, which had enjoyed a rapid development from1860 onwards, a great deal of experiments
were made in respect of those parameters thought to have an influence on
the auger geometry. The result was that each machinery manufacturer offered his own special auger designs and components.
In the present structural clay industry the single-lead auger with a two,
or three-lead front auger is usually employed. The task of the latter is to
divide the material fed from the single-lead auger, which arrives in a nonsymmetrical manner, into two almost identical halves. This process is by
no means automatic and is dependent on the raw material properties, the
type and size of products to be made. Therefore the correct position of the
end auger in relation to the single-lead auger must be established by empirical methods. The regulating end auger introduced onto the market in
1992 features a special tooth system, which enables an almost infinitelyvariable adjustment in relation to the single-lead auger, to facilitate optimum setting of the position (Fig. 33).
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Fig. 33 Regulating end auger

By the end of the 1950s the welded one-piece all-steel auger appeared in
the structural clay industry. This was slipped onto a short square journal on
the auger shaft and, in the absence of individual auger hubs, bolted-on auger tips, butt joints from hub to hub or any fixing screws, demonstrated a
good fluidic behaviour. The augers were hard faced against wear. In order
to ensure that re-facing could be effected without disturbing the production
process, a replacement auger had to be kept on stock.
Monolithique extrusion augers are commonly used in the field of advanced ceramics. These are of either cylindrical or conical design, in two
parts with a cylindrical and conical section, single-led or double-led
throughout, also with a reduced depth of the auger flight, and made of different materials (Fig. 34). In addition to monolithic augers, there are also
modular-type augers in use. Even ceramic augers for the processing of
special bodies have been available since 2004, with diameters up to 120
mm, to prevent metallic contamination of the body.

Fig. 34 Auger segments in various materials for extruders in technical ceramics

5.2.5 Extruder Machine Body and Feed Device
Going back to the first auger extruders, the extruder machine body was
separate from the open-type gearbox and drive section until, from 1865
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onwards, these components were jointly mounted, normally onto a common base plate (Fig. 35).

Fig. 35 Auger extruder: separate machine body and drive section

However the spasmodic manual feeding resulted in frequent jamming.
This prompted Schlickeysen in 1873 to invent the pressure and feed roller
to squeeze the material into the auger flights. In 1878 he added a second
feed roller. Until around 1930 the standard version of an auger extruder incorporated one or two feed rollers. These were either smooth, grooved or
corrugated. The corrugated versions had different shapes: recessed, raised,
horizontal, inclined horizontal and V-shaped. To improve the material infeed, the two feed rollers were often made in different diameters and, already around 1910, operated in some factories at different speeds. Again
about 1910, feed augers with flights of varying depths began to be available.
Feed paddles came into usage around 1930 (Fig. 36). Spiral-shaped infeed rolls were invented for extrusion machines in the fine and advanced
ceramics fields. (Fig. 37).

Fig. 36 Feed paddles
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Fig. 37 Infeed rolls

Since about 1990 the paddle or infeed rolls can also be driven separately, each from a slip-on type geared motor. Frequency control gives infinite variability of the paddle shaft speeds, so that these can be optimally
adapted to the auger shaft speed (Fig. 38).

Fig. 38 Feed paddles with
separate drive

5.2.6 Drive Elements
Animals provided driving power for the first upright auger extruders. Initially this was in the form of direct drive using a tie beam that was fastened
in a beam shoe at the top end of the auger shaft. This system of drive was
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rapidly supplemented by a capstan with a gear transmission system in order to better utilise the tractive power of the animals. This also made it
possible to use a bottom drive (Fig. 39). With the animal-driven version an
auger shaft speed of approx. 3 rpm could be achieved. The steam engine,
which had already been applied for rotational movement since 1782, first
provided drive power for an extruder in the year 1858, using transmission
and belts (Fig. 40). Around 1880 Messrs. Raupach in Görlitz, Germany,
also built a combination consisting of extruder and steam engine for direct
drive. As it was usually necessary to drive several machines, the line-shaft
drive with flat belts was still in use well into the 1960s, for the most part
driven by a steam engine or loco-mobile and, from the 1920s onwards often by a large electric motor. The use of electric motor drives had begun
around 1885, but these were not readily accepted within the ceramic industry. Individual drive of the auger extruder using electric motors started in
the 1920s, but only became common practice from 1960 onwards. At first
three-phase induction motors with collector ring starters were employed, to
be later replaced by squirrel-cage motors with speeds of 750, 1000 or 1500
rpm, dependent on the transmission ratio of the extruder gear box and the
required auger shaft speed. For production of different sizes of bricks with
varying throughput rates, two, or three-step belt pulleys were used from
1920 (Fig. 41), or two, or three-stage pole-changing electric motors since
1970, which made it possible to operate with two or three different auger
shaft speeds. In the 1970s there were also extrusion machines with integrated change-speed gear for two speeds.

Fig. 39 Upright extruder with drive via capstan gear
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Fig. 40 Upright auger extruder with bottom drive using transmission and steam
engine

Fig. 41 Auger extruder with 3-step belt pulley

Occasionally d.c. motors were used in the 1980s in order to provide an
infinitely-variable control of the auger shaft speeds, but since then frequency-controlled squirrel-cage motors have become the standard.
Power transmission is as a rule effected by belt drive, at first this was
with flat belts and later with V-belts. A drive version using a directcoupled electric motor with intermediate reduction gear was offered as an
option as far back as the 1920s. (Fig. 42). Mobile extrusion units with an
independent power supply from a diesel generating set were developed
from1950 for use in the Third World.
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Fig. 42 Extruder drive via gearbox with direct-coupled electric motor, 1935

About 1890 American extruders were equipped with a single belt pulley
with a simple friction clutch for engaging or disengaging the machine,
whereas fast and loose pulleys were still commonly used in Europe well
into the 1920s, though Schlickeysen had already invented a safety belt pulley in 1893 which transmitted only a previously-adjusted power and which
continued to run idle once this value was exceeded. This method protected
the machine against overload. Circa 1930 the constant-speed drive with
spring band coupling came into use, followed in about 1950 by the multiple-disc clutch, which originally had a manually-operated disconnecting lever, this being actuated since 1960 by electric motor. Finally, about 1980,
the more robust compressed air clutch was introduced. As far as the gearbox is concerned, the first auger extruders were still equipped with an open
back-gear. This was superseded in the first instance by gearboxes made by
the extruder manufacturers themselves and integrated in the extruder machine body; after 1970 separate gearboxes purchased from specialist gearbox manufacturers became common practice. Since around 1990 the
planetary gearbox is the state-of-the-art technology. Also from 1990 to the
present day, the use of several motors is commonly applied with the paddle
shafts each driven by a separate geared motor.

5.3 The Development of the Vacuum Extruder and
Combined De-airing Extrusion Unit
Introduction of de-airing extrusion represented a breakthrough in extrusion
technology. It was a well-known fact that the auger draws in a considerable amount of air together with the material, which is squeezed into the
column and has a negative effect on its quality, and which in turn often
causes substantial interruptions in production. In its early stages, this prevented the application of column extrusion in the whiteware industry, for
instance to produce slugs or small pipes. The producers of porcelain continued to prefer their roller kneading machines for the purpose of de-airing
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of the bodies, even accepting the additional effort involved in respect of
shaping. The idea of withdrawing the air embedded in the raw material,
which tends to shorten the clay and leads to blistering, so as to achieve an
increase in plasticity and reduce laminations, originated in America. Systematic work in this field originally began in the USA around 1900. The
first patent for a “de-airing machine for shaped clay materials”, bearing the
No. 701 957, was granted to R. H. Stanley, a ceramic engineer of Chicago,
in 1902.
The schematic illustration already shows the principle of later de-airing
extrusion machines, i.e. a primary pug mill A1 and a main extruder B3,
which are connected by a low-pressure chamber B, the actual vacuum
chamber. In this system, the clay cushions formed inside the auger flights
of the primary pug mill and main extruder serve as a sealing for the vacuum chamber, in which a negative pressure is produced by the vacuum
pump E. This patent was acquired by Messrs. Chamber Brothers in Philadelphia, and was used to build de-airing extruders (Fig. 43).
In 1913 R. B. Price also manufactured an outgassing auger for de-airing
operation with self-sealing effect of the ceramic body against normal pressure. The USA patent No. 1 296 472 was granted to Messrs. Fate-Root-

Fig. 43 De-airing extruder designed by the American R. H. Stanley, American
patent no. 701 957 from 1902
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Heath Company of Plymouth, Ohio, in 1919 for a de-airing machine,
which enabled the clay to be de-aired even twice. This was in fact a double
piston extruder followed by a mixer (Fig. 44).

Fig. 44 De-airing extrusion machine of Messrs. Fate-Root-Heath Company, Plymouth, Ohio

R. H. Stanley received another US patent No. 1 478 842 in the year
1922, featuring the augers of the primary pug mill and that of the main extruder being fitted on one common shaft, with the shredding device and the
vacuum chamber arranged in between. Contrary to his first patent dated
1902, which could already be termed as a combined de-airing extrusion
unit, this was in fact a de-airing extruder. A perforated plate was used for
cutting up the clay into many thin sausage-shaped columns at the entry
point into the vacuum chamber (Fig. 45).
It was the Bonnot Company of Canton, Ohio, which built this de-airing
extruder on the basis of Stanley's patent, and so suitably, practical designs
of de-airing extruders were already available in the USA in the years
around 1923. It does seem surprising that this method remain disregarded
in Europe for so long.
It took until the early 1930s before the American method was published
and generally known in Europe. The first company in England to manufacture de-airing extruders was Messrs. Rawdon Foundry Co., Moira, Nr.
Burton-on-Trent. A chemist by the name of Dr. O. Dürst of Liestal, Switzerland, received a German patent for the de-airing of clay in 1932. Jointly
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Fig. 45 R. H. Stanley's de-airing extruder, patent no. 1 478842, from 1922

with Karl Leimer, who had acquired the company Maschinenfabrik Griesemann & Co., Magdeburg, Germany, in 1930, he developed the de-airing
extruder for use in the structural clay and fine ceramics industries. Almost
at the same time in 1933 several equipment manufacturers offered the first
extruders in Germany, amongst others Karl Händle & Söhne, Mühlacker
and Richard Raupach GmbH, Görlitz, whereby the latter company also developed special de-airing extrusion machines for the fine ceramics industry. Most of the ceramic machinery makers in Germany and adjacent countries initially used the patents of Dr. Dürst, adding their own patents in the
course of time (Fig. 46). Most of these new inventions were related to the
improvement of the shredding device, as a fine chipping of the clay played
a decisive role for achieving an effective de-airing effect. Another partialaspect was the problem of keeping the air-suction device in the de-airing

Fig. 46 De-airing extruder from Händle, 1933
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chamber free of clay. But this particular problem of the de-airing extruder
was never entirely solved. As it was impossible with de-airing extruders to
avoid blockage, back pressure and non-uniform de-airing, the manufacturers reverted to the original Stanley principle and from 1935 onwards developed the so-called combined de-airing extrusion machine, a combination of double-shaft mixer with shredding device and vacuum chamber,
with the auger extruder fitted below (Fig. 47). In the meantime, the combined de-airing extrusion machine has almost entirely superseded the deairing extruder. In connection with stiff extrusion the Americans prefer to
apply the de-airing single-shaft mixer, the Europeans the de-airing doubleshaft mixer.

Fig. 47 Combined de-airing extrusion machine comprising of vacuum doubleshaft mixer and auger extruder, 1937

In the first instance reciprocating piston vacuum pumps and liquid ring
vacuum pumps were employed to generate the required negative pressure
in the vacuum chamber. The most commonly-applied were the liquid ring
gas pumps manufactured from 1923. Liquid ring pumps are normally operated on the principle of continuous fresh water consumption; since 1960
oil in a closed loop is also partly used as operating liquid. Round about
1970 oil-lubricated rotary vane pumps came into use with a residual pressure of up to 8 mbar possible, and finally, circa 1998 brought oil-free water
ring pumps with a closed water cycle. These can reach a residual pressure
of up to 50 mbar. The first de-airing extruders operated with approx.
60-70% vacuum. Nowadays de-airing extrusion is normally accomplished
with a residual pressure of 152-51 mbar, equivalent to a vacuum of
85-95%.
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5.4 The Extruder in the Different Fields of Ceramics
Extruders were and are used in all sections of the ceramics industry, if you
disregard sanitaryware.
In household ceramics for the production of pugs, e.g. roller machines,
in structural ceramics for the production of bricks of all types, for the production of lumps for pressing roofing tiles, for the extrusion of tiles and
split tiles, for the production of stone-ware pipes with horizontal but usually vertical extruders (Fig. 48) for pelletising expanded clay, in refractory
ceramics and in the further field of technical ceramics, for the production
of pugs in the manufacture of isolators (Fig. 49) just as for the extrusion of
filigree honeycombs for various applications.

Fig. 48 Vertical extruder for stoneware pipes

It would go beyond the bounds of this contribution, which is comprehensive enough as it is, to describe the most various forms of construction
adapted to the sector concerned, and the, partly, highly original detail solutions.
In some sectors, the extruder has now been replaced more or less by
other forming technologies. This applies to the field of tableware in which,
today, plates and cups are mostly isostatically pressed; extruders are only
for special applications and in manufactories. The situation is similar in the
refractory industry where hydraulic pressing has almost completely ousted
extrusion.
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Fig. 49 Extrusion of slugs in the
production of insulators

The extruder is still dominant in structural ceramics and for the production of complex extruded profiles in technical ceramics. There have been
appreciable developments in both fields in recent years. Depending on the
application, you can find piston presses and single-screw and double-screw
extruders in two or three-stage versions.
The market has been shown to be the primary “driver” for new developments. Where this has not been the case, the most innovative inventions
and developments have come to nothing.
Markets have also been more strongly generated by the legislator, for
example, in the form of regulations within the framework of environment
protection, if you think of catalyst support for power stations and the motor
car or of the development of particle filters for diesel engines (Fig. 50).

Fig. 50 ECT combined de-airing extrusion machine, 2006

It can be assumed that extrusion, as one of the most important processes
within ceramic forming, will maintain its position if we are successful in
offering adequate solutions for the new challenges.
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A glance to the past of extruder development makes two things clear:
that we, on the one hand, as Isaac Newton is supposed to have said: “all
stand on the shoulders of giants“, i.e. are able to build on the experience of
generations. On the other: that solution approaches have only failed in the
past because either the market was not yet mature or the technical material
and/or technical control prerequisites were not yet available.

5.5 Chronology of Extrusion in Ceramics
Year

Event

250 BC Archimedes explores the Egyptian screw, later to be known as
the Archimedes screw, as described in his work “Elements of
mechanics”
1610
In England John Etherington builds the first hand-operated piston
brickmaking machine, for which he was later granted a patent
1643
J. S. Spreckstruyff of Gouda, Holland, designs a clay mill for the
preparation of pipe clay considered the embryo of the auger extruder
1654
Otto von Guericke demonstrates the Magdeburg hemispheres in
Regensburg, Germany, thus proving the vacuum
1767
Soft-mud moulding machine with horizontal pug mill invented
by the Swedish captain, Carl Wijnblad
1807
Hostenberg invents and builds a piston extruder in St. Petersburg
for the production of drainpipes
1827
The lock keeper Bär of Bernburg an der Saale, Germany, builds a
horizontal double piston extruder for clay pipes with sockets
1830
The Englishman Ainslie constructs the first known expression
rolls machine
1852
Horizontal twin-auger extruder with cutter by Randal & Sander.
Borie builds an extrusion machine in Paris
1853
Lord Berriedale's horizontal brickmaking machine with horizontal auger H. Clayton applies for a patent for a brick forming machine with auger and shaping rolls in England
1855
The Universal Patent Brickmaking Machine, a suspended auger
extruder designed by Carl Schlickeysen (auger for plastic bodies)
1858
Invention of the water-lubricated die by C. Schlickeysen The first
steam-driven suspended auger extruder of C. Schlickeysen goes
into operation in Rosslau/Elbe (Germany) Hand-operated cutter
of Gebr. Sachsenberg Rosslau, Germany, with mobile carri-
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age,.successfully tested for the first time in Rosslau in combination with the Schlickeysen extruder
First horizontal extrusion machine in Nienburg/Saale (Germany)
from Hertel & Schmelzer
Gebr. Sachsenberg in Rosslau/Elbe (Germany) build the first expression rolls machine in Germany Henry Clayton introduces a
double-acting piston extruder at the London World Exhibition De
Wolfe builds an extruder in USA for cable sheathing
Lipowitz carries out first trials for heating the clay with a doublewalled extrusion barrel
Gebr. Sachsenberg in Rosslau/Elbe (Germany) build a vertical
expression rolls machine for the production of sewer pipes for
Messrs. Polko in Bitterfeld
Schlickeysen builds a special extruder with a small diameter and
relatively high auger shaft speed for the extrusion of extruded
roofing tiles
Feed roller by C. Schlickeysen
Schlickeysen builds the suspended sewer pipe extrusion machine
including socket shaping with lowering table, which he patented
Sachsenberg of Rosslau builds an upright expression rolls machine for the sewer pipe industry, which is successfully tested in
Bitterfeld at the factory of Messrs. Polko
Schlickeysen introduces a second feed roller for the extrusion
machine
First English auger extruder by Bennet & Sayer Ltd., Nuns St.,
Derby
Rohrmann succeeds in extruding cooling spirals on an auger extruder from a stoneware body
Replaceable liners to serve as wear protection of the knife wings
(auger liners) by C. Schlickeysen. First twin-shaft counterrotating and non-interlocking auger kneader machine with specially-designed kneading paddles by P. Pfleiderer for mixing and
homogenising of plastic bodies
Stadler invents the extruded roofing tile
Die liners of galvanized sheet iron or steel plate by C. Schlickeysen
Niedergesæss Patent Lubrication Brick Die, patented in the USA;
which allows the column to be water-lubricated, steam-heated or
oil-lubricated
Helmstedter Tonwerke extrusion machine for two-layer facing
bricks End auger without hub by Chr. Erfurt in Teuchern near to.
Zeitz,Germany
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L. Schmelzer jr. develops an extrusion barrel with spiral-shaped
inside contour to prevent the material from twisting and proposes
replaceable barrel inserts made of hard casting Schmelzer develops the so-called replaceable compensation augers in connection
with a tapered extruder barrel for a better utilisation of the wear
volume of the augers
Hertel builds a brickmaking machine in Nienburg into which
steam is blown at the end of the extruder barrel
Readjustable die for bricks
First systematic work in America in respect of de-airing extrusion
The ceramic engineer R. H. Stanley is granted a patent in America for a “de-airing machine for pre-shaped clay bodies. The first
de-airing extruders are built by Messrs. Chambers Brothers of
Philadelphia Stepped-barrel extruder by Griesemann in Magdeburg, Germany
Patented ring against back-pressure by C. Schlickeysen
Cutter by Messrs. Keller, Laggenbeck, Germany, with curved
disc
Outgassing auger for de-airing operation with self-sealing against
normal pressure by the material by R. B. Price, for outgassing of
water and volatile matter from ceramic bodies
Outgassing auger featuring several successive de-airing zones,
with several retarding discs and tempering of the machine housing by J. W. Steinle, for vacuum outgassing of caoutchouc-type
materials
Stiff extrusion in the USA
R. H. Stanley is granted the US patent 1 478 842 for a de-airing
auger extruder, which is built by Messrs. Bonnot Company in
Canton/Ohio E. C. Bingham develops the Bingham-model to represent the rheological behaviour of ceramic bodies
Plasticity testing (by upsetting method) according to K. Pfefferkorn
W. Meskat of IG-Farben in Wolfen near to Bitterfeld, Germany,
recognises the correlation between the auger flights and the flow
characteristics (rheology) of bodies during extrusion and is the
first to devise parameters for the design of extruder augers First
successful tests for hot-shaping in Germany Introduction of the
feed paddle
Dr. Dürst of Switzerland receives a DRP (German Imperial Patent) for de-airing of clay, which serves as a basis for the construction of de-airing extrusion machines made by Messrs. Rau-
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pach, Görlitz (Germany) and Messrs. Griesemann, Magdeburg
(Germany) Karl Leimer of Magdeburg and Dr. Dürst develop
and patent a new de-airing extrusion machine
Messrs. Händle of Mühlacker/Germany build their first de-airing
extrusion machine
Messrs. Raupach, Görlitz are the first to develop and build a deairing extruder for the porcelain industry
Roscher of Görlitz introduce a de-airing extruder onto the market, which is their own patent
Händle are the first on the market in Europe with a combined deairing extrusion machine with a double-shaft mixer, shredder device, vacuum chamber and auger extruder
The de-airing extruder is widely accepted in the porcelain industry
Raupach of Görlitz have already supplied in excess of 400 deairing extruders for the Ceramic industry, of which 100 have
been delivered to the porcelain industry
“Theory for design fundamentals for auger extrusion machines”
by Rieterwerke, Constance, Germany
M. Grimal introduces the hot shaping process in Realmont,
France
Presssure head with adjustable regulating slides by Braun
E. Hallmann introduces a method for design fundamentals of extrusion machines
First tests to produce honeycomb catalyst converters from ceramic bodies in Germany
Hydraulically-operated de-airing piston extruder for stiff extrusion by Uniceram, Marseille, France
Stiff extrusion in England by Bradley & Craven
O.C. Pels Leusden establishes seven rules for the construction of
dies; initial stages for solving the calculation of dies
Stiff extrusion in Germany on a Händle extruder
Development of the “Europresse” by Messrs. Rieter, Constance,
Germany, designed as a rotor-type extrusion machine, introduced
in 1974
Successful tests in Japan extruding honeycombs. First production
plants around 1975
Dr. Rodney Delano Bagley of Messrs. Corning Glass Works applies for a patent to extrude honeycombs (carriers for catalyst
converters) Patents are granted in Japan for the extrusion of ceramic catalyst converters
Optimising of pressure heads by adopting the IZF pressure head
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Extrusion of catalyst converter carriers produced from cordierite
Electrophoretic expression-rolls extruder, system “Elephant” of
M. S. Chronberg
Expression rolls extruder “Elephant”, made by Händle, Germany
is commissioned at Messrs. Ceralit, Evreux, France
Radial dry-powder extrusion machine RTS, designed by Anton
Stigler, Berchtesgaden, Germany, which is displayed by Händle/
Mühlacker at the Ceramitec exhibition in Munich in 1988
Computer simulation model of F. Laenger for extruder design
Technology of expression-rolls extrusion for multi-layer materials is taken up again by the German Institute of Refractory and
Ceramic Industry
Messrs. Braun introduce a prototype for a simulation model of
extrusion tools
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6 The Principle of the Auger Extruder
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6.1 Introduction
Why is the extrusion of ceramics using an auger such a widespread and
successful technology? Why is it that the auger extruder is of such interest
to industry? What do we know about it? When will it work? How does it
happen that the auger, a type of well established equipment that certainly
still lacks a complete scientific basis for its design, finds itself as the technology of choice in business for so many established and new products?
Questions such as these underlie the discussion here.

6.2 Liquid Phase and Additives
So why is the extrusion of ceramics widespread and successful? At first
sight, the technical challenges seem considerable. For example, the particles used to form many well-shaped objects are frequently hard and abrasive. Sometimes the objects that are made need to be of very precise size
or needing good mechanical or electrical properties specific to an application. The key to turning an abrasive material into a mouldable one that can
be readily shaped by an auger extruder lies in the presence of, or addition
of, a compound such as a clay. For some applications this compound is
present naturally. Most other materials, including most synthetic ones,
need to have added a clay or other additive to turn the material into one
that can be moulded.
If the compound in the mixture includes a clay, there also needs to be
present water since its presence renders the material more readily mouldable. The presence of clay and water in appropriate amounts has profound
and helpful consequences for the formation of ceramic materials into objects of desired shape. In the absence of clay and water, particles usually
require very high pressures to be formed into objects since the frictional
forces within the assembly of particles have to be overcome. The applica-
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tion and release of the forces on the particles are then often difficult both
for the design of the forming equipment and for the control of the product
properties.
A first way of improving processing might be thought to rely on the addition of water, or some other liquid, on its own with no clay being used.
However, this generally offers no benefit. With the application of pressure,
liquid starts to drain out of the packing rapidly. This occurs because initially the whole of an applied stress is taken up by the liquid and this
causes liquid motion through the particles under the induced pressure gradient through the pores. The stress transfers to the solid matrix and then
frictional forces reappear and there is no benefit for the formation process.
Indeed, liquid is likely to rapidly appear at the surface. The application of
stress causes an instant increase in local voidage due to expansion of the
packing to allow motion in regions of high shear. The volume increase in
these regions sucks water out of the surrounding packing hence giving an
immediate frictional behaviour. This is the effect seen when stepping onto
wet sand; the region around the foot becomes dry but when the foot is removed, a wet patch is seen where the foot had been placed.
However, when a suitable clay is present, the behaviour changes radically. Clay, with a much smaller particle size and with chemical affinity
for water severely reduces the movement of water through the particle matrix. If we now do the footprint test, no dry region arises around where the
foot has been placed and the material sticks to the sole of the shoe. Liquid
is now retained in the particle matrix because there is a very much greater
resistance to liquid flow and the stress applied remains borne by the liquid.
This, in turn, ensures that the particles remain lubricated around the points
of contact and this has the consequence that the material is mouldable and
amenable to extrusion using an auger.
Thus the key to successful processing lies in the formulation of the material by having additives, commonly a clay and water, present in amounts
that render the mass mouldable at a low applied stress. On its own, this argues for high liquid content. However, a greater liquid content causes an
increase in the rate of movement of the liquid. The benefits are then reversed; unacceptable levels of liquid phase migration have to be avoided.
However the extrudate product must have sufficient strength to withstand the processing steps subsequent to extrusion and this then argues for
a low liquid content. This raises the pressure that needs to be applied by
the auger. Perversely the raising of pressure also serves to raise the rate of
liquid migration. Clearly a balance has to be achieved.
It is evident that selection of the liquid phase, its components and its
amount are most important design steps. It is the frequent and much practised experience of success in making these decisions is an important rea-
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son for the prevalence of the auger technology for the formation of ceramics.

6.3 Physics of Process Steps
Suppose we wish to make a technical ceramic product; for instance it
might be a material to be used as a catalyst for the chemical industry. Let
us examine the physical steps that are needed and these are given in Fig. 1.
In this scheme, the feed materials are held in storage and are then conveyed dry to a mixer. This is followed by wet mixing, a step in which there
is high shear that is known sometimes by the term pugging. Degassing
then takes place before the material is passed to an auger where it is extruded into the product of whatever shape is needed. The extrudate, then in
a quite delicate form, needs to be removed from the extruder with care and
is then cut to the required length. It then undergoes drying and firing to
give the ultimate product.
Considering this sequence in more detail, there are initially a number of
solid components commonly held in a number of storage vessels or bags.
The first step is to add these components one by one into a further vessel.
Although the matter is well beyond the scope of the present discussion, the
design of solids storage vessels so as to ensure reliable discharge is often
no simple matter. The discharge can block itself or the internal flow pattern within the storage equipment change. In addition, the conveying
equipment or pipework needs careful design. Problems such as erosion,
caking or dust formation can occur all too easily.
However, in this vessel there is a gentle mixing action. Once all the
components have been added, mixing continues for a few minutes, the
purpose being to ensure that a good general homogeneity is achieved.
However, the mode of action is one that aims to eliminate long range concentration differences and it does not seek to promote homogeneity at the
particulate level. Thus there are localised groupings of like particles remaining.
Liquid is then added to the mixer and the mixing continued. The contents become first damp and then often either appear as a crumble or as a
wet and coherent mass, forming quite sharp ridges in the surface. The purpose is to distribute both the liquid and solid phases in order to promote an
intimate mixture of all components throughout the mixing system.
The intermediate material so created may appear suitable for extrusion
but this is generally not the case and two conditioning stages need to be
considered and are often essential.
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Material in

Process step

Material out

Solid components
Storage and discharge
Solids conveying
Dry mixing
Liquid components
Wet mixing
Pugging
Degassing
Gas
Augur/die extrusion
Extrudate handling
Cutting
Extrudate handling
Drying
Vapour
Firing
1.Binder combustion
products
2.Fired product
Fig. 1 Process steps in the use of an auger to form a fired solid product

In the first conditioning stage, it is generally desirable to subject the material to intense shear otherwise known as pugging. This not only enhances
further the mixing of the particles on a fine scale but also breaks down the
particles fed to the process into the elementary ones from which the larger
ones had been formed. Many synthetic and natural particles are made of
crystalline or amorphous sub-particles that are either held together by
strong inter-particle forces or are welded together by physical bridges between the sub-particles. The purpose of the shear is thus also to overcome
the forces joining the sub-particles and to provide an intimate mix of these
into the liquid phase. It has been found that one consequence of pugging is
that the paste becomes very much less prone to breakage during extrusion.
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This is linked to a material lacking consistency, having regions of low liquid content that are likely to fracture more readily. There may also be different, possibly enhanced, product properties. Certainly it is a most important step for obtaining a product of consistent and reliable properties that
can be processed satisfactorily.
The second conditioning step prior to extrusion is the removal of gas
that has become entrained into the mix during feeding and processing. This
is usually carried out by the application of a vacuum to the material. If this
is not done, extrudate breakage, say at the outlet of the die plate, becomes
more frequent.
Neither pugging nor degassing is amenable to a design methodology
based upon quantitative science. However, the significance of the two effects is well known and practical means for performing these available.
The extrusion step is then reached. The paste is dropped into the feed
hopper of the extruder. From the base of this hopper, it is first carried and
then compressed by the auger or screw. It then passes into the forming section which may be a duct having the shape of the final object or a die plate
to make the object or objects of desired shape. It can alternatively pass into
a mould. Figure 2 illustrates some basic types of system; there are designs
with single screws and two screws, the latter either rotating in the same or
opposite angular directions. There are many geometric decisions needed
from the equipment designer – screw diameter, channel diameter, depth of
channel between flights, helical angle of the screw to name but a few.
The product directly formed by extrusion is not strong and needs to be
handled with considerable care. A system for the proper handling of extrudate is essential. For a product needed in the exact shape of the die or
the holes in a die plate, a sophisticated system such as a belt or sequence of
rollers having the same speed as the extrudate is needed. For some products, it is sufficient to simply allow the material to fall off the die plate under the action of gravity. This would be satisfactory if the product is to be
of a granular form where very close size and shape control are not necessary.
However, the more demanding duties commonly require not only a
specified cross-section but also a specified length of product and so cutting
is needed say by using either a rotating blade or fine wire. During continuous operation, this demands the careful integration and control of the extrusion rate, the extrudate handing systems and the cutter to give proper
control of extrudate length. The cutter may be at the exit of the die plate or,
especially for longer extrudates, well downstream of the die plate. The cutting must not cause damage by either the closing up of pores in a process
of smearing or by the development of surface fractures leading to a roughened end face.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of screw extruders (longitudinal cross-section):
(a) single-screw augur; (b) counter-rotating twin-screw extruder; (c) co-rotating
twin-screw extruder

The cut extrudate is then generally dried, the purpose being to remove
the liquid phase. The drying needs to be done at a rate that avoids the occurrence of vaporisation of liquid within the pores of the product which
could be very damaging. If the final product is to be fired, as is commonly
the case, it then has to be heated. It is usually the stage at which the prod-
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uct is at its most fragile since the individual fine particles are held together
only by very weak forces. It is here that the presence of further binder
components in the initial mix such as a polymer or starch can be of value
as these can impart some strength during the initial stages of firing. However, as the firing continues the polymer or starch is lost while the product
gains strength due to the development of bridges between particles. These
may be bonds between the solids or it there may be bonds caused by the
presence of a clay in which the clay provides the bridge between the principal solids. A proper temperature history is important to ensure that the
strength is controlled, the required porosity maintained, and the final
length and diameter of the extrudate achieved. The firing causes shrinkage
to occur, the extent of which being controlled by both the material formulation and the relationship between temperature and time during the firing
cycle.
For moulded products there is a related sequence of operations; mould
release and the moving of the newly moulded product require attention,
similar to that described above.

6.4 Engineering Implementation
In general, one way to approach the design of a process for a product is indeed to separate all the physical steps needed to form that product, to carry
out each of these in sequence in separate pieces of equipment and then
simply interlink these pieces. This is the approach that has been used historically in the chemical industry, particularly in processes for the manufacture and handling of liquids and gases. However, when dealing with
solid materials we rarely will know the physics and the chemistry of our
product well enough for such an approach to work. Even if we were to
know these, most of the unit processes shown in figure 1 are not amenable
to a scientific design protocol.
The list of physical processes may thus, at first sight, appear daunting
and cause one to reflect upon the wisdom of using the technology. “Is
there no simpler, perhaps more scientific way, to achieve our goal?” one
may ask. However, there are influences at work that quickly lead one to
the conclusion that auger technology should be the technology of choice.
Some factors bearing on this point are:
• All processes for forming solid products are subject to the same physical
laws.
• For instance the issues to be faced in the storage of powders or in the
conveying of these materials are common to all forming routes. The in-
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ability to achieve a good mixture of dry materials or to secure a breakdown of particles into component crystallites is common to all forming
routes. The point can be repeated many times.
The physical processes that occur in an auger are well known.
The technology is well developed over many industries of which the
ceramics industry is just one.
The auger system enables many of the physical steps to be carried out in
one piece of equipment. It is interesting to note that chemical processes
for gases and liquids are now moving in this direction, looking at what
has been termed multifunctionality, the performance of more than one
step within one piece of equipment, as a means of reducing both capital
and operating costs.
The performance of a number of physical steps within an auger system
can not proceed by the use of mathematics as equations have not been
found for most of the steps. However, this is offset by a great wealth of
practical experience from both equipment manufacturers and equipment
users.
The important matter of die plate design is amenable to a scientifically
based approach.
Internal design of an auger can be arranged so as to meet the requirements of a specific product. Three basic designs are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Especially for smaller scale applications, pilot plant trials can be done at
the industrial scale.
The feed materials and the product may be ones not requiring certain
steps. For example the feed material may be received already containing
liquid mixed within it or the product may be one not needing to be dried
and fired, eliminating all steps after the extruder.
Soft materials can be extruded directly.
The presence of a liquid phase with appropriate additives enables hard
and abrasive materials to be formed into products.

There are quite a number of ancillary operations associated with the extruder in its simplest form. Failure to pay careful attention to these can lead
to a product of variable properties, normally a quite unacceptable state of
affairs. It can also cause there to be fluctuations in operating conditions
which can the extruder to cease to operate. The extruder can even be mechanically damaged by the generation of severe internal pressures. The extrusion thus has to be viewed as an integrated system at both the design
and operational stages.
As indicated above, the industry has evolved practical means of adjusting the design and operation of equipment to enable the product to be
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made in a reduced number of equipment items. Thus it may be possible to
include the steps of dry solids mixing, wet solids mixing, pugging and degassing within the one piece of equipment. The auger can carry out these
steps in one unit; this is one of the real advantages of such systems. The
action of the auger mixes the solid components, mixes in the liquid components, can provide a high degree of shear to promote pugging and,
through application of a vacuum, a measure of degassing. The downside to
this is that, once the geometry is set, there is only the rotor speed to vary to
allow for variability in the feed. The system also has small internal capacity to smooth out fluctuations.
We know little of the details of these processes in such equipment; this
does not reflect a lack of keen interest of such operations but rather the extraordinary difficulty in obtaining detailed internal measurements of the
flow and material microstructure as a function of position and of time.
Can one carry out any part of the design by appeal to a first principles
approach? This was discussed in the book I wrote with John Benbow, published by the Oxford University Press in 1993, entitled “Paste Flow and
Extrusion”. The paste is characterised using a ram extruder, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3; the pressure to effect extrusion is measured as a
function of velocity in the die land V and the length of the die land L.
From the tests, parameters which characterise a paste can be determined
readily and allow the effects of paste formulation to be evaluated. The
Ram velocity
(Vram)

Static
zone
L
θ
D0

Extrudate
velocity
(V)
Ram

Barrel

Die entry
region

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of a ram extruder

Extrudate
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problems that can arise during paste extrusion such as liquid phase migration, external surface roughness, and the internal defect of lamination, spatial inhomogeneity due to the joining of paste flows, can be assessed in the
same equipment. Die-plates can be designed by using the paste parameters
coupled with simple equations.
However extensive and complete such testing may be, the implementation in practice rests upon the knowledge and skill of the organisation offering the design of the single auger, twin-screw, whatever it may be. Testing in a pilot plant facility will be of key importance.
Sometimes a product arises of character similar to one that has been
dealt with before. The range and style of products is ever-expanding; experience is vital.

6.5 Other Types of Product
The diagram of the physical steps [Fig. 1] shows the manufacture of a fired
product. The general scheme can, of course, be used for other quite different types of product. For example
• The product might not be in a fired form and may simply be the material
available after the drying step.
• The material could be undried but cut into the form of long continuous
strands or blocks which are of an appropriate length.
• The material leaving the die plate at the extruder itself might be the
product. The extrudate then drops off the die in under its own weight
when this sufficient to overcome the yield strength of the material. With
careful selection of paste components and good processing, the range of
lengths can be sufficiently narrow to provide the feed to equipment such
as a spheroniser. This equipment employs a rolling action, causing initially being in an approximately cylindrical form to be turned into
spheres. In practice these can be of narrow diameter distribution, this
narrowness being a manifestation of good design of the extrusion step.
More or less any material that can be formed into a coherent dough-like
substance is a candidate for the use of this technology. As a practical simple rule if the material, when squeezed, can be moulded in the hand, does
not show liquid squeezed onto its surface, does not develop a gritty feel,
and holds its moulded shape, then it is a candidate material for use of a
system based upon the principle of the auger. Of course, this is a very
crude assessment technique but it can often be of help at the very first
stage of an evaluation.
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Ceramic products are well suited to forming by a route based upon use
of the auger. Amongst many others, one can list
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bricks,
Ceramic pipes,
Tiles,
Honeycomb catalysts for car exhausts or power stations,
Catalyst particles,
Components for engines,
Electrical components.

Gels, such as soft alumina-based gels, can also be processed to form ceramics using the technology.
However, there are many other businesses that are making using this
technology. Examples of products include
•
•
•
•

Food for humans e.g. pasta,
Animal foodstuffs,
Pharmaceutical products,
Fertilisers.

There is thus a wide range of products for the mass market formed using
auger technology which is far from stagnant. The technique is not only expanding in volume in the more traditional areas but also it is also proving
invaluable for a host of new high-value products.

6.6 Range of Product Size and Shape
The diameter of objects that can be made can be up to a metre or even more but can also be as small as pipes of a millimetre, with webs within that
can be much finer. If a stress is applied to this material, to a first approximation it is does not deform until a critical stress is attained. This stress
determines the maximum size of object that can be made; if the forces due
to its weight cause this stress to be exceeded, the object just collapses.
A wide variety of shapes is possible. A simple circular die gives a circular product; use of a die plate with many holes operating in parallel enables
production rates to be enhanced. A circular die with a cylindrical torpedo
mounted along the axis of the pipe will give a tube. The shape of the duct
determines the external shape of the object being formed. Interchangeable
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die plates enable product shape to be altered between batches, with theory
able to give guidance on design to avoid a process of mere guesswork.
More complex dies can be used to make honeycomb catalysts for use in
car exhausts. The paste is forced from a large pipe into the array of small
holes drilled just half way through the die plate, these holes being set out
in a regular pattern, say rectangular. Cut in from the other side of the plate
is an array of slots, these slots terminating in the same plane as the holes
drilled previously from the first side. The slots are of the thickness of the
web of material needed in the product. The paste is thus fed from the array
of small holes; it passes down these small pipes into the bottom of the
slots. In the array of slots, it spreads sideways to fill the whole of the available slot area. The material leaves from the other side of the plate and has
the external appearance of a large rectangular bar but there is in fact an internal web structure due to the slots. This provides the high surface area
needed to do the chemistry of exhaust gas cleaning.
Ingenious designers have devised other systems to produce reliably
other geometries including, for example, a hollow tube with a coil of material forming a spiral attached to the inner surface.

6.7 Other Technologies
There are competing technologies for the manufacture of this type of solid
product. One common method that of compaction, will be considered in a
little detail. Brief comments on others then follow.
Compaction can be carried out in a range of equipment from presses for
single pellets to high throughput roller systems of a range of designs. Here
there is no liquid phase added to the flow though solid lubricants are common. There is thus no need to dry the product after processing, certainly an
advantage over the extrusion route. However, this seemingly straight forward technology is not without its difficulties. Many of these stem from
the very process of compression that causes the particles to generate very
high local forces. These can be detrimental to the amount of pore space in
the product, with there being considerable variation in the local porosity.
Damage to the die may well develop especially if the material is angular
and abrasive. The presence of air can cause damage on rapid pressure release. Internal cracking, or even bodily decomposition due to stress reduction on exit from the press, can arise.
There is a significant problem in obtaining a material sufficiently well
mixed to give a product quality. The achievement of good mixing on a
small scale is a surprisingly difficult process; this not the result of inade-
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quate design but rather stems from the fact that the physical laws governing mixing behaviour are ones that not lead to a well mixed state. For instance with free flowing materials, the stable state is that of segregated
layers of unmixed material. Hence obtaining a mixture that is sufficiently
consistent from tablet to tablet to meet the demands of the market for a
uniform product is not easy. Competition requires that there be a product
of consistent quality. In related fields, such as the pharmaceutical industries, the demands of regulators come to the fore. To overcome this problem, the fine particles need to mixed and bound to one another by a whole
new process of granulation. This also improves the flow behaviour of the
material coming into the machine as well as improving the homogeneity
from to the compaction step.
High shear or paddle granulation is a means of making granules by
spraying the binding liquid onto a bed of agitated powder. It can be very
effective in the detergent and pharmaceutical businesses. It is a competing
technology to auger extrusion followed by spheronisation. Pan granulation
uses an inclined rotating dish which imparts a gentle rolling action to the
particles. It is suited to the production of granules when there is a lower
volumetric throughput. Fluid bed granulation is a granule manufacturing
method relying upon the injection of gas into a bed of particles sufficient
to support the weight of the particles. It forms hardish granules but is
prone to dust formation. Spray drying is another technology for such materials but demands large specialised equipment and has high energy costs.
Slip casting takes a slurry, pours it into a mould and the liquid is then
extracted through porous walls. The moulded form then enters the drying
and firing steps discussed in Fig. 1. It is well suited to products such as
sanitary ware. Tape casting is related to the methods based on the augur.
Here a paste or other well-formed material may well be first made by the
process steps given in Fig. 1 possibly using the steps up to and including
extrusion using an auger. In tape extrusion itself, a material flows under a
doctor blade to form a thin sheet. It is well suited for making the substrate
of electronic components or for coating.
A general point to make from this discussion is that it is essential to evaluate any process as a whole, having regard to the product and the properties it needs for the market.

6.8 Final View
To conclude, systems based upon the use of an auger offer a most important method of forming solid products of a wide range of sizes and shapes.
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For example, those manufacturing ceramic converters to treat car exhaust
gases have demonstrated how it is possible to reliably manufacture products of great complexity from difficult angular materials in a reliable fashion. The manufacturing rate is enormous, every car on the highway needing one.
Problems in auger technology may arise. For example, longitudinal
shape can be hard to control. The final structure depends on powder operations. Strength is not imparted during the extrusion itself. The structure and
strength are not in general adjustable by changing how the extrusion
equipment operates. Binders and rheology modifiers can adversely affect
product properties
Advantages are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very complicated cross-sections are possible,
Relatively small amounts of liquid are added to the solid,
Binders and rheology modifiers can positively affect product properties,
The technology is capable of shaping very hard and abrasive powders,
A uniform density of distribution is achieved,
The capital costs are low,
The running costs are low.
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7 Rheology of Ceramic Bodies

Fritz Laenger

7.1 Introduction
Designing ceramic machinery, especial ceramic extruders, requires knowledge of certain process parameters such as throughput, pressure, force and
power requirement. Everyday practice shows that such quantities are
highly dependent on the rheological properties and, hence, the material parameters of the compounds.
Even modern ceramic- and technical ceramic products quality makes
necessary the knowledge of material parameters to optimize molding and
shaping processes. In the following the determination of the rheological
behavior of ceramic compounds will be discussed.
In principle there are two possibilities to get the informations over the
material parameters. First we have a theoretic model modified from the
model over high filled polymere melts. This model allows to meassure and
evaluate the rheological parameters. On the other hand we have a rheological computer model called ESM (extruder simulation model), developed
by the author, which brings us in the position to simulate the material parameters.

7.2 The Material Law
In contrast to the extrusion of plastics, we do not postulate wall adhesion
and pure shear flow. As known from practice [1], the extrusion of ceramic
bodies involves pronounced wall slippage, even in sharply conical dies.
That being so, our main problem is friction.
Many approaches [2], [3] therefore rely on material parameters like the
coefficient of friction between the extrusion compound and steel (µ) and
within the extrusion compound itself (µ i, inner friction) disregarding cohesion. Coulombian friction is assumed, as represented by:
µ = F(R) / F(N) = τ / σ

(1)
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with F(R), i.e. τ, as the wall force or wall shear stress, and F(N), i.e. σ, as
the normal force or direct stress. For flow along walls (wall slippage), the
direct stress. a, is identical to the pressure, p, at right angles (normal) to the
wall. The Coulombian approach presupposes that the coefficient of friction
is independent of the direct stress. Plotting the wall shear stress, τ, versus
the pressure along the wall, p, we therefore anticipate the linear relationship shown in Fig. 1, where the coefficient of friction, µ constitutes the ratio between the two factors.

Fig. 1 Coulomb friction diagram

To plot such a diagram, the wall shear stress must first be calculated. In
a simple case involving one-dimensional, nonsloping, stationary cylindrical-tube flow, the balance of forces on a volume element yields the familiar shear stress (τ) vs. radius (r) diagram.
τ (r) = dp/dx · r/2

(2)

The graph of the curve is independent of the material law. In dealing
with wall slippage, what interests us most is the wall shear stress, which
can be expressed as follows:
τ (R) = dp/dx · R/2

(3)

Thus, it suffices to measure the pressure gradient along the wall of a cylindrical tube in order to arrive at the wall shear stress, referred to hereinafter as τ.
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In the balance of torces it is not actually the radial pressure (prad), but
the axial pressure (pax) that counts, because pressure anisotropy is to be
expected (like in bulk mechanics). The ζ value needs to be defined in order
to quantify the pressure anisotropy:
ζ = p(rad) / p(ax)

(4)

Tests conducted on good extrusion compounds showed a ζ value of
about 1. ζ, values as low as 0.5–0.8 have been registered for materials that
tend to block the flow. Thus, supplementary ascertainment of the axial
pressure allows an initial rough classification of extrusion compounds. lf
the ζ value is not close to 1, that fact must be allowed for in equation (3),
i.e.:
τ (R)= 1/ ζ · dp/dx · R/2

(5)

because experiments have shown ζ to be independent of pressure and,
hence, of the length ot the cylinder.
With regard to pressure gradients, extrusion compounds tested to date
all proved to answer one of two type descriptions. Figure 2 depicts the
pressure as a function of cylinder length. Type-1 compounds have a linear
pressure gradient resulting in constant shear stress. Type-2 compounds fol-

Fig. 2 Pressure trop of a cylindrical tube flow
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low a sagging parabolic pressure-gradient curve with a resultant linear decrease in shear stress along the cylinders axis (x). Figure 3 shows the wall
shear stress calculated on the basis of the pressure gradients as a function
of the x-coordinate (axial direction). While τ is constant for type 1, the
type-2 τ drops off linearly to increasing x.

Fig. 3 Shear stress over cylinder length

Figure 4 shows how the shear stress depends on pressure for the two different types of body. We see that none of the extrusion compounds develop Coulombian friction.
For type 1, the shear stress is completely pressure-independent, while
for type 2 it begins to level off at a relatively low pressure in the directstress-independent range.
By applying the Coulombian function (equation 1), anyway, one obtains
a situation similar to that shown in Fig. 5, where the coefficient of friction,
µ, as a function of pressure, is hyperbolic for both types of body. Here, too,
the constant coefficient of friction anticipated according to the Coulombian
approach is shown for purposes of comparison.
The thusly determined type-1 and -2 coefficient-of-friction curves are
undescriptive, because they were derived from a function (equation 1) with
a premise – namely that the coefficient of friction is not a function of pressure – that the given system does not satisfy. Consequently, the more reliable material parameter in this case is not the coefficient of friction but the
shear stress.
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Fig. 4 Coulomb diagram for ceramic compounds type 1 and type 2

Fig. 5 Apparent friction numbers for ceramic compounds type 1 and type 2
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Actually, the wall shear stresses found in a cylindrical tube are not
really material parameters at all, because their dependence on geometry
limits their applicability to cylindrical-tube flow. For cylindrical tubes of
similar geometry and a constant length/diameter ratio, the wall shear
stresses determined according to equation 2 are identical. Other shapes,
however, such as cones (die) or auger channels demand a different, more
suitable approach, with equation 2 modified to accommodate the corresponding geometric boundary conditions. Nonetheless, the wall shear
stress remains superior to the coefficient of friction as a useful material parameter, because it yields a correct, practical, near-system definition of a
compound‘s material properties, as explained above.
The independence of shear stress from the pressure is shown now, but
what`s about the dependence of shear stress from the velocity of the flowing ceramic compound?
The velocity dependence, or better the shear rate dependence, of shear
stress is represented with the aid of a flow curve (shear stress τ vs. shear
rate Γ). According to Newton‘s definition [4], the shear rate is the velocity
gradient dv/dr over the cross section of flow. The graph of the curve is described by the so called material (or flow) law or, respectively, by its coefficients.
The literature [5] lists numerous different, material laws. It therefore
should be noted at this point that the more coefficients a material Iaw has,
the more complicated it is to measure them, and the more difficult it is to
incorporate them into equations of momentum and motion, For the calculation of an extruder, such equations yield differential-equation systems with
elaborate flow laws that defy analytical resolution. Consequently, the
measured flow curve should be approximated with the aid of a relatively
uncomplicated material law that still adequately describes the extrusion
compound. Several of the approaches used in plastics/rubber/pharmaceutical technology include [6]: power approach after Ostwald/de Waele
and formulations according to Carreau, Mü
nstedt, Casson, Herschel/ Bulkley, Bingham and Reiner/Philippoff.
As a point of departure for finding the law of flow with which to approximate ceramic extrusion compounds in the subject range of shear
rates, the apparent flow curve can be plotted to obtain a purely qualitative
assertion.
The throughput, Q of an extruder and the pressure gradient, p/L are
measured on a mathematically uncomplicated pressure consumer. The
throughput and, hence, the shear rate can be altered by varying the auger
speed n. A cylindrical tube with a constant radius (R = const.) is choosen.
The shear stress along the wall is calculated according to the familiar equa-
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tion 5. The apparent shear stress Γs, also referred to as the volumetric
shear stress or specific throughput, is calculated as follows:
ΓS =

Q meas.

(6)

π ⋅ R3

Fig. 6 Apparent flow curves for typical clay-base ceramic compounds

Figure 6 shows the apparent flow curves of some typical clay-base ceramic bodies, all of them are linear. By extrapolating the apparent flow
curves to Γs 0 [1/s] – and in this case extrapolation is certainly reliable, because the measured values for Γs extend down to 0.01 1/s. The curves have
an axis intercept, meaning that the compounds have a yield value, τ0. That,
in turn, means that plug flow or block flow can be expected, if the yield
point is fallen below; see Fig. 8. This type of flow begins at the center of
flow, because that is where the shear stresses are smaller than τ0, as can be
seen by transforming equation 2 [7], for r <r0 to obtain:
τ (r ) = τ 0 ⋅

r
r0

(7)

Consequently, that flow component is also referred to as core flow. In
the outer part, where the shear stresses may exceed the yield limit, shear
flow occurs; this is the only area in which the shear rate differs from 0.
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Thus, of the above mentioned approximation equations, Bingham‘s
proves to be the least complicated, because it allows for core and shear
flow [4]:
⎡ dv ⎤ (τ − τ0 )
⎡ dv ⎤
−⎢ ⎥=
; Γw = − ⎢ ⎥
ηpl
⎣ dr ⎦
⎣ dr ⎦

(8)

It includes the two coefficients yield limit, τ0 and Bingham‘s viscosity,
ηpl = const, also referred to in the literature as stiffness. In this particular
case, τ becomes the measured wall shear stress, τR, and Γw is the true shear
rate in the shear fraction of flow.
If, however, the radius of the cylindrical tube is altered for one and the
same length-to-diameter ratio, thus maintaining the same pressure drop,
the apparent flow curves are seen to diverge (Fig. 7). The throughput differs despite a constant pressure drop. This is an indication of wall slippage.
The resultant slipfraction of the total flow also forms an unsheared block,
since wall stippage requires only minimal pressure gradients and/or shear
stresses [8], [9].

Fig. 7 Apparent flow curves for different tube diameters

As indicated in Fig. 7, the apparent flow curve allows no geometry independent representation of the coefficients of the flow law. The yield
limit, as well as the viscosity, which is determined from the slope of the
curve, show different values for all three different barrel diameters. Only a
geometry-independent manner of material-law representation can serve as
a material-descriptive basis for calculating complicated geometries such as
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that of a die or an auger. In other words, the apparent flow curve, respectively the apparent shear rate must be corrected to true values.

7.3 Dynamic Consideration of Cylindrical-tube Pressure
Flow of Bingham Media with Wall Slippage
Thus, within the shear rate range in question, the following material behavior can be derived from the apparent flow curve, as confirmed for all clayceramic extrusion compounds investigated to date: Bingham body with
shear flow (Qs) and core flow (Qk), plus an additional slippage fraction
(Qg) in the flow profile.
The total throughput of such a medium (Fig. 12) exhibiting pure pressure-induced flow reads:
Qtot = Qs + Qk + Qg

(9)

with the Bingham throughput consisting of two fractions:
QBi = Qs + Qk

(10)

it follows from equation 9 that:
Qtot = QBi + Qg

(11)

For a linear material law, the superposition principle applies to the flow
components and the shear stresses, but not to the shear rates. Hence, by
analogy to equation 10, the composition of the dynamic quantity shear
stress can be represented as
τR = τf + τ0

(12)

where τR is the shear stress serving as the “motor” in the shear fraction, and
τ0 is the maximum shear stress occuring in the core flow. This formulation
is identical to that of the equation-8 flow law following transformation into
equation 13:
τR = ηpl ⋅ Γw + τ0

(13)

Calculation of the two Bingham-flow fractions (Fig. 8) is based on
Bingham‘s material law (equation 8) and the law of momentum (equation
2). Substituting equation 2 into equation 8 and transforming yields:
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Fig. 8 Velocity- shear stress- and shear rate distribution for a cylindrical tube
flow

dv =

1 ⎡
p r⎤
⋅ dr
⋅ ⎢τ 0 −
⋅
L 2 ⎥⎦
η pl ⎣

(14)

integration by the radius r consists of two steps (Fig. 12). 0 ≤ τ ≤ τ0 applies
to the range 0 ≤ r ≤ r0, and τ0 < τ ≤ τR applies for r0 < r ≤ R. Assuming wall
adhesion (with the wall slippage fraction being determined in the next
step), where v(R) = 0, the velocity distribution will, respect to r in the direction x (Fig. 8) calculates to:
for 0 ≤ r ≤ r0, 0 ≤ τ ≤ r0
v=

p ⋅ R 2 ⎡ r0 ⎤
⋅ 1−
4 ⋅ η pl ⋅ L ⎢⎣ R ⎥⎦

2

(15)

for r0 < r ≤ R, τ0 < τ ≤ τR
v(r ) =

⎡
p ⋅ R2
r2 ⎤ τ ⋅ R
⋅ ⎢1 − 2 ⎥ − 0
4 ⋅ ηpl ⋅ L ⎣⎢
ηpl
R ⎥⎦

r⎤
⎡
⋅ ⎢1 − ⎥
R⎦
⎣

(16)

Integration (equation 17):
2⋅Π R

Q = ∫ ∫ v(r ) ⋅ r dr dΘ
0 0

(17)
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with respect to both radial ranges and for 0 ≤ Θ ≤ 2Π (Fig. 12) and substitution of equation 5 yields:
for 0 ≤ r ≤ r0, 0 ≤ τ ≤ r0
2
⎡
⎡ τ0 ⎤ ⎤
π τR
3 ⎢ τ0
−⎢ ⎥ ⎥
Qk = ⋅
⋅R ⋅
2 η pl
⎢ τR ⎣ τR ⎦ ⎥
⎣
⎦

2

(18)

for r0 < r ≤ R, τ0 < τ ≤ τR
2
3
4
⎡ 4 τ
⎡ τ0 ⎤
⎡ τ0 ⎤
π τR
5 ⎡ τ 0 ⎤ ⎤⎥
3 ⎢
0
⋅R ⋅ 1− ⋅
−2⋅⎢ ⎥ + 4⋅⎢ ⎥ − ⋅⎢ ⎥
Qs = ⋅
2 η pl
3 ⎣ τR ⎦ ⎥
⎢ 3 τR
⎣ τR ⎦
⎣ τR ⎦
⎣
⎦

(19)

Equating equation 12 and equation 13 and substitution in equation 19
leads to the true shear rate,
Γw =

4 Qs
⋅
⋅
π R3

1−
2

τ0
τR
3

⎡τ ⎤
⎡τ ⎤
4 τ
5 ⎡τ ⎤
1− ⋅ 0 − 2⋅ ⎢ 0 ⎥ + 4⋅ ⎢ 0 ⎥ − ⋅ ⎢ 0 ⎥
3 τR
3 ⎣ τR ⎦
⎣ τR ⎦
⎣ τR ⎦

4

(20)

7.4 True Flow Curve
Up to this point, τR can be obtained via equation (5), but Qk, Qs, and, respectively, Γw cannot yet be calculated, because Bingham‘s viscosity, the
yield point and the slippage fraction are still unknown. Consequently, the
desired true flow curve cannot yet be plotted.
Since the theory provides no further equations for separating the slippage fraction from the total throughput, that will have to be done experimentally.
In capillary rheometry, the wall slippage velocity, vg, is determined
according to Mooney‘s procedure [10]. Plotting the apparent shear rate for
τR = const. as a function of the reciprocal of the radius to obtain a so-called
Mooney diagram (Fig. 9), and linearly approximating the three cylinderradius values according to Mooney, one obtains positive gradients, a(τ),
i.e. positive vg values, but on negative axis intercepts, i.e., with negative
shear fractions, A(τ) [8]. This would result in a reverse convex velocity
profile resembling that shown in Fig. 8 – something never before observed.
In [8], it is proposed that the exponential function:
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Γs = A(τ) ⋅ e

a ( τ)
R

(21)

be used for purposes of approximation. Figure 10 shows the results.

Fig. 9 Mooney plot

Fig. 10 Modified Mooney plot

The measured data points are closely approximated, and the shear fractions are positive. The total throughput can be described by analogy to
equation (11) via the familiar Mooney equation as:
Qtot = A(τ) ⋅ π ⋅ R3 + vg ⋅ π ⋅ R2

(22)
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Substitution of equation (6), with Qmeas = Qtot into equation (21), and
equation (22) yields:
⎡ a ( τ)
⎤
v g = R ⋅ ⎢e R − 1⎥ ⋅ A(τ)
⎢
⎥
⎣
⎦

(23)

The slippage velocity and, hence, the slippage fraction can be calculated
using the coefficients a(t) and A(t):
Qg = vg ⋅ π ⋅ R2

(24)

The Bingham throughput deriving from equation (22) is:
QBi = A(τ) ⋅ π ⋅ R3

(25)

adding equation (18) and equation (19) also yields QBi:
Q Bi =

4
π 3 τ R ⎡⎢ 4 τ 0 1 ⎡ τ 0 ⎤ ⎤⎥
⋅R
⋅ 1− ⋅
+ ⋅⎢ ⎥
4
η pl ⎢ 3 τ R 3 ⎣ τ R ⎦ ⎥
⎣
⎦

(26)

Equating equations (12) and (13) and their substitution into equation
(26) yields the true shear rate, Γw:
4 Q
Γw = ⋅ Bi
⋅
π R3

1−

τ0
τR

4 τ
1 ⎡τ ⎤
1− ⋅ 0 + ⋅ ⎢ 0 ⎥
3 τR 3 ⎣ τR ⎦

4

(27)

thus only τ0 is still unknown. However, the initial value of the apparent
flow curve is available for iteration. In the first step of iteration, the true
flow curve obtained via equations (5) and (27) is plotted and extrapolated
for Γw = 0. The thusly obtained τ0-value is again substituted into equation
(27). etc. The iteration converges rapidly and therefore requires only three
or four steps. The Bingham viscosity deduced from the slope of the curve
remains constant for iteration. By definition (according to Bingham‘s material law), that’s correct, because τ0 and ηpl are two linearly independent
material parameters.
Due to production tolerances, the pressures and, hence, the wall shear
stresses differ slightly for the three different barrel diameters. Since, however, the modified Mooney method only applies to τR = const., additional
calculated values are needed for plotting the true flow curve. They are obtained via a grid of shear stresses covering the measured range and super-
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imposed on the apparent flow curve. The Γs values calculated in that manner are then plotted in the semilogarithmic Mooney diagram (Fig. 11) to
obtain corrected Mooney coefficients. That way, the flow curve can be
plotted beyond the measured range (Γw = 3 [1/s]) to about 6 [1/s]. This
form of extrapolation is only admissible for linear material laws.

Fig. 11 Semilogaritmic modified Mooney plot

One further limitation is that the extrapolation not be taken too far. Capillary rheometric measurements (Γw = 10² up to 10³ [1/s]) have shown that
the flow curves level off in that area. Thus, ceramic extrusion compounds
count as structurally viscous across wide shear-rate ranges. Since the
measured data in question stay within the extruder‘s operating range, the
material-data yield provides a solid foundation for die- or extruder design
as well as compound developping.
Plotting τ over Γw produces the true flow curve, which, within the shear
rate range in question, is adequately described by the two coefficients τ0
and ηpl. Correction according to Rabinowitsch/Weissenberg [6] is not necessary, because the material law remains linear within the range ot interest.
Figure 12 shows a selection of thusly obtained flow curves, including
the coefficients for various extrusion compounds.
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Fig. 12 Time flow curves of typical clay base ceramic compounds – Bingham
type

All of these measurements not only exhibit a large effort, but depend on
uncertainty of measuring. In practice, the behaviour of an extrusion compound in an auger, pressure head or in a die is from interest. Therefore the
rheological parameters have to be available cheep an quickly. For this perpos a simulation model was developed by the author. Usually existing extrusion batches have to be adapted on a certain extrusion process or the extrusion machinery have to be adapted on the compound. In both cases
extrusion parameters of laboratory extruders or production extruders still
exist. The following chapture describes a very economical method how to
develope the rheological parameters.

7.5 The Rheological Simulation Model
The coordinate system is based on cylinder coordinates (Fig. 13), because
the auger is rotationally symmetrical and has a distinct axial direction.
With respect to solving the system of differential equations (eq. 37), a
fixed system of coordinates is of advantage. Consequently, reverse motion
is assumed, i.e., the auger stands still, while the barrel rotates at auger
speed.
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Fig. 13 Specification of auger-channel coordinates

The differential equation system (DES) for viscous, incompressible media under conditions of steady, creeping flow with no allowance for gravity reads [4], [11]:
∇p = −∇ ⋅ τ

(28)

That equation represents equilibrium between the pressure gradient and
the divergence of the shear-stress tensor and hence, a balance of momentum. Substituting Bingham‘s material law, as derived from rheological
measurements including wall slippage in the tensor equation downgraded
to a vector equation; 28, yields:
r
r r
r
r
τ = τ 0 ⋅ 1 + η ⋅ Γ, v g = f ( τ, R )

(29)

and resolving the DES leads up to the auger-channel velocity field:
r
v(r ) = (u(r ), v(r ), w(r ))

(30)

with the three components u(r), v(r), and w(r). Returning to Fig. 13, we
see the velocity components qualitatively represented by the three directions in space. There is no movement in direction r, because the direction r
impulses are negligible compared with the material parameters and, hence
to the effective resistance. Thus u(r) = 0. The v(r) velocity profile describes the rotational velocity of the extrusion compound, while w(r) describes the velocity component in the direction of z. The vectorial addition
of the two velocity components leeds to the velocity field of material flow.
In the following v(r) and w(r) have the additional specification NFG,
which is standing for the superposition of Newtonian flow, yield point influence and slipp velocity (Fig. 15, 18).
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Integration of the velocity field yields the throughput of the auger, differentiation of the velocity field to the shear-rate function in the auger
channel. In the here discussed physical problem it can be shown, that in the
strain velocity tensor only the second invariant is different from zero. Multiplication of the absolut value of the second invariant with the Bingham
viscosity yields the dissipation function of the auger channel. Combining
the shear-rate function with the material law leeds on the shear stress function in the auger channel. These dynamic and kinematic functions allow to
describe the motion and the momentum of the extrusion compound and,
hence the extruder process parameters.
The model works by iteration, so the equations can be solved to each parameter. For example to the rheological parameters yield point τ0 and
Bingham viscosity ηBi. All we need are the process data of an existing production scale or laboratory scale extrusion process: Troughput, auger
speed, power requirement, pressure build – up, and the geometric data of
the auger together with the rheological unknown extrusion compound.
Figure 14 shows the auger characteristic throughput over pressure gradient for an extruder with auger diameter 500 mm and a ceramic brick
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compound (throughput 20 m³/h, pressure 11 bar). The calculated line corresponds to the measured process data. The yield point τ0 = 0.15 [bar] and
the Bingham viscosity ηBi = 0.81 [bar s] were found by iteration. In Fig. 15
the velocity distribution in the auger channel is shown (compare with Fig.
13). The dynamic and kinematic functions τ (r), Φ (r) and Γ (r) are listed in
Fig. 16. In this state it is even possible to simulate the behaviour of similar
compounds, which are not rheologicaly too fare away from the testet one.
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Fig. 15 Velocity distribution of ceramic compound flow in auger channel, output
direction and rotational direction

As an example for technical ceramic compounds the figures 17, 18, 19
offer the same grafics for a honeycomb compound to produce catalysts
with 300 cells per square inch on a extruder with auger diameter 180 mm
(throughput 280 l/h, pressure 150 bar). Hence of the 150 bar at the pressure
head the compound is very stiff. The yield point calculates to 0.3 [bar],
which is double to the brick compound and the Bingham viscocity with 2.2
[bar s] is more then triple than the brick compound.
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Fig. 16 Shear rate-, shear stress- and dissipation function in the auger channel
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The slope of the auger characteristic is very small, hence the high stiffness (viscosity > 2 bar s). Therefore the shear stress and the dissipation
function yield much higher values (please mention the different axis distribution for the two compounds).

7.6 Summary and Prospects
The rheology of ceramic extrusion compounds shows a Bingham characteristic with wall slippage. The material low can be determined by the described theory. The measuring equipment is available for example at
Händle’s laboratory in Mü
hlacker, Germany. This characterisation leeds in
a big effort.
An other methode is discussed, to minimize the measuring- and evaluation effort. A rheological computer simulation model (ESM), developed by
the author [12], [13], [14], [15], makes it economical to find the material
parameters. Some process data from production – or laboratory scale extrusion process together with the rheological model, are sufficient for
evaluation. Even the behavior of the compound for example for different
dies or different auger geometrie can be investigated and opimized, without further tests.
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8 Rheology and Extrudability
of Ceramic Compounds

Wolfgang Gleißle, Jan Graczyk
Many ceramic products are made by extruding materials which are not extrudable in their original state and must be made so by appropriate treatment and by incorporating various additives which adjust their rheology or
flow properties. The properties that are of importance for extrusion can, in
fact, be characterized and quantified by means of rheological measurements. Capillary rheometry especially enables many different extrudability
tests to be carried out, ranging from simple suitability tests to complex determinations of properties in order to achieve optimum processes and products.

8.1 lntroduction
Extrusion is a much used process in many branches of the ceramics industry. Coarse earthenware as well as fine ceramic and industrial ceramic products, ranging from bricks to high performance catalysts are made in this
way. Figure 1 shows an example of an extruded industrial ceramic product.
Ceramic masses have been successfully extruded for more than 150
years. The first extruders for making bricks from stiff clay were made in
1835 [1]. The only condition which the extrusion compounds had to fulfill
was that they should have sufficient plasticity. This, however, is not always easy to achieve and is not easy to define accurately. Scott Blair wrote
in 1940 [2]:
“Plasticity is like honesty – something indefinable which, however, is
linked with specific characteristics”.
Several definitions have been formulated which summarize different
material properties, some of which are difficult to determine, e.g. yield
point, permanent deformation and the cohesion of the material during and
after deformation.
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Explanation of symbols used
in text
D
DK
KA
KS
L
p
pB
R
&
V
vD
vG
γ&
γ& ap
τ

die diameter
channel diameter
ageing factor
increase factor
die Iength
pressure
Bagley pressure
die radius
volume rate
extrusion rate
sliding speed
shear rate
apparent shear rate
hear stress

Fig. 1 Example of an extruder catalyst carrier

The classic definition, formulated by Haase [3] is as follows: “Plasticity
is the ability of a solid substance to react to externally applied forces with
permanent changes in shape without loss of cohesion of the particles which
form that substance”.
More recent definitions, such as that proposed by Schulle [4] refer to the
rheological behaviour of the material. In the ceramics industry, attempts to
measure plasticity have been made for nearly a hundred years. Several
methods have been developed to determine certain figures, Indexes and
factors, e.g. by Pfefferkorn [5], Atterberg [6] and Ricke [7]. Bloor [8] and
Moore [9] have produced a good bibliography on this subject. The results
of most methods are of practical importance within a production process
for a specific material, e.g. to ensure product quality, These figures are,
however, of very little use in predicting the processing characteristics of
other ceramic materials or to describe these rheologically. Strictly speaking, they cannot be applied to such materials at all. The use of rheometric
tests has facilitated definite progress in characterizing plasticity. Their advantages have also been recognized by various authors in the field of tradi-
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tional ceramics, e.g. by Schulle [4], Schober [10] and Laenger [11] for the
optimization of compounds and of extruder design.
Interesting attempts to characterize the flow and extrusion characteristics of ceramic compounds, pastes and damp bulk solids have been made
by Felder [12] and Raschka [13], using a torsional shear cell and an annular shear Instrument specially developed for this purpose.
Benbow and co-workers have done work using a press resembling a
simplified capillary rheometer [14-16]. Here, the connection between the
extrusion pressure and the extrudate delivery rate was determined for different paste-like materials. The results were used to formulate a mathematical description in which up to six parameters must be experimentally determined. The mathematical approximation enables one to calculate special
extrusion parameters such as the extrusion pressure.
For industrial high-performance ceramics the transferable characterization of flow properties is indispensable both for developing suitable basic
compounds for making complex moulded parts, as well as for designing
suitable moulds.
We shell now discuss the methods (and informative value) of rheometrically characterizing the extrusion process, using as example ceramic compounds for making honeycomb catalyst supports.

8.2 Rheological Test Methods for Describing
Extrudability
8.2.1 Capillary Rheometry
The flow processes that occur during extrusion are very complex. Many
effects are apparent, some of which are difficult to separate, e.g. shear flow
with yield point, wall slippage with slippage limit, elastic and time effects
such as thixotropy. These effects should be identifiable in measuring processes. The capillary rheometer can be used to determine such effects. The
flow taking place in a capillary rheometer can be readily adapted to the type of flow encountered in an extrusion die. Even though the determinations do not allow a complete analytical and rheological description of the
material (material law formulation) they will usually provide a good qualitative description of extrusion behaviour and can be used as tests to
characterize ceramic compounds (17,18].
Figure 2 shows the function of a high pressure capillary rheometer and
curves typical for determinations on ceramic compounds such as volumet& and pressure p as a function of time t as well as the relation beric flow V
tween shear stress and shear rate τ ( γ& ) .
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Fig. 2 Diagram showing the experimental set-up of a capillary rheometer with
typical diagrams V(t), P(t) and τ( γ)

The separate determination of two specific extrusion pressure components is particularly informative – the pressure loss caused by powerful
forming processes of the ceramic compound at the feed end of the extruder
die (so-called “Bagley pressure”) and the pressure loss (“flow resistance”)
inside the die.
The objectives of capillary-rheometric determinations to characterize
the extrusion characteristics of ceramic compounds are many, ranging
from simple tests to complex determinations of material properties in order
to perfect the extrusion process and extrusion dies. Figure 3 shows the
possible uses of these determinations and the equipment used. The possibilities of capillary-rheometric tests are explained with the help of some
examples.
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8.2.2 Accelerated Test of Extrusion Properties
A quick check of extrusion properties of ceramic compounds can be made
using a simplified capillary-rheometric method. A one-point or two-point
determination can, for example, make it possible to quickly select promising compound compositions. The accelerated test method was used in the
development of a compound from aluminium oxide for making catalyst
supports. Two criteria were here taken into account:
– good deformability, recognizable from the slight slope of the apparent
flow curve,
– sufficient stability of flow properties after the compound has been made.
The pressure is determined at two extrusion speeds, using a capillary
rheometer fitted with an extrusion die and a pipe with fixed dimensions.
The determinations are carried out one hour after the ceramic mass has
been prepared, and again 24 hours later. The figures obtained, and the factors HA (ageing factor) and KS (increase factor), provide useful information
on the characteristics of the ceramic compounds. The principle of the
method is illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Essentail details of an accelorated test method
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8.2.3 Apparent Flow Curve
Several phenomena which make the extrusion of ceramic compounds easy
or difficult result in characteristic pressure-time curves p(t) and the resultant apparent flow curves ‘c(t). Some examples of these phenomena are
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Characteristic phenomens during extrusion. Pressure time diagrams and the
relevant flow curves

Case 1 in Fig. 5 shows effects caused by material inhomogeneities resulting from fluctuations in concentration, local differences in particle size
distribution and the presence of entrapped air. The fluctuations of the measured pressure-time curves do not produce an unequivocal apparent flow
curve. Only a more or less broad flow range can be determined.
Case II shows the change in the material during extrusion under the influence of pressure and deformation. In the given example the progressive
separation of the liquid and solid phases can lead to an increase in solids
concentration and the loss of extrudability of the material. The apparent
flow function only shows the lower limit and is open towards the top.
Case III shows another aspect of the change of the material during extrusion. If certain volume throughputs, governed by the size and shape of
the die, are exceeded, the extrusion pressure will gradually increase, then
suddenly decrease and then increase again. The extruded strand becomes
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thinner than the die diameter and then suddenly becomes as thick, or almost as thick. This process is repeated, in correlation with pressure variations.
Case IV shows another variant of the change in the properties of a
ceramic compound during extrusion. The phenomenon shown in this
example, namely the appearance of a pressure loss that is almost independent of the extrusion rate, which increases or decreases for only a short
time, depending on the previous extrusion rate, is due to thixotropy, This
property is characteristic for ceramic compounds made of plastic clay, for
example, and generally means very good extrusion characteristics.
8.2.4 Complete Determination – Flow Function, Sliding Function
A complete determination with the capillary rheometer includes the plotting of apparent flow curves with several dies having different lengths and
diameters. This enables several corrections to be carried out, e.g. the Bagley correction, to separate the input pressure loss from the flow resistance
inside the die; the Weißenberg-Rabinowitsch correction to determine the
true shear rate, and the Mooney correction to determine wall slippage
speed [19, 20], and therefore the differentiated determination of the material‘s flow properties and the formulation of the material law.
The results of the characterization of extrusion behaviour are explained
using ceramic catalyst carrier compounds based on γ-aluminium oxide.
The solid phase of all compounds was the same, consisting of γ-aluminium
oxide and pseudobohmite in a ratio of 2:1.
The fluid, aqueous phase contains flow control agents as detailed below:
Compound A 10 % by weight hydroxyethyl cellulose,
Compound B 20 % by weight polyvinyl pyrrolidone,
Compound C 10 % by weight ammonium alginate.
Figure 6 shows some typical graphs and the appropriate flow curves, as
well as the extrudates produced in each case.
The uncorrected flow curves for two die lengths L1 and L2 in the diagrams of the first line in Fig. 6 indicate definite, non-Newtonian flow for
all three compounds. At high extrusion speeds the apparent shear stress
and extrusion pressure show an increase and sudden fluctuations in the
case of compound B. The different behaviour of the various compounds is
evident from the flow curves corrected according to Bagley [19] (BK in
the diagrams, line 1) and the Bagley diagram (line 2).
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Fig. 6 The results of capillary-rheometric determinations on aluminium oxide
compounds

Comparison of the Bagley pressure and the extrusion pressure, i.e. the
pressure losses resulting from the two basically different deformation and
flow processes, produces curves which are characteristic for the extrusion
behaviour of the compounds. The increase in extrusion pressure for compound A is due almost exclusively to the increase in the Bagley pressure.
The corresponding shear stress function BK in diagram 1 A is almost independent of γ& ap . For compound B, the two pressures p and pB are very
different, depending on the total pressure and the deformation rate, whereas both pressures p and pB for compound C increase proportionally to each
other with increasing volume throughput.
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Ceramic compounds can be dyed in different colours in layers, to enable
flow processes to be detected immediately. Internal flow processes will
then become visible through deformation of the coloured specimens. The
flow diagrams of the dyed material in line 4 confirm the different flow behaviour of the ceramic compounds. Compound A is not deformed by internal “flow”. There is pure plug flow and the material slides completely
along the wall. The flow diagram for compound B indicates very marked
shear deformation near the wall, whilst compound C is only slightly deformed. With this compound, the volumetric flow results from internal
flow and wall slippage.
For this compound C, Fig. 7 shows flow curves determined by measurements with dies of different diameters ( 1 and 2 mm). Despite the Bagley correction there is no uniform flow function τ ( γ& ap ) . Checking the sliding properties by the method developed by Mooney [20] gives a material
transport which is caused almost exclusively by sliding processes. Plotting
& / πD2 ) against shear stress (Fig.
sliding speed and extrusion rate ( v D = 4V
8) gives a single curve.
If the suitability of rheometric methods to check extrusion performance
is to be checked, it is necessary to extrude these compounds through dies
as used in actual practice. The results of rheometric tests an compounds A,
B and C were therefore compared with the extrusion of honeycomb structures (line 5 in Fig. 6). The specific rheometric characteristics of compounds A and C are in accordance with specially good extrusion character-

Fig. 7 Apparent flow curves and Bagley-corrected flow curves for ceramic compound C (aluminium oxide with ammonium alginate)
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Fig. 8 Shear stress vs. extrusion rate and sliding speed for ceramic compound C,
determined by the Mooney method

istics. Compound B, on the other hand, is unsuitable for making complex
extrusions, although the solid phase is identical with that of compounds A
and C. The results prove that ceramic compounds will give the best extrusion results if there is little or no shear deformation in the capillary – a case
which, strictly speaking, lies outside the normal objectives of rheological
determinations. This characteristic is, however, most effectively determined by rheological tests.

8.3 Summary
Ceramic parts are often made by extrusion. The material properties necessary for extrusion can be checked by rheological tests. Here, capillary rheometry, which enables many different extrudability tests to be carried out,
is specially suitable.
In this article, we have described methods of determination ranging
from simple tests to the complete rheological analysis of extrusion characteristics, ceramic compounds used to make catalyst supports serving es example. We have also discussed characteristic phenomena which influence
the extrudability of ceramic compounds. Finally, we have compared the
results of capillary-rheometric determinations and the extrusion of complex parts.
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9 Scenarios of Extrusion

Dietmar Lutz

9.1 Introduction
The goal of this contribution about the operating behaviour of single-screw
extruders in the extrusion of ceramic masses is, on the basis of an easily
comprehensible presentation, to explain the scenarios emerging in practice
so as to be in a position, in the case of any problems arising, to initiate
purposefully the necessary steps.
In practice, the most frequent problems in extrusion arise through
• modification to the rheological properties of the mass, for example,
through variations in the moisture or in the homogeneity,
• any change to the profiles which can lead to increased flow resistance in the nozzle,
• wear on the screw or on the cylinder inserts or modification to the
screw or cylinder surfaces which leads to an increased proportion in
the flow-back or to a reduced capacity for the forming pressure of
the screw,
• increase in the flow rate combined with increased strand speeds,
• vacuum errors through leakage,
• vacuum errors in spite of a faultlessly sealed vacuum aggregate,
• mouthpiece errors.
In operating a screw extruder, it is important to understand the basics;
no higher mathematics is necessary for this (1).
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9.2 Functioning of Screw Extruders

Fig. 1 Functioning of screw extruders

It is meaningful to differentiate screw extruders into the two subsystems
•

pressure generators: system screw and cylinder
and

•

pressure consumers: all resistances which the material has to
surmount after leaving the screw

Only when there is a balance on both sides of point X can the ceramic
mass escape from the nozzle.
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In the example depicted in Fig. 1, the screw will compactly fill itself up
to the backlog point (RSP 1). Only then is it in a position to build up the
pressure P1 necessary for the pressure consumer.
Each extruder has a specific pressure formation capacity which is defined in bar / cm.
That means that an extruder with a pressure formation capacity of
dpdl=0.3 bar/cm is, at a length of cylinder of L=1m, in a position to build
up a pressure of 30 bar.
The value ‘dpdl’ is not a constant value. It depends on a variety of volumes of influence which we shall look into later.
The following important changes can occur which influence the functioning of the screw extruder whereby wear on the screw and cylinder inserts should, to a large extent, not be taken into consideration within this
framework.
•
•

•

Increase in the flow rate
Modification to the compacting pressure
o nozzle cross-section
o nozzle length
o modification to the plasticity
 moisture
 shear stress
 fluxes
 material homogeneities
Modification to the screw geometry
o gradient
o ratio of the outer screw diameter to the hub diameter
o modification to the surface
 “corrosion”
 build-up of material deposit
 increased friction through incorrect armoured material

The five most important cases are to be explained on the basis of the
“didactic” presentations selected above.
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9.2.1 Modification to Flow Rate

Fig. 2 Modification to flow rate

In the case of the screw extruder, an increase in the flow rate requires an
increase in the screw speed and a corresponding increase in the dosing of
the extruder.
Through this, the pressure rises from P1 to P2 as the increased strand
speeds lead with the same nozzle to increased friction in the nozzle.
The curve, RPSP1 /P1, is thus shifted nearly parallel until it achieves the
necessary pressure P2 which in turn results in an increase in the length of
the backlog to X /REP2.
As the REP2 lies outside the closed cylinder in which a build-up in
pressure is possible, the extruder shown in Fig. 2 will not be in a position
to generate the required pressure or output.
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Which remedies are available?
 Extend the cylinder and screw so that the backlog point RSP2 lies
within the extended pressure cylinder L
 Reduce the flow resistance of the nozzle or the nozzle consumer to
the extent that the RSP lies within the cylinder again.
 Increase the pressure-forming capacity of the screw so that, at the
existing cylinder length, pressure P2 can be generated
 Modification to the pressure increase angle through modification to
the mass to achieve pressure P2 with the existing cylinder length.
9.2.2 Modification to Nozzle

Fig. 3 Modification to the nozzle

It is rare just for one product or one profile to be extruded on screw extruders. More frequently it is dozens of different “profiles” which have to
be extruded and which each require a specific nozzle or, as we often say in
the ceramics sector, a pressure head/mouthpiece combination.
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As already stated, the required compacting pressure P is determined
mainly by the rheological features of the mass and execution of the pressure consumer, in detail, through the angle in the pressure head and
mouthpiece, the friction conditions, the degree of transformation etc.
If the nozzle cannot be modified for technical flow or economic reasons,
the remedial measures will be identical to the measures listed under 2.1
The degree to which possible modifications to the nozzle have to move to
compensate the increased pressure level P2 is shown by the straight line
A1P1. A/A 1 corresponds to the necessary “shortening” of the nozzle
which has to be carried out to achieve the pressure level P1 without extending the screw.
9.2.3 Modification to Plasticity – “Stiffer” Masses

Fig. 4 Modification to the plasticity – “stiffer” mass

If the moisture is reduced or the mass modified by additives, an increase
in pressure can be expected with the nozzle remaining constant as a result of
the increased friction in the pressure consumer, i.e. P1 is increased to P2.
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Two cases have to be differentiated here:
If the pressure increase angle α , defined by the friction between the
mass and the screw/ cylinder combination, remains the same, the remedies
are identical to those shown in case 2.1. This is not to be expected, however, if a stiffer mass leads to modification to the pressure increase angle,
i.e. higher pressures are generated per cm screw length.
The two alternatives derived from this are presented in Fig. 4:
The steeper pressure increase angle β leads in the pressure generator, at
the same backlog length, starting from the backlog point RSP1, to an increased pressure level P1*.
P2* is the maximum pressure achievable with the existing screw/cylinder combination for this stiffer mass. If this increased pressure level is
not sufficient, it is necessary to revert to the remedies listed under 2.1 such
as extension to the screw and cylinder which, particularly for stiffer
masses, is connected with appreciable increases in the torque.
9.2.4 Modification to the Plasticity – “Softer” Mass

Fig. 5 Modification to the plasticity – “softer” mass
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In the case of softer, usually damper masses, it can be assumed, in contrast to case 2.3., that, by reducing the friction in the pressure consumer,
the level of pressure is reduced from P1 to P2.
If the pressure increase angle α remains constant, the backlog length
would be reduced, i.e. the screw /cylinder length could be reduced which
can mean appreciable savings in energy.
As, however, in the case of softer masses, it has to be assumed that the
pressure increase angle becomes flatter or the specific pressure formation
capacity less, i.e. α becomes β , this is not the case.
The maximum pressure level which can be achieved, starting from the
backlog point REP1 at a pressure increase angle β , lies in figure 5 at P1*.
The maximum pressure level of the extruder shown above thus lies, at
pressure increase angle β , only at P2* If this level is not sufficient, the
steps described above have to be taken.
Screw /cylinder extensions can lead, in particular for soft masses, which
have to be extruded at a high compacting pressure – e.g. for the manufacture of filigree honeycomb, to appreciable consequences.
In a concrete case, the screw and the cylinder were extended by 23%
for a single-screw extruder with a screw diameter of 150 mm.
At the same speed, identical nozzle and identical mass, the extrusion
speed was increased by factor 2.7 and the torque reduced by 25%.
The effects on wear, which mainly depends on the relative speeds between the mass, screw and cylinder were appreciable and compensate
within a brief period the costs for extension to the screw and cylinder.
Attention is drawn at this point to the fact that, for the design of an extruder, it is of decisive significance as to whether a “higher” compacting
pressure is generated as the result of a higher flow resistance or a stiffer
mass.
An extruder for compacting stiffer masses will only be in a position in
the rarest of cases to extrude its ceramic masses at a high flow resistance.
On the other hand, an extruder which has been developed for the extrusion of honeycombs for compacting pressures of over 100 bar will be in a
position to process a stiff mass at relatively low flow resistances but, however, will wander as a result of the steeper pressure increase angle of the
backlog point in the direction of the nozzle; the function of the extruder is
sub-optimum as the L/D ratio is too high for this case.
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9.2.5 Fluctuating Plasticity

Fig. 6 Fluctuating plasticity

In the extrusion of ceramic architectural products, it is part of the regular experience of any operator of extrusion plant include those by which
the operating behaviour of the extruder varies with the weather conditions,
i.e. depends on the dampness of the masses to be extruded.
These phenomena are known even in modern brick works, which have
adequate buffers to compensate these fluctuations in raw material.
Less well-known is which marginal fluctuations in dampness are necessary to generate dramatic changes in plasticity with some masses (2).
If the plasticity in an extruder fluctuates between stiff and soft, this
makes, for the operator and also the manufacturer of the extruder, for almost insoluble problems as uncontrolled alterations to the pressure increase angle at the given pressure level allow no continuous pressure in-
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crease through the cylinder length which leads to constant alteration to the
backlog length as presented in Fig. 6
If such operating behaviour occurs periodically, for example in the wet
season, works can adjust to this more or less easily.
It is different in a special case which we should like to describe as “noncompleted ‘plasticisation’”.
As the introduction of shearing energy occurs specifically or nonspecifically in the extruder per se, i.e. kneading of the mass und thus modification to the plasticity takes place, this fluctuating operating behaviour
can become a permanent condition in the case of non-completed or changing plasticity of the mass in front of the extruder.
A frequent cause of this phenomenon, which makes itself noticeable
through pulsating of the extrusion speed, altering consistency and the geometry of the extrudate etc., is, in most cases, insufficient dosing and/or
insufficient softening or homogenisation of the mass applied, often connected with deficient dosing.
The most important remedies to prevent fluctuating plasticity consist
therefore of a guarantee of constant dosing and homogeneity conditions in
front of the extruder.

9.3 Measures
The main measures which we have at our disposal in the case of changes
in the operating behaviour have already been mentioned in key words.
A promising estimation of the effectiveness of individual measures
requires an exact knowledge of the material law of the mass concerned, i.e.
its rheological properties. Where does the yield limit lie, does the viscosity
show dilitant or structual viscous/pseudoplastic behaviour in dependance
on the shearing rate, does the viscosity alter at the same shearing rate in the
course of time, i.e. are we dealing with rheopectic or thixotropic
behaviour, do glide planes form, how sensitive does the mass react to
changes in the plasticity and the temperature etc.
The success of technical measures or even simulations based
experience, as they are set out in the contribution by Buchtala and Lang,
are only likely to succeed if the material law of the mass to be extruded is
sufficiently well known.
Unfortunately, the attempt is still made in practice, to “finagle” past
these necessities, without precise or at least sufficient knowledge of the
material laws in according to the “trial and error method” or with the aid of
supercifical or apparently impressive methods such as, for example,
thermography.
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We restrict ourselves here to a brief presentation of the most important
measures.
9.3.1 Modification to the Nozzle
It has already been indicated several times that the level of pressure
necessary for the extrusion of a certain mass is determined by the pressure
consumer, i.e. the nozzle.
If the pressure generated in the nozzle is or has to be reduced or
increased, we mainly have the following individual measures at our
disposal:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

variation in the ratio nozzle length to nozzle cross-section (shaping
degree)
variation of the inlet angle into the mouthpiece
modification to the friction relationships in the mouthpiece, for example, through external lubrication of the mouthpiece or the addition of an internal slide agent to the mass
cooling or heating of the nozzle for mass sensitive to temperature
modification to the distance between the end of the screw and the
inlet of the nozzle
installation and structure of so-called slide funnels or strainer
plates in the back part of the nozzle
modification to shaping degree through alteration to the screw diameter and/or nozzle cross-section

Indications to the effectiveness of the individual measures can be found
in Reed, Pels Leusden, Hodgkinson etc. (3)
9.3.2 Modification to the Screw Geometry
If the level of pressure determined to a large extent by the mass and the
pressure consumer prescribed or not alterable, the measures have to be
concentrated on the pressure-generating system screw /cylinder.
Each extruder can be defined by two main parameters, the throughput
and the pressure build-up.
Any modification to the screw geometry always leads thereby to modification of the two parameters. Depending on the mass, product and the
necessary pressure level, single-screw extruders work in the ceramics industry with screws which show an L/D ratio (screw length/screw diameter
in the closed cylinder) of 2-20. Similarly extreme differences can be estab-
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lished with the second screw-characterising parameter, the ratio of the
screw diameter D to the hub diameter d; in architectural and fine ceramics,
deeply cut extruder screws work at d/D ratios of 0.3-0.5, in technical ceramics, the flatly cut screws show a d/D ratio of 0.7-0.9.
To achieve the necessary throughput for flatly cut screws , screws shaft
speeds of up to 100 RPM are reached, if the temperature conditions allow,
while, with the deeply cut screws in architectural ceramics, only rarely are
screw shaft speeds of over 40 RPM realised.
If the angle relationships for a “small” and a “big” screw gradient are
observed, it can be recognised that the forces with an effect on a mass element in the area of the hub are different from those on the outer diameter.

F ax

F ax

Fu
Fn

Fu
Fn

F ax

Fu

F ax

Fn
Fu

Fn

Fig. 7 Forces on the srew

In case A in Fig. 8, we see a screw with a smaller gradient. The propulsion force F ax is, in relation to peripheral force Fu, greater on the outer diameter while, on the hub, the peripheral force Fu is smaller compared with
the propulsion force F ax .
In case B in Fig. 9B, we can see a screw with a greater gradient. Already
on the outer diameter Fax, the forces F ax and Fu correspond. On the hub,
the propulsion force F ax amount only to a small part of the peripheral
force Fu.
From this you can recognise that the high throughput rate with screw extruders can only be achieved to a certain extent by increasing the gradient.
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While the screw in case A can be charactirised as a pressure screw , the
screw in Fig. 9 B shows the typical conveyance screw which cannot
generate high pressure.
Any modification to the d/D ratio, for example, the enlargement of the
hub, leads to a modification to the ratio of Fax to Fu. As any modification to
Fax/Fu implies a modification of the useful conveyance volumes and an
increase in the screw shaft speed does not mean an alternative for many
masses on the basis of the associated increase in the shearing load, very
careful consideration is necessary in determining the optimum screw
geometry.
Sumarising, the following individual measures are available to us:
•
•
•

checking the L/D ratio of screw /cylinder with regard to the necessary
pressure level
checking the d/D ration of the screw with regard to the required flow
rate
checking the screw gradient with regard to the required flow rate and
the achievable pressure forces on the hub or on the outer diamter.

9.3.3 Modification to the Friction Conditions for Screw
and Cylinder
In our observations up to now, we have assumed ideal friction conditions
in the screw/cylinder system.
For the screw extruder in ceramics, ideal means minimum friction
between mass and screw at maximum friction btween mass and cylinder to
prevent the mass stopper from turning as well. In the literature, this
approach has become known as the “cork screw model”.
Without these different friction conditions between the mass and screw
on the one hand and the mass and cylinder on the other, an extruder could
not build up any pressure.
If the coarseness of the screw surface is taken as the basis for, by the way,
insufficient indicator for estimating the friction coefficients to be expected
between the mass and the screw, Ra values of 2-4 ų can be achieved today
for application of tungsten carbide according to the high-speed plasma
method; for hard chrome-plating, these values lie at about 0.3.
In a concrete case, comprehensive attempts were carried out on an
extruder for the production of honeycombs from SiC mass. At identical
conditions, the screw shaft speed was able at ideal coarseness of the screw
compared with screws with customary coarseness values to be reduced to a
third.
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Unfortunately, at present, we have no surface coating available in
practice which guarantees in continuous operation the high wear-resistance
necessary for the extrusion of abrasive ceramic masses at low friction
coefficients. Otherwise the value of the friction coefficients between screw
and mass does not depend only on the coarseness of the screw surface but
also on the adhesion between mass and screw, on the pressure, the wear
conditions etc.
We do not have any tenable empirical examinations in which the
influence of the various factors has been examined although it concerned
an extremely relevant topic.
The complete context is summed up on the basis of a concrete example:
In the case in hand, the maximum granulation of the tungsten carbide
material applied was 15 ų. For the fine mass to be extruded, the
granulation share was <1 ų approx 50%. There would be ideal conditions if
the maximum elevations or “valleys” on the surface of the screw were
smaller than the granulations of the mass to be extruded as otherwise the
mass would be deposited on the screw, i.e. in the depressions, and friction
between mass / mass would occur which is significantly greater than the
friction between the mass and the screw surface.
Barrel liner
Basic liner
Grooved strip
pitch
µ

µZ
A

Mt

µM

Fig. 8 Friction between mass, screw and barrel

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the screw attempts to turn the mass as well
due to the friction between mass and steel. The cylinder casing has the job
of preventing such turning as far as possible. Apart from this, the backflow
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area arising between the cylinder and the screw should be as low as possible. That means, not only the edge gap between the screw and the cylinder
is to be reduced as far as possible, also the backflow area resulting from
the form of grooves is to be minimised.
The further you move from the cylinder in the direction of the screw
hub, the more these “holding forces” can only be passed on through the internal structure of the mass up to the hub.
This means that, at increased fine granulation share in connection with
an increased plasticity, it becomes increasingly difficult to transport the
mass to be extruded evenly over the whole free cross-section of the screw.
This is exacerbated by the fact that at certain masses on the hub, a layer of
the finest material fraction and liquid phase is formed which makes transport on the hub increasingly difficult.
Summarising, we have the following individual measures at our disposal:
•
•
•
•

screws which are as smooth as possible for the achievement of low
friction coefficients between mass and screw,
optimised use of cylinders for the prevention of the mass turning in the
cylinder at low backflow area,
correct selection of the screw geometry,
sufficient plastification of the mass before extrusion.

9.3.4 Modification to the Mass
As already suggested in point 3.3, in the case of very fine masses, the
situation can arise whereby the internal friction of the mass is no longer
sufficient to convey the greater peripheral forces on the hub diameter of
the screw outwards to the cylinder casing. It has to be examined here
whether modifications to the mass are possible or whether a different extrusion principle, e.g. double-screw extruder has to be selected with respect
to the potential for modification.

9.4 Facet
In practice, the problem scenarios often overlap. New products, connected
with new nozzle cross-sections, can lead to rheologically altered masses
with altered plasticity etc.
Target conflicts cannot be avoided per se, however, they can usually be
solved with an understanding of how the extruder works if none of the
possible adjusting screws is excluded from observation as is often the case.
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10 Laminations in Extrusion

Rainer Bartusch, Frank Händle

10.1 Definition
Within the field of ceramics, the term “laminations” is commonly used in
reference to the textures which characterise the material structure of the
body, the word “texture” stemming from the Latin “textura” meaning “tissue”. The term “laminations” according to Haage (1) encompasses:
– the orientation of the structural components (isotropic and anisotropic
textures),
– the distribution of the structural components (homogeneous and inhomogeneous textures),
– the degree of volume ratio (compact and porous textures).
Ceramic materials – as opposed to amorphous glasses – largely consist
of crystalline structural components and almost all of them lend themselves to laminations. In practical operation it must be aimed at optimising
the recipe of the body and the preparation and shaping processes in a suitable manner to ensure that laminations have no negative effect such as deformations or cracks in the quality of the finished product. The state of lamination of any ceramic product will be largely created during the shaping
process, although it often only shows after drying or sintering.
It would be wrong to identify laminations as unwanted phenomena per
se, all the more so as there are ceramic products in which laminations can
have a useful effect in achieving certain material characteristics. An example is substrates for car catalyst converters with the shape of thinwalled honeycombs, the structure of which receives a distinctive directional texture as a result of the high degree of transformation during extrusion. As a consequence the sintered products feature an extremely low thermal linear expansion coefficient in their axial direction and therefore a
high thermal shock resistance. This enables the ceramic honeycombs to
withstand innumerable vehicle engine starts without incurring damage.
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Laminations can develop during all ceramic preparation and shaping
processes; moreover in dry pressing as well as in casting; furthermore during repressing of roofing tile blanks or in the rolling of plates. Laminations
can even be found in isostatic pressing.
In extrusion however laminations are frequently the focus of expert discussion, as this system of shaping can in certain cases lead to high waste
rates during production or defects encountered in the end use of the ceramic product, often attributed to laminations whether this is the case or not.
Therefore countless efforts have been and are still being made to find a solution to the negative effects of laminations in extrusion by introducing design modifications, in particular in the area of the augers, the pressure head
and the die. Many recommendations contained in published works have
generally been found to be less than successful, although they may have
solved the problem in individual cases.
There has nevertheless been some progress in previous decades in minimising the laminations of extruded products. A universal nostrum cannot
however be expected in view of the incipient complexity of the problem
due to the extremely diverse conditions and requirements in respect of raw
materials, the technologies applied and product specification in ceramic
production plants.
The first part of the following text describes the development of laminations during the extrusion process and under which aspects these can be
classified. This is followed by a description of qualitative as well as
quantitative methods to proof and evaluate laminations. The last section of
this chapter details some possible methods for the minimisation of
extrusion laminations and how their negative effects may be avoided. The
bibliography is restricted to the essentials; information regarding further
literature can be taken from the bibliography.

10.2 Causes of the Development of Laminations and
Different Types of Laminations
During extrusion laminations basically develop as a result of the combined
effect of raw material respectively body-specific characteristics and physical processes caused by transport, homogenisation and shaping operations
within the extruder, which may cause shearing, gliding, separation and rejoining effects within the ceramic body.
A meaningful classification for practical use pertaining to the causes for
development of laminations can be found with Probst (2), who suggests
three groups for the actuating variables: ceramic variables, process engi-
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neering variables and mechanical processing variables. Within these three
groups there can be up to a dozen individual variables.

Fig. 1 Causes for development of laminations during extrusion according to
Probst

Within the framework of this chapter only the most important actuating
variables relevant in practical operation will be dealt with. For a purposeful battle against laminations it is, however, recommended to keep the above classifications in mind. Attempts are frequently made in practice to
combat laminations by manipulation of the auger geometry or the die, only
producing marginal success as the real origin of the problem lies in earlier
process stages.
It also has to be taken into consideration that the ceramic body already
exhibits laminations to a greater or smaller degree even before being fed
into the extruder or de-airing extrusion unit, although these change in character becoming more or less pronounced as a result of the preparation
processes employed, e.g. in filter presses, in mixers, in kneaders, in
proportioning units, etc. (3).
The large variety of laminations typical for extrusion, as described in the
literature, can be reduced to the following types:
 Flow laminations,
 Inner gliding surfaces,
 Cutting laminations,
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 Specific laminations of the auger extrusion unit,
 De-airing laminations,
 Laminations caused by inhomogeneous body.
Numerous forms of laminations in clay-based ceramic products as – opposed to oxide and non-oxide ceramics – are influenced by the specific
properties of the clay minerals. Such clay minerals as kaolinite, halloysite,
montmorillonite or illite are finely dispersed, from approx. 5 to 1000 nm,
and consequently have a large specific surface of approx. 5 to 100 m²/g,
and are furthermore of an anisometric morphology, having the geometric
shape of lamella, little rods, strips, etc.

Fig. 2 REM exposure of kaolinite layers, edge length of plates approx. 1µm

It is not possible to deal with these ceramic actuating variables within
this article; reference should be made to the relevant literature.
10.2.1 Flow Laminations
The characteristic feature of flow laminations is the directional orientation
of the anisometric particles in the shearing speed gradient of the auger
channel, the pressure head and the die. Figure 3 pictures the fracture surfaces of extruded clay-body columns after drying showing various flow
laminations caused by different clay mineral content.
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Fig. 3 Flow laminations in cross-section of clay-body columns
Left: very plastic clay; Centre: kaolinitic kaoline; Right: clay with grog addition

As certain properties of the crystalline components depend on the
crystallographic axes, directional differences in the property values caused
by the flow lamination can be determined at the extruded items. This holds
true for example for the drying and firing shrinkage, the linear thermal
coefficient of expansion, the thermal conductivity and the mechanical
strength.
The drying shrinkage differs in respect of location and direction, which
may cause tensions inside the product in turn resulting in deformations or,
if the strength is exceeded, in cracks.
Figure 4 demonstrates the drying shrinkage readings of extruded slugs
of high-strength china. The specimens used were hollow slugs with an outer diameter of 480 mm, from which insulators for power plants are made
by the turning process after semi-hard drying.
Taking the axial direction of the slug or of the insulator there are relatively large differences in respect of the drying shrinkage over the radius.
Therefore, compressive stresses and tensile stresses are to be expected in
drying. Those areas of cross section that show the highest degree of
shrinkage have a particularly high crack hazard, as tensile stresses are being built up and the tensile strength of a ceramic structure is much lower
than the compressive strength.
Flow laminations do, of course, also occur when using piston extrusion
presses as the ceramic body is subjected to shearing stress in the pressure
head and die. It follows that flow laminations are primarily linked to the
nature of the material particles. There would be no flow laminations with
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raw materials consisting entirely of almost isometric particles such as those of a ball shape (4).

Fig. 4 Directional drying shrinkage rates of high-strength china billets

10.2.2 Laminations as a Result of Inner Gliding Surfaces
Another type of lamination is that caused by inner gliding surfaces due to
the relative movement of the ceramic body and auger respectively extruder
barrel. Segregation occurs in the boundary layer between metal and ceramic body. The coarser material particles in particular are pressed inside the
body whilst the liquid phase and the very fine particles concentrate in the
boundary layer (Fig. 5).
If the fine particles are of an anisometric shape as with clay minerals,
orientation will be parallel to the surface of the boundary layer. Although,
after having exited the auger, these boundary layers join to form a compact
body, there is no intimate bonding respectively “cogging” between the body and the boundary layers. The follow-on reshaping in the pressure head
and die merely deforms these layers; their structural characteristics are
changed only very marginally. These gliding surfaces have a lower me-
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chanical strength after drying and sintering and are, therefore, more prone
to cracks, which may also occur in use of the finished ceramic product.

Fig. 5 Development of surface slippers (schematic view according to Pels
Leusden)

Such defects could for instance manifest themselves as frost damage on
engineering bricks or in insulator slugs appearing in the form of cracks,
sometimes of a spiral shape. It is possible to make these gliding surfaces
visible by adding a small amount of a very intensive pigment into the
extruder together with the body. By cutting open the extruded product and
by studying the number and shape of the coloured patterns, certain conclusions can be drawn in respect of the formation of the gliding surfaces.
10.2.3 Cutting Laminations
Cutting laminations are mainly caused by fixtures in the die. Such fixtures
are always unavoidable if a die with cores is employed in order to produce
a perforated column, as with pipes, hollow profiles, common bricks, honeycombs, etc. The core bows, which are fitted crosswise to the flow direction, separate the body. If the distance between the core bow and column
exit is too narrow or if the flow pressure is too low, the parting planes cannot sufficiently “weld” together. (5)
Similar to the inner gliding surfaces certain areas of the column will
have a reduced strength. Sometimes the resulting laminations are already
apparent at the extruded product in the form of cracks, and if this is the
case such columns and/or products can easily be pulled apart, even by
hand.
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Fig. 6 Colouring test to show the laminations in a slug

Fig. 7 Part of a roofing tile after pressing with “open” cutting lamination
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Contrary to inner gliding surfaces, cutting laminations are usually aligned in the direction of extrusion. As they are created exclusively in the
die or pressure head, these cutting laminations can be found with all types
of extruders, i.e. with piston extrusion presses as well as auger extrusion
units.
10.2.4 Laminations Specific to Extruders
Flow laminations, laminations caused by inner gliding surfaces, and cutting laminations, all can be distinguished to varying degrees in the extrusion of plastic bodies, independent of the extrusion method employed, e.g.
piston extrusion presses, single-shaft extruders, twin-shaft extrusion machines or rotory-type extruders.
The work commissioned by the British Ceramic Research Association,
carried out and published in 1962 and 1963 by Hodgkinson (6) was both
scientifically and didactically pioneering, as can be seen by the accompanying instructional film, contributing then as now to a better understanding
of flow laminations.
Hodgkinson’s work made and still makes many debates obsolete; certain assumptions such as focusing on the extruder as the notorious “creator
of laminations” had to be reconsidered and many patent cures documented
in the literature revealed themselves on the basis of this work to be of no
general use, only offering a suitable solution in individual cases. Hodgkinson was able to prove with the use of a highly sophisticated test device,
which was ahead of its time, that the formation of flow laminations within

Fig. 8 Slip-lines formed in clay
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solid columns in the form of thin bands is essentially determined by the
degree of deformation, i.e. the ratio between the outlet cross section and
inlet cross section, as well as the entry angles of the die.
The extent of lamination can, of course, vary considerably depending on
the characteristics of the body, the ratio between internal and external friction, the surface quality of the dies, etc.
Nevertheless this does not change the fundamental validity of this research and its results: “Inevitably, however, the application of results from
this work to production problems must result in compromise” (6) as Hodgkinson put it, well aware of the fact that in practice certain conditions may
exist which could lead to severe deviations.
The auger in particular has a very specific influence on laminations, as
examined below.

10.2.4.1 Influence of the Hub
Once the body to be extruded has passed the double or multi-wing end auger, also known as point auger, it can clearly be seen that an auger extruder, as opposed to a piston extrusion press, does in fact extrude a “pipe”
and not a round solid column, whereby the diameter of the auger hub corresponds to the inside diameter of the pipe.
Only when the body is rejoined in the pressure head, is the pipe formed
to a compact column.

Fig. 9 Mass flow at the top auger
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However, in accordance with the characteristics of the body and dependent on the strain caused by deformation, the hub is still visible in the
shape of a “core”, i.e. lamination, in the dried or fired product, whereby
this lamination may develop into an S-crack typical for a screw extruder
with a double-wing end auger.
By reducing the hub in the area of the last auger flights and of the point
auger, the rejoining of the body inside the pressure head can be aided, but
even then the shape of the hub may still in many cases be visible as a “core”, especially in solid extruded columns, as surface slippers will have
formed between the ceramic body and the hub, which often results in a
concentration of the liquid phase when in contact with the hub and which
becomes evident in a concentrated manner in the form of the “core”.

10.2.4.2 Influence of the Auger Blades
“It can thus be said that the gross laminations in an extruded column are
located around that
part of the clay which has been in contact with the auger blade during its
consolidation in the machine. Why is this so? It has long been held that the
clay is polished by the auger blade,
and that two surfaces of polished clay will not satisfactorily rejoin –
even under pressure” (6).
This phenomenon as described by Hodgkinson is to be considered a
special feature of gliding laminations and again is mainly dependent on the
properties of the body, i.e. plasticity, grain size distribution, percentage of
inert components and grog respectively binding agents, etc., which are decisive factors in the development of laminations.
But that is not the whole story! Especially the influence of the point auger at the end of the auger flights, which – contrary to customary opinion –
contributes less to the pressure build-up but rather whose main function is
that of dividing the column from the auger into two or more identical column sections, is apparent in the form of laminations in the column as can
be clearly seen in Fig. 6 showing an example of a coloured insulator slug.
Laminations caused by the auger blades can be influenced or largely
eliminated by varying the geometry of the point auger, in particular by
changing the pitch of the auger blades and variation of the speed, the number of auger blades, by installing “lamination-eradicating attachments” to
rotate with the auger and by reducing the hub.
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10.2.4.3 Influence of the Auger Rotation
Laminations typical for screw extruders – as opposed to piston extrusion
presses – are also those which are induced by the rotation of the auger inside the body-filled barrel, whereby the friction between the body and the
auger surface causes the more or less compact “body clog” being distorted
in direction of the rotation.
One tries to counteract this phenomenon, which is also undesirable from
an energy point of view, by reducing the coefficient of friction between
auger and body, by for instance using polished or hard chrome plated augers, by optimum-designed and machined barrels, by installing so-called
counter knives alongside the barrel, by modifying the distance between
auger and barrel, by controlled tempering of auger and barrel and by installing so-called rectifiers or strainer plates at the end of the auger, etc.
Whilst such rotation of the body column has only a marginal effect on
ceramic profiles with a high percentage of voids such as honeycombs or
hollow blocks for ceramic ceilings, as the complex-designed dies function
as a “rectifier”, or as the case may be other types of laminations such as
cutting laminations or flow laminations superimpose those caused by rotation, the twisting of the column in the extrusion of solid columns for pavers or insulator slugs may lead to considerable problems in respect of
product quality. (7)

10.2.4.4 S-crack
The so-called S-crack or Y-crack is typical for a screw extruder with a
double-blade or triple-blade point auger. This type of lamination is a combined consequence of overlapping of flow laminations, the rotational movements of the body, as well as the hollow space created by the auger hub
in the centre of the emerging “body clog”, which will not entirely rejoin as
a result of body characteristics or the geometry of the pressure head and
die, all as described above.
Twisting of the column transforms the initial round cavity, which has
been tapered at the pressure head and influenced by the double-blade or
triple-blade point auger, into an S-shaped or Y-shaped crack-line, and this
may lead to substantial quality problems above all with solid columns.

10.2.4.5 Development of Laminations Within the Extruder
In addition to those of Hodgkinson, there exist numerous noteworthy publications by Pels Leusden, of which those relating to the process of formation of laminations inside the extruder are of particular significance (8).
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Fig. 10 Slug showing a Y-shaped drying crack resulting from a triple-blade point
auger

Fig. 11 Green brick showing a S-shaped crack resulting from a twin-blade point
auger

The formation of laminations in different areas of the auger extruder
was tested using 14 different auger flights of the most diverse geometry
and under the most varied operating conditions.
For the purpose of these tests specimens were removed over the length
of the auger from infeed point to the die, in different direction to the material flow.
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medium lamination value TZ

A so-called lamination number was fixed in relation to the tensile
strength readings obtained from the specimens; more information on this
relatively elaborate method can be found with Grätz (9).
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Fig. 12 Variation in laminations in the auger extruder

The fundamental result, subject to the influence of the auger geometry,
is unequivocal: laminations already inherent in the body change only insignificantly from the material infeed position to the intake point of the
pressure head. An “inversion effect” of the laminations takes place in the
pressure head, which means the relative highest lamination readings within
the auger are transposed into the relative lowest lamination readings within
the pressure head; unfortunately Pels Leusden did not follow up this phenomenon in his later works. It is clear that the most crucial laminations are
formed in the area of the die, where the increase in lamination is manifold
compared to that at the auger (10).
Bearing in mind the generally accepted opinion that the laminations
with auger extruders are mainly caused by the auger, the foregoing conclusions are of obvious significance for several reasons, all the more so as in
our opinion they also correlate the findings of Hodgkinson and others.
They imply that:
a) laminations, primarily in the form of flow laminations, wanted or unwanted, are created in the area of the highest strain caused by deformation, mainly as a result of the orientation of the anisomorphic particles.
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b) other laminations such as those caused by rotation, surface slippers,
laminations as a result of the hub design, etc. are partly destroyed in
this area of highest deformation or they represent only a marginal percentage if compared to flow laminations; a fact which is exploited by
installing rectifiers or strainer plates which deliberately increases the
compression loss of the ceramic body at the rectifier – the so-called
“Bagley pressure” – above the compression loss in the die itself caused
by the flow resistance (11).
c) we can still develop a problem-solving strategy to eliminate laminations, sometimes a very painstaking exercise, whereby the sequence and
weighting of the individual steps may vary according to the body characteristics and the product. As Pels Leusden, Probst and others have
carried out extensive work on this subject, available in part in the form
of checklists for analysing and solving the problems, we shall restrict
ourselves here to a broad outline chiefly highlighting that the problem
of eliminating laminations can only be solved in its entirety by considering all influencing factors, especially those of preparation and properties of the body, whereby the pressure head/die system is of decisive importance within these influencing factors. (12)

10.3 De-airing Laminations
10.3.1 Influence of De-airing on the Formation of Laminations
The introduction of the combined de-airing extrusion machine in the 1930s
represented a decisive step forward in the extrusion of ceramic bodies.
Nowadays it is an accepted fact in extrusion technology that most of the air
enclosed in the body and compressed with it needs to be evacuated,
although the related background physics is not always readily known in
practice. So-called “dragon teeth” which show at the die exit are one of the
most obvious consequences of insufficient de-airing. The bound air contributes towards the porosity of the body whereby one must differentiate
between the size of pores, the shape of pores, the distribution of pores, etc;
in short there are “good” and “harmful” pores, and since these aspects are
relevant to frost resistance, this is a subject with which a number of
authors have dealt; an extensive research on literature can be found with
Bender/Händle. (13)
Reference is also made in particular to the work on the influence of deairing by Pels Leusden (12), who quantitatively determined with various
clays in a plastic, dried and fired state the so-called lamination number related to the tensile strengths in both main directional pulls, as well as the
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so-called lamination strength as the absolute tensile strength in the lamination level.
To summarise, it can be established that both values improve positively
with a high de-airing of all bodies, whereas with a partial de-airing the lamination figures deteriorate with all kinds of bodies and in certain cases
result in even worse lamination figures than with non-de-aired extrusion.
To the knowledge of the authors further research work exists only in the
form of in-house investigations, which cannot be taken as a general guidance to cover the wide range of ceramic bodies and ceramic products,
since the type of pore formation created by the de-airing process can lead
to very varied results with different bodies and products.
This means in practical terms that the optimum vacuum must be determined individually for each product when processing bodies that are sensitive to de-airing.
So-called “sniffle valves” inserted in the vacuum chamber, in combination with suitable vacuum pumps, can control the degree of vacuum.
It is a wrong approach, often applied in practical operation, to use overdimensioned vacuum pumps with a high rated throughput instead of
amply-dimensioned vacuum pumps with a higher ultimate pressure, except
for such cases where the vacuum collapses frequently as a result of insufficient material feed into the combined de-airing extrusion unit or inadequate sealing of the vacuum chamber.
Use of over-dimensioned vacuum pumps often leads to an undesirable
desiccation of the body.
10.3.2 Laminations Resulting from Sealed Air
Tests carried out in a desiccator reveal the existence of air residues in
extruded specimens, even in the case of optimum de-aired and extruded
samples, especially in the case of very fine-grained and simultaneously
plastic materials, despite careful de-airing of < 30 mbar. This applies all
the more if the cross section of the “sausages” or shavings exiting the deairing mixer or the primary pug sealer is too large, if the dwell time of the
body inside the vacuum chamber is too short and if the condensation of
these “sausages” or shavings has caused an entirely sealed and dense surface.
These pieces of body are conveyed by the auger from the infeed zone
into the pressure zone, where not only the body itself but also any existing
residues of air are compacted, in turn creating laminations as the compacted air residue in the body forms pores, which enlarge under atmospheric
pressure.
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Besides optimum de-airing a finest possible cutting up of the body at the
entry into the vacuum chamber is a remedial step, combined with an adequate dwell time and a specially- designed auger in the area of pressure
build-up. (14)

10.4 Laminations as a Result of Inhomogeneous Body
It is quite often found that lack of homogeneity of the body is the cause of
laminations. Such inhomogeneity can be the result of inadequate mixing,
uneven shearing stress during the preceding kneading action, variations in
the plasticity within the grain size distribution and in the dispersion of the
body components, in the form of non-plastic ingredients, and within the
binding agents, etc.
Whilst “good-natured” bodies or less demanding ceramic products may
tolerate the laminations created by these factors, unacceptable deficiencies
in quality will be obtained with lamination-sensitive bodies and highquality products, which cannot be cured permanently or at all by taking
appropriate measures at the piston extrusion press or at the combined deairing extrusion unit.
Another typical feature associated with ceramics is the cyclical occurrence – often associated with the season of the year – of laminations due to
variations in the consistency of the material to be processed. Frequently
the origin can also be traced back to wear problems in the preceding grinding and mixing operations.
The sometimes large quantities of additives as commonly used in the
brick industry for the production of highly-perforated heat-insulating
bricks, together with the varied origin, grain shape and moisture content of
these additives, demand optimum body preparation and proportioning ahead of the extruder.
The same holds true in relation to the high percentage of fibres as used
in advanced ceramics products which, partly as a result of their structure,
intensify the alignment by forming flow laminations and creating gliding
laminations.

10.5 Methods for Detection and Evaluation of
Laminations
One must basically differentiate between qualitative and quantitative
methods of determination. If laminations do exist in a ceramic body, quali-
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tative methods will produce a “lamination picture”, which in turn will provide information on the locality and the characteristic features of the lamination. In contrast to this, if quantitative methods are employed, these will
deliver defined readings, which will permit an objective evaluation of the
laminations.
Frequently qualitative methods are used during the production process
as these will provide practice-orientated information, from which the state
of lamination of a column respectively of a product can be deduced in a
relatively fast manner without spending too much effort on measuring
technique.
10.5.1 Qualitative Methods
Summarised below are a few qualitative methods often employed in practical operation without any claims to completeness. Comprehensive literature is available from which further details can be obtained on each of the
individual methods (2).

10.5.1.1 Bending Test and “Slap Down” Test
Column segments are repeatedly subjected to deflection using both hands
until cracks appear. The density, the thickness and the pattern of the cracks
offer a qualitative assessment of the state of lamination. With larger extruded or pressed items deformation can also be achieved by slapping them
hard onto a base, similarly producing a crack pattern.

10.5.1.2 “Ice Lenses” (“Eislinsen”) Test
Employing the so-called “Eislinsen” method entails the storing of the extruded products below freezing point of the dispersion liquid. A characteristic picture of the crack will show if any laminations are within the body.

10.5.1.3 Fast Drying
Extruded green blanks are deposited in a hot drying chamber or dryer. Fast
drying will cause very high stresses, which again will create a certain pattern of laminations present.
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10.5.1.4 “Impact” Test
Another method is to strike two dried blanks against each other until
cracks appear or fragments chip off. It may be possible to determine the
state of lamination from the pattern of the surface of the fracture.

10.5.1.5 Desiccator Test
An extrusion test is carried out without de-airing, i.e. with the vacuum
pump switched off. The dried or fired blank is stored in water within a
desiccator at room temperature. When the atmospheric pressure in the
desiccator is lowered down to approx. < 100 mbar, an air bubble formation
can be observed rising from the blank revealing the pattern of the lamination.

10.5.1.6 Colour Test
A shaped body, not densely sintered, is immersed in a solution of permanganate of potash over a certain period of time. Should there be laminations,
the suction speed and the capillary degree of absorption of the structure are
inconsistent. When such an impregnated sintered body is cut open, differences in the depth of colour and in the flow path of the coloured liquid are
apparent.
10.5.2 Quantitative Methods
There are also quantitative methods which, however, necessitate more elaborate equipment and which are therefore predominantly employed in context with research and development work. The most prominent methods
are described in brief below:

10.5.2.1 Radiographic Method (XRD):
This method is commonly used in metallography to describe the lamination structure of metallic materials. Such laminations can, for instance,
develop in forming processes such as the rolling of plates, drawing of
wires or crystallization of a cast structure. X-ray texture goniometers
function according to either the radiographic or reflection method. In
contrast to the radiographic analyses of phases, the angle between the
monochromatic X-ray hitting the specimen and the counter tube is kept
constant for testing the laminations, preferably choosing a characteristic
peak, i.e. a crystal level, which can easily be detected and which is part of
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vel, which can easily be detected and which is part of an essential structure
component.
In the case of high-strength china slugs this could be the (001)-level of
the clay mineral kaolinite, but certain crystalline phases of the sintered
structure may also be used, such as mullite. The support carrying the ceramic test specimen is turned and tilted in a defined manner. Depending on
the position of the specimen the intensity of the X-radiation is recorded
and shown as pole figure, whereby the direction of extrusion and the transverse direction are marked. Thus very detailed and quantitative information is achieved relating to the orientation of the crystals within a specific
section of the product volume. Obviously many samples must be taken and
tested in the case of larger-size ceramic items in order to obtain information on the state of lamination in the whole product. Within the field of ceramics the application of the radiographic method for determination of laminations is limited to research and development of high-performance
ceramics.

10.5.2.2 Determination of Tensile Strength
This method was primarily developed for extruded structural clay products
(9). Small dumbbell-shaped specimens (of approx. 30 mm length) are cut
out of a plastic clay column in different directions and at different spots.
After drying or firing the tensile strength of these specimens is determined.
One can calculate a quotient of strength in two directions, for instance parallel and vertical to the direction of extrusion. This quotient is called the
lamination number. This lamination Fig. 1 indicates that there are no laminations. The more the lamination figure deviates from number 1, the more
pronounced will be the lamination within the structure. Very extensive
tests have been conducted with the aid of this method, which is however
unsuitable for regular production checks because of the work and time involved.

10.5.2.3 Penetrometer Method
Simple hand-operated penetrometers suitable for measuring the plasticity
of bodies to be extruded and for extruded columns are on the market. By
using the penetrometer, designed to determine the plasticity, the resistance
caused by penetration over the cross section of the extruded sample is
established. It is advisable to use a template in order to ensure that the penetration depth is always measured at the same spot. This is a well-proven
method for application on large surface cross sections, on slugs or immediately after extruder pressure heads, as used in brick factories, but is unsu-
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itable for thin-walled profiles. Although this method is a relatively fast and
easy one, it is also prone to errors, as subjective influences brought about
by different ways of handling cannot be excluded. In an effort to reduce
any such unreliability, improved penetrometer units have been developed
in the recent past, including a laboratory-use version, which can eliminate
these subjective factors.

10.5.2.4 Shrinkage Measurement
Immediately after extrusion shrinkage marks are indented at different
points and in different directions on the extruded products or, as the case
may be, column segments. After drying or firing the directional and position-dependent shrinkage is determined. Figure 4 demonstrates the result of
such measurement of large-size high-strength china slugs. Using the readings obtained in different directions, lamination figures can be calculated
by quotient or subtraction. This represents a fairly simple and fast method
and is therefore employed in several plants for production control purposes.

10.5.2.5 Dilatometer Method
Dilatometer rods are cut from a dried or sintered column both in direction
of extrusion as well as in transverse direction. Usually the length of rods is
between 10 and 50 mm, depending on the type of dilatometer being used.
As a result of the measurements temperature-dependent readings for the
thermal coefficient of expansion in the relevant directions are calculated.
The higher the difference in readings between the coefficient of expansion
in different directions, the more distinctive are the laminations. A differential dilatometer is the most suitable instrument for this method /10/. Rods
taken from the two different directions are clamped into the device side by
side, heated, and the difference in expansion respectively in shrinkage
simply measured. The difference in expansion or shrinkage established on
the dried specimens gives an indication regarding the mechanical strains
which occur in a ceramic body during the sintering process. With the aid
of modern methods of simulation, such as the finite element method, and
with knowledge of other material parameters and temperature distribution,
one can even calculate the distribution of stresses as a result of laminations. With certain products the thermal coefficient of expansion within a
defined temperature range is an important quality parameter and is determined at regular intervals. This is the case for instance in the production of
cordierite honeycombs for catalytic converters for automobiles.
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10.6 Opportunities for Minimising Detrimental Effects
Caused by Laminations
The formation of laminations caused by extrusion and their implications
depend to a very large extent on the raw material properties, the preparation technology employed, the design and operating mode of the extruder.
Consequently the following discourse can only represent some hints and a
rough orientation. Purposeful tests carried out directly at the extruder or
within the upstream technological processes are unavoidable in individual
cases.
10.6.1 Optimisation of the Body
It is appropriate to first of all look into optimisation of the plastic body in
regard to minimising laminations. Certain materials are particularly unfavourable and tend to the formation of extrusion laminations. These are those body compositions which contain a high percentage of extremely fine
and anisomorphic particles, mainly clays and kaolines with a proportion of
clay minerals, whereby the lamination problems have a tendency to increase as the specific surface is enlarged. But also other materials like talcum
or micaceous natural raw materials with lamellar particles are prone to the
formation of extrusion laminations.
On the other hand the clay minerals contained in clays and kaolines carry the properties for plasticity, which is of vital importance for extrusion
and thus for the entire plastic shaping process including extrusion of bricks
and tiles, porcelain, stoneware and earthenware products. A suitable
compromise must often be found between the essential plasticity and the
formation of laminations. For structural clay products an optimum grain
size distribution is of great significance. The percentage of the fraction below 2 µm must not be too high and should not represent more than 50% of
the body. The actual limiting value depends on the method for determination of the grain size. The so-called “Winkler” triangle is a handy aid for
the purpose of developing or optimising material compounds for structural
clay products. It produces empirically determined limiting values for the
granulometric composition of brick-making bodies (2).
In the fields of fine ceramics, refractory ceramics, and in the stone and
earthenware industries the tendency to laminations can sometimes be reduced by the use of a proportion of the raw material in the form of grog made
from clay or kaoline, which is added to the body. In earlier years factories
pre-fired some raw material themselves for this purpose; today special
suppliers offer numerous types of grog with precise chemical and granu-
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lometric compositions. The use of such raw materials with grog addition
not only reduces the tendency to laminations but also the drying and firing
shrinkage and hence the risk of crack formation during drying and sintering. Substituting clays by the addition of grog will also reduce plasticity.
Should this cause problems in extrusion the addition of a small amount of
cellulose can be helpful.
The water content of plastic bodies also influences the formation of laminations, whereby its constancy and homogeneity are of particular importance. Variations in the moisture content within the body may lead to
significant lamination and its consequences. For this reason, filter cakes,
prior to being extruded to form slugs for porcelain insulators, must be mixed in very efficient machines (e.g. circular screen feeders or kneaders), or
alternatively so-called “pre-slugs” are formed by a de-airing extrusion machine and subsequently stored covered for several days to avoid drying
out, thereby achieving a uniform moisture content.
With a few exceptions (e.g. cordierite honeycombs, porcelain insulators), plastic bodies intended for the production of high-efficiency ceramics contain no clays or kaolines; specially prepared synthetic raw materials of a relatively high purity are instead used (oxides, nitrides, carbides,
etc.). The plasticity required by these bodies for shaping can only be attained by using organic additives. Hence the risk of defects caused by lamination when extruding oxide and non-oxide ceramic components is significantly lower than would be the case with silicate ceramic products, as
above all the flow laminations are of little consequence. Nevertheless gliding and cutting laminations do also occur in the extrusion of oxide and
non-oxide ceramics.
10.6.2 Design-related and Process Engineering Methods
for Optimisation
Besides body-orientated and process engineering methods it is possible to
minimise laminations, and therefore avoid defects caused by these, by optimising the design and operation of the extruder. In practice it is, however,
proven time and again that bodies with a minimum tendency towards laminations are a prerequisite in the avoidance of laminations and the associated defects. Or expressed another way: even the best extruder design
cannot fully compensate the effects of an unfavourable body composition
highly susceptible to laminations.
The following describes several design requirements essential to the minimisation of laminations.
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It is of utmost importance to design all areas of the extruder, from body
infeed right through to the column exit, in the best possible way in respect
of fluidics. All components must be shaped in such manner that the
complete body mass flows through freely. The properties of any plastic
body which sticks or stops (at “dead corners”) will alter in the course of
time, whereby the flow behaviour is the first thing to be affected. Such bits
of material, possibly dried out especially within the vacuum chamber, may
eventually move again and be extruded with the column. This leads to inhomogeneity of the column and can possibly cause laminations or other
defects.
The auger must be able to create a high enough pressure build-up to correspond with the expected strain caused by deformation and the consistency of the body. This pressure build-up is greatly determined by the auger length and the ratio auger diameter/hub diameter. It is desirable that the
greatest possible volume of material should be extruded with every rotation of the auger, which means that the flow rate should be as high as possible in relation to the backward-directed pressure flow and leakage flow.
Any extrusion auger rotating at high speed and producing a low volumetric
output will generate many laminations in the body.
In addition to that the body becomes heated as a result of friction, which
is absolutely undesirable. Useful physical models and practice-orientated
methods have been established to calculate the optimum auger geometry
with the aim of producing a high enough flow pressure.
The double or triple-blade point auger must be fitted in a precisely defined position in relation to the single flight auger to ensure that each of
the individual columns entering the pressure head have the same material
volume. This is absolutely vital to keep the flow pressure and column
speed at a constant rate, as otherwise there will be intermittent variations in
the pressure, which has an unfavourable effect on the product quality.
The “Hirth” tooth system is a well-proven design solution for an excellent power transmission between auger and point auger, as this enables an
optimum positioning of the point auger.
Basically the body must create a certain minimum pressure (flow pressure) inside the pressure head respectively die, derived from the strain caused by deformation, the external friction and the plasticity of the body.
This pressure must be high enough to achieve a homogeneous “bonding”
of the inner gliding surfaces of the individual columns once they leave the
auger. If this pressure is too low the inner gliding surfaces may “open” during drying or firing and cause lamination cracks.
Cores are frequently installed in the die to produce voids, for instance in
the case of extruded pipes, hollow profiles, hollow bricks, etc. These cores
are fixed to core bars, which in turn are fitted onto core bows. There must
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be sufficient distance between core bows and column exit. Moreover the
extrusion pressure in the die must be high enough as otherwise there will
not be a good bonding of the cutting surfaces and cracks will appear in
these areas after drying or sintering. Designing dies for products with a
complex geometry demands a lot of know-how, which only a few special
suppliers have at their disposal. Basic approaches for calculation of the die
geometry, taking into consideration the deformation, the properties of the
body and the friction aspects, are under research.

10.7 Conclusion
Lamination in ceramic extrusion is one of those themes most frequently
debated in print. On the one hand it is obviously a practice-relevant subject, whereas on the other it offers a lot of freedom for imaginative inventors keen to design lamination-eradicating appliances of all kinds, as well
as to theorizing apologists who believe in “lamination-free extrusion”.
The fact is that the subject of lamination does represent a highly
complex issue in view of the countless possible ceramic bodies, the diversity of products to be extruded from these and the different, often inconstant, production conditions, all of which interact in a great many combinations to cause laminations.
A proven method for eliminating laminations is to reduce the complexity by systematically isolating any existing variables and identifying any
constants in exactly the sequence as they arise.
In other words, as recommended in the following steps:
1. What kind of laminations are we faced with? Flow laminations, gliding
laminations, etc.
2. Where could the actuating variables respectively the causes for the development of laminations lie: in the area of ceramics, process
engineering or mechanical engineering?
3. At which stage in the production process do the laminations appear for
the first time and in which form and of what significance are they?
4. Which actuating variables causing laminations can be considered as
invariable constants and which actuating variables may be changed?
5. Are there any taboos associated with the production process – “this is
so and must remain so!” – which may not be questioned, but which
may have an influence on the formation of laminations?
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6. Can the laminations be classified regarding their negative effects in a
sequence of priority?
7. Can certain laminations be quickly remedied in an economical way
and with minimum effort?
8. Are the operating conditions constant or are there variations within the
production process, for instance in the plasticity, the moisture content,
the vacuum, the temperature, the wear condition, etc., which could be
relevant regarding the formation of laminations?
Such a systematic procedure, for which Pels Leusden has also published
checklists (12), is still no guarantee for a successful reduction of laminations but it is an undeniably better approach than trying to cure individual
symptoms as is still wide common practice.
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11.1 Introduction
“Plasticity is like honesty: it is hard to define,
but it is associated with certain properties.”
Scott Blair very accurately described the complexity of the situation with
this thesis. Now however an attempt will be made to describe the phenomenon of plasticity and even to influence it, so is nevertheless necessary
to find more precise definitions and use them in order to be able to optimize the plasticity of bodies for the purpose of plastic shaping. The generally accepted definition of plasticity as a property of solids to exhibit flow
properties under the influence of external forces, which lead to permanent
deformation when the force is removed, is initially applicable to all plastically deformable bodies. However from the point of view of influencing
plasticity a clear distinction must be made between the body to be deformed on the one hand and the moulding process employed on the other
hand.
The moulding processes employed differ from each other here with respect to the
• rate of moulding,
• the moulding forces as a function of the water content and the proportion of clay minerals,
• the geometry of the component,
• the necessary complexity of the machine and
• the application of additives.
The bodies to be processed can be plastic (ductile) or non-plastic bodies.
A further distinguishing characteristic is the moisture when processed.
If the factors influencing the substance characteristic plasticity together
with the differences with respect to different raw materials and differing
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moulding processes are known, then basically it is possible to optimize the
processing properties of natural plastic bodies or to endow initially nonplastic bodies with the ability to undergo plastic moulding.
A clear distinction between the bodies to be shaped and the moulding
process employed thus forms the starting point for consideration. The requirements that can be derived from these make decisions possible concerning the application of additives and the choice of the optimum additives when the chemical and physical mechanisms of action of these are
known.
The bodies under consideration (silicate, oxide or non-oxide ceramic) all
take the form of a heterogeneous substance mixture with water as fluid
phase. As such they are subject to the following influencing factors during
plastic deformation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

type and proportion of the solids phases,
proportion of fluid phase,
grain size and grain size distribution,
grain shape,
ionic occupation of the solid surfaces,
deformation and compaction and its rate.

The influence of the individual factors described on the technological
step of moulding is to be evaluated differently depending on the material
involved and the water content necessary for the particular moulding process. The proportion of the fluid phase for the field of moulding under consideration with plastic moulding lies between ca. 2 and 35% by mass depending on the process. A distinction is made between:
• dry
• semi-wet
• wet

 2-6% water content,
 5-9% water content,
 8-22% water content.

In order to consider the surfaces of grains of silicate ceramic, oxide ceramic and non-oxide ceramic bodies as interfaces between solids and water
as the surrounding fluid it is assumed that the ions in the outer layer of the
solid must be deformable for charge compensation on account of their unsaturated bonding state. Since the possibilities for rearrangement processes
to achieve electrical neutrality are very limited in a solid, this compensation is achieved in aqueous systems by the addition of H2O molecules.
This outer layer is made up of O2- ions in the raw materials under consideration, since these are more deformable than the cations on account of
their greater polarizibility. These ions originate either in the structure of
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the crystal itself are as a result of the addition of oxygen, which takes place
by adsorption for the intial saturation.
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Fig. 1 Hydrolysis of an oxide crystal surface

In addition to the charges present on the surface of a solid as a result of
the interface new surfaces are also created by mechanical attrition of the
solid, where some bonds are broken as a result of the effect of external
forces (e.g. after grinding). These free bonds (“broken bonds”) also have a
great tendency to saturation and the same reactions described in Fig. 1 take
place.
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Fig. 2 Hydrolysis of a “damaged” oxide crystal surface

The overall charge of the hydrolysed surface can be influenced by
changing its pH.
2 H2O  H3O+ + OH-

(1)

The ionic product of water:
Kw = c(H3O+) ⋅ c(OH-)

(2)

pH = -lg c(H3O+)

(3)

The pH dependant behaviour of the interactions between ceramic particle surfaces, water and chemical additives is also derived from this.
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Depending on the combination of material, processing moisture and the
moulding process, differing demands are made on the mode of action of
the additives to be employed.
Plasticizing effects can be brought about by the addition of thickening
agents, lubricants, moulding aids, wetting agents, temporary binders and
release agents. The influence of these on the body can be:
• thickening (thickeners, temporary binders)
• lubricating
 within the body (moulding aids)
 between the body and the die (lubricants, release agents)
• wetting (wetting agents).
In many cases the positive influence of an additive is the result of the
simultaneous occurrence of several effects.
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11.2 Additive Types
11.2.1 Thickeners
This group of additives includes raw materials with polyether and polymeric alcohol functional groups together with raw materials containing the
functions of both groups. The latter group includes polysaccharides and
cellulose derivatives.
The mechanism of action of carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) will be discussed here as an example. Here carboxylic acid group — COOH has a
surface active effect with respect to the ceramic particle surface by reacting to form hydrogen bonds with the surface groups of the ceramic particle. The free OH groups of the cellulose molecule act like those of polymeric alcohols with respect to the addition of water molecules.
11.2.2 Lubricants
The basic raw materials for this type of additive are polyether and fatty
acid preparations.
The purpose of employing the additive group lubricants is in particular
the creation of a lubricating layer between the walls of the mould and the
ceramic body. The extrusion moulding technique is a specific field of application, whereby a parting effect should occur between the body and the
die ring.
11.2.3 Moulding Aids
Fatty acids and polyethers are used as raw materials for these additives.
The fatty acids are rendered emulsifiable by reaction, e.g. with ethylene
oxide.
The products of this additive group act comparably to the lubricants.
When moulding agents are used in contrast to lubricants, it is particularly
desired to produce lubricating layers between the ceramic raw material
particles; that is within the body.
11.2.4 Wetting Agents
Wetting agents reduce the surface tension of water and thus lead, via an
increase in the surface area of the liquid, to better wetting of the ceramic
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particles. The result is an optimized break up of the body with less make
up water as a result of the better attachment of the water.
Wetting agents are primarily surfactants, i.e. either anionic, cationic or
non-ionic surface active substances. These substances are made up of a
hydrophobic main molecule R´ (e.g. an alkyl or aryl residue) and a hydrophilic functional group. These are subdivided into cationic (e.g. quaternary
amino groups), anionic (e.g. sulfo, sulfate, carboxylate groups) and nonionic (e.g. polyalcohol residues, polyol, polyether) groups. The selection of
the functional group depends on the surface charge of the ceramic particle.
The selection of the residual part of the molecule depends on the strength
of the repulsive properties desired for the modified particle, which is
brought about by the degree of hydrophobicity.
In addition wetting agents can be conditioned in such a manner that on
the one hand they possess ion exchange properties and on the other they
act as complexing agents that immobilize multivalent cations that are dissolved in the aqueous phase.
11.2.5 Temporary Binders
Additives of this group are based on polymeric alcohols and polysaccharides adapted for the particular application. In addition to their effects as
adhesives they can also, depending on their structure and molecular weight
also exhibit thickening and hence plasticizing and lubricating properties.
The contact mediation with the particular raw material to the ceramic particle surface and their effect as initiator of a lubricating film between the
particles have already been described in the previous discussions.
Lignin sulfonates also find application. Here the lignin acts as the hydrophobic residue and the sulfonate group as hydrophilic surface active
group.
11.2.6 Parting Agents
The raw material basis for this group of additives consists of fatty acid
preparations.
The purpose of application of the parting agent group of additives is the
formation of a lubricating layer between the die wall and the ceramic body,
whereby adhesion is prevented. In contrast to lubricants the main field of
application is in uniaxial presses.
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11.3 The Chemical Structure and Mechanism of Action of
Plasticizing Additive Types
The additives employed in field of plastic moulding achieve effects which
meet the complex demands of this moulding technology by the mode of
their contact with the particle surface and their constitutionally determined
effects. Plasticizing effects are achieved by the functional groups of polyether, polymeric alcohol and fatty acid preparations.
11.3.1 Polyethers
Polyethers (e.g. polyethylene glycol = PEG) possess the ability of nonionic substances to attach water molecules by secondary valencies. This is
based on the ether groups ⎯ C ⎯ O ⎯ C ⎯ that regularly recur in their
structures. The secondary valancies are produced by etherification of the
monomers and can be saturated by the attachment of water. In the example
given an association occurs between the O atom of the ether group of the
PEG with the H+ ion of the Me ⎯ OH surface group of the raw material
particle (Fig. 1/3). The consequence is particles of like charge, which repel
each other and which can thus slip readily by each other.
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Fig. 5/1 Particle surface additive interactions of polyethers
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Fig. 5/2 Macroscopic interaction effects for polyethers

The property of these additives of forming a coating on the particle surface which has the effect of masking the morphology further supports the
effect. This means that deviations in the surface structure of the particle
from that of an ideal crystal, such as cavities or projections for example
cannot bring about interlocking or mechanical bonding between particles.
In this manner the surface-modified particles can move past each other
without interference when an external force is applied.
In addition, depending on the mean molar mass water is absorbed into
the polymer, which causes it to swell. The higher the molecular mass the
greater is this swelling effect.
11.3.2 Polymeric Alcohols
Polymeric alcohols (e.g. polyvinyl alcohol = PVA) have their OH groups
(hydroxyl groups) available which react with the H+ ion of the surface
Me – OH group of the ceramic particle. The consequence is once again
particles with like charges that repel each other and so can slide easily past
each other. Morphology is also masked just as with the polyethers and the
functional groups of the higher molecular weight polymeric alcohols also
take up water so that swelling effects occur in the polymer.
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Fig. 6 Idealized structure of PVA

11.3.3 Fatty Acid Preparations
The functional group of fatty acid preparations are employed as emulsified
(water miscible) preparations and in non-emulsified form (water insoluble). In the case of the emulsified fatty acid preparations the H+ ions of the
ceramic particle associate both with the ether groups ⎯ C ⎯ O ⎯ C ⎯,
which are present in the emulsifier and with the carboxyl groups ⎯ COOH
of the additive. Association of the H+ ions only takes place with the carboxyl groups with the non-emulsified preparations.
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Fig. 7/1 Particle surface; additive interactions with fatty acids
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Fig. 7/2 Macroscopic interaction effects with fatty acids

The optimized functioning of the emulsified fatty acid preparations depends on the hydrophilic character of the emulsifier can permit an additional possibility for contact with the ceramic particle surface. The hydrophobic fatty residue creates a separating effect with respect to the similarly
modified neighbouring particle. The particles can therefore push past each
other with a reduced application of force. On account of the hydrophobic
character the R´ residues also have a lubricating effect at the coating surface.
As with the other functional groups there is also the effect of surface
smoothing in the sense of morphology masking.

11.4 Summary
The statement by Blair about plasticity quoted at the start demands a more
precise definition of the “certain properties” mentioned. A general answer
is already given by the valid definition of plasticity of solid bodies to exhibit flow properties under the effect of force. This flow effects is nothing
more than the displacement of the ceramic particles with respect to each
other. In the surface of the particle is influenced in the sense of lubricating
layer formation that make for more ready displacement. These lubricating
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layers are produced by bringing about charge compensation at the surface
of the ceramic particle. The charge compensation is the result of the reaction of a charged particle surface with the functional groups of the additive. This is dependant on the pH of the ceramic body.
A cationic particle surface is represented in an aqueous system by the
die H+ ions of the Me – OH surface group. The functional groups of the
additive differ depending on their raw material base:
O — Atom of the ether group
⎯C⎯O⎯C⎯
Polymeric alcohols:
Hydroxyl groups OH
Fatty acid preparations not emulsified: Carboxyl groups COOH
Fatty acid preparations emulsified:
Carboxyl groups COOH
and ether groups — C — O — C —
Polyethers:

In addition depending on the molecular weight the functional groups of
polyethers and polymeric alcohols can swell by the additional absorption
of water into the polymer.
The criterion for the selection of the correct additive is the composition
of the ceramic body with in addition for moulding procedures the objective
of the plasticizing too. In this respect the influence on the plasticity and
hence on the mouldability in conjunction with improved moulding and
product properties can basically be broken down into the following possibilities:
• Creation of plastic moulding properties (e.g. for the extrusion of Al2O3),
primarily with the aid of thickening and lubricating effects,
• Moulding with the expenditure of little force (e.g. in uniaxial pressing),
primarily with the aid of lubricating effects or
• Achieving good moulding properties with less water (e.g. reducing the
mixing water in roofing tile bodies), primarily with the aid of wetting
effects.
The necessary “certain” properties of optimal plasticization with reproducibly good properties for the finished product, can be achieved for the
parameters discussed, moulding process and raw material, together with
the objective of plasticization by means of correctly selected additives and
additive combinations.
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Outline/Introduction
In any ceramic production plant, shaping plays a central role: it forms the
basis for high-quality products.
Flawless surfaces and crack-free, filigree structures are expected to
emerge from modern ceramic production processes, and that depends a lot
on the quality of shaping. In this respect, stress-relieved extrusion is the
main precondition for column-drawn products. During the entire shaping
process the extrusion body must be kept uniformly shaped, guided and ultimately moulded into the geometry of the end product while avoiding excessive shear stress. All this takes place mainly in the pressure head and
die, which are attached to the end of the extruder. Even “invisible” differences in the speed of the body at various depths of the extruded column in
the pressure head and die can cause defects with quality-impairing impacts
on the final product. For successful production, the pressure head and die
must be designed in such a way that the body maintains an optimal speedand-stress profile as it flows through the extrusion tool; uniform, constant
speed over the cross-section of the column must be assured.
The following article deals mainly with pressure heads and dies in the
shaping of ceramic body by means of extrusion. The state-of-the-art regarding the accomplishment of extrusion with maximum-achievable stress
relief is described for the various fields: heavy clay ceramics, fine ceramics, and technical ceramics. In addition to pressure head and die, the extruder itself also has a major influence on shaping. Extruder, pressure head
and die must not be viewed individually; they should be regarded as a “full
& complete shaping assembly”. However, for the purposes of the following article, the extruder itself is not dealt with in detail.
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12.1 Specific Characteristics of Ceramic Extrusion Body
with Regard to Shaping
The extrusion body used in the production of continuous-column ceramic
products is, by nature, highly kneadable and workable. Permanent deformation takes place due to the effects of external forces that induce states of
stress within the material as soon as a certain boundary stress is exceeded.
This kind of behaviour is summarized under the heading “plasticity”. The
body's intrinsic dimensional stability, i.e. its resistance to creep induced by
its own weight, stems from the presence of the aforementioned boundary
(or minimum) stress, which in the case of pure shear flow is termed “yield
point” or “flow limit”. The flow limit indicates at which applied pressure
the body begins to flow.
Consequently due to the flow limit of the ceramic body – the stresses resulting from the shaping process cannot be completely relieved. The same
applies to subsequent relaxation of the body: some amount of residual
pressure will always remain behind. This phenomenon is also called the
“ceramic memory” of the extrusion body. Nevertheless, it is very likely
that the induced stresses will ease later on during drying and firing.
Wall slip is another characteristic of ceramic body for extrusion. Wall
slip depends both on the nature of the extrusion body and on the characteristics of the surface over which it has to slide.
Irrespective thereof, each and every extrusion compound has its own set
of material properties, all of which have to be considered in detail.

12.2 Factors of Influence to be Considered for the Design
of Extrusion Tools
• Rheological properties of extrusion body:
The aforementioned rheological properties of ceramic body must be
kept in mind for designing and building extrusion tools. These properties constitute the sum total of numerous determining parameters – factors to which the raw material is exposed from preparation through extrusion.
• Influence of the extruder:
Size and design of the auger and extruder barrel, vacuum Position and
geometry of the end auger, clearance between auger and barrel.
• Subsequent treatment of the extruded green bodies:
Drying, firing, transport & handling systems.
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• End-product requirements and characteristics:
Ultimate shape, requirements regarding precision, surface quality, standards, approvals.
• Efficiency:
Structural materials and tribomaterials in relation to production quantities.

12.3 Combination Pressure Head and Die Assemblies for
Technical Ceramics
For designing and building an extrusion tool, the sum of the aforementioned determining parameters must be duly accounted for. By tradition,
auger extruders are used for continuous extrusion, and piston (or ram) extruders are employed for intermittent extrusion. Of course, the characteristics of the extruder in question must be incorporated into the design of the
tool. In the case of an auger extruder, this also includes the nature of the
extruder barrel, the auger and the end auger.
It takes well-prepared body of constant, uniform consistency to produce
peak-quality wet-shaped products (extrudates). Two additional prerequisites are optimized vacuum conditions and a non-pulsating column.
In the field of technical ceramics, these requirements are usually satisfied. Extrusion is practiced with well-prepared, homogeneous compounds
conducive to constant, uniform production. On the other hand, extrusion
involves very high pressures, often in excess of 200 bar, and, frequently,
body that is difficult to extrude. This calls for extrusion tools – incl. everything from the extruder itself to the die exit – of hydraulically optimized
design. Moreover, the extrudates and honeycomb elements for technical
applications must display high levels of exactitude. For example, the engineering of a honeycomb die for thin-walled honeycombs, i.e., ceramic
monoliths, with web thicknesses of 0.15 mm and less demands a degree of
precision that can only be achieved with state-of-the-art machine tools.

Fig. 1 Symmetrical honeycomb cross sections
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Hexagons

Fig. 2 Combination pressure head and die assemblies for ceramic monoliths

Fig. 3 Laboratory production with a combination pressure head and die assembly
for oval ceramic monoliths at 400 c.p.s.i.
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Fig. 4 Combination pressure head and die assembly for experimental catalyticconverter monoliths used in diesel particulate control systems

12.3.1 Example: Combination Pressure Head and Die Assembly
for Ceramic Monoliths

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of an extrusion tool for ceramic monoliths

Figure 5 shows a combination pressure head and die assembly for use in
the production of ceramic monoliths, specifically in this case of segments
for particulate-emission filters. The hydraulically optimized extruder feeds
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the ceramic body to the die such that the nascent column undergoes gentle,
low-stress shaping between the strainer plate and the die. The geometry of
flow within the pressure head is designed to produce a uniform columnadvance velocity at the pressure-head exit/die inlet.

Fig. 6 Combination pressure head and die assembly for monolithic segments

This is necessary to achieve uniform cross-sectional flow resistance
across the die while maintaining advantageously low shear rates.
Inside the extruder, along the auger flights, the material glides over the
smooth faces for a relatively long time, hence producing an uninterrupted,
somewhat compacted surface.
Such surfaces do not join well later on. To prevent lamination-induced
cracking while restraining the angular momentum imparted by the auger, a
strainer plate is added. The strainer plate eliminates irregularities in the
column resulting from upstream machinery and/or inadequate body preparation. Then, the individual columns are reunited and compacted. The geometry of flow within the pressure head is designed to ensure that the material is gently shaped into its intended cross section and takes on a
uniform velocity profile before it reaches the die inlet. Various dies can be
mounted on the pressure head, and different pressure-head liners can be
used to accommodate the flow profile to the respective die. The die for
monolithic segments comprises a core plate and an exit frame, and is, in
this case, built into the front mounting plate.
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12.3.2 Example: Combination Pressure Head and Die Assembly
for Profiles and Multi-channel Filters

Fig. 7 Profiles and multi-channel extrudates for molecular filters

Fig. 8 A typical “standard” combination pressure head and die assembly for profiles and multi-channel extrudates

Of course, the same criteria also apply to combination pressure head and
die assemblies destined for use in the extrusion of profiles, tubes and
multi-channel tubes: optimal body feed from extruder to die. Any necessary internals, e.g., die-core plates and braces, must be designed and located such that they are sure not to initiate any shear textures in the column.
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Fig. 9 A selection of combination pressure head and die assemblies for profiles
and multi-channel tubes

12.4 Combination Pressure Head and Die Assemblies in
Heavy Clay Ceramics
In the field of heavy clay ceramics, the penetrometric data of an extruded
column can serve as a basis of differentiation regarding the use of shaping
tools. Up to a penetrometric value of approx. 2.2, the shaping process is referred to as soft extrusion, whereas stiff extrusion is spoken of for penetrometric values of roughly 3 and higher, and semi-stiff extrusion is situated between the two of them. Soft extrusion rarely involves oiling or
watering, that is, the body flows along the tool surface without need of lubricant. Dies used for producing solid bricks with bodies exhibiting certain
properties constitute an exception to the rule. In semi-stiff extrusion, the
dies are sometimes oiled or watered, and stiff extrusion requires that the
pressure-head inlet be oiled, watered, or a combination of both (emulsion).
In fact, production frequently would be impossible if the tool faces were
not lubricated, because the clay bodies in use tend to “plug things up” under the high pressures employed. Lubrication also minimizes wear & tear
on the tool, which otherwise would increase disproportionately for increasing extrusion pressures.
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12.4.1 Soft Extrusion

12.4.1.1 Conventional Combination Pressure Head and Die
Assembly for Soft Extrusion of Common Bricks

Fig. 10 Standard combination pressure head and die assembly for soft extrusion

Figure 10 is an exploded view of a standard combination pressure head
and die assembly of the kind presently in widespread use for the manufacture of common building bricks. It comprises a slide-regulated pressure
head and die. The die normally comprises a mounting (or front) plate, a die
frame with a wear liner, a slide plate for regulating the column advance,
and cores in a corebar.

Fig. 11 Some typical “standard bricks”
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With regard to optimal body feed from the extruder to the die exit, this
requires several compromises:
• The body, i.e., the extrusion compound, is not fed uniformly to the die,
and the pressure-head outlet is larger than the die inlet: this leaves socalled dead corners between the pressure head and the die, and the flow
of body is more or less random, with clay sliding on clay.
• Braking slides are still used for externally regulating the column's advance velocity. This, in turn, can induce stresses via regional retardation
and, hence, different velocities within the flow of material.
• The energy consumption is somewhat higher because of the “brakes”
used for regulating the column.
Why are such compromises made, and what are their impacts?
Certainly the main reason is simple economics, since several different
formats can be produced with a single pressure head, i.e., several different
dies can be run on one and the same pressure head. Changes in body composition and minor alterations of dimensions are accommodated by replacing individual parts – often expendables –, by adding regulating elements,
and by retarding the flow of material. Normally, experienced personnel
can do all that on the spot with no problem. An optimally streamlined
combination pressure head and die assembly, however, must be precisely
attuned to the body. This, in turn, means that any alteration of the body
will entail re-attunement and all the consequential work involved. For example, the entire flow geometry may have to be revised. Within certain
limits, ceramic bodies tend to form more or less random, hard wedges of
material in the dead corners. A separating layer appears between the “stiffened body” and that still being extruded.
Hence, most commonly employed prepared clays can be used to produce adequately good to very good standard bricks in the described manner. Another advantage is that several common brick formats can be extruded on a single pressure head. In Germany, small bricks measuring, say,
24 x 11.5 cm are run on one pressure head, while formats up to 30 x 24 cm
are run on a different one, and large formats between 36.5 x 24 cm and 50
x 30 cm are produced on a third pressure head. The boundaries are rather
fluid, of course, depending on the nature of the body. Customized pressure
heads are used for producing upright (soldier) bricks and other special
formats.
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12.4.1.1.2 Example: Combination Pressure Head and Die Assembly
for the Manufacture of Multiple-column Horizontal-coring
Clay Bricks

The combination pressure head and die assembly shown in figure 12 is in
service at a number of plants. It produces as many as 12 columns at once,
all well expressed and exhibiting minimal differences in column advance
at penetrometric levels up to approximately 2.5. Of course, this presumes
that the body is well-prepared and consistent.
The pressure head's external-slide control setup serves to coordinate the
extrusion velocities of the individual columns, so uniform velocities can be
achieved for all formats. Dies of this size are not easy to handle. Consequently, a hydraulic quick-change unit is very helpful. It enables a change
of dies in just a few minutes.

Fig. 12 Combination pressure
head and die assembly for the
manufacture of multiple-

column horizontal-coring
clay bricks
Conclusions
Common soft-extruded heavy clay bricks of adequate to very good quality
for normal requirements are still being produced with combination pres-
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sure head and die assemblies in combination with convenient means of
regulation that certainly are not. The main merits of such tools are their
high flexibility and economic efficiency.
12.4.1.2 Example: Combination Pressure Head and Die Assembly for
use in the Manufacture of Thermal Insulating Bricks and
Other Filigree Products

Fig. 13 Cross section of a pressure head with plastic cartridge (corebar)

Fig. 14 A selection of “filigree” bricks
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Thermal insulating bricks and other thin-walled, filigree products impose rigid requirements on shaping. Depending on the characteristics of
the body, it may have to be systematically conducted from the extruder to
the die exit in order to obtain a column with minimal internal stress and no
lamination. A uniform, constant, undisturbed flow of material is the main
precondition. If, for example, there are any shoulders between the pressure
head and the die, clay can accumulate there and gradually harden. From
time to time, small pieces would break off and plug up some of the slots in
the die, hence interrupting the proper formation of webs.
A hydraulically optimized pressure head interior essentially involves a
plastic cartridge that fits into the steel pressure head. For one thing, plastic
is less expensive than steel, and it also provides for more favorable coefficients of friction.
The pressure head and die are designed to give the product its final
shape without generating any excessive shear rates in the body. This necessitates the presence of large free cross sections in which the body is
“gently” pressed into its ultimate shape. At the same time, however, the
extrusion pressure generates strong forces that must be duly considered.
Sturdy, hydraulically engineered corebars in combination with the use of
high-strength steel take all that into account. Hydraulically optimized, arbitrarily shaped cores, as the last shaping elements for both the interior and
the exterior of the die frame and for any wear liners, are produced with the
aid of state-of-the-art manufacturing technology.
12.4.2 Characteristics and Special Features of some
Combination Pressure Head and Die Assemblies –
with Differentiation According to Product Type
12.4.2.1 Solid Bricks

Moistened dies are frequently employed for extruding solid bricks, particularly facing bricks. Bricks are referred to as “solid”, if they have 15 % or
less perforations (core holes). To achieve good densification despite the
relatively large cross section of the column, a fairly long compaction zone
is needed in the die in order to provide long friction surfaces of metal for
the clay body. This enhances the friction around the outside of the column
inside the die, as compared to the friction level inside and toward the center of the column. Consequently, the column's velocity profile at the die
exit shows higher speed at the center than around the outside. Thus, the
metal surfaces inducing clay friction / compaction within the die are often
moistened in order to balance out the conditions of flow, i.e., to reduce the
total clay-on-metal friction within the die. Some producers use water-base
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emulsions to form a film of water that lubricates the full length of the clay
column. This also improves the surface quality of the column, making it
smoother and less susceptible to wear phenomena. Depending on the
length of the die, more or fewer spray channels are used. The channels are
designed to develop an injection effect during the extrusion process. Normally, extrusion pressures range between about 8 and 15 bar. Very little
water pressure is required – sometimes as little as 0.3 bar – depending on
the extrusion pressure. No extra pump is necessary, since normal water
line pressure suffices.
12.4.2.2 Clay Pipes

Fig. 15 Remote-controlled, hydraulically optimized combination pressure head
and die assembly for clay pipes

The above photos (Fig. 15) depict a modern shaping unit for clay-pipe
extrusion. In actual practice, minor fluctuations in body parameters can
never be ruled out entirely. Sometimes occurring but gradually over long
periods of time, such fluctuations detract from the quality of the end product. This extruding unit enables continuous accommodation of the die to
actual changes in body parameters during the extrusion process (e.g., body
composition, temperature, plasticity, extrusion pressure, etc.). The column
advance is controlled by altering the contour of the die feeder. The feed
contour is adjustable on all sides via six geared motors that compensate for
any deviation from the ideal feed line. All this is conveniently and, above
all, safely attended to at the central switch & control cabinet. Adjustments
can be made continuously in incremental steps of 0.1 mm. Hence, any
fluctuation in body parameters or other aberration can be corrected immediately on the combination pressure head and die assembly.
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12.4.2.3 Roof-tile Slugs

Fig. 16 Hydraulically optimized interior

Fig. 17 Combination pressure head
and die assembly for extruding rooftile slugs; 2 side-by-side columns

Figures 16 and 17 show a hydraulically optimized combination pressure
head and die assembly for use in extruding roof-tile slugs. A flexible liner
in the pressure head alters the feed contour to regulate the column advance.
External control is possible by way of, say, a regulating screw during the
ongoing extrusion process. This enables manipulation of the column flow
without need of brakes.
12.4.2.4 Split Tiles

Flawless, low-stress split tiles can only be achieved, if the pressure, advance velocity and velocity of flow remain approximately constant through
all zones of the die.
In most cases, either a conventional type of combination pressure head
and die assembly is used, or, depending on the properties of the body and
on the requirements to be met by the end product, a hydraulically optimized version. Smooth, streakless surfaces depend on fine-processed
clays, but the lack of coarse fractions in such clays makes them susceptible
to lamination and structuration. Shale clays are especially critical in this
sense, because their clay particles tend to become oriented in the extrusion
direction, with restratification of the column – a problem that often remains undetected until after firing. Hence, this aspect must always be
given special attention in connection with pressure heads and dies for splittile extrusion.
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Fig. 18 Some typical split tiles Fig. 19 Conventional combination pressure
head and die assembly with external braking
screw

Fig. 20 Hydraulically optimized
combination pressure head and die
assembly for facing tiles
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12.4.3 Stiff Extrusion
Stiff extrusion is the shaping of a clayey body with as low a water content
as possible while applying as little pressure as possible. Normally, body intended for stiff extrusion contains between 12 % and not more than 20 %
by weight water in the extruded body. The extrusion pressure, as measured
in the pressure head, amounts to roughly 25 to 35 bar, and the penetrometric value stays somewhere between 2.8 and 4.5 kg/cm².
Considering the relative dryness of the body, it would be practically impossible to extrude good-quality cellular bricks at any reasonable pressure,
if the insides (= feed contours) of the pressure head and die are not lubricated. The bricks would almost certainly have dragon's teeth and torn surfaces, and any penetrometric value in excess of roughly 3 would make
some compounds stop up the pressure head and die. If, however, the compaction surfaces in the pressure head and die are lubricated, less extrusion
pressure is needed, wear is minimized, the throughput capacity increases,
and the surface quality of the extrudate improves. Large-format cellular
bricks, e.g., 25 x 25 cm, are difficult, if not impossible, to stiff-extrude, because the resistance inside the corebar is simply too high. Smaller formats
with up to about 40 % perforations are extrudable if the body has the appropriate properties.

Fig. 21 Schematic diagram of a stiff-extrusion assembly
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Figure 21 shows the makeup of a combination pressure head and die assembly of a kind now in widespread use for the manufacture of backing
and facing bricks. It consists of:
• an adapter, or mounting flange on the extruder,
• an oil ring for feeding oil (or other lubricant) onto the clay column via
six oiling sectors,
• a pressure head with a 0...40-bar pressure sensor,
• a die frame with 4 hard-wearing liners or one solid, hard-wearing frame,
• a corebar with a set of cores,
• an oiler with 6 individually adjustable oiling modules.
Normal small-format tiles are lubricated via 6 oiling sectors: at all four
corners and above and below the column. The friction between the clay
column and the steel is controlled by increasing or decreasing the flow of
oil. Hence, the advance velocity in the outer part of the column is in turn
dependent on the amount of oil being fed in. Consequently, the oil must be
very carefully and accurately dosed, and a slight injector effect must be
maintained at each oil port in the pressure head. Also, the geometry of
flow must have the proper contour all the way from the oil inlet to the die
exit. Since the oil feed is pressure-independent, the oil pressure automatically adjusts itself to the pressure of the body in the pressure head. For
example, the number and geometry of the oiling sectors has to be matched
up with the die exit for, say, large formats or market sizes. The objective is
to obtain a uniform film of oil and, hence, a clean surface all along the column. From the oil port in the pressure head all the way to the die exit,
there should be no obstructions (e.g., corebar mounts) to interrupt the film
of lubricant. For facing-tile extrusion, the pressure sensor is either omitted
or installed below the pressure head to prevent streaking of the column
face.
The oiler is activated just before or exactly when the extruder starts, and
it stops at the same time as the extruder.

12.5 Brief Overview of Tribomaterials Customarily
Employed in Ceramic Extrusion Tools
Worn-out dies constitute a substantial cost factor in the extrusion of ceramics. Their wear rate is extensively determined by the column's advance velocity, the extrusion pressure and the composition of the body.
Due to all the various loads and stresses involved, the selection of material for making dies demands one or the other compromise between wear
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resistance and material strength. Hard (but brittle and fracture-prone) materials stand in competition with soft (but tough and more flexible) varieties.
12.5.1 Technical Ceramics
• Pressure heads, pressure-head liners and strainer plates:
non-corroding, acid-proof steel; sometimes tool steel
• Dies:
high-strength, hard-wearing, hardened tool steel,for parts subject to low
mechanical stress; hard-wearing sinter metals or ceramics where appropriate;
hardfacings: nickel coatings, sometimes as thin films
12.5.2 Heavy Clay Ceramics
• Pressure heads and front mounting plates:
machine steel; pressure heads for stiff extrusion made of chilled chromium-alloy cast iron
• Corebars and core yokes:
springy high-strength nickel-chromium-molybdenum steel alloys, hardfacings: usually thin but very hard-wearing industrial chromium plating
• Cores and exit frames:
hardened tool steel, chilled chromium-alloy cast iron, hard metal, ceramics, in some cases plastic material at low extrusion pressures, wear
liners made of steel plate, industrial chrome plating, hardfacings: hardwearing industrial chrome plating
“Wear” is a complex , sometimes seemingly illogical subject, because a
broad diversity of partially overlapping parameters are involved. Abrasive
wear surely is the factor that demands the most attention, but chemical and
electrochemical wear, as well as combinations thereof, should not be underestimated, either.

12.6 Closing Remarks
Ceramic shaping is an inexhaustible subject, with a basically constant
framework, but it is very complex and heterogeneous due to the plethoric
parameters one encounters between the raw material and the finished
product. The above article roughly describes the state of the art in terms of
extrusion tools, pressure heads and dies.
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Thanks to modern production options, hydraulically optimized body
feed, as discussed and published by Pels Leusden in the 1960s and '70s is
becoming more and more practicable. In advance of the actual manufacture, it is desirable to simulate the conditions of flow in order to identify
the optimal extrusion tools, but the realities of economics usually prevent
this from happening. To obtain sound, realistic data for each specific case
of application, one must first ascertain the exact rheological parameters of
the body in question (Bingham viscosity, yield point or liquid limit, and
wall-slip behavior). In actual practice, however, changes and fluctuations
in the nature and content of the body, as well as changes of product and,
hence, column cross section, are everyday occurrences. This, of course,
diminishes the validity of any preceding simulation. Consequently, the best
approach is to make the best of the situation by using hydraulically optimized, adaptable extrusion tools characterized by extensive immunity to
ceramic material fluctuations.
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13.1 Introduction
The machines mainly used for compounding plastics, chemicals and food
are co-rotating, closely intermeshing twin-screw extruders. Some 30 000
such extruders are in use worldwide, about 1/3 are ZSK from Coperion
Werner & Pfleiderer, Stuttgart. In the chemical industry increasingly more
and more batch mixers are being replaced by continuous twin-screw kneaders.
The objective of a significant percentage of these applications is agglomeration of powders to render them dust-free, nontoxic, slow to release
active ingredients, easy to handle or malleable enough to be discharged
through a simple or complex die. Examples include micro granular additive compounds with a diameter of 0.5 mm, detergents in pearl form, starting ingredients for medicines, charcoal briquettes or carrier honeycombs
for exhaust gas catalysts.
Powder and approx. 20 % of binder (water, wax, polymer) are continuously added to the ZSK twin-screw extruder with or without prior wetting.
The surface of the powder is wetted thoroughly while being mixed, then
vacuum vented and discharged through dies without dead spots, normally
under high shear stress. The emerging “spaghetti” can be pelletized and
rounded or extruded directly to the final shape.

13.2 History of Batch and Continuous Kneading
The first tangential counter-rotating batch mixer, UK (Universal Kneader),
and the first co-rotating intermeshing twin-screw extruder, ZSK, were built
by Werner & Pfleiderer, Stuttgart. The batch mixer or kneader (1879) led
to the establishment of the company and allowed the chemical and baking
industry to automate the manual kneading processes which had been used
for thousands of years. Although continuous processes are now a standard
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for many of these applications, discontinuous processes are still used when
long mixing times, a large number of components and small batches are
involved. Reinforced versions with a ram are still used today as the standard method of compounding rubber.

Fig. 1 Principles of discontinuous and continuous kneading

The continuous kneader (1955) resulted in the core business of the company today – the construction of continuous, co-rotating, self-wiping ZSK
twin-screw compounders featuring the combination of sealing profile,
kneading discs and reverse screws patented by Bayer employees in 1950.
This principle has been developed through 6 generations to today’s
MEGAcompounder PLUS and MEGAvolume, which offer extremely high
torque or volume, screw speed, and wear resistance.
The difference between the batch and the continuous system is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The batch kneader is stopped several times to feed
the different ingredients. These are then mixed into the matrix in thick layers over a long period of time. Conversely the continuous process meters
all ingredients along the process section, mostly with gravimetric feeders.
These are incorporated in very thin layers in an extremely short time. Figure 2 shows typical time-temperature curves for both types of processes for
the example of hot melt pressure sensitive adhesives. The batch process
including the single-screw discharge at the end of the kneading process requires 2 hours. The continuous process is completed in 2 minutes (or less).
While the peak temperature is slightly higher, the integral time-temperature history is significantly shorter with a very homogeneous treatment
of all particles.
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Fig. 2 Time-temperature curves for discontinuous and continuous kneading

Continuous kneaders and extruders can be differentiated by the number
of screws they contain, single, twin and multiple (Fig. 3). Single screws
have a flexible design geometry. Channel depth and pitch are independently variable. These units are often used as a second stage after UK or
ZSK. They run at a low speed to build up the pressure for the die with only
a moderate temperature rise. A unique variation of a single screw is the
Buss Kneader. It has a superimposed axial movement and pins that protrude into the interrupted screw channels. This results in a self-wiping effect as well as low shear peaks due to greater clearances between the pins
and the screw flight.
Multiple screw
extruders

Twin screw extruders

Buss-Kneader

Co-rotating

counter-rotating
not
intermeshing

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

intermeshing

+

Single screw
extruders

Discharge screw ESA

quantec

ZSK

Batch kneader UK

Fig. 3 Compounding systems

Twin-screw extruders can be co- or counter-rotating, intermeshing or
tangential, cylindrical or conical. Co-rotating screws are very efficient
mixers for high viscosity fluids due to the axially and cross-wise open
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channels. When the screws are designed to intermesh they also are very efficient self-wiping (cleaning) systems due to the opposite circumferential
velocities in the intermeshing zone. Conical systems, due to the significantly greater diameter at the feed opening, have a better powder intake
and pressure build-up behaviour but less flexibility. Counter-rotating intermeshing systems are poor mixers but very good pumps due to the closed
screw chambers. A specialty of that is a gear pump with a very good
pumping efficiency. Tangential counter-rotating systems are based on
batch internal mixers with conveying screws on both sides of the batch
mixing blades. They have a large free volume, a long residence time and
low shear stress. Typical, multi-screw extruders are co-rotating or geartype extruders with a lot of smaller screws that intermesh. Because they
contain smaller diameters but multiple screws, these machines are shorter
but wider than twin-screws and used for special applications like PVC.

13.3 Working Principle of Co-rotating Twin-screw
Extruders
Twin-screw extruders have a modular design (Fig. 4) with a drive
section (motor, safety clutch, reduction and distribution gearbox), a
process section (barrels for feeding, kneading, degassing, pressure buildup, screw elements on a splined screw shaft) and a discharge section
(throttle/start-up valve, screen changer, die, pelletizer). Typical length-todiameter ratios vary between 8 (snacks) and 68 (polymerization). Most
typical is about 40.

Fig. 4 Modular ZSK design
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The 3 most important design parameters for a twin-screw are shown in
Fig. 5. For more accurate scale-up from lab tests to the production machine
they should be kept constant within an extruder series. Additionally operating parameters such as specific heat transfer, flow-rate per die and vapor
velocity in the vacuum zone should remain constant as well.
a

Do = outer diameter
Di = inner diameter

Di

Do

a

= centerline distance
Diameter ratio:
Do / Di
determines shear,
degassing and powder feed
Specific torque:
Md / a3
determines power and degree of fill
Screw speed
n
determines shear and mixing

Fig. 5 ZSK design parameters

As shown in Fig. 6 there are 3 types of screw elements, conveying (forward and reverse), kneading and distributive mixing (left to right). Conveying elements transport material from one section of the extruder, such
as the feed section, to another, such as the melting section. The degree of
fill is increased as the screw pitch of the forward conveying element is reduced. Reverse pitch screws are 100 % full. These elements also create a
dynamic seal between different pressurized or vacuum zones in the extruder.

Fig. 6 Types of screw elements
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Kneading blocks are used to melt, disperse (break into smaller particles)
and homogenize the material being processed. They are normally completely self-wiping and vary in disc width, disc to disc rotation angle and
direction. Distributive mixing elements have a lot of stream splitting channels but introduce minimal energy into the material. They are generally not
mechanically self-wiping but kept clean by the shear stresses of the high
viscosity product flow.
Figure 7 shows the typical design of 1- or 2-flighted conveying elements, but also 3-flighted elements are still used for plastification tasks.
The designation 1, 2, or 3 refers to number of independent helical flow
channels along the axis of the element. Today 2-flighted screws with open
channels and small crests are the most commonly used design. Singleflighted elements with broad crests and a slightly smaller free volume have
advantages in the feed and discharge zone due to their higher conveying
efficiency and in the discharge zone due to better bearing surface characteristics in the viscous material.

L

1-flighted elements
1

1

1

one parallel
screw channel

1

L

2-flighted elements
1

11

2

3

1

three parallel
screw channels

2
3

Fig. 7 1- and 2-flighted conveying screws

The working principle of kneading blocks is shown in Fig. 8. Staggering
the kneading disc in the conveying direction creates low shear distributive
mixing and material transport (T) in the flow direction. However, stagger-
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ing the discs in the reverse direction results in high shear dispersive mixing
(M) in filled channels. Particles flowing in the circumferential direction are
especially kneaded and sheared. The higher the staggering angle (W) the
better is the distributive mixing effect, the broader the kneading discs (S)
the better dispersive mixing.

S

W

M

T

K
There are the following relations:

W

--> M
--> T

S

--> M
K

W ... staggering angle
S ... width of the disk
T ... transporting effect
K ... dispersive mixing (kneading, shearing)
M ... distribuitive mixing

Fig. 8 Working principle of kneading blocks

13.4 High Torque Versus high Volume Extruders
Technical and design improvements resulting in increased torque, free
volume or screw speed, have led to an enhanced machine performance
(Fig. 9). Over the past 50 years, machine output has increased at an approximately 7 % compounded annual rate [WH04a]. This development has
been made possible by:
•
•
•
•

improved shaft/element interface geometries as well as shaft materials
and manufacturing techniques,
the increase in free volume associated with the migration from triple to
double-lobe screw profiles and subsequently to deeper flighted doublelobe designs,
improved materials, manufacturing processes and design through the
use of FEM calculations, as well as,
continued optimization of the power train, feeding devices, screw configurations and discharge equipment.
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Increase of torque
speed and volume

1955: 1. generation
Do/Di = 1.22
Md/a³ ~3.7 Nm/cm³
n = 150 min-1
1970: 2-lobe
Do/Di = 1.44
Md/a³ ~5.0 Nm/cm³
n = 300 min-1

1972: Continua
Do/Di = 1.71
Md/a³ = 4.3 Nm/cm³
n = 300 min-1

Increase
of volume

Increase of speed
and torque

1985: SC
Do/Di = 1.55
Md/a³ = 8.7 Nm/cm³
n = 600 min-1
1995: Mc
Do/Di = 1.55
Md/a³ = 11.3 Nm/cm³
n = 1200 min-1
2004: Mc PLUS
Do/Di = 1.55
M d/a³ = 13,6 Nm/cm³
n = 1200 min-1

Increase
of volume

2001: Mv
Do/Di = 1.80
Md/a³ = 8.7 Nm/cm³
n = 1800 min-1
Same center line
distance

Same center line
distance

Fig. 9 Development of ZSK design parameters

In 1983, the first of a series of higher torque (M/a³=8.7 Nm/cm³) and
higher speed (600 rpm) twin-screw extruders based on an involute spline
screw shaft and an improved gearbox design was introduced. In 1995, the
next jump in torque (M/a³=11.3 Nm/cm³), and speed (1200 rpm) appeared
on the market. Now in 2004 another improvement in torque has been implemented. The latest machines have 20 % more power, or a specific
torque of 13.6 Nm/cm³. These MEGAcompounder PLUS (Mc PLUS) machines are designed for compounding tasks involving significant requirements with respect to specific energy and/or specific torque. It is also important to note, that these improvements were significant enough that the
combination of torque (M/a³ ≥ 11 Nm/cm³), volume (Do/Di ≥ 1.5) and
speed (n ≥ 600 rpm) is patented in the U.S. [HHM+00] and numerous
other countries.
In 2001 the issue of efficient compounding of lower bulk density materials and other not in torque limited processes, was addressed with the introduction of a high-volume (deeper cut screws with Do/Di=1.8), medium
torque (M/a³=8.7 Nm/cm³) extruder designed for speeds up to 1800 rpm.
This MEGAvolume (Mv) series replaced the former high-volume Continua series. As indicated, its field of application is a second product group
that requires a large process volume to enhance the counter-current flow of
air removed from fluidizing powders, to create residence time for reactions
or, because long before the torque limit is reached, a temperature or product quality limitation occurs.
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Fig. 10 Operating windows for high-torque and high-volume extruders

The number of torque limited processes is about 70 % [WH04b]. The
reason for this is explained in Fig. 10 where a standardized maximum output (volume specific output relative to speed and cube of axial distance) is
plotted as a function of the diameter ratio. The descending curves indicate
the torque limited output rate for different extruder series and specific mechanical energy inputs. The ascending curves indicate feed limitations for
non-fluidized powder or granules with densities between 0.1 and
1.0 g/cm3.
The boundaries set by the 0.15 to 0.25 kWh/kg specific energy curves
and the 0.3 to 0.5 g/cm3 lines for the feed material density limit a characteristic operating window for plastic compounding processes covered by
the Mc PLUS. For products like ceramic honeycomb catalyst carriers
where high torque is needed at low screw speeds for minimal energy input
due to the temperature limit of 32°C, the capacity limit is even higher than
the Mc PLUS range shown in Fig. 10, if the feed powders are dense
enough.
Figure 10 shows the positioning of the high volume twin-screw on the
right side of the master chart. The main application is for processes with an
energy consumption between 0.15 and 0.05 kWh/kg and a wide range of
materials with densities of 0.2 to 0.8 g/cm3.
Additionally, it has to be noted that the density range below 0.3 g/cm3
encompasses numerous fine grain powders with large air inclusions be-
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tween the particles. This air is pressed out by the plasticizing (melting)
zone and can escape only by traveling upstream counter-current to the flow
of the incoming feedstock. This can lead to fluidization and therefore to serious feed limitations. The high volume extruder particularly benefits these
types of materials. In these cases, output of feed limited processes can increase by significantly more than the 40 % offered by the higher screw
channel volume of the high volume extruder.
Typical applications for high free volume extruders are processing
highly filled plastics and chemicals, sealants, bulk ceramics for power stations with higher temperature limits of about 90°C, wood fiber filled PP,
dewatering processes, powder coatings, battery separator films and food
applications for starches, cereals, petfood and chewing gum. They are
mostly limited by feeding, reaction time, product temperature, shaft cooling or product quality and are thus always below the torque limit of the
high volume extruder (Fig. 11).

Normalized
normieter
Durchsatz
capacity
m * 9550 / n * a³
Normierter
Durchsatz

350

ZSK MEGAvolume
300

250

ZSK MEGAcompounder PLUS
Catalyst carrier
200

Pet food
Masterbatch white
150

Sealants, Sound
deadening sheets
100

Masterbatch black/
organic pigments

PA + 40% glass

Starch,Cereals
PP + 40% Talc, compacted

50

0
0,02

m in [kg/h]
n in [min-1]
a³ in [cm³]

Battery separators
(Shaft cooling)
0,06

0,10

0,14

0,18

0,22

0,26

0,30

0,34

[kWh/kg]
Specific Energy sSEI[kWh/kg]

Fig. 11 Typical applications for high torque and high volume machines

13.5 Compounding Applications with high Solid Contents
For high filled products the main criteria for quality is the distribution of
the solids in the binder. Only when agglomerates are broken up and the
solids are wetted evenly with the binder the desired product properties
such as mechanical strength or morphology can be achieved.
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In Table 1 typical highly filled products and their binders are listed.
They are divided into organic and inorganic solids.
Table 1 Binder systems for high filled products

Products
Anorganic solids
Ceramics
Catalyst carrier
Activated carbon
Electrodes
Cement
Press masses
Organic solids
Pharmaceuticals
Stearic acid
Waxes
Stabilizers
Fertilizer sticks

Water

Binder
Macromolecular binder
Inner dispering agent (wax, pitch, polymer)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

Often, macromolecules like waxes, polymers or pitch are used as binders. Depending on the application they remain in the product or they are
removed during further processing steps.
For powder injection molding, first ceramic or metal powder is compounded with a binder system. After the injection molding step, the binder
is removed from the parts and finally the pore structure is fixed in a sintering step [Pos95]. In contrast, in cement production most of the binding water is incorporated and stabilizes the mass. In activated carbon or electrodes the binders fix the particles and enable a shaping process. For the
production of compression molding preforms glass is fed into the molten
polymer either as chopped fibers or as rovings which are pulled into the
extruder and immediately cut by the screws. After dispersing the glass fibers the hot compound is moved directly into a press.
In organic solids like stearic acid, waxes or stabilizers a small part of the
solid is molten during processing and acts as an inner dispersing agent. As
the binders for pharmaceuticals remain in the product they have to be inert
during digestion or easily digestible. For fertilizer sticks a biological degradability of the binder system is required.
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For the described products, good dispersion, and thus a high shear rate
can be necessary. However, for many products this is directly opposed to a
shear and temperature sensitivity of the solids or the binders. The following examples of ceramics extrusion show that an equilibrium has to be developed between a good dispersion and the lowest possible temperature
and shear in order not to damage the materials.

13.6 Ceramic Extrusion Plants
Typical ceramic materials produced on a co-rotating twin screw extruder
are for example catalyst carriers. They are commonly shaped into granules
for use as bulk material in reactors in the chemical industry or into honeycombs for catalytic converters in automobiles exhaust systems (Fig. 12).
After extrusion, the catalyst carriers are cut oversized in the lineal direction, dried and then cut to the proper length. Afterwards the binder is removed and the carriers are calcinated or sintered. Finally, to provide them
with catalytic properties, they are impregnated with an active film in a bath
[Fri76].

Fig. 12 Ceramic catalyst carriers: honeycombs and granules

The objective is to produce a plasticized material that is easily shaped in
a die plate and has a specific porosity with a defined pore size and a large
inner and outer surface area for a good catalytic activity. Therefore, shear
is applied to the ceramic to move the particles against each other so that all
hollow spaces between the solid particles can be filled with the liquid
binder (see Fig. 13) and the so called “kneading dough” is formed [Fri80].
The dispersed binder provides the extruded profile with the strength
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needed to maintain the product shape after extruding [GGL85]. When the
binder and water are finally removed, a high porosity solid structure with
great strength remains.

A

B

C

D

Fig. 13 Liquid distribution in a solid system:
A: dry material;
B: small amount of liquid and isolated bridges without plastic flow;
C: increasing filling of the pores with liquid;
D: capillary state: solids can slide on the liquid film

13.6.1 Production of Honeycomb Catalyst Carriers
A process set up for producing honeycomb catalyst carriers is shown in
Fig. 14.
4

3
1

7

2
6
8

5

11
9

10

13
12

1 Pre-conditioner
2 Feeding premix
3 Piston pump
4 Liquid storage

5 Crammer feeder
6 Twin screw vent port
7 Vacuum pump
8 Main drive and gear box

9 Process section
10 Screen pack changer
11 Die plate changer
12 Air-bed conveyer
13 Honeycomb catalyst carrier

Fig. 14 Machine set up for the production of honeycombs

The ceramic powder is quickly premixed with the binder which is typically Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) and some water in a plug shear
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mixer with rotating knives for breaking lumps. If mixing time is too long
the premix starts plasticizing and becomes difficult to feed. The premix
with a ceramic content of at least 80 % is sieved and transported to a storage vessel. Material not passing the sieve is recycled to the mixer. The
premix is then fed with a gravimetric belt feeder into the extruder. To
avoid problems with feeding the premix into the extruder the hopper is
equipped with a stuffing screw. Such a so called crammer feeder, as shown
in Fig. 15, is capable of feeding large amounts of wet powder into a slowly
rotating extruder at a high degree of fill.

Fig. 15 Crammer feeder

The low rotational speed is necessary for this product as the binder is
very temperature sensitive. Above 34 °C it starts changing its structure
which leads to a blocking of the die plate so that the process breaks down.
After feeding the material into the extruder it is mixed and plasticized in a
kneading zone which consists mainly of kneading blocks, as shown in Fig.
6, with varying angles and disc widths. After mixing the material vacuum
is applied to remove air entrained in the material as it went through the
feed hopper. There are several designs for the air outlet (Fig. 16, left side).
Which one is used depends on the product behaviour. For materials that
stick on the screws or for low viscosity materials (both do not tend to be
pressed out of the extruder inserts) vent insert forms B and C are used
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where the down turning screw is not covered. For material not sticking to
the screws usually an insert with form A is used to avoid material coming
up in the vent dome.

Sight glass
Form A:
rolling products

Vacuum port
Devolatilization
barrel

Form B:
sticky products

Collecting
container for
melt residues

Form C:
low viscous products

Fig. 16 Inserts for ZSK venting (left) and side degassing ZS EG (right)

In the described process the product normally still cannot be contained
in the machine during venting. Therefore a side degassing (ZS-EG) as
shown in Fig. 16 (right side) is used for the evacuation of volatiles. Here a
pair of co-rotating screws conveys the material trying to come out of the
extruder back into it.
The remaining machine length is used to build up pressure to force the
material through the screen pack changer and the die. Therefore high pressure levels are required. Depending on the shape of the honeycomb the
pressure can reach 300 bar or more. Often, there is not a single die plate
but a die plate changer which permits quickly changing out the die plate
when it is blocked. The material is pressed through the die with a wall
thickness of around 70 µm and then transported over an air-bed conveyer
for cooling (Fig. 17).
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Due to the fine structure of up to 1200 cells/in² the process is very sensitive to interruptions. Therefore during start up and also after changing the
screen pack or the die plate there is a high reject rate of product. For a higher
rate of yield, more and more often two extruders, each 5 to 6 barrels in
length, are used which are arranged successively in a cascade (Fig. 18).

Fig. 17 Discharge of extruded honeycomb profiles
2nd ZSK
Feeding
premix

Vacuum

1st ZSK

SPC

Screen pack changer

Die plate changer

SPC

DPC

product

Fig. 18 Extruder cascade for producing honeycomb catalyst carriers
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The first extruder is used for the mixing step and after a short pressurizing
zone the material passes through a screen pack changer which filters out
almost all agglomerates. Then the mass is fed directly into the second extruder which builds up pressure for a second screen pack changer and the
die plate. In this arrangement after start up a flow interruption arising from
changing the first screen pack has no influence on the product flow
through the die plate and therefore enables a much longer stable production.
13.6.2 Production of Granulated Catalyst Carriers
The high degree of fill combined with the low rotational screw speed of
the machine lead to high torque levels. Thus, these processes are usually
performed on a ZSK MEGAcompounder (Mc). In comparison, when producing granulated catalyst carriers a ZSK MEGAvolume (Mv) is suitable
more often. A typical machine set up is shown in Fig. 19.

8

1
2
3
4

Grav. feeder ceramics
Dosing acid/water
pump
Motor and Gearbox

5
6
7
8

Process section
Twin-screw vent stuffer
Vacuum pump
Die-plate-changer

Fig. 19 Machine set up for the production of granulated catalyst carriers

After feeding the ceramic mass, which can be dry or wet powder, the
liquid is added which is usually diluted acid [Zue99]. For free flowing fine
powders a twin screw feeder as shown in Fig. 20 is suitable as it prevents
material from flowing through the feeder like water. For high powder contents, intake into the extruder can be limited when feeding through a hopper. In this case a side feeder (see Fig. 20) which conveys the material into
the extruder can help increasing the maximum flow rate.
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Fig. 20 Twin screw feeder for free flowing powders (left) and twin screw side
feeder (right)

All materials are thoroughly mixed in several kneading zones designed
with various kneading blocks (see Fig. 6) to break up the agglomerates and
plasticize the ceramic. To remove air entrained by the powder the mixture
is degassed further downstream. This is done either atmospherically or if
required (as shown in the drawing Fig. 19) by applying vacuum. Problems
in this process can occur from too much heat generated by shear in the
kneading zones. In this case the diluted water starts evaporating (especially
in the degassing zone) so that the material becomes dryer. This leads to a
further increase in temperature. The whole process destabilizes and finally
breaks down when the dry product blocks the die plate or when the torque
level is too high due to the compacted material.
The product is discharged into strands with a diameter determined by
the application (Fig. 21). The discharge zone can be designed with or without dead space (see Fig. 21). When using normal screw tips the whole area
(shaped like an 8 or a circle) can be used to press out the material into
strands. Often, ceramic masses flow only under shear stress. Thus, they
tend to block the die if there is dead space between the screws and the die
plate. Therefore, a discharge with a minimized dead space is desirable as
the material is conveyed directly up to the die plate and pressed through it
by the screws. The disadvantage of this set up is that the area available for
the discharge is limited between inner and outer diameter of the screws.
After leaving the die plate, strands with a diameter of about 1–3 mm break
into almost regular granules of about 5 mm in length. Larger diameters or
special extrusion shapes have to be cut to the required length at the die
plate with a pelletizer.
One of the main challenges in the extrusion of ceramics is the choice of
a suitable steel grade for the screws as well as for the barrels. It is aimed to
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Fig. 21 Discharge of granulated catalyst carriers

Barrel bore
directly coated

Through-hardened
screw element

Barrel with replaceable
wear protection liner

Kneading element from
PM-bonded material with
multi-splint involutes bore

Fig. 22 Wear protected barrels and screw elements
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keep the wear due to abrasion caused by ceramic powder and due to corrosion in case of an aggressive binder (acid e.g.) as low as possible. There
are several options for wear protection as shown in Fig. 22. The barrels can
be equipped with wear resistant liners which can easily be replaced. Barrels with a coated bore are more expensive when they have to be replaced
but for heat sensitive products they have a better heat transfer. The screw
elements can be either hardened completely to protect them against abrasion, or a powder-metallurgical (PM) produced highly wear resistant shell
is applied by diffusion-bonding to a ductile core. The ductile core helps
transmitting high torque levels, while the hard shell protects the element
against wear.

13.7 Summary
Mixing and forming of ceramic compounds is more and more often performed on tightly intermeshing co-rotating twin screw extruders. In twin
screw extruders of the ZSK type several process steps can be performed in
one process section by choosing an appropriate screw and barrel
configuration. Depending on the limiting factors for each product (volume
or torque) two series with a different degree of free volume are available.
Therefore, demands arising from different ceramic masses and binder
systems can be individually addressed. Two examples for catalyst carriers
– honeycombs and granulated bulk material – give an impression of the
variety of machine set ups but also of the feeding and discharge systems
possible.
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14 Piston Extruders

Günther Doll, Frank Händle, Friedrich Spießberger

14.1 Piston Extruders in Ceramics
It was in 1619 that John Etherington built the first hand-operated piston
extruder for the extrusion of bricks.
This was followed by numerous different designs including doubleacting piston extruders; reference is made in this connection to the details
and illustrations under chapter 5.

Fig. 1 Piston extruder with hinged extrusion barrel (1870)

Piston extruders were, and still are, employed not only for the extrusion
of ceramic bodies but also find application in many branches of industry
for the shaping of plastic materials, or for bodies which have been plasticized by the tempering process.
In 1810 Joseph Bramah used the first hydraulically-operated piston extruder for the shaping of lead slabs to produce pipes.
Piston extruders are used in the foodstuffs industry, notably in the production of pasta, and are also employed for the shaping of aluminium profiles, wrought copper alloys and steel, for the extrusion and de-watering of
sewage sludge, for the extrusion of hard metal, graphite, coal, plastics, etc.
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Focus in the following will be on the description of hydraulic piston extruders as employed in the ceramic industry and for the extrusion of hard
metal, since the application in both cases is very similar and several interesting solutions have evolved for the shaping of hard metal with the use of
piston extruders.

14.2 Types of Piston Extruder
Column extrusion by piston extruders is to be understood as a discontinuous shaping or extrusion process in which a plastic body is pushed through
a die or matrice by a piston, whereby the geometry of the die determines
the extruded profile.
Piston extruders available these days for use in the ceramic industry can
be classified into types of construction according to the following criteria:
• By the press force
(from 1–1000 tons),
• By the diameter of the receiver
(from 10–1000 mm),
• By the type of pressure-generating system
(hydraulic or mechanical),
• By the direction of extrusion,
(horizontal, vertical or tiltable between horizontal and vertical),
• By the positioning of the receiver
(tiltable or non-tiltable),
• By the type of material to be fed
(bulk material, kneaded material or pre-shaped billets),
• By the method of charging
(manual, semi-automatic, automatic),
• By the type of de-airing
(with/without de-airing),
• By the method of control
(speed-controlled, pressure-controlled, non-controlled),
• By the tempering of the receiver
(cooled, heated, non-tempered receiver),
• By the method of fixing the tool
(mechanical, hydraulic),
• By the configuration of the extruder in relation to the drive system
(mono or split version).
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In addition there are a number of other special criteria and characteristic
features. These may relate say to the difference in the hydraulic system,
oil-hydraulic or water-hydraulic version, or to the degree of convenience
of the control system and which operating data is available online, or
whether the receiver can be changed to suit different diameters, etc.

14.3 The Components of Piston Extruders
The essential components of a tiltable piston extruder as generally applied
in the ceramic industry nowadays can be seen in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Main Components of a piston extruder
(A: hydraulic piston, B: hydraulic system, C: base frame, D: receiver,
E: press frame)

14.3.1 Hydraulic System and Hydraulic Piston
The hydraulic drive respectively the pressure-generating system determine
the press force.
This hydraulically-generated press force must be distinguished from the
theoretical material pressure prevailing in the receiver. This is a theoretical
value because this observation is based on a Newtonian fluid, whilst ceramic materials behave as anisotropic media.
This material pressure is calculated in bar, whereby the cross section of
the receiver prior to actual shaping within the pressure head and die enters
the calculation.
An example: a piston extruder is equipped with say two exchangeable
receivers of 250 and 350 mm in diameter. The pressure of the system is
say 280 bar and the diameter of the piston is say 200 mm, which would
correspond to a press force of 880 kN.
In the case of the receiver with a 250 mm diameter the theoretical material pressure is 179.2 bar, whereas for the receiver with 350 mm diameter
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this would be only 91.4 bar. This value has to be taken into account in designing the piston extruder, in particular the receiver.
The material pressure on the other hand is not identical with the flow or
radial pressure, which for instance is measured ahead of the die and which
depends on the rheology of the body, the geometry of the die, the friction
conditions within the die, the column speed, etc.
The hydraulic system comprises the following components:
•
•
•
•
•

Hydraulic pump with oil tank,
Hydraulic cylinder,
Control valves,
Piping/connecting lines,
Other mechanical equipment (moving cylinder, hydraulic motors, etc.).

Fig. 3 Hydraulic unit with pump, oil tank and valves

14.3.2 Base Frame and Press Frame
The type of base frame is determined by the design of the piston extruder.
The loads exerted on the base frame are mainly of a static nature and are
governed by the weight of the components, especially that of the hydraulic
cylinder and that of the receiver, moreover by the position of the press
frame with the resulting difference in load situations for the base frame
and foundation.
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Dynamic loads are only experienced during tilting of the press frame
and receiver, when swivel forces are transmitted into the base frame via
the tilting cylinder.
With common sizes of piston extruder the hydraulic unit is integral to
the base frame, whereas very large size piston extruders often feature the
hydraulic unit installed in a separate room, both for reasons of space and
reduction of the noise level.
In contrast to this the press frame is subject to a permanent dynamic
load as it must absorb the press forces which develop during extrusion between the hydraulic piston and the receiver.
A correspondingly generous dimensioning of the press frame as well as
of the pivotal points of the hydraulic cylinder on the one hand, and of the
receiver fixed to the base frame on the other, is a prerequisite to ensure a
long lifetime of the piston extruder.

Fig. 4 Base and press frame of a 400 mm diameter horizontal piston extruder

14.3.3 Tiltable Receiver Support
The tiltable receiver support must serve to:
• absorb the torques which develop during the extrusion process,
• initiate the tilting action of the receiver via the swivel motor fixed to the
support,
• lock on the receiver and the adaptor for fastening of the pressure head
and die.
• Therefore the receiver support within the press frame must be of an
amply sturdy design.
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Fig. 5 140 mm piston extruder with tilting press frame

14.3.4 Control, Switch Cabinet, Control Panel
Basically three automatic control options are available for modern piston
extruders:
Based on PLC, on PC or on micro-processors.
The requirements in respect of the control system to be adopted are governed by the operation mode and the type of valve technique employed.
With speed-controlled piston extruders, which imply a high definition of
the signals, the micro-processor based systems are likely to represent the
optimum technical solution at present.
The control panel in a swivel-type version is usually placed next to the
piston extruder and displays the essential parameters such as piston speed,
radial pressure, vacuum, position of the piston, etc., moreover it contains
the control elements (for example at the operating panel) for altering the
piston speed, on-off, emergency off-switch, etc.
Usually piston extruders can be run in three operating modes: manual
mode, automatic mode and semi-automatic mode.
They also feature an interface to the common operating data logging
systems, such as LabView, etc.
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Fig. 6 Panel of a PLC based control system

Fig. 7 Panel of a micro-processor based control system

The electrical hardware (contactors, relays, voltage supply, etc.) is incorporated in the switch cabinet which is placed on the base frame.
14.3.5 Pressure Head and Die
The pressure head/die unit, also called the tool, is made up of two parts:
the tapered transition piece between receiver and die and the die itself; see
also the contribution of Berger under chapter 12.
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As the same pressure head – possibly with exchangeable inserts - is frequently used for the extrusion of diverse profiles, particular priority must
be given to fast changing of the dies. The tool can be fixed either by
screws, or with the aid of a bayonet catch, or by means of hydraulicallyactuated locks.
Depending on the weight of the tool either hoisting equipment or specially-designed transport cars are employed.
In practical operation dies are often made or designed in-house by factories themselves.

Fig. 8 Die with sensor for radial pressure and temperature

14.3.6 Receiver
Apart from the fact that receivers may vary in design depending on the
construction of the piston extruder – tiltable, non-tiltable – they are also
available in several options, one being in respect of tempering: heatable,
coolable, not suitable for tempering.
Other options are those manufactured in different materials, or the type
built as a two-part assembly consisting of the basic body and a protective
tube which can be exchanged when extruding very abrasive or corrosive
materials once a certain state of wear has been reached.
In principle it is possible to change the receiver in order to extrude certain profiles using either smaller or larger receivers. The limiting factors
are the diameter of the piston rod and the necessary material pressure.
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Fig. 9 Tiltable receiver in filling position

14.3.7 Press Ram
The press ram is fitted to the front end of the piston rod and can be rotated
around the centre line or arranged in a fixed position. The press ram must
be easily replaceable, as it is subject to wear and tear. It is made either of
metal or plastic and may be of a convex or concave shape as the case may
be. The position of the press ram is always displayed at the control panel.

Fig. 10 Press ram in cleaning position
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14.3.8 De-airing Bell
To enable the body to be de-aired prior to compaction, a guided vacuum
bell, which is shifted hydraulically, is used to provide a hermetic seal of
the cavity between the piston and the receiver.
In order to obtain the degree of vacuum required, the manufacture of the
de-airing bell must be very accurately accomplished and it must be provided with suitable seals and scrapers to prevent soiling. Moreover the suction point in the receiver must be suitably protected against penetration of
contaminating material.
A vacuum indicator is positioned at a suitable spot in the vacuum line to
be easily visible.

Fig. 11 De-airing bell

14.3.9 Tool Changing Device
The tool holding fixture is fitted to the front end of the pressure head, also
an adapter piece if required. The latter is required if tools of different diameters are used. Tool changing systems have been developed, which enable a very fast and ergonomic changing of the different nozzles using
appropriate hoists and a suitable docking unit. The precise changing position is reached by means of a specially-designed hydraulic swivel motor.
The hoisting equipment employed for this purpose can also be used for
handling the propelling device.
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Fig. 12 Piston extruder for hard metal with automatic tool changing device

14.3.10 Vacuum Pump
Piston extruders use the same vacuum pumps as employed for de-airing
extrusion machines; see the contributions of Laenger and Redmann under
chapters 15 and 16.
The suction capacity of the vacuum pump depends on the size of the receiver and the method of charging. The higher the suction capacity, the
faster the necessary ultimate pressure in closed position, measured by vacuum sensors, will be reached.
Usually the ultimate pressure of vacuum pumps ranges between 5 and
30 mbar.
Modern plants have the facility of pre-setting the required degree of deairing subject to the product to be extruded; yet maximum de-airing does
not necessarily ensure an optimum product quality.
At the start up of a piston extruder, the pressure head and die as well as
the foremost part of the receiver are not yet filled with compacted material,
therefore during the first filling/compacting stage a separate vacuum bell at
the die must be activated to suck off any excess air until the compacted
material provides a good sealing.
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Fig. 13 Vacuum pump and valves of a large piston extruder (split version)

14.4 The Pros and Cons of Piston Extruders
In comparing the benefits and disadvantages of piston extruders as against
screw extruders, the piston extruder is favoured by:
• Generation of very high press forces, which in certain cases allow the
extrusion of bodies with a low moisture content;
• Simple cleaning with a minimum of waste material;
• High efficiency of transformation
• Reduction of laminations typically caused by the auger, such as rotational laminations, laminations caused by the auger hub, etc;
• Option to adjust the number of compaction strokes;
• Precise adherence to the pre-set column speed if a route control is available;
• Low wear rate when processing abrasive bodies;
• Low degree of contamination of material caused by abrasion or corrosion;
• Low shearing stress, beneficial in avoiding undesired effects when handling materials which are sensitive to shearing strain or which are of a
porous nature;
• Option of interchangeable receiver of other diameter;
• Extrusion of smaller material batches.
Conversely there are also a number of disadvantages, mainly attributable to the intermittent operation of a piston extruder:
• Reduced throughput rate as a result of longer setting-up times when
charging billets or bulk material;
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• Intermittent extrusion process causes undesired “interfaces” between
the batches, which may be demonstrated in the product, depending on
the body and profile;
• De-airing in the receiver is to be considered sub-optimal opposed to deairing in a screw extruder (or combined de-airing extrusion unit);
• When charging billets a screw extruder with de-airing facility is required for the production of the billets.
The final decision on which type of extruder is to be chosen for extruding a specific body or product rests on the evaluation of all the pros and
cons in each individual case.

14.5 Auxiliary Equipment
14.5.1 Charging
In practice two methods of filling or charging are adopted:
•
•

Using compacted billets;
Using bulk material in the form of kneaded or pelletized material.

Whilst a fully-automatic charging with cut-to-length billets, the diameter of which is slightly less than the inside diameter of the receiver, can
easily be realised with the use of robots or similar loading systems, charging of bulk material proves to be slightly more time-intensive in practical
operation, though in regard to the production process as a whole, substantial equipment for the extrusion of pellets is avoided.
There is also the fact that bulk material has to be pre-compacted two to
three times over in order to increase the filling degree of the receiver or to
obtain the longest possible extrusion time per batch.
In other words longer setting-up times must be expected when charging
bulk material.
Systems for reducing the filling time using bulk material are under development.
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14.5.2 Transport and Cutting Device
Special handling and cutting systems have been designed for cutting of the
extrudates, which not only ensure a gentle transport of the blanks, but also
allow low cutting tolerances.
Figure 14 shows a mobile cutting device which guarantees an accurate
cutting of the green blanks to different lengths.
The exact cutting to length of the rods/blanks in the green state is accomplished by external automatic high-efficiency sawing equipment cutting to a tolerance of ± 0.1 mm. The saw unit is fed by a fully-automatic
robot pallet system.

Fig. 14 Transport and cutting device

14.5.3 Propelling Device
The piston extruder must be thoroughly cleaned after a batch of material
has been processed through the machine. After dismantling of the tool the
material cone still left in the pressure head and die is pushed back with the
aid of a hydraulically-operated propelling device until the cone protrudes
the receiver and can be manually removed
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14.6 Development
The fundamental characteristic of a piston extruder which distinguishes it
from a screw extruder is the intermittent mode of operation, from which all
essential benefits but also disadvantages derive. There are clear benefits
for particular applications such as in the laboratory or in producing large
honeycomb catalyst converters; in other fields the piston extruder has to be
ruled out as its disadvantages are of too greater significance for those applications.
Already in the 19th century this initiated research work to develop socalled continuous piston extruders – see also the contribution of Bender/
Böger under chapter 5.
In order to reduce charging times, a second receiver is freshly loaded
with material and placed in position ready to be swung in and located beneath the lifted press ram. In this way the extrusion process can be continued within a short period of time. In the meantime the first emptied receiver can be refilled, etc. (Fig. 15). This idea has been pursued in several
ways, such as that of filling the receiver by means of continuous feed
screws.

Fig. 15 Vertical piston extruder with two rotating barrels (1880)
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Other approaches also exist and, though hastily announced as breakthroughs, when looked at more closely these appear less promising and at
best only offer what may be termed semi-continuous extrusion options.

Literature
There is no up to date literature on the subject of the piston extruder in ceramics except for some reference in textbooks like Reed or Richerson; see
list of literature.
Some information about piston extruders in other fields can be found via
Google or other search engines.
Also in the leaflets and internal literature of producers of piston extruders like Collin (www.collin.de), ECT (www.ect-haendle.de), Haginger
(www.haginger.com), Loomis (www.loomis-gmbh.de), Mohr Corp.
(www.mohrcorp.com) etc. some valuable information might be available.

15 Evacuation in Ceramic Extrusion –
Dependences and Local Situations

Fritz Laenger
Quite a few experts entertain fairly vague notions about how much vacuum
a combined de-airing extrusion machine can achieve as a function of:
• the temperature of the extrusion compound and/or the temperature in the
vacuum de-airing chamber,
• the site elevation and
• weather-induced fluctuations in air pressure.
So-called barometric vacuum meters that indicate vacuum as a percentage
often cause same confusion, especially in connection with site elevation as
an actuating variable. The two pertinent figures illustrate and exemplify
those dependences. The residual pressure is indicated along the ordinate in
mbar for nonbarometric instruments and in % vacuum for barometric instruments. Since the extrusion body temperature is an important factor
with regard to steaming it, has been included as a parameter.
The physical dependences are formulated such as to allow conversion
from one dimension to another. Also included is a list of references für
those wishing to delve more deeply into the complexities of the subject.

15.1 Vacuum Measurement
The presence of a substantial constant vacuum in the space between the
de-airing mixer and the extruder exerts a major influence on the quality of
the extruded body.
In addition to such mechanical and process-technological prerequisites
as a leakage free system and a finely shredded body to ensure a large specific surface, the crucial factors also include the degree of body compaction, i.e., the pressure in the pressure zone of the de-airing mixer.
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The properties of the body, its particle-size distribution, plasticity, etc.
are very important. Without going too much into detail, let us note that
same relatively friable compositions are easy to evacuate, while many very
fine-grained compounds are fairly difficult to handle.
The characteristics and requirements of the product must also be known,
of course, in order to plan optimal evacuation. Hourdis bricks with
60-70 % perforations, for example, are less exacting from the stand point
of evacuation than, say, 500 mm compact slugs used for making insulators.
Finally, the climatic conditions and local factors must also be clarified
in advance: Is water available? How much does the temperature of the water fluctuate in the course of a year? Even oil-operated vacuum pumps
have to be designed differently for service in, say, Saudi Arabia than in
Sweden.
Once all the information has been gathered about the system's mechanical and process-technological characteristics and those of the bodies, the
requirements to be met by the product, and the local situation, including
climate, then the individual data of the envisaged vacuum system can be
defined.
A few Practical Hints
1) For most applications, a high constant vacuum is advantageous, but there are exceptions to the rule that require very careful definition.
2) In the course of the shaping process, the vacuum pump draws moisture
out of the body-according to measurements, as much as 2 % dry base.
Especially if the production process is interrupted, particles of body may
dry out and cause problems.
3) It can also be a problem to run up the vacuum unit before full vacuum is
achieved in the de-airing chamber. Visual control or, even better, a suitable vacuum gauge with switching contacts can prevent such problems.

15.2 Percent Vacuum as a Function of Site Elevation,
Parameter: Temperature of Extrusion Compound
The example shows the vacuum as a function of site elevation [m] for an
extrusion compound temperature of 40°C and illustrates the difference
between the degree of vacuum (indicated in mbar and as % vacuum) measured with and without dependence on air pressure.
Nonbarometric measuring rules out the effects of site elevation, since
vacuum pumps still operate with no losses at high elevations. The custo-
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mary barometric approach to measuring vacuum with vacuum gauges
feigns a gradualloss of vacuum with increasing elevation. This is because
the ambient pressure decreases with increasing elevation, while the barometric vacuum gauge was probably calibrated at an ambient pressure of
roughly 1000 mbar. The difference amounts to same 20 % at an elevation
of 2000 m [1].
The vacuum also deteriorates remarkably due to steam admission with a
corresponding rise in the temperature of the extrusion compound. As the
temperature rises, the effect becomes more pronounced, because the partial
pressure of the water in the clay increases at an accelerating rate [2], [3].
For vacuum-sensitive bodies/products, the use of a nonbarometric vacuum
measuring instrument is recommened to preclude misinterpretation. The
formulae describing the relationship between barometric and nonbarometric measuring techniques are presented in section 13.4.

Fig. 1 %-vacuum as a function of site elevation parameter: Temperature of Extrusion Compound, T
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15.3 Percent Vacuum as a Function of Weather-induced
Differences in Air Pressure Parameter:
Temperature of Extrusion Compound
In Fig. 2, the vacuum is shown as a function of weather-induced differences in atmospheric air pressure [mbar] for an extrusion-compound temperature of 50°C. Weather-induced variations in air pressure cause barometric vacuum gauges to react as if their elevation had changed. The
barometric straight-line curves refer to mean sea level (MSL), at which
point the families of curves intersect. This is where both types of measurement would indicate the same level of vacuum (presuming that the barometric gauge was calibrated to mean-sea-level air pressure (1013 mbar).
As soon as the air pressure rises above 1013 mbar, the barometric gauge
will begin indicating vacuum levels in excess of 100 %. But, as the mbar
scale shows, more than 100 % vacuum is impossible, because the residual
pressure cannot go below absolute zero [1].
The weather-induced indication error on the part of the barometric
gauge can amount to as much as 10 %. The temperature dependence remain unaffected.

Fig. 2 %-vacuum as a function of weather-induced differences in air pressure
parameter: Temperature of Extrusion Compound
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15.4 Physical Interdependences
First we discuss the percentage of vacuum as a function of extrusioncompound temperature [T] and site elevation [h] for barometric measuring:
vac( T , h)

∆p ( h)

vac( T)

[%]

(1)

[%]

(2)

Effect of temperature:
p0

vac ( T)

pres ( T)

. 100

p0

with pres is a function of temperature according Table 1 and [2].
Effect of site elevation:
∆p ( h)

100

[%]

pair ( h)

(3)

where: pair(h) = percentage drop in ambient pressure as a function of site
elevation h, referred to po. The so called Boltzmann barometric equation
based on percentage:
ρ 0.g .h

pair ( h)

100. p

100 . e

0

[%]

(4)

Inserting equation (4) in (3) and then together with (2) into (1) yields:

vac( T , h)

p0

pres ( T)
p0

. 100

1

e

( ρ .g .h )
1000. p
0

. 100

[%]

(5)

The interdependence for vacuum as a function of extrusion-compound
temperature and weather-induced variation in air pressure for barometric
measuring is shown in equation (6).
vac T , pdly

p0

pres ( T)
p0

. 100

1

pdly
p0

Where pdly varies between 950 and 1050 mbar.

. 100

[%]

(6)
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Note:
In case of nonbarometric vacuum gauging, only the temperature of the extrusion compound influences the results of measurement, since the possible effects of site elevation and of daiIy air-pressure variation are automatically accounted for. Thus, equation (2) applies.
Signs:
•
•
•
•
•

T = temperature of extrusion compound [OC],
h = site elevation [m],
po = 1013 mbar, normalpressure,
rho0 = 1,25 kg/m3; density of air at mean sea level,
g = 9,81 m/s2, acceleration due to gravity.

pres(T) = saturation vapor pressure [mbar] for water vapor [2] as a function of extrusion-compound temperature:
Table 1
T [°C]
pres(T)
[mbar]

10
12

20
23

30
42

40
74

50
123
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16 Evacuation Technology for Ceramic Extrusion

Mark Redmann

16.1 Introduction
To day, many process steps and production methods would be impossible
to imagine without the use of a vacuum. Pump technology combined with
consistent implementation of physical conditions allow processes to be
implemented that were totally unthinkable a while ago.
If the thermodynamic principle that two defined thermal state variables
can yield a third is turned on its head, then vacuum pumps make it possible
to vary the pressure and the heating or cooling in order to vary the temperature. With both state variables, it is possible to determine the specific
volume, provided that the behaviour of the material is known.
For the user, this knowledge means that the desired operating pressures
cannot be achieved with the selected vacuum technology or that the operational safety of the vacuum system may be impaired.
This section describes how the various vacuum pumps work and the
limits on their use. It also describes the most important devices needed to
operate the vacuum pumps. The vacuum pump with separators and fittings
is designated as a vacuum system. The vacuum pumps and then the separators in the vacuum system are described below.

16.2 Liquid-ring Vacuum Systems
Vacuum systems based on liquid-ring vacuum pumps have been used for
decades to generate industrial vacuums. This type of pump has a simple
structure and can be used universally, so it can be found in many different
types of process. A pump fluid – generally water – is used in the pump to
generate the vacuum. The liquid ring vacuum pump is a dynamic pump in
which the turning of an eccentric rotor in a housing builds up a ring of
pump fluid (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Section through a liquid-ring vacuum pump, Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

The ring closes off the individual cells of the rotor from neighbouring
cells. Because of the off-centre position, the volumes of gas thus closed off
in the individual cells are different. The enlargement and reduction of the
individual cells while the rotor is turning causes the volume of gas in the
cell to expand and compress.
There are various aspects that must be considered when generating the
vacuum with the aid of the fluid.
Every fluid has a different boiling point according to the ambient temperature and pressure. Reducing the ambient pressure lowers the boiling
temperature. The liquid-ring vacuum pump is normally operated with water. Water has a boiling pressure or partial pressure of 24 mbar at an ambient temperature of 20°C. It can be seen from this example that the possible
applications for this pump are limited by the boiling point of the pump
fluid used. Once the pump fluid has evaporated, the available volume in
the cell is filled with evaporating pump fluid. The intake capacity at the intake port of the pump becomes zero. Cavitation occurs in the operating
state that is designated as the ultimate pressure. Cavitation is the implosion
of vapour bubbles in the pump fluid caused by rapid pressure changes.
Cavitation in the vicinity of the housing and rotor causes erosion which
can totally destroy the affected material. For this reason, the ultimate pressure of a liquid-ring vacuum pump is specified in relation to the pump
fluid and temperature, e.g. 33 mbar ultimate pressure at a pump fluid temperature of 15°C provides a margin for error.
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The use of liquid ring vacuum pumps may become a critical issued
given the increasingly restrictive environmental legislation. The pump
fluid comes into contact with the process vapours, and is enriched with vapour components. Operation with a closed pump fluid circuit (Fig. 2) consisting of a pump fluid separator, heat exchanger and pipes minimises the
problems of disposing of a contaminated pump fluid. This way of working
is highly recommended if the process vapours are well understood. If vapour components tend to crystallise or desublimate, then the pump fluid
circuit may become full of particles, causing a blockage in the circuit. For
this reason, many vacuum systems in use are fitted with a partially closed
or open circuit. The pump fluid consumption for a liquid-ring vacuum
pump with an intake capacity of 250 m³/h is approximately 1m³/h water for
an open circuit and 50% less for a partially closed circuit and every 5° increase in the water temperature.

Fig. 2 Liquid ring vacuum system with closed pump fluid circuit,
Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

In general, liquid ring vacuum systems are operated with simple particle
separators on the intake side. The idea is to have the vapour components
separated out on the intake side, provided that this is a low-maintenance
option, and controlled compression and condensing of the process vapours
occurs in the vacuum pump.
Liquid ring vacuum systems are standard systems for creating costeffective and generally low-maintenance installations.
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16.3 Vacuum Systems with Rotary Vane Vacuum Pumps
Vacuum systems with rotary vane vacuum pumps may be used where the
process requires vacuums < 50 mbar or if liquid ring vacuum pumps cannot be used in the installation. These vacuum systems are designed to separate out as much of the process vapours and particles as possible on the intake side or to condense the process vapours into the atmosphere as moist
air. Rotary vane vacuum pumps may be operated as recirculating lubrication or blow-by vacuum pumps. The vacuum pump is built with a rotor
turning eccentrically in a cylinder. The rotor has axial slots and rotating
vanes are pressed against the cylinder by centrifugal force in these slots
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Section through a rotary vane vacuum pump, Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

Oil is injected into the cylinder to reduce friction and to improve the
seal of the sickle-shaped compression chamber formed between the vanes,
the rotor and the cylinder. The pump fluid – oil – comes into contact with
the process vapours. Vapour components may be dissolved in the oil or absorbed as an additional phase. In either case the lubricating properties of
the oil may be changed and cause the vacuum pump to fail. Vacuum
pumps with blow-by lubrication were developed in order to reduce the risk
of changing the physical properties of the oil (Fig. 4).
These vacuum pumps are very lightly lubricated in order to reduce oil
consumption. To achieve the same performance values as rotary vane vacuum pumps with recirculating lubrication, the blow-by lubrication variants
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Fig. 4 Section through a rotary vane vacuum pump with blow-by lubrication,
Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

are fitted with additional vanes on the rotor and a secondary compression
stage. The operating windows may be very small because of the way the
vacuum pump works. The film of lubricant in the pump may be washed
away if the pump is used to take up condensable vapour components from
the recipient. In this case, the rotary vane vacuum pump will run dry and
generate high operating temperatures. This will cause wear of the vanes.
The resulting heat of compression is mostly given off as vapour. The high
compression temperatures compared to the pump types described above
may cause cracking of hydrocarbons that are unstable at high temperatures.
The resulting particles will clog up the vanes and pump, reducing the suction performance and causing the pump to fail.
To operate vacuum systems with rotary vane vacuum pumps, it follows
that the variants with recirculating lubrication must be operated in such a
way that the saturated vapour mass flow passes through the vacuum pump
without condensing out. The variants with blow-by lubrication flush out
any process condensates with the pump fluid – generally oil. Care must be
taken to ensure that the flow of condensate does not wash away the lubricating film in the vacuum pump or react chemically with the pump fluid.
Rotary vane vacuum pumps are always tailored for the specific application. The optimisation of a rotary vane vacuum pump with recirculating
lubrication for extracting saturated water vapour under suction conditions
is described below by way of example.
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During compression against the atmosphere, part of the saturated vapour
may condense out in the vacuum pump at temperatures below 100°C. The
pump is equipped with a gas ballast in order to prevent this condensation.
The gas ballast opening is a hole in the cylinder that opens to the atmosphere. The hole is provided at the point at which the volume enclosed between two vanes is compressed between the gas inlet and gas outlet. Under
ideal conditions, the volume is vented to ambient pressure through the
opening. The saturated vapour flow is increased by the additional, unsaturated inert gas flow under atmospheric conditions and is entrained by the
pump. This action is promoted by increasing the operating temperature of
the pump. The operating temperature must be matched to the lubricating
oil to prevent heat damage to the pump fluid.
Vacuum systems with rotary vane vacuum pumps have the advantage
that vacuums of < 1 mbar are theoretically possible, regardless of the ambient and water temperatures in the installation. The effect of the process
on the possible operating pressure should be checked.
In general, when rotary vane vacuum pumps are used, the separation on
the intake side must be optimised so that the vacuum pump is affected as
little as possible by vapour components or so that the process vapours pass
through the vacuum pump without changing its overall physical state.

16.4 Vacuum Systems with Dry-running Vacuum Pumps
In the past, environmental problems associated with the commonly used
pump fluids, namely water and oil, have led to the development of dry
vacuum pumps that compress without contact. Rotary lobe and screw-type
vacuum pumps (Fig. 5 and 6) are the types most commonly used for industrial applications.
The common feature of these pump types is that, unlike the products described above, they are two-stage pumps. This structure makes these
pumps more expensive to produce than conventional vacuum pumps. The
rotors are made so that the gap between the rotors and between the rotors
and the housing is the same, whatever the angular position of the rotors.
The rotors are different, however, so it is the shape that classifies the
pump type.
Rotary lobe vacuum pump
The rotary lobe vacuum pump (Fig. 5) is a single or multistage vacuum
pump in which the gas is sucked into the cylinder gap as illustrated.
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Fig. 5 Section through a rotary lobe vacuum pump, Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

The rotary lobes rotate in opposite directions. Each lobe has one or two
teeth, the shape of which is such that the gap between the tooth and the
second lobe and cylinder remains constantly narrow. As the lobes rotate in
opposite directions, the teeth move together, roll over one another and then
move apart. This cycle is repeated with every revolution of the shafts according to the number of teeth. The volume beneath the inlet to the cylinder increases until the next tooth moves past. Then the volume enclosed
between the teeth of the lobe is pumped until it emerges opposite the second lobe. The gas is then compressed between two teeth of the two lobes
until one lobe exposes the outlet slot in the cylinder cover and the gas is
expelled.
Screw vacuum pump
The second contact-free vacuum pump variant that works without pump
fluid is the screw vacuum pump (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 Section through a screw vacuum pump, Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH
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The cylinder contains two specially-shaped screws rotating in opposite
directions with zones of constant or varying pitch along their length. The
profile is cut with a sharp edge and has a narrow sealing slot. The gas is
pumped internally, compressed and expelled at the end of the screw at the
front of the device.
The two types of pump described above generate different pressure differences in the order given. The vacuum pumps compress against ambient
pressure. Some of the gases sucked in flow back internally through the internal seal determined by gap and gap lengths The point at which the intake capacity becomes zero, i.e. when the flow rate of the returning gas
corresponds to the incoming flow rate, is known as the ultimate pressure.
The rotary lobe vacuum pump reaches an ultimate pressure of between 20
and 100 mbar absolute. The screw vacuum pump can generate an ultimate
pressure of less than 1 mbar absolute.
Because compression takes place without contact or pump fluid, excellent separation of particles on the intake side is essential while the machine
is in operation. Condensates, on the other hand, can be pumped to a certain
extent. These vacuum pumps more or less combine the robustness and low
maintenance of liquid ring vacuum pumps with the low and stable ultimate
pressure of rotary vane vacuum pumps. Theoretically, vacuum pumps that
do not require pump fluid would seem to be the ideal replacement for the
vacuum pumps used in the past. However, because compression takes
place without contact or pump fluid, the vacuum pumps currently available
work with higher gas temperatures than the rotary vane or liquid ring vacuum pumps. The high gas temperatures have both advantages and disadvantages. The temperature level prevents vapour components condensing
out. On the other hand, the temperatures can give rise to chemical reactions such as polymerisation or cracking, thus reducing the availability of
the vacuum pump.

16.5 Vacuum Pump Combinations
The individual types of pump are described above. It is also possible to
combine vacuum pumps together. The simplest combination is to set up
several identical vacuum pumps in parallel (Fig. 7).
There may be several reasons for this set-up. One reason is that the intake capacity can be adapted to different flow rates from the recipient. It
also increases the operational reliability. If one vacuum pump fails, it does
not cause the whole production line to stop. Additional vacuum pumps can
also be used to cover peak loads. This parallel set-up is used for vacuum
control stations or where the pump sizes needed for the required intake capacity are not available.
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Fig. 7 Control station with a rotary lobe vacuum pump, Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

Fig. 8 Combination with rotary lobe and Roots vacuum pump,
Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

Vacuum pumps can also be set up in series (Fig. 8).
In this case, several vacuum pumps of different sizes are connected in
series. A constant flow of volatile vapour components is extracted from the
recipient. If the vapour undergoes no phase change and isothermic compression occurs, then the product of working pressure and intake capacity
remains constant (perfect gas law). If the pressure increases, the volume
must become less than before the compression. A Roots vacuum pump
(Fig. 9) is a machine which, under normal operating conditions, can gener-
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ate pressure differences of less than 60 mbar in a vacuum. If the process
takes place at an intake pressure of less than 50 mbar, then the possibility
of using a Roots vacuum pump should be considered. With the maximum
pressure difference, the required intake capacity of the booster pump and
the compression stage at atmospheric can be reduced to a fraction of the
required intake capacity. The permitted compression ratios for a Roots
vacuum pump are determined by the intake pressure and the resulting
power input.
All of the other vacuum pumps listed above can be used as booster
pumps. This combination is particularly suitable for continuous processes
in which the intake pressure in the recipient must be kept almost constant.
Fluctuations due to different vapour flows can be evened out by regulating the pressure of the first compression stage by adjusting the speed.

Fig. 9 Section through a Roots vacuum pump, Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

16.6 Components of the Vacuum System
Every vacuum system consists of various components intended to ensure
that the process works reliably. On the intake side, the vacuum pump is
protected mechanically by a separator. This separator must work just as
well in each different application. The simplest type of separator is a container that slows down the gas flow and increases the dwell time of the
gaseous components (Fig. 10).
The dwell time is increased with a long flow path created using a separator plate between the gas inlet and gas outlet. The separator reliably retains particles entrained from the recipient or fluids occurring in the pipes.
The separator is used as a back-up separator for a connected pipe or a liquid ring vacuum pump.
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Fig. 10 Section through a volume separator, Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

Another separator with a comparable task is the cyclone. In the cyclone,
a flow field allows forces to act on particles in the vapour flow. This force
presses the particles against the container jacket and hold them back. The
flow conditions make the cyclone a compact device, and the shape is a
good indicator of its effectiveness. The cyclone is designed for an application window, so its use is limited to processes that can be precisely specified.
Multi-stage separators have become popular for rotary vane vacuum
pumps and pumps that do not use pump fluids. The term “multi-stage” relates to devices that combine two or more separator mechanisms. The
housing (Fig. 11) is designed as a swirl apparatus at the inlet. The tangential gas inlet and the deflection cone force the vapour flow into a flow
which lies against the inside of the container jacket. Coarse particles and
fluids are retained in this part. After being deflected into the conical insert,
the vapours are routed through a filter unit. The filter insert integrated into
the top part of the housing is easily accessible and can be quickly replaced.
Different filters may be used to suit the operating conditions.
Separators on the discharge side separate the pump fluid from the gas
and retain any condensates that build up during compression.
The simplest designs are volume separators in which droplets of pump
fluid are separated from the exhaust gas flow by the reduction in the flow
speed. These separators are used in liquid ring vacuum systems. The separation can be improved by fitting swirl bodies. A mixture of saturated vapours that varies according to the operating temperature of the vacuum
pump always emerges from the exhaust gas nozzle.
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Fig. 11 Section through a liquid and dust separator, Dr.-Ing. K. Busch GmbH

The pump fluid separator of an oil-sealed rotary vane vacuum pump is
more complex than the unit described above. The oil is separated from the
exhaust gas in several stages. The separation mechanisms are connected in
series according to the particle size. The vapours are passed through the
demister starting with gravity separation. This is followed by exhaust filters in which the oil particles are collected by coalescing, then drip down
and are routed into the oil circuit or a collecting container. The separator
housing is heavily ribbed so that the compression energy absorbed by the
pump fluid is dissipated by free convection. In this way, vapour components in the pump fluid separator can condense and modify the physical
properties of the pump fluid. This can result in an emulsion with reduced
lubricating properties, a pure condensate which displaces the oil because of
its density and is then largely extracted or other easily miscible substances
that have properties different to those of the original oil.
The separators for vacuum pumps that do not use pump fluid are silencers which, because of their surface area, condense vapour components of
the exhaust gas. If the process also creates aerosols by flushing the vacuum
pump, for example, an oil mist separator similar to the one on the rotary
vane vacuum pump may be used.
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16.7 Control and Regulation
Vacuum systems are electrically switched and monitored throughout the
installation. Many vacuum systems require a motor-protective circuitbreaker and an On/Off button, or the signals from the level, temperature
and pressure monitoring components are processed in a controller.
It is becoming increasingly important for vacuum system operators to be
able to regulate the pressure in the recipient. The intake pressure should be
matched to the process so that none of the product-related components can
escape due to the vacuum, or the power consumption of the vacuum system should be matched to the method. The pressure should always be set
to the necessary level of accuracy. The pressure is often set by restricting
the intake cross-section or by additional leak air. The adjusting fittings are
arranged in the overall installation so that they can be easily accessed from
the recipient. This has a detrimental effect on the way that the separator installed on the intake side of the vacuum system works. The addition of
ambient air increases the inert gas flow that already transports separated
fluids through the system. Flow restrictions between the recipient and
separator reduce the operating pressure in the separator and help to prevent
condensation. This always increases the impurities in the vacuum pump,
however.
The pressure should be regulated as close as possible to the vacuum
pump. Ideally it should be regulated IN the vacuum pump. Vacuum pumps
that do not use pump fluid can be set to a speed range of 1:5 using a frequency converter, provided that the drive motor is monitored for overheating. A control sequence consisting of pressure transmitter, controller, frequency converter and motor allows automatic responses to different
recipes or quality fluctuations in the output products.

16.8 Summary
The current competitive climate is forcing processors to cut their costs.
One cost factor is the salaries for operators at production plants. The time
required to operate and maintain the plant components must also be reduced. One way is to automate the processes, while another is to reduce
maintenance and operating costs.
Vacuum systems cannot be avoided in many extrusion processes. The
vacuum system is one component of the overall plant that requires regular
maintenance.
The liquid ring and rotary vane vacuum pumps that have long been used
in many methods can now be replaced with vacuum pumps without pump
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fluid in conjunction with suitable separators. The use of vacuum pumps
that do not require pump fluid cuts the costs of maintenance and operating
materials. And by varying the speed of the drive motor, it is possible to set
recipe-specific vacuums via the process control system, at the same time
modifying the vacuum system's power consumption.
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17 Thermoplastic Extrusion for Ceramic Bodies

Frank Clemens
17.1 Introduction
Originally for the extrusion of ceramic bricks and tiles, clay and water
were used to endow ceramic particle mixtures with sufficient plastic behavior to permit practical shaping of the ceramic bodies. High performance
ceramics, however, often require the elimination of clay from extrusion
formulations because the chemistry of the clay is incompatible with that of
the desired ceramic materials. Therefore organic materials are frequently
used in ceramic extrusion to provide plastic flow. Not only plastic behavior is important for the extrusion of ceramic bodies. There are many other
characteristics which can be tailored by the suitable addition of organics in
a ceramic extrusion paste, or feedstock.
In principle three different organic systems can be used for extrusion of
ceramic materials, namely solvent-based systems, thermoplastic systems,
and thermosetting systems. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of
these three classes are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Classes of organic binder systems for ceramic extrusion
Advantage
Short time for debinding
process
Easy use
Thermoplastic Elongation in warm state possystem
sible Good green strength
Low abrasivity
Contour accuracy
Feedstock recycleability
Thermosetting Good green strength
system
Contour accuracy
Elongation in warm state possible
Solvent-based
system

Disadvantage
Warping during drying
High abrasivity / high tool wear
Phase separation at high pressure
Warping during debinding
Time consuming debinding
process

Time consuming debinding
process
Difficult use
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The so-called solvent-based binder systems contain polymers which
solvate or swell in a solvent (e.g. water, alcohol). Typical polymers used in
extrusion are PEG, PVA, agar agar and cellulose. Thermoplastic materials
are polymers which when heated, soften, melt or become more pliable, and
harden during cooling in a reversible physical process. Materials in this
class which are used quite often for ceramic processing are PE, PP, EVA,
POM and PMMA. Thermosetting materials are polymers which can be
melted only once and which, after melting, harden as more heat is added.
Thermoset plastics which are used in the ceramic industry are phenolic resins and different silicon resins like polysiloxane.

a) Green Al2O3 tube prepared with
solvent-based binder system

b) Green Al2O3 tube prepared with a a
thermoplastic binder system

Fig. 1 Abrasivity of feedstocks during extrusion is influenced by the binder system used

One of the main advantages of thermoplastic systems for ceramic extrusion is the lower abrasivity of the feedstock material relative to other
binder systems. The lower abrasivity of a extrusion feedstock prepared
with a thermoplastic binder system compared to one with a solvent-based
binder for a given ceramic powder, in this case Al2O3, is shown Fig. 1. In
this study a feedstock with 58 vol.-% coarse Al2O3 powder was extruded
through a steel die. Looking at the surfaces of the tubes, discoloration
of the material stemming from abrasion of the die can be clearly
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seen in both samples. However, the darker discoloration of the sample extruded with the solvent-based binder system indicates higher tool abrasion
by this feedstock compared to the feedstock prepared with thermoplastic
binder.
Another advantage of thermoplastic binder systems over solvent-based
ones is the contour accuracy of the extruded material which permits easy
fabrication of fine structures (e.g. thin-walled tubes, micro-tools). For such
fine structures with very small cross-sectional areas, extrusion pressures
can be as high as 700 or 800 bar, and at such high pressures phase separation in feedstocks with solvent-based binder systems can occur. Even for
higher pressures such phase separation effects are generally not observed
when using thermoplastic binder systems.

17.2 Thermoplastic Extrusion Processing
In the literature a great variety of thermoplastic binder systems are described. In principle the same polymer binders, plasticizers, surfactants and
sliding agents known from metal and ceramic injection molding processing
can be used for thermoplastic extrusion of ceramic bodies. A good review
on material selection for ceramic powder injection molding in which the
different raw materials for feedstock preparation are described is given by
Edirisinge et. al. [Edi 86].
17.2.1 Influence of Powder Loading
As the volume fraction of powder in a feedstock is increased, the viscosity
of the feedstock rises exponentially until a critical volume fraction of powder is reached. Figure 2 shows the mixer torque (which is directly proportional to the viscosity of the feedstock) as a function of silicon carbide
powder concentration in a polyethylene/wax binder system [Cle 05]. It is
assume that by extrapolating the data to zero reciprocal torque, the maximum powder loading for the feedstock formulations can be determined.
With this method, a maximum powder loading of 62% by volume was
calculated for a SiC/polyethylene/wax-feedstock prepared with carbon
black sintering additive. For the feedstocks without carbon black, a value
of 57 vol% was calculated. This result corresponded with the fact that it
was not possible to produce an extrudable carbon black-free SiC feedstock
with a powder loading higher than 52 vol%. The feedstocks prepared at 53
and 54 vol% were powdery, very brittle and did not exhibit any plastic behavior.
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Fig. 2 Reciprocal torque as a function of the binder: SiC powder volume ratio.
Extroplation to zero reciprocal torque (i.e. infinite torque) permits an estimate of
the maximum powder loading for the feedstock to be made [Cle 05]

For the feedstocks with carbon black sintering additive, a filling level up
to 58 vol% was possible. The feedstock with 58 vol% was powdery and
very brittle.
The critical concentration of powder particles in feedstocks can be increased by using multimodal particle size distributions. If the amount of
powder used is split into 25% fines and 75% coarse particles with a diameter ratio of 7:1, respectively, between the two fractions , a higher loading
can be obtained without increasing the viscosity [Far 68].
17.2.2 Organic Components for Feedstock Preparation
A thermoplastic binder system generally consists of two or more different
organic components. These components can be classified into one of four
categories [Qua 82]:
1. Major binder component: This component determines the general
range of the final binder properties,
2. Minor binder component: This component can be easily removed
and its removal creates the pore structure during the first step of
binder burn out. Because of its low molecular weight, this component also decreases the viscosity of the feedstock,
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3. Plasticizer: The role of this component is to decrease the viscosity of
the feedstock and thereby enable easy flow of the material,
4. Surfactant: This component promotes wetting of the ceramic powder
by the binder.
In practice a given organic component can be classified into more then one
of these categories, e.g. stearic acid is a surfactant, but when used in conjunction with thermoplastic binders like polyolefins, it will also act as a
plasticizer. Accordingly it is possible that a thermoplastic binder system
will consist of only two organic components which each perform two or
more of the functions described above.
17.2.3 Typical Thermoplastic Binders
Typical thermoplastic binders which are found in literature for injection
molding of ceramic bodies are, styrene-butadiene, polyethylene, polypropylene, polybutene, ethylene vinyl acetate, polymethylmethacrylate and
polyoxymethylene. When selecting one of these binders for thermoplastic
extrusion of ceramic bodies, it should be noted that the shrinkage of partially-crystalline polymers is higher than for amorphous polymers, and
hence warping during cooling is more critical in the former case. This is,
however, not the only criterion for selection; price and processability at
adequate temperatures are also important factors to consider.
17.2.4 Thermoplastic Binder Systems for Special Applications
In the following, different binder systems which have been used for thermoplastic extrusion of ceramic bodies will be discussed [Lenk 97, Weg 98,
Hoy 98, Cle 00, Schub 00, Bee 02, Gri 02, Tru 04, Schey 04, Pou 04, Yoo
05, Cle 05].
In 1997, Lenk et. al. described a thermoplastic binder system consisting
of polyethylene, paraffin, wax and surfactants [Lenk 97]. Various binder
components for injection molding, extrusion and hot molding were tested
for the fabrication of bars, tubes, discs, rings and balls of SiC-plateletreinforced SiC composites. Good alignment of the SiC platelets in the matrix made it possible to improve the densification of the composite.
Wegmann et. al. described the extrusion of polycrystalline ceramic fibers using different thermoplastic and water-based binder systems [Weg
98]. Invariably the highest powder loadings in the study were reached
using the thermoplastic binder systems with all the ceramic powders considered. Furthermore, only a thermoplastic polyethylene/wax binder sys-
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tem permitted hollow fibers and very thin fibers (< 50µm) to be successfully produced. One of the biggest problems with the water-based binder
systems was the ocurrence of binder separation at high pressures.
Co-extrusion processing using thermoplastic binder systems for ceramic
bodies has been described by Van Hoy [Hoy 98]. The major binder component used in this study was ethylene vinyl acetate, and methoxypolyethylene glycol was used as a plasticizer. Feedstocks of alumina, a piezoelectric ceramic powder and carbon black were repeatedly co-extruded to
form an array of fine “M”-shaped structures. With this method the size of
the alumina “M” shapes could be reduced by a factor of 915. In this example the use of solvent-based binders would have been problematical because of drying of the feedstocks and extrudates during the co-extrusion
process and during handling.
A co-extrusion technique was also applied by Beeaff and Hilmas to produce a BaTiO3 multilayer capacitor with nickel electrodes [Bee 02]. Polyethylene co-butyl acrylate was used as the major binder component. The
minor binder, plasticizer and surfactants used were polyethylene ethyl acetate, microcrystalline wax, mineral oil and PEG. With this binder system it
was possible to produce multilayer capacitors with 10 µm thick Ni electrode layers by co-extrusion. The limitation was given by the grain size of
the ceramic powder used and not by the processing technique.
Poulon-Quintin used the co-extrusion process to fabricate bi-phase oxide ceramic filament structures [Pou 04]. For these investigations commercial Al2O3 and ZrO2 feedstocks from the University of Warwick were used.
The polymer binder system in these feedstocks was based on low molecular weight polyethylene and a small amount of polyethyleneglycol.
For the co-extrusion of multilayer actuators, Yoon at. al. used a binder
system consisting of ethylene ethyl acrylate, acrylic resin, mineral oil,
polyethylene glycol and stearic acid. After sintering the resulting multilayer actuator was composed of 40 active PZN-PZT and PZN-PZT/Ag
layers. The thicknesses of the PZN-PZT and the PZN-PZT/ Ag layers were
200 and 70 µm, respectively.
Thin-walled ceramic tubes have been fabricated by using a binder system consisting of polyethylene and a commercial wax [Cle 00]. It was possible to produce dense zirconia tubes with an outer diameter of 6.7 mm and
a wall thickness of less than 0.2 mm after sintering. The homogeneity of a
number of feedstocks containing different amounts of zirconia powder was
characterized using a capillary rheometer (e.g. agglomerates and other inhomogeneities passing through the capillary cause perceptible fluctuations
in the extrusion pressure). The feedstock containing 50 vol% powder
showed the best results, with no pressure peaks indicative of hard agglomerates being detected.
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Trunec has described the thermoplastic extrusion of thin-wall tubes made of yttria-stabilized zirconia and gadolinia-doped ceria [Tru 04]. These
ceramics are used for solid oxide electrolyte applications, e.g. solid oxide
fuel cells. The thermoplastic binder system used consists of ethylene-vinyl
acetate copolymer, paraffin wax and stearic acid. With this system tubes
with an outer diameter of 10.5 mm and wall thicknesses of 290 and 280
µm could be fabricated.
Extrusion on the basis of liquid, thermoplastic or emulsified silicon resins has been shown by Schubert et. al. [Schub 00]. Because of crosslinking
at higher temperatures, processing parameters for hot plastic forming must
be controlled carefully. Schubert et. al. investigated different plasticizer
agents, including paraffin, polyethylene wax, methylcellulose ether,
methyl polysiloxane and dimethyldiethoxysilane, and different fillers for
the fabrication of polymer-derived ceramic composites. For the thermoplastic extrusion process the viscosity of the feedstock was increased to
ensure fast setting of the material to preserve the shape of the extrudate after leaving the die orifice. Subsequently debinding of the plasicizer and
thermal cross-linking of the remaining binder was performed.
For small production runs of ceramics, extrusion free-forming through
fine nozzles is useful In a pilot study Grida et. al. used a microcrystalline
wax and stearic acid as a surfactant [Gri 03] The ceramic performs produced can be used as scaffolds in tissue and bone engineering, or for metal
matrix composites.
It is also possible to extrude ceramic nanopowders with thermoplastic
binder systems. Scheying et. al., for example, investigated the extrusion of
monoclinic zirconia nanopowder [Schey 04]. The powder loadings
achieved in the feedstocks were 44 and 53 vol% when using powders with
primary particle sizes of 9 and 25 nm, respectively. The binder system
used consisted of either polyethylene-co-vinyl acetate or polyethylene as
the major component and decanoic acid as a surfactant.
Heiber at. al. investigated the extrusion of commercial silicon dioxide
nanopower using a mixture of polyethylene and wax [Hei 04]. With this
thermoplastic binder system, powder loadings up to 58 vol% were
achieved. With this very high powder loading it was possible to achieve
dense glass fibers after sintering at 1100°C.

17.3 Thermoplastic Extrusion Processing
Generally for the thermoplastic extrusion of ceramic bodies, a binder
which melts or softens at higher temperature is used. Figure 3 shows the
processing steps for the extrusion of ceramic bodies when using thermo-
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plastic binder systems. The figure shows the process schematically starting
from the raw material components through to the finished ceramic product.
Below the equipment and processing steps involved are briefly described.

Fig. 3 Process schematic for thermoplastic extrusion of ceramic bodies at EMPA.
Depending on the process requirements in other applications of thermoplastic extrusion, the high shear mixer and single-screw extruder shown here can be replaced with pieces of equipment which have other operating principles, but perform the same function.

17.3.1 Mixing
Ceramic feedstocks for extrusion can be produced either in a batch process, or continuously. Which approach is taken depends on the details of the
application and the material to be prepared. In the ceramic industry at present, four different types of machines are generally used: High shear mixers, roll mills, screw extruders and shear rolls.

17.3.1.1 High Shear Mixer
A typical internal mixer has a figure-eight-shaped chamber and two
counter-rotating blades geared to turn at different speeds. High shear
forces are developed in the narrow gap between the rigid chamber walls
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and the rotating blades. In Fig. 4a a special kind of internal mixer, a torque
rheometer, is shown. With this piece of equipment the torque exerted on
the mixer blades during the mixing process can be recorded. The mixing
torque is proportional to the shear stress in the mixture if no sliding or
slipping occurs between the mixture and the mixer walls and if free flow of
the material is prevented (i.e. the mixing chanber must be closed to prevent
material escaping).

(a)

(b)
Fig. 4 (a) Opened mixing chamber of torque rheometer and (b) a torque curve as
typically recorded during mixing of a ceramic feedstock.
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A typical torque characteristic as a function of time during mixing of a
polymer/ceramic powder composition is shown in Fig. 4b. First, the polymer binder system is fully melted in the heated chamber of the high shear
mixer. Subsequently, ceramic material (powder) is filled into the mixing
chamber and as the degree of chamber fill increases, the torque rises. With
increasing powder content frictional heating sets in and consequently the
mixture temperature also increases during filling, as shown.
After the filling step, the mixer is closed (rectangular punch visible top
center in Fig. 4a and the homogenization of the ceramic-polymer mixture
starts. As the powder particles are progressively separated from one another and dispersed in the fluid binder, the viscosity of the mixture, and
hence the recorded torque, drop as shown in Fig. 4b. When the torque
reaches a steady state plateau, no additional mixing takes place, and the
mixing time necessary to obtain a homogeneous material is defined as the
time required to reach this steady state.

17.3.1.2 Roll Mill
The roll mill system consists of a pair of heatable counter-rotating metal
cylinders arranged parallel to one other with an adjustable gap, or nip, between them. A pre-mixed feedstock is dropped on these rolls and is drawn
into the gap between the two rolls where high-shear mixing occurs. One
roll normally turns faster than the other, and because of this speed difference (friction ratio) the shear force is amplified. The feedstock usually
forms a coating around the slower roll.

17.3.1.3 Screw Extruder
In this technique the feedstock components are fed onto the screw of an
extruder and mixing takes place as the material is transported along the extruder barrel. Initial mixing in the solid state takes place in the feeding
zone, and subsequently the screw draws the mixture into the heated mixing
zone where the polymer components melt and the feedstock is homogenized under high-shear conditions. For the mixing process, screws designs
with a variety of elements which perform different functions (e.g. feed,
transition and dispersive mixing elements, kneading blocks, gear mixers)
are used. The elements used and the order in which they are arranged on
the screw depends on the polymer binder system and the ceramic powder
used. When working with highly abrasive feedstock materials it is also
possible to have multiple feeding zones along the length of the screw so
that the abrasive powder can be added piecemeal to the feedstock. At the
end of the extruder the mixture is extruded though a die and pelletized at
the die orifice.
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17.3.1.4 Shear Roll
With this equipment the mixing process takes place in the gap (continuously adjustable) between two counter-rotating heatable rolls, and as such
the operating principle is comparable to that of the roll mill described earlier. However, in this case the rolls are not perfectly parallel which means
that during the course of mixing the material is transported form one end
of the rolls to the other. The premixed mixture of binder and ceramic powder is fed onto the rolls by screws, pumps, or vibration conveyors. The
rolls can be heated up or cooled down at different locations along the rolls.
Along the shear gap at desired locations other additives can be added separately from the initial charge. At the end of the rolls a granulator element
can be installed to produce pellets of the feedstock material.
17.3.2 Extrusion
To continuously or semi-continuously produce ceramic parts, extrusion is
very interesting because of the relative simplicity of the equipment. Nearly
all materials (polymers, metals, ceramics, foodstuffs) can be extruded if
they can in some way or other be obtained in a plastic state which permits
them to be pressed through the orifice of a die. In the case of inherently
non-plastic materials such as ceramics and hard metals, for instance, this
means the material in powder form must be mixed with a binder which exhibits the desired plastic properties.
The extrusion technique, however, is not useful for all kind of products,
the main limitation being that only objects featuring a constant crosssection along their length can be produced. Typical products formed by extrusion are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Typical shapes in ceramic extrusion and application examples
Extruded shape
Tube, pipe
Rod
Honeycomb
Plate, foil, film
Fiber, hollow fiber

Examples of applications
Membranes, heat exchangers, solid oxide fuel cells, wear
parts , tooling, combustion chambers, refractories
Wear parts , tooling, refractories, dentistry
Membranes, heat exchangers, solid oxide fuel cells catalysts
Membranes, solid oxide fuel cells, refractories
Membranes, heat exchangers, micro tools, active fiber
composites, micro-reactors, fibers for functional or structural applications
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For the extrusion process two different types of extruders are generally
used: Ram (or piston) extruders, and screw extruders.

17.3.2.1 Ram Extruder
Ram extruders, also called piston extruders, consist of a ram travelling inside a cylinder (or barrel) to the end of which a die with the desired orifice
geometry is attached. The feedstock is filled into the cylinder and forced
under pressure through the die orifice by the ram pressing on the material.
The ram is normally hydraulically actuated, but it can also be driven by a
screw jack or other mechanical drive. Heating of the thermoplastic feedstock is achieved through heating elements arranged in, or around, the cylinder walls and the extrusion die. Because of the simple syringe-andplunger arrangement, this extruder design has two main advantages over
screw extruders: Extrusion can be performed at very high pressures, and
the small number of moving parts means that tooling wear, and consequently feedstock contamination with abraded tooling material, is kept to a
minimum.

17.3.2.2 Screw Extruder
A screw extruder also consists of a cylinder with a die attached at one end,
however in this case the feedstock is transported down the barrel to the die
by means of a screw (or screws). The pelletized or granulated feedstock
material is fed into the feeding zone of the extruder and is then drawn
down the barrel by the screw to the melting section where the thermoplastic binder softens or melts under the influence of external heating (e.g.
heating jackets) and internal friction. In the following sections along the
barrel the pressure on the feedstock progressively increases to a maximum,
and the material then exits through the die which gives the plastic extrudate its desired cross-section. Independently adjustable heating zones
along the length of the barrel and in the extrusion dies permit the temperature profile along the barrel to be finely controlled. Such process parameters and the properties of the thermoplastic binder must be carefully optimized to ensure that the soft and putty-like hot extrudate stiffens and sets
solid very fast after it exits the orifice of the die, otherwise the contour accuracy of the extruded body can not be guaranteed.
Screw extruders are primarily developed for the polymers and plastics
industry, and a large variety of designs and sizes are consequently available. Mainly single and twin-screw extruders are used for thermoplastic
ceramic body extrusion.
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17.3.2.3 Binder burn out
Prior to sintering, the binder system must be completely removed from the
extruded parts. Compared to solvent-based binder systems, thermoplastic
binders are more difficult to remove from extruded bodies. In solventbased systems, the removal of solvent during the drying step immediately
after extrusion results in open porosity being formed through which the
decomposition products of the high molecular weight polymers can be easily transported during the following thermal binding treatment. In thermoplastic debinding this initial open porosity does not exist, and poorlycontrolled decomposition of the binder can easily lead to bubble and crack
formation due to the build-up of internal pressure.
In the literature several different binder removal processes are described
[Man 82, Ger 87, Cal 90, Ebe 93, Char 95, Tsa 95, Tru 02].

17.3.2.3.1 Binder Removal by Thermal Heat Treatment
In principle the removal of thermoplastic binder systems from ceramic
green bodies can be achieved by thermal heat treatment. Unlike in solventbased binder systems where some initial porosity is available after removal
of the solvent (drying step), there is no open porosity in thermoplastic
green extrudates at the beginning of the debinding process. To ensure
complete burning out of the binder, diffusion of oxygen into the green
body and diffusion of the evaporated, decomposed or combusted organic
products out of the body must be guaranteed. Waxes (short chain polymers) are removed in the gaseous state and porosity is created during the
first step of the debinding process of the thermoplastic binder system. Subsequently the decomposition products of the major binder component can
escape through the created porosity without causing any defects in the ceramic bodies before sintering.
Calvert et. al. describes a theoretical model to calculate the burn out
time as a function of the extrudate thickness without “bubble” formation
[Cal 90]. By increasing early development of porosity within the sample,
higher debinding temperatures can be used and consequently faster burnout can be achieved. Furthermore the products of the binder decomposition
should have a high vapor pressure and should diffuse rapidly through the
extruded body.
For bodies of big wall thickness the initial creation of open porosity is
critical [Cal 90]. During heat treatment the evaporation and decomposition
of the polymers generate gas inside the body. If the pores are not open or
there are not enough paths to channel the gas to the surface of the extrudate, pressure will build up inside the body and cracks will be created dur-
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ing the debinding process. Therefore binder components with different decomposition characteristics (e.g. melting points, partial vapor pressures)
are used. Thermal binder removal is very sensitive to changes in heating
rates, dwell times and debinding atmospheres, and therefore strict process
control is indispensable.

17.3.2.3.2 Binder Removal by Wicking
Another option is to build up an open pore structure in the ceramic body
by wicking out parts of the binder system by exploiting the capillary effect.
Generally binder removal can be described with three mechanisms [Ger
87, Log 90]: fluid wicking, diffusion control, and permeation control. In
this approach the green ceramic body is placed on a porous substrate or
embedded in a fine ceramic powder. When the temperature of the ceramic
body exceeds the melting temperature of the lowest melting component,
capillary forces draw (wick) the resulting fluid components out of the ceramic body into the surrounding porous material. To ensure that this wicking process takes place, the average pore size of the powder bed should be
lower than that found in the green ceramic body. After the melted components have been wicked into the powder bed and some initial open porosity
has been created, normal thermal debinding (diffusion and permeation
control) can be used to remove the rest of the binder components in the
body.

17.3.2.3.3 Binder Removal by Solvent Extraction
To create an initial porous structure before thermal binder removal, it is
also possible to extract parts of the binder system by solvent extraction. In
this technique the ceramic green bodies are immersed in a liquid which
solvates one of the components in the binder used. A prerequisite of this
process is that the binder component to be removed first has a high solubility in the solvent to ensure rapid dissolution. Furthermore the viscosity of
the resulting polymer solution should be low, and diffusion of the liquid
inside the body should be fast. Swelling of the binder components during
solvent extraction can cause defects to be formed inside the ceramic body
because of the internal stresses generated. Solvent extraction is a relatively
fast and the cost of the equipment relatively low.

17.3.2.3.4 Binder Removal by Supercritical Extraction
Supercritical extraction involves a gas under supercritical conditions where
it changes into a supercritical fluid. The diffusion coefficient of the super-
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critical fluid is similar to that of the gas, and the solubility is similar to the
liquid phase. The big advantage is that such a fluid has no surface tension,
and therefore no capillary forces are developed by the fluid in the body.
Consequently inhomogeneous regions in the body (e.g. agglomerates, micro defects and density variations) are no so critical. Various gases can be
used for this removal step, however carbon dioxide is the most common
because of it is safe and cost effective.

17.3.2.3.5 Binder Removal by Catalytic Process
By using a catalyst the polymeric components at the surface of the green
body are cracked into monomers and evaporate. The porosity thus created
exposes virgin polymer beneath the surface and the catalytic process continues deeper into the sample, debinding the green body from the outside
inwards. With this technique short time debinding times can be achieved.
The big advantage of this process is that binder removal takes place at
temperatures lower than the melting temperature of the polymers, and consequently warping during the debinding process is not such a problem.
17.3.3 Finished and Semi-finished Products
In the following different examples of thermoplastic extruded ceramic
products at EMPA are briefly described.

17.3.3.1 Fibers and Hollow Fibers
Silicon carbide fibers with diameters between 100 and 500 µm and alumina hollow fibers with a wall thickness of 30 µm were successfully produced for microtool applications like heat exchanger tubes, refractory
tools, thermocouple protection tubes and electric heating elements. Examples of these two fibers are shown in Fig. 5. The strength of the SiC fibers
was shown to be as high as for SiC bulk material 800 MPa (tensile test
with a free clamping length of 50 mm), which is sufficient for microtool
applications.
In another study, a thermoplastic binder system was used to develop
amorphous SiO2-fibers for use as novel semiconductor fiber substrates
with a view to integrating computing power in disappearing and wearable
microelectronic systems. For the development of a fiber-based computer, it
must be considered that integrated circuit fabrication methods depend not
only on high temperatures, but also on the ability to finely focus UV
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5 a) Silicon carbide heat element for micro system devices
b) Alumina hollow fiber for micro system devices

radiation on the circuit substrate surface during lithographic patterning. Fibers with a circular cross-section do not possess a flat plane on which such
beams can be focused, and therefore for such applications the need for a
fiber with at least one flat face is generated. Figure 6 show two different
fiber substrate geometries featuring such flat faces which were fabricated
using thermoplastic extrusion.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6 a) Triangular and b) rectangular cross-section silicon dioxide fibers
developed for semiconductor applications

17.3.3.2 Thin Wall Tubes
Mixed-conducting perovskites have been investigated in detail as membrane materials for high-temperature oxygen separation. Such membranes
can advantageously be integrated in chemical processes requiring pure
oxygen, such as the partial oxidation (POX) of methane to synthesis gas
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(syngas). For this application tubes with a wall thickness of 300 µm were
successfully extruded using a thermoplastic binder system and subsequently sintered and tested. Examples of the tubes produced are shown in
Fig. 7. The extruded tubes are more promising in this membrane application than thick-walled tubes made by isostatic pressing and their further
development will be a focus in the coming years.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7 Perovskite tubular membranes for use in the partial oxidation of methane to
syngas:
a) Green extruded tubes; b) Wall cross-section of a sintered membrane
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17.3.3.3 Thin Ceramic Sheets
Next to tubes and fibers, thin ceramic sheets are also a very interesting
subject for the development of thermoplastic ceramic extrusion systems. It
has been shown that it is feasible to produce ceramic sheets and films with
thicknesses under 200 µm. Figure 8 shows a picture of a ceramic sheet
made of silicon dioxide nanoparticles. This technique could, for example,
be used for the fabrication of multilayer ceramic bodies (e.g. multilayer
capacitors, structural laminates) which currently are produced using the
tape casting process. Big advantages relative to this conventional process
would be the recycleability of the thermoplastic feedstocks and the higher
achievable powder loading.

Fig. 8 Extruded ceramic sheet made of silicon dioxide nanoparticles

17.4 Conclusion
Perusal of the published literature on the topic of extrusion shows that a
wide variety of thermoplastic binder systems have been used for the fabrication of fiber, hollow fiber, tube, sheet and honeycomb structures made of
ceramic materials. Generally speaking, for thermoplastic extrusion to be
successful, it is necessary that the binder system used consists of a major
and a minor binder component, a plasticizer and a surfactant to ensure a
good wetting of the ceramic powder.
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For preparing extrusion feedstocks a number of different mixing technologies are available. For research and development purposes high shear
mixers are very interesting because the equipment is available in small
sizes which permits feedstocks to be optimized using only small amounts
of raw materials. Sliding, gluey and sticking behavior of the feedstocks can
also be easily analyzed using high shear mixers. However, for production
scales only screw extruders and shear rolls are economical.
Relative to solvent based binder systems thermoplastic binder systems
have several advantages, including less abrasive behavior of the ceramic
feedstocks, recyclability, the absence of phase separation phenomena under high pressures and good mechanical strength of the green ceramic bodies. The main disadvantage of thermoplastic systems is the time-consuming and critical process of binder removal.
When considering the listed advantages and disadvantages together it is
clear that thermoplastic binder systems are particularly suited for the fabrication of thin structures and micro-system components. All the different
cases which were considered above dealt with such fine structures (fibers,
hollow fibers, thin wall tubes, thin sheets) where it has been shown in the
past, that the debinding process is not so critical because of the relatively
small process path-lengths involved.
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18 Tribological Principles

Günter Mennig
The extrusion of ceramic bodies represents part of the overall production
process of ceramic products. It comprises all essential process-specific
substages such as
•
•
•
•

Feeding,
Compacting,
Plastifying,
Pressure build-up.

The range of ceramic bodies to be processed is, moreover, very extensive and diverse, even though there is no distinct transition of phases as is
the case for example with plastics. Another factor to be considered is that,
in many cases, chemical reactions take place, and it is therefore understandable that the overall term extrusion does encompass different individual
process stages, which in turn can be split into a certain number of tribological subsystems.

18.1 Tribological System
According to the German Standard DIN 50320, a tribosystem affected by
wear can be reduced to the structure as shown in Fig. 1.
The elements of such a system consist of the primary body, the counter
body, the interfacial medium and surrounding medium. Wear is a result of
the action of the collective stress on the structure respectively on the elements of the tribological system and manifests itself in energetic and material interactions between these elements. It is defined by the wear parameters. Basically all wear mechanisms can occur: abrasion, adhesion, tribochemical reactions or wear caused by fatigue. In the case of the extrusion
of ceramic bodies, corrosion must be considered as another harmful
mechanism. When determining the elements of the tribosystem for the
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Fig. 1 Tribological System as per DIN 50320
1 Primary body
3 Interfacial medium
2 Counter body
4 Surrounding medium

extrusion process, the primary body is clearly represented by the housing
walls of the extruder enveloping the process, therefore the walls within
which the work is taking place. The counter body is usually the material to
be extruded. If the moving elements of the machine touch each other, the
counter body may be identical in type to the primary body. The allocation
of the interfacial medium and the surrounding medium is not so clearly defined, all the more so as these may not always have to be present.
18.1.1 The Counter Body
Whilst on the one hand the ceramic mass causing the wear can be clearly
identified as the counter body, on the other it is very difficult within the
area of extrusion to carry out a wear-specific classification of the many different systems of material. This can most readily be approached in relation
to pure abrasion, as it is only materials or their component substances
which have a higher hardness value than those of the fixed boundaries enclosing the working space, which can produce wear in the “high position”.
18.1.2 The Primary Body
Apart from the heat of reaction occurring in exceptional cases, all energy
required for the extrusion process is introduced into the system through the
surfaces of the machinery elements involved (barrel, srew, kneading ele-
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ments, etc.). Here it is a matter of heat supply and heat loss, and in particular mechanical work, which to a great extent is converted to heat by way of
dissipation. In this manner the enthalpy is increased which, during the
course of the process, can split into different fractions of inner energy and
displacement action (potential energy as a result of the hydrostatic pressure). The power introduced, respectively torque, is transmitted from one active area to the next (actio = reactio) by the body to be extruded. Depending on the actual areas involved and the specific portions of energy, this
may cause substantial loads on the surfaces. Since a certain wear rate can
often be tolerated in extrusion of ceramic materials, as is also for instance
the case in the extrusion of plastic materials, it is interesting to compare
the depth effect of the individual wear mechanisms. Figure 2 shows the
multilayer composition and the resulting three-dimensional refined structure of a technical surface.

Fig. 2 Composition of metallic surfaces and depth effect of wear mechanisms
1 Adhesive wear
2 Abrasive wear
3 Corrosive wear
4 Surface wear by tribochemical reactions
5 Fatigue wear

This is divided into an inner proper and outer alien boundary layer. In
this context the outer boundary layer can be designated as a chemical reaction layer of the inner boundary layer with the respective surrounding medium. In certain cases the outer boundary layer does not exist. The chemical composition of the inner boundary layer corresponds to that of the base
material. However as a result of treating/machining of the work pieces there are inhomogeneities resulting in inner stresses, so that their mechanical
properties may vary from those of the base material.
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In order to withstand the complex strains involved in extrusion, highquality materials, surface treatment and coating processes are now being
applied. This introduces additional inhomogeneities into the tribosystem
such as different depth of hardness, multi-phase materials, etc., which
complicate the analysis of wear mechanisms even more.

18.2 Elementary Wear Processes
In extrusion the existence of a homogenous tribosystem cannot be assumed. As a rule, distinct variations in material and of an energetic nature
have to be considered in processing ceramic materials. Even if there are no
phase changes, the material parameters vary considerably in respect to
their mechanical, thermal, rheological, tribological and chemical characteristics as a result of the effects created by temperature, pressure and speed.
It is thus impossible to analyse an extruder as a comprehensive tribosystem
in its entirety.
18.2.1 Reduction of the Tribosystem
Using the screw /barrel system as an example, the link between input, effective and loss, respectively perturbances, variables has been examined
for extruders in plastics processing by adopting a stringent systems analysis approach. As the stress parameters are highly location-dependent, it is
necessary to differentiate the tribosystem of smaller barrel and screwdependent subsystems. An exemplary representation of a section of the
barrel surface and corresponding material to be extruded for the area of the
solids zone is shown in Fig. 3. The limitations of the system are set in such
a manner that any modification of the parameters (∆p, ∆T etc.) still possible may be disregarded.
By displacing such subsystems axially to local coordinates, all tribological situations encountered within an auger/barrel system can be recorded in
a systematic manner. It was further proven that by the choice of appropriate subsystems, the study of wear mechanisms also in the area of direct interaction of moving, solid surfaces can be restricted to one such single system. Likewise this also applies by approximation to barrel and augerrelated subsystems. Using this method of approach all types of wear and
wear mechanisms which may develop within the auger/barrel system, and
their assignation to respective material and operating conditions can be
analysed. It shows that all four wear mechanisms as well as corrosion may
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appear in different forms (type of wear). In practice one has to frequently
expect superimposed, combined wear mechanisms.

Fig. 3 Reduction of the tribosystem screw/barrel
S1 Overall system
S 2 Subsystem

18.2.2 Solids Zone
Abrasion is the dominant wear mechanism, if the material to be extruded
or its components are harder than the surrounding housing walls or machinery parts.
Should this be the case, dramatic wear in the so-called “high position”
can be observed. Figure 4 demonstrates the fundamental correlation between the hardness figures of the wear partners involved and the surface
wear.
The pressure forces necessary for this are often on hand, as the body
must be subjected to high pressure to enable compacting and partly also
plastifying of the body. Depending on the geometry of the pressed hard
particle, the microgrooving can be in the form of micromachining (sharp
edges of grains ), or that of a micro material displacement (smooth, globular shapes) and in borderline cases also microfractures. As a result of the
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point-like contact geometry between a sphere and a plane and the high
forces across the projected area, globular wear particles within the solids
zone may cause a higher wear rate than fibres, see Fig. 5.

Wear Wm

Fig. 4 Influence of the abrasive material hardness on the wear of metallic material.
A Abrasive material
W Material

Fig. 5 Wear of material caused by variably-reinforced moulding compound (in
the solids zone)
(GF = Glass fibre; GK = Glass sphere)
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The wear situation is likely to be aggravated should hard additives of a
coarser grain fraction be embedded in a softer matrix, such as clay, as the
result of an upstream kneading process. This may lead to grain sliding
wear (besides a two-body and even a proper three-body abrasive wear),
which could, in the absence of an intermediate lubricating medium, have
drastic consequences. Similarly, lack of an intermediate medium will favour any likely adhesive wear.
Whilst the wear at the deeper cut flow channels has the profile of an
erosion, three-body abrasive wear may occur, just as in the solids zone, if
the flow cross-sections are reduced, as shown in illustration 6.
Therefore a higher wear can be observed in practice at all lateral faces of
augers and kneading elements than at the surfaces of the lower cut flow
channels.

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of the three-body abrasive wear

As the energy input into the interacting surface regions of barrel and
screw flight is identical but, in the case of the barrel, is distributed over a
greater surface area, it is clear from the outset that the housing elements
will, as a rule-of-thumb, have triple the lifetime.
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On account of the single-sided screw bearing system, deflection (eccentricity) is more likely within the pressure zone than in the compacting
zone. It is possible in principle for adhesive wear to cause seizure, if sufficient forces are involved.
In view of the ongoing trend of modifying ceramic bodies by the use of
additives, thus producing more and more complex compounds, the influence of the corrosive component will increase. As no practice-orientated,
simple method for testing the corrosive nature of material bodies exists,
any systematic knowledge in this field is quite restricted. It is however
well known that corrosion paired with abrasion in a synergistic manner
may result in an extremely high overall wear situation. This has been verified by a series of model tests. The conception is that the alien outer
boundary layer which has been chemically changed as a result of corrosion
and which, under certain circumstances, may even offer a protective effect,
is worn away by abrasive attack to its proper inner boundary layer and thus
again exposes a virgin reactive metallic surface to corrosion. The interaction of abrasive wear of passivated or saturated covering layers with the
formation of new reactive metal surfaces may lead to a situation where the
combination of two wear mechanisms which, when viewed individually,
can be considered to be of a mild nature, could result in an exponential increase in the overall wear. Altogether, it must in practice be assumed that
there is often a local interaction which is unknown in detail, or overlapping
of separate wear mechanisms.
The entire wear problem becomes more complicated if one is dealing
with a primary body that cannot be considered homogeneous. It is obvious
that the localized wear processes must be a function of the wear depth in
case of heat and surface treatments or surface coating. This issue is made
even more complex by the fact that modern surface coating methods have
been introduced in extruder engineering. The varying reaction of the matrix with the embedded hard-phase particles may produce totally different
final results, depending on the composition of the counter body. Basic experiments have proven convincingly that it could well, for instance, depend on the size of the wear particles of the counter body whether the usually softer metallic matrix will be “washed out”, thus causing the hardphase particles to break out, or whether the wear particles can no longer
enter the free spaces and therefore slip off on the hard phase exclusively.
In the first instance, total wear will be significantly higher. It can therefore
be assumed that the situation will on the whole, become still more
complex, also in respect of the primary body due to ongoing new developments in more efficient, yet at the same time, heterogeneous materials.
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19 Measures for Protection Against Abrasion on
Screws used in Extruding Ceramic Compounds

Walter Reisinger
In the ceramic industry, the materials and additives used in the extrusion
process result in heavy wear on the screws and barrels. To counteract this
effect, it is crucial that the processing units are designed to provide an economically acceptable working life. The screws should also be able to be recoated i.e. used several times to reduce the cost to working life ratio. There
are various means for providing protection against premature wear.

19.1 Protection against Abrasion by using the
Appropriate Material
We refer here to protection against wear by using the appropriate material
without any additional coating.

Fig. 1 Capacity of wear resistance (costs)

Abrasion protection purely through the choice of a high-quality material
in conjunction with appropriately treating the material with heat is the
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method mainly used for components which are either small or exposed to
high stress. The outstanding feature of these components is their extremely
low surface roughness. However, this method is too expensive for manufacturing large components as it does not allow for re-building or recoating.
In between the material-based and the coating-based abrasion protection
methods is the method by using a relatively reasonably priced steel (nitride
steels) together with the appropriate nitride coating process (Fig. 1).
Due to the relatively rapid reduction in hardness in relation to layer
thickness (Figs. 2 and 3), this process is normally only used for the protection of the screw’s flights.

Fig. 2 Screw with nitrided surface

Fig. 3 Hardness distribution for nitrided steel

19.2 Layer-based Abrasion Protection
The types of coating are generally classified according to the manner in
which they are applied:
A. Galvanic coating
The only galvanic process of importance to ceramic material extrusion is
hard chromium plating, in particular in cases in which a high quality sur-
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face finish of Ra 0.4 is required. However, long term abrasion protection is
not obtained due to the thinness of the coating (max 0,3mm).
B. Thin coats
In this process, various materials (Ti-Nitride, Cr-Carbide, Al-Oxide, DLC )
are deposited on the surface of the workpiece during a heated gas phase.
However, as the surface coating is restricted to a thickness of approx. 30
µm, these processes have no practical use in the heavy duty applications of
ceramic extrusion.
C. Plasma spraying
In plasma spraying, an arc is ignited between an anode and a tungsten
cathode by means of high-frequency voltage. The gas (Ar, He, H2, N2)
passing between the electrodes is ionised during this process and produces
a jet of plasma of several cm in length. Temperatures in this jet range up to
20,000 °C. Material in powder form is then injected into the plasma flame
from outside the jet system and sprayed on to the surface of the base material by the force of the burning gas.
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Advantages:
Almost all metals and ceramic materials can be treated.
The edges are well-formed
Molybdenum coats of up to 1.1 mm in thickness are possible
Disadvantages:
Tungsten carbide coats with a small proportion of tungsten carbide (up
to max. 50%).
Molybdenum – coats can only be applied on the outer diameter.
High surface roughness

D. High velocity spraying process (HVOF)
In the HVOF process, combustion under high pressure produces a jet of
flame which travels at over 2000m/sec.. Powder is then injected into this
jet by means of a carrier gas. The structure and properties of the resulting
coat are determined by the amount of kinetic and thermal energy transferred to the particles of coating material during the spraying process.
−
−
−
−
−
−

Advantages
Good formation of edges (no fuzzy edges as during sintering),
High proportion of carbide in the coat (approx. 70%),
No distortion of the workpiece due to heat formation,
Can be coated with tungsten and chromium carbides,
Good for renovation (strip off old coat and re-coat).

−
−

Disadvantages
Thin coat (approx. 0.5 mm),
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Less adhesion than by sintering,
High surface roughness of Ra 3-4µm.

Fig. 4 HVOF-process

Fig. 5 Screw completely coated

Fig. 6 Plasma spraying
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E. Bonding process (sintering)
In the sintering process, the sprayed powder is melted by gas or an oxygen
flame and deposited on the workpiece (which has a temperature of approx.
80 °C) until the desired thickness is reached. The workpiece is then heated,
either in a sintering furnace or by means of an acetylene burner to a temperature of approx. 1,050° C to enable the coat to melt-bond onto the
workpiece.
−
−
−

Advantages
Very good bonding to the base material, as it is alloyed,
Thick coating achieved, even with a tungsten carbide material (approx.
2mm).

−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Disadvantages
Fuzzy edges,
High loss of carbide due to long heating period,
Distortion of the workpiece,
No repair possible,
Low proportion of carbide (approx. 35%),
Base material loses its tempered toughness.

F. Plasma-transfer arc welding (PTA)
From the known welding methods, PTA welding (Fig. 4) has established
itself as the standard process used for technical and geometrically complex
types of screws. As its inclination is not to mix with the base material, this
welding process produces top quality coatings.
A pilot plasma arc is used to ignite an arc to the workpiece. This transferring arc is mechanically constrained by a water cooled nozzle-burner
meaning that, compared with the normal welding process, a distinctly
higher concentration of energy is achieved. This concentration of energy
can be varied, by the geometry of the plasma bore within the anode, by the
strength of the current of the pilot arc or transferring arc and, by the
amount of plasma gas used.
The process is used to apply abrasion protective coats of cobalt and
nickel-based alloys. Tungsten carbides (there is a choice of square or
round carbides) are used to enhance abrasion protection on the screw
flights, they are not used on the drive faces as the roughness which appears
there during their use impedes the transportation of the ceramic material
(Fig. 5).
The distribution of carbides (Fig. 5) is clearly visible under the microscope. Using this process, coat thicknesses of up to 2 mm can be obtained.
After the welding process has been completed, the workpieces must al-
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ways be touched up. In the near future, the laser beam welding process will
become increasingly popular as it makes it possible to apply thicker coats
with a greater range of alloy combinations.

Fig. 7 PTA welding process

Fig. 8 PTA – welded flights

Fig. 9 Distribution of carbides
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Very often, combinations of the aforementioned processes are used, as it
is important to take into account the various wearing features for the varying extrusion applications and materials. The most commonly used combinations are various PTA alloys for the screw flights and drive faces (Fig.
6) or for completely armoured screws in conjunction with PTA-armoured
screw surfaces (Fig. 7).

Fig. 10 PTA welded flights an drive faces

Fig. 11 Completely armoured screw: flight welded, faces coated

Advantages:
−
−

Thick coating (2mm)
Repair possible

Disadvantages:
−
−

Low proportion of carbide
Very rough surface (needs machining)
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Table showing the features of material-based and layer-based processes.
Process

Material-based
Steels
PM steels
Ceramic
Nitration

Hardness

Layer
thickness

Surface roughness [Ra]

Costs

Reg.

++
++(+)
(++++)
+

n/a
n/a
n/a
500µm

0,4
0,4
??
0,4

medium - high
medium - high
??
low

no
no
no
yes

-2mm

3–4

medium
medium

no
yes

-2mm
-0.5mm
-0.5mm

2–3
HVOF 3 – 4

high
medium
medium

yes
no
yes

-30µm
300µm

0,3 ÷0,6
0,2 ÷0,4

very high
medium

no
yes

Layer-based
Co + Ni base
w/o carbides
sintered
sintered with
carbides
welded
HVOF
Chromium carbide
Thin layer
Hard chromium

++

++

++++
++

-2mm
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20 Perspectives for Wear Reduction with
Ceramic Extruder Components

Holger Wampers

20.1 Introduction
Against the background of a very high wear of the contacted material surfaces, ceramics with their outstanding good wear properties advice themselves for application in extrusion process. Due to their high wear resistance a reduction of machine downtime, metal contamination of product as
well as torque moment can be achieved. The application of ceramic components requires a new mindset of the designing engineers because they
have to take into account the typical ceramic disadvantages like pure linear
material behaviour, small breaking elongation and statistical fracture behaviour including size effect.
It’s a must to apply a material suitable module- and joining technique
for the complex stress collective. For the ceramic components it’s necessary to detect the in use mechanical, thermal and chemical loads. To analyze the stress field the FEA (Finite-Element-Analysis) is a suitable tool to
calculate the particular stress distributions. In the next step the stress distributions (axial and torque loads) will be superposed to get an idea of the
whole stress field. Furthermore with the FEA it’s possible to calculate the
tension stressed volume (Veff) for these geometric complex components
and offers the possibility to calculate fracture probabilities according to the
Weibull-Theory.

20.2 Properties of Ceramics
The properties of ceramics are significant different from those of metallic
materials. For example can be named the statistical fracture behaviour,
thermal shock sensibility, thermal conductivity, fracture toughness, density
and thermal expansion coefficient. Depending on the selected ceramic sev-
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eral properties can be bring to bear. If a component requires a high wear
resistance, Sintered Silicon Carbide (SSiC, Table 1) could be a good solution as construction material because of it’s very good hardness, chemical
resistance and high thermal conductivity (cooling of auger and cylinder).
In contrast are standing low fracture strength and fracture toughness (KIc).
The inverse effect occurs by choosing Silicon Nitride (SN) with it’s high
fracture strength and toughness but low hardness and chemical resistance.
Resulting from this consideration follows the challenge for the design engineer to analyze the boundary conditions of the application as good as
possible and to choose a suitable ceramic material. According to this follows, that for auger and cylinder different materials could be applied.
20.2.1 Mechanical-thermal Properties
Mechanical Properties
The main difference between ceramics and metals is related to the different
strength behaviour of both materials. Whereas metals are displaying a elastic-plastic behaviour, ceramics show a pure linear-elastic behaviour. Hence
to this the strength of metals is depicted as averages of the Gaussian distribution, whereas ceramics are characterized by the so called Weibull distribution with Weibull modulus m and the comparison stress σov. The
Weibull modulus describes the homogeneity of the flaw distribution,
whereas the comparison stress describes the strength standardized by the
effective volume Veff (Veff=V0=1mm³) and fracture probability F = 63,2 %.
Those parameters are used in the Weibull equation (Eq. 1) /WEI39/:
⎛ V
⎜
1 − F = exp ⎜ − eff
⎜ V0
⎝

⎛ σp
⋅ ⎜⎜
⎝ σ ov

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

m

⎞
⎟
⎟⎟
⎠

(1)

and describing the correlation of fracture probability F and loading σp. The
higher the parameters Weibull modulus m and compared strength σov, the
lower the fracture probability will become. This behaviour includes consideration of the size effect that occurs in ceramics significantly /MUN89/.
The size of the effective tensile stressed volume (Veff) influences the fracture strength. This effect results from the statistical distribution of flaws in
the material, due to this the probability to find a crack initiating flaw in a
big effective volume is higher, than in a small one. Metals compensate this
through plastic deformation, ceramics answer with spontaneous fracture.
High effective volume’s lead to higher fracture probability values and the
other way round. The size of the Veff is defined from Eq. 2/WEI39/,
/MUN89/:
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Veff = ∫∫∫ (σ(x ) ⋅ σ(y ) ⋅ σ(z )) dV .
m
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(2)

V

Here is σ(x,y,z) the normalized strength function in the respective coordinate axis. It’s remarkable, that the Veff is depending of Weibull modulus m
and in conclusion to this identical geometric volumes with different
Weibull modulus (f.e. geometric similar specimen or components made
from two different ceramic materials) are leading to different effective
volumes Veff and therefore different fracture stresses. Higher Weibull
Moduli are leading to lower effective volumes. To receive a preferably reliable forecast of strength behaviour it is required to test specimen with a
high effective volume. A maximum effective volume could be generated
with tensile specimen because the whole volume will be stressed by tension. From Eq. 2 follows for the tensile rod that the strength function
σ(x,y,z) = 1, because no gradients occur (homogeneous stress distribution).
Hence to this follows for tensile rods:
h 2π r

Veff =

∫ ∫∫1

m

r d (r, ϕ, z ) = πr 2 h = Vgeo .

(3)

0 0 0

Like Eq. 3 depicts, the effective volume is equal to the geometric volume.
Because of measurement requirements (failure influence due to excentricities, clamping moments) the tensile test is not conducted, but the so called
four-point-bending test according to DIN EN 843-1.
bearing

Fig. 1 4-Point-Bending-Device with specimen

Due to the elastomer bearing of the specimen in the four-point-bending
device like shown in Fig. 1, clamping failures can be reduced to a mini-
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mum. The resulting strength parameters m and σov are used to design ceramic components and are displaying beside the material constants (density, Youngs modulus and transversal contraction) the entry parameters for
calculation with FEA. This method is also applicable for other brittle materials like hard metals. A bending test with standard steel like St37 or St 50
(structural steel) would lead to Weibull-Moduli of m >100 (no size effect),
but hard metals will be in a significant lower range, which leads to the assumption, that the Weibull-Theory is also a suitable instrument to describe
the material behaviour of hard metals too.
The hardness of ceramics is clearly higher than the hardness of untreated steel. Also with nitriding, nitro-carburation or hardening the hardness of ceramics can not be achieved. Other disadvantages of surface
treated steels are the low penetration depth and heat distortion. In application the hardened surface areas are sensitive to chipping. If a small surface
area shows first chipping, the degradation increases rapidly. Hard metals
are showing hardness’s up to 2000 HV (Vickers-Hardness) and possess a
constant hardness over the whole material thickness. In Fig. 2 an overview
of several metals and ceramics in hardness scale Vickers and Mohs is
given.

Temperable Hard Materials
Hard Metals

Hard Alloys

Technical Ceramics

Hardened Steels Nitrided Steels

100
1

400
4

5

1000
6

Talcum Wollastonite Glass
Asbest

1400

7

8

Quartz

Topaz

2000

10000
Vickers

9

10
Mohs

Corundum

Diamond

Feldspar
Titanium Dioxide

Barite, Calcium Carbonate, Dolomite, Mica, Kaoline, Aluminium Hydroxide

Fig. 2 Hardness in Vickers, Mohs for ceramics, hard-faced metals and hard
metals

The fracture toughness KIC of ceramics (KIC= 3-8 MPa√m) is situated
clearly lower than those of metals (KIC= 40-80 MPa√m) and hard metals
(KIC= 15-20 MPa√m) /MEN91/. The low fracture toughness of ceramics is
responsible for their high brittleness (Table 1).
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Thermal Properties
Ceramics can be applied till to very high temperatures (-1500°C) and
showing till fracture only very small deformations. The thermal expansion
is smaller than those of metals, due to this the joining technique of metalceramic- joints needs special requirements. Another specialty is the thermal shock sensivity. In Table 1 the values of the thermal shock coefficient
R1 are given. The values are valid for a fast thermal shock (f.e. quenching
in water). If the critical temperature difference is reached crack elongation
starts in a very small temperature interval and due to this the strength is reduced significantly /MUN89/,/HAS74/. This effect is well known by sintered Alumina, but doesn’t play a role in extrusion process due to low
processing temperature.
Table 1 Mechanical-Thermal properties of ceramics
Material
Properties

Density

Unit

ρ

g/cm³

4-point bending σ4PB,m
MPa
strength*
Weibull
m
Modulus
Comparison
MPa
σov
stress **
Youngs
E
GPa
Modulus
Fracture
KIC MPa*m1/2
Toughness
Hardness HV 10
GPa
Thermal Expansion
Thermal Conductivity
Max. Working
Temperature
Thermal Shock
Coefficient
Chemical Resistance
Raw material
costs

-6

Alu- Zirconia
mina
Purity
>99%
3,9

ZrO2
(TZP)
6

350

Siliconcarbide

Siliconnitride

sintered infiltrated
SSiC
SiSiC

(10 bar)
ND-SN

3,12

3,1

3,2

900

400

360

800

10

10

12

10

15

400

1060

500

470

925

380

210

400

380

320

4

8

3

3,5

6,5

20

12

25

20

15

α

10 1/K

8

11

4,5

4

3

λ

W/mK

25

2

100

110

30

Tmax

°C

1500

1000

1500

1380

1250

R1

K

80

350

130

100

600

rated

good

good

very good

good

good

€/kg

5

75

15

7

60

* middle values for normal distributed fracture-properties; ** related to Veff = 1mm³ and
F=63,2%
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The thermal conductivity varies by ceramics quite significantly. The
values can be distributed beginning from an isolator (ZrO2, λ=2 W/mK) till
high conductive materials like SSiC with λ=100 W/mK or Alumina Nitride
(AlN) λ=180 W/mK. With increasing temperature the thermal conductivity
decreases. The absolute value of thermal conductivity plays a major role in
extrusion process, because the auger and cylinder are responsible for discharging the by friction produced energy. A very good thermal conductivity is demanded by the cylinder, because of it’s higher surface in comparison to the auger.
20.2.2 Wear Properties
Due to their high hardness ceramics seems to be special suitable to withstand the wear attack of high abrasive compounds. From literature are no
near application investigations known about the wear behaviour of ceramics in extrusion process. For this reason in the following the principal behaviour should be depicted. According to investigations of the BAM
(Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung und -prüfung, Berlin) /WOY 87/ follows, that the wear of ceramics is related to a product approach of the
form:
WV = C ⋅

1
x

K IC ⋅ H y

(4)

The interaction of constants in Eq. 4 (WV=Wear Volume, KIC= Fracture
Toughness; H=Hardness) are depending on the Parameters x,y and C from
the considered tribo-system respectively, i.e. according to wear situation a
high hardness or a high fracture toughness can be favourable to receive a
low wear volume Wv.
Comparing investigations of metal and ceramic specimen in sliding contact with Polycarbonate powder with a content of 30% of glass (SiO2) are
showing the distinguished wear behaviour of ceramics in comparison to
metallic materials. Investigations of Mennig (Fig. 3) /MEN91/ prove the
very low wear ratio’s (wear volume per cycle) of ceramics in comparison
to cold work steel (f.e. X220 CrVWo12-2) or NiCrCo-steels, whereas the
ZrO2 is displaying better values, although ZrO2 possesses a lower hardness
but higher fracture toughness than SSiC or Al2O3.
Additional parameters in application who are able to influence the wear
behaviour are system parameters like pressure, temperature, humidity, rotary speed, torque, friction…just to name a few. Therefore the absolute
transfer to the real extrusion process is difficult or at least impossible.
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Wv /z [mm³ 10-5]
7,5
PC + 30% SiO2

SiSiC

Zro2

Al2O3

Nikro 292

Nikro 128

V 483

WFN

R 210

R 120

R 112

X 155 CrMo 12 1

X 220 CrVMo 12 2

0

S 6-5-2

5

Fig. 3 Wear ratios of metals and ceramics in contact with Polycarbonate with
30% glass (SiO2) content

20.3 Design and Field-testing of Ceramic Augers
The following investigations were done by a BMBF sponsored project:
“Ceramic Components for the extrusion of high abrasive compounds”.
Prior thing was to determine the job specifications for extrusion augers,
which were caused by the adopted mechanical stresses and producibility of
the ceramic components. Four-point-bending tests and inner pressure burst
tests are accomplished to determine the Weibull-Parameter m (Weibullmodulus) and σov (comparison stress). Because of the influence of the size
effect on the failure of ceramic components, the measured parameters of
bending- and burst test are interpreted by a so called average function. This
function warrants a better portability of the measured parameters m and σov
to the failure behaviour of real components due to their bigger effective
volume compared to the 4PB-specimen effective volume [WAM02]. The
determined parameters of the average function are displaying the input
data set for the calculation of the fracture probability of the ceramic components by FEA. The analysis of the mechanical stresses of the extruder
leads to the following simplified assumption (Fig. 4) [LAE91]:
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end auger

midsection auger

MT [Nm]

1100

p [bar]
120
80

Axial-pressure
front auger
Radial-pressure
Length

extrusion direction

Fig. 4 Torque and pressure distribution versus the auger length

20.3.1 Ceramic Oriented Design Optimization
Taking into account the force-, heat- and mass flow the construction of the
auger and liner is subjected to the following principles:
(1) Retention of the metallic force transmission (fit-in key),
(2) The suitable ceramic at the right location,
(3) Ceramic-compatible joining technique.
To (1): To avoid a redesign of the force transmission location and bearing of the auger the ceramic auger segments are glued on a stepped metallic mandrel. The length of the ceramic segments is geared to the maximum
producible length and to the functional areas: homogenization (end auger,
length 252mm), pre-pressurization (midsection auger, length 338 mm) and
end-pressurization (front auger, length 45mm). The diameter of the mandrel is proven by FEA as well as the ceramic segments.
To (2): Ceramic compounds additives for plasticizing are necessary for
extrusion. Because of their thermal instability the compound is needed to
be water-cooled over auger and liner. Taking into account these aspects the
used ceramics have to show a high thermal conductivity. From the investigated ceramics (Al2O3, ZrO2, SSN, SSiC) the SiC-material fits best (λ
~110 W/mK at RT). Zirconia shows the lowest thermal conductivity (λ ~2
W/m K at RT). For this reason Zirconia was chosen to be applied only in
the mechanical high stressed front auger segment. SSiC is utilized for the
liner, midsection auger- and end auger segment of the auger due to low
mechanical stresses and high demanded thermal conductivity.
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To (3): Due to the low temperatures in the extruder gluing was chosen
as joining technique. Torques loading with ceramic/metal joints specimen
of glued shafts to collar connections (rod:steel/hub:SSiC) are evaluated in
torsion tests. The measured shear stresses of the glue achieved a maximum
from about τg=6 MPa. This was enough to transmit the torque of the midsection, front and end auger with the assumpted torque distribution.
20.3.2 FEM-simulation of Ceramic Augers
Using an IKKM developed FEA-Model [SAU03] it is possible to calculate
stress distributions of various auger geometries under consideration of
torque and axial pressure. Using of parametric data input files allows an
easy variation of geometric parameters like pitch, thread angle, thread root
radius, thread width, auger outside diameter and core diameter. For every
segment the torque gradient is mapped by iterative calculated tangential
force vectors due to unknown frictional coefficients. This approach warrants a realistic torque reduce over the length of each segment. The solutions (Fig. 5) are calculated with the original geometric metal auger parameters. With several variations of the geometric parameters it could be
shown, that reducing stresses are achievable by using higher thread width
or bigger thread root radius. The front auger segment wasn’t calculated
with this model because of its double-threaded pitch. It was calculated by
an analytical approach.

Fig. 5 FEM-calculation of end auger (left) and midsection auger (right) segment

The pressure-difference over the thread was estimated with ∆p=80 bars.
This assumption contains an approximate security loading of about 40% to
the realistic case of operation. The torque at the torque transmission point
was estimated with MT =1100 Nm. The midsection auger segment shows a
fracture probability of FB=7,5·10-4 % and that for the end auger segment of
FB=6,23·10-6 %, both made of SSiC. These positive results admit the application of ceramic segments for extrusion process.
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20.3.3 Comparison of Wear Behaviour of Ceramic
and Metallic Augers
By project partner HITK (Hermsdorfer Institute for Technical Ceramics)
various compounds (Silicates, Titanates, Oxides) can be extruded to
moulded products. These are especially tubes with one and more channels
as well as honeycombs which are used as components for environmental
equipments and for material separation. For example a single-auger extruder fabricated by Fa. Händle, Germany is used. Its multipart pressing
auger (mortised front auger) has a diameter of 80 mm. Main task of the
HITK in project was to compare the following versions of auger modification regarding its abrasion behaviour:
− steel auger with steel front auger,
− steel auger with ceramic front auger made from ZrO2 (Fig. 6),
− two-part ceramic auger from SSiC with TZP (Tetragonal Zirconia Polycrystals) – ZrO2 front auger (Fig. 8).
The abrasion was generated by extruding ceramic honeycombs and
tubes from various ceramic compounds to be used in R&D and production.
The evaluation of abrasion was made gravimetrically as well as measurement of surface roughness /HAE04/.

Fig. 6 Steel auger with ZrO2 – front auger

20.3.3.1 Steel Auger in Comparison to Ceramic Front Auger
(ZrO2)
A special hardened steel auger with new installed steel front auger (both
hardfaced with Stellite 6) was used for the determination of “basic abra-
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sion”. The construction of the auger is shown in Fig. 6 with mounted ceramic front auger. The steel front auger is fixed directly to the last auger
gear (no gap). In contrast to this the ceramic front auger is fixed to the
steel auger body via a auger channel free zone. This auger channel free
zone has a positive and negative side. The negative effect is, that a backflow of the compound takes place what implements a pressure drop. The
positive effect is the additionally possibility for a centering of the auger to
provide hits between auger and liner in starting process. Especially SSiC
possesses a high failure potential against hit and push stresses due to it’s
small KIc-value. Nevertheless the latter construction did not show technical
limitations regarding density, textures and flow ability of the extruded
structures. First result was, that no abrasion could be gravimetrically
measured by the ceramic front auger. Comparing the weight loss of both
augers gives a scenario like displayed in Fig. 7.

Corundum
(coarse)
Corundum
(fine)

Steel
Ceramic
Steel: hardfaced with Stellite 6 (400-600 HV 30)
Ceramic: ZrO2 (TZP) (1300 HV 1);

Steel
Ceramic

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Abrasion in g per 100 kg Extrudat

Fig. 7 Related wear of steel auger and steel auger with ceramic front auger

As expected both compounds of corundum (coarse and fine) generate a
significant abrasion to the steel auger. In case of using the ZrO2 front auger
the value of abrasion was only 40 to 50% of that total abrasion performed
by the steel auger with steel front auger. In conclusion to this the dominant
wear rate is taking place at the front auger, where the axial pressure value
reaches his maximum and according to this the friction is maximum too.
Roughness was measured (Hommel-Tester T 1000 E) on selected and
marked positions of the new (as fired) and used ZrO2-front auger. A
smoothening effect after extrusion of 590 kg different compounds occurred. The average surface finish Ra decreased related to Point 1 from
Ra=0,85 µm to Ra=0,23 µm and related to Point 2 from Ra=0,25 µm to
Ra=0,11 µm.
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20.3.3.2 Full Ceramic Auger in Field Test
For these experiments H.C. Starck Ceramics has manufactured and provided a full ceramic auger (Fig. 8) consisting of two auger segments from
silicon carbide (SSiC) and a new TZP ZrO2-front auger. The segments
were adhered onto a stepped steel rod, like described in Fig. 4.

Fig. 8 Full ceramic extrusion auger (H.C. Starck) and steel auger

Neither silicates nor compounds of corundum having different particle
sizes have led to a gravimetrically verifiable abrasion on the SSiC ceramic
auger and its ZrO2-front auger even after total 680 kg extruded material. In
the front zone of the SSiC-auger (4th auger channel) is a verifiable trend for
a slight surface roughening of the ceramic (high pressure), but the rear part
of the SSiC-auger (9th auger channel) became smoothed because of the
lower pressure stress on the surface. Till today more than 3 t of material
were extruded with this ceramic screw, the cumulative weight loss is
smaller than 1g. The application of ceramic screws demands a high attention to handling of the auger (pulling of auger for revision) and start-up
process. The start up process exhibits a special problem, because of the
slow filling process of the cylinder. Due to the ordinary floating bearing of
the auger, the auger describes an excentric displacement. This bears a high
risk for hits between auger and cylinder and causes chipping on the ceramic components. To avoid this effect a special start-up procedure with
an aligned speed ratio of process auger and conveying auger is required. In
addition to the ceramic auger, cylinder segments from ceramic were applied. The worn out cylinders were skimmed and in a first attempt replaced
with SSiC-segments.
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Fig. 9 Cylinder segment with profiled SSiC inlet (H.C. Starck)

The material selection is founded by the outstanding thermal conductivity of SSiC (λ=100 W/mK). But the chipping problems required a material
with a higher fracture toughness. In the newest version LP-SSiC (LiquidPhase sintered Silicon Carbide) segments were applied. LP-SSiC possesses
similar thermal conductivity, but higher fracture toughness than SSiC (KIC
= 4,5 MPa√m). In additional a redesign of the saw tooth profile was conducted.
It was interesting to experience, that although extruding the same compound (coarse corundum) and using the same extrusion die (tube profile,
10 mm diameter) the torque during extrusion decreased from approx. 700
Nm to approx. 590 Nm if the ceramic auger is used. This value is reduced
to 430 Nm for the application of ceramic auger with ceramic cylinder. Doing so there haven’t been any negative effects on the densification and the
forming of the tubes. Reduced torques during extrusion decreases energy
consumption and protects extruder and the extrusion dies due to lower friction.

20.4 Application of Ceramic Auger in Production Process
of Al2O3 Filtration Tubes
For the application of ceramic augers in mass production of Al2O3
-filtration tubes (Fa. Tami, Hermsdorf) other criteria’s has to be fulfilled as
in the size of pilot plant stations with discontinuous production. The glued
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segments are displaying a not satisfactoriness solution, because of the high
efforts have to be taken in case of de-gluing of worn out or damaged segments. The de-gluing process bears additional problems. First reason is,
that the whole auger segments have to be de-glued, also not damaged segments. Second reason is, that the steel rod has a higher thermal expansion
than ceramic and due to this high tensile stresses were applied to the ceramic segments. This leads to high fracture probabilities for the undamaged segments. From this follows the requirement to design a solution,
which allows an easy mounting/demounting of the segments. In analogy to
the existing steel solution, ceramic segments were glued on inside-toothed
steel cylinders. This hybrid segments were pushed on a outside toothed
steel rod. With this solution it’s also possible to put ceramic and metals
segments in adapted to the wear situation on the rod (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Hybrid auger with metallic and ceramic segments (∅ 80mm,
Lauger=835 mm)

For calculation of the segments a FEA-analysis was conducted. For the
loads a axial pressure of ∆p=80 bar and a torque gradient of ∆Mt =130 Nm
per segment was assumed. These values should be lower in reality, because of the supporting effect of the suction side (the pressure difference is
getting smaller) and the reduced torque caused by ceramic segments. Values of the real process were not well known at this point, so the calculations are showing a worst case scenario.
According to Fig. 11 it can be seen, that the fracture probability F for a
spontaneous fracture of Al2O3 is lower than F<10-6. Other ceramics with a
higher strength like Silicon Nitride (Fig. 13) or Zirconia would lead to
even lower fracture risks. In Fig. 11 the complex stress status of the segments is displayed through the colours. In the edge radius occur the highest
stresses due to stress superposition of axial pressure (leading to bending
stresses on suction side) and torque (due to gradient of section modulus).
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Al2O3-Segment:
∆MT=130 Nm
∆p=80 bar
FB=10-6

Fig. 11 FEA-Calculation of an Al2O3-Segment

In comparison to the direct glued segments occurring disadvantages too:
1. The axial force is transmitted over front face of segments. This requires a soft interlayer to avoid contact or Hertzian stresses.
2. The tightness of the contact areas has to be achieved. If extrudate
infiltrates the interspace between the segments it’s very difficult to
remove them from steel rod.
3. The reduced gluing areas lead to higher shear stresses in the gluing
gap
4. An increase of contact points due to shorter segments leads to a
higher number of pitch interceptions. This leads to back – flow
leakages (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 Front auger (Siliconnitride) with
by 50% reduced gluing area
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Fig. 13 Pitch transition between
two segments

In both applications – pilot plant stations and mass production – no wear
of the ceramic segments could be measured. The service life times of Stellite armoured steel segments average 5 t of extrudate (Alumina etc.). With
the ceramic segments more than 50 t could be reached. After the first tons
of extrudate the ceramic gets a polished surface. In this low level of wear
only a very small ablate of the surface takes place. The reason for failure
of the ceramics is not founded in wear of the surface, but catastrophic failure due to materials inhomogenities in the extrudate (contact stresses),
overloaded gluing contacts or high contact stresses due to Hertzian contacts (auger hits cylinder). To solve these problems some more homeworks
especial in application have to be conducted, but the ceramic in extrusion
is on the right track.

20.5 Conclusions and Outlook
The application of ceramics in extrusion requires a to the properties of the
ceramic tailored construction, which makes the load collective consisting
of torque, axial force and wear bearable for the ceramic components. In
addition the interactions between joint stresses and load stresses have to be
considered who cause additional stresses by superposition. A good compromise is offered with Silicon Nitride and Zirconia. In contrast are standing higher costs and a high demanded service life time to achieve an economic benefit. The FEA demonstrates the general adoption of the
segments, but could not include real occurring effects like material inhomogenities or forces caused by impacts or Hertzian contacts. With the
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adopted segments made from Silicon Nitride or Zirconia service life time
factors compared to Stellite armoured metal segments from up to 15 are
achieved. Materials like SSiC and Al2O3 are bearing a high risk due to
chipping, which limits the service life time to a minimum level, but showing a moderate price level. The advantage of ceramics in extrusion beside
an enlargement of service life time is a metal-free extrudate. Processing of
food or pharmaceutical products could be a sinful application for ceramic
auger and cylinders. Other applications could be found by using the outstanding high temperature properties of ceramics in processes with a hot
extrudate (>1000°C). In the moment augers of SSiC could be manufactured by H.C. Starck up to a length of 1200 mm.
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21 Test Methods for Plasticity and Extrusion
Behaviour

Katrin Göhlert, Maren Uebel
There is no generally-acknowledged method or measuring unit to specify
the extrusion behaviour of ceramic bodies. In order to obtain an adequately
precise description of the extrusion behaviour, numerous specific methods
do exist, which have to be chosen according to the material, for example
for bodies to produce bricks and tiles or bodies for the manufacture of
catalyst converters, as well as methods relating to specific application requirements, be it for example for the purposes of production, quality control or development of the body.
Only the most important methods are detailed here.
In respect of the general methods as applied in ceramic laboratories, reference should be made to the relevant literature [1-3]. Very specialised
methods which have partly been devised in companies for in-house purposes are also not covered within the framework of this contribution.
The crucial point in extrusion is the plasticity of the ceramic body. As
there is neither a reliable definition nor a reliable method in ceramics for
determining plasticity, it is also referred to as “extrudability”, “ductility”,
“consistency” or “workability”.

21.1 Actuating Variables
The most important actuating variables in respect of plasticity are the
moisture content of the body, the grain size distribution, the mineralogical
structure, the additives used and the de-airing (Fig. 1).
Fundamentally it is of great significance that tests in laboratories or pilot
plants are able to reproduce to the greatest possible extent the parameters
relevant to shaping in actual production plants. But this is only possible to
a limited degree, simply in view of the difference in the size and capacity
of the equipment and the products. Therefore it is one of the most impor-
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tant tasks of any laboratory or pilot plant to devise methods, respectively
models, which ensure a sufficiently accurate “scale up” system.

Fig. 1 Main factors for influencing the plasticity

The following articles 1.1 to 1.5 deal with the methods for determination of the main actuating variables, whereas 2.2.1 to 2.2.6 describe the
methods for determination of the plasticity.
21.1.1 Moisture Content
Essentially two methods are used in ceramic laboratories to establish the
moisture content: one is using the moisture analyser and the other the determination of the moisture content in the drying chamber. To ascertain the
moisture content with the aid of the moisture analyser, a material sample
of approx. 10–20g is taken from the material to be extruded and the moisture content is assessed in the moisture analyser (Fig. 2).
It is useful to grind the sample before placing it into the moisture analyser. The most popular moisture analysers work on the basis of infrared,
and the time required for an analysis of an average-sized sample is between 5 and 15 minutes. The result can be directly read off expressed as a
percentage. Working with a moisture analyser is convenient and is recommended in particular for the assessment of the moisture content of raw materials prior to calculation of the batch formula, also for the purpose of
checking the incoming material delivered from suppliers of raw materials
and ceramic bodies.
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Fig. 2 Moisture analyser (photo: Sartorius)

As an option, the moisture content can be determined in the drying
cabinet by drying of the material to the point of reaching mass constancy.
The amount of material to be used for this purpose is between 10 and 30g.
The weight of the sample is determined in the wet state and it should also
be ground for this method. After the sample has been dried at a temperature of 110°C, it has to be cooled down in the desiccator.
After approx. 2 hours the moisture content of the material can be established by weighing and can be expressed as a percentage either related to
the dried or wet body, using the following formulae [4]:
Moisture (dry based in %) = (masswet – massdry) / massdry

(1)

Moisture (wet based in %) = (masswet – massdry) / masswet

(2)

All other indirect or direct methods of moisture determination (assessment of amount of steam, measuring the specific inductive capacity and
others), as described in [1] and [5] are usually not employed in ceramics,
as these are time consuming and do not provide reproducible measuring
results.
The correct regulation of the moisture content of a raw material or a
body to be extruded has a direct influence on other ceramic and technological properties. From a technological aspect the achievement of a good
compaction of the extrudate and the influence on the body shrinkage are
primarily worth mentioning, besides the extrusion as such.
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21.1.2 Grain Size Distribution
Knowledge of the grain size distribution of a raw material or the material
batch allows extensive conclusions to be drawn on the further behaviour
throughout all stages of process technology, as well as on the ceramic parameters. Basically the following methods of analysis are known in laboratories for determining the grain size distribution:
•
•
•
•
•

Dry screening,
Centrifuging,
Wet screening,
Methods of sedimentation,
Laser granulometry.

Due to their measuring principle, all test methods are subject to physical
and partly also chemical boundary conditions, which necessitate verification of the suitability of the method for each individual raw material or
batch.
Dry screening is suitable for hard materials within a coarse range to
63 µm and is frequently used in combination with defined oscillation. Suitable screening machines with vibrating devices and software-supported
gravimetric analysis are employed, with which the sieve fractures can be
determined individually (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Sieve shakers (photo: Retsch)
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The sample must be dried completely for screening. The more ideally
spherical the shape of the grain, the more accurate is the result of the
screening.
Wet screening can be universally applied and enables determination of
the grain size distribution in the coarse range to a degree of fineness of 45
µm. However this is a time consuming and labour intensive screening
method. The screens are selected according to the guideline values. After
weighing, the dried material specimen, for example a sample of 50 g, is
placed on the coarsest selected screen and the actual screening is effected
with the aid of a water jet. For this purpose, special auxiliary devices are
available for screening machines such as the one supplied by Retsch.
Screening is complete once no cloudiness is visible in the water stream.
The sieve fractions are dried and the grain size distribution is calculated.
Centrifuging is a method rarely applied in ceramic laboratories and
therefore not described in any detail here.
The sedimentation method is one of those in the longest use for ascertaining the grain size distribution of ceramic materials, in addition to the
screening methods already described above. It is based on the physical
principle of sedimentation. A uniform density of the sample is a prerequisite for measuring. The particles descend in the measuring cell in defined
times and defined lengths of path in a laminar flow. The grain size distribution can be calculated by observing the viscosity of the deflocculant and
by applying Stokes' law. [6]
In the past, sedimentation of a sample required an analysis over several
days, whereby individual fractions were taken out after defined periods of
time and evaluated by gravimetric determination, as is the case with the
ANDREASEN method. Nowadays analysis equipment is employed in ceramic laboratories for sedimentation, which provides relatively fast results
(Fig. 4).
Wet screening at an aperture of say 100 or 63 µm is required to prepare
the samples to be measured in the fines range. The sample is then taken
into a stable suspension of a defined concentration. Depending on the
sample involved, special deflocculants are used.
Sedimentation of the sample is carried out in a measuring cell, radiolucent for X-rays, in a streamline flow. The X-rays are weakened by the
sample in the measuring cell. This weakening is determined in the measuring cell from small to large sedimentation distances (fine....coarse). Using
Stokes' law, the grain size distribution of the sample is determined. Ideally
the material sample to be tested should be made up of globular particles for
the purpose of the sedimentation measuring method, in which case the applied law of physics for calculating the grain size distribution is valid
without any restriction, and a reproducible measuring result can be ob-
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tained within a short period of time. The measuring range of these devices
is between approx. 200 µm ....0.1 µm. Any samples which have a larger
percentage of grains in the nano-range cannot be measured with these devices without difficulty.

Fig. 4 Sedigraph 5100 for measuring the grain size distribution (photo: Micromeritics)

Laser granulometry is the method most commonly employed for testing samples in the advanced ceramics industry for determination of the
grain size distribution. The particles are set in rotation in a measuring cell
and exposed to a defined laser irradiation (Fig. 5). The diffraction pattern
of the rotating particles is converted to grain sizes from which the grain
size distribution is established.
A certain sample concentration must exist within the measuring cell.
The only task in preparing the samples is screening of the coarse portion
of particles in excess of 500µm, the normal measuring limit of suitable
analysis instruments. The sample is suspended in a deflocculant. Distilled
water will often suffice for this purpose; dispergators may be required in
certain cases or sometimes measurement can only be accomplished in alcohol. Any agglomerations of the fines particles of the samples already existing or newly formed are destroyed with the aid of external and internal
ultrasonic, which can be varied in intensity and reaction time depending on
the specific properties of the sample and in particular its fineness. An ul-
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trasonic treatment of the sample during measuring is recommended especially for very fine samples with a view of preventing the particles from reagglomeration during the measuring process.

Fig. 5 Laser particle sizer (photo: Malvern)

21.1.3 Mineralogy
The mineralogical analysis of ceramic raw materials is of decisive significance in evaluating their ceramic and ceramic-technological behaviour.
The targeted adjustment of the ceramic properties of bodies demands the
knowledge of mineralogy. The mineralogical characteristics are tested by
means of RFA (X-ray fine structure analysis). Within the scope of this
contribution it is not possible to deal with this subject in detail. We refer to
the relevant literature. [1,3]
21.1.4 Additives
The plasticity is greatly influenced by additives, especially with non claybonded bodies. There are many bodies in advanced ceramics which can
only be extruded with the use of additives. Frequently this is a “cocktail”
of additives, the composition of which forms part of the well-guarded
know-how of the manufacturers.
The interaction between the ceramic body, moisture content and additives is described in detail in the contribution of Hölzgen/Quirmbach. In
this connection, special reference is made to the categorisation of additives
in respect of their extrusion properties. For instance certain additives do
not primarily increase the plasticity, but are still of great importance for
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extrusion, as they reduce the wall friction between the ceramic material
and the extrusion tools.
21.1.5 Vacuum
The effect of vacuum in extrusion is covered extensively in the contributions of Bartusch/Händle, Laenger and Redman. Further reference can be
found in the bibliography mentioned there.
The extrudability of ceramic bodies is decisively influenced by deairing, whereby the technically-possible degree of de-airing is not the aim
for many bodies; in plant operation de-airing for ceramic extrusion is carried out at around 5–10 mbar. Extrusion is deliberately rather carried out
with a lower vacuum, for instance in order to avoid drying of the body in
the vacuum chamber.
Insufficient de-airing manifests itself in the appearance of so-called
“dog ears”, moreover by a low density and low strength of the green product, as the air still embedded in the material produces pores. This means
that extrudates produced from an identical body, or having an identical
plasticity, have different physical properties, depending on the degree of
de-airing.

21.2 Test Methods to Determine Plasticity
Introduction
In the following the major test methods for determination of the extrusion
behaviour of ceramic bodies are introduced. The most important property
for extrusion as a rheological parameter is the plasticity or ductility. Definitions of the term plasticity, or ductility, have been published amongst
others by Haase, Moore and Astbury [7-9].
In terms of rheology ceramic bodies hold a special position between
ideal elastic and ideal plastic bodies, as they exhibit Bingham behaviour.
Plotted on a shear stress/shearing speed graph, ceramic plastic bodies start
to deform only after having reached a certain shear stress τ0, the so-called
yield point.
The rheological characteristics of ceramic materials and the mathematical models which have been developed describing the flow behaviour are
dealt with in great detail within the contribution of Laenger.
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21.2.2 Methods and Instruments
Table 1 shows a summary of the most important principles and measuring
methods for determination of the flow behaviour, respectively the plasticity, of ceramic materials.
The methods and instruments most relevant to practical use are explained below in more detail.
It is a fact that even today no methods exist, which clearly establish and
depict the plasticity relevant to extrusion. This holds true particularly for
such methods as Pfefferkorn or the penetrometer, which provide a reference figure. It appears that the most apt are those methods that simulate the
extrusion process.
Table 1 Summary of the major measuring methods for determining plasticity
Measuring
principle

Examples

Impact deformation
Penetration

Pfefferkorn
Penetrometer
Pen-Check

Pressure

Capillary
Rheometer
Dynamic al- Astbury
ternating load Hennicke
Torque
Brabender
Plastograph

Tensile
strength
Formation of
cracks

Linseis

Various
measured
quantities
such as pressure, torque
Others

Brabender
measuring extruder,
Haake
ESM
Riecke
Atterberg

Dietzel

Reproducibility Effort/
Remarks
Time consumption
Average
Average
Production of test
samples required
Average to high, Low
Can be established
subject to indirect from the
strument
product
High
High
Production of test
samples required
Average
High
Production of test
samples required
High
Average
Measurement can
be carried out with
the material used in
production
Average
Average
Production of test
samples required
Low
Average
Production of test
samples required;
subjective method
Average to high, High
Simulation of the
subject to inextrusion process
strument

Low

Average

Subjective method
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21.2.2.1 The Pfefferkorn Method

Measuring of the plasticity according to Pfefferkorn is based on the principle of impact deformation.
A defined sample with a diameter of D = 33 mm and an initial height of
h0 = 40 mm, produced either manually or by way of extrusion, is deformed
by a free falling plate with a weight of 1.2 kg (Fig. 6).
The initial height h0 is related to the impact deformation height h1, the
result of which is the ratio of deformation. As a rule this measurement is
taken with bodies of varying moisture content.
The ratios of deformation h0/h1 or the impact deformation heights h1 are
plotted on a graph over the moisture content figures. The steeper the curve,
the “shorter” (more lean) is the body, i.e. the more intensely the body will
react to variations in the moisture content.
Experience shows that the impact deformation heights according to
Pfefferkorn for bodies to be extruded lie within a span of approx. 25 mm
for soft extrusion and approx. 37 mm for stiff extrusion.
The Pfefferkorn method is widely accepted in practice and was originally developed for soft silicate ceramic materials. The Pfefferkorn method
is less suitable for stiffer bodies, as usually processed in the advanced ceramics industry, as the low resolution at a small impact deformation height
impedes the reproducibility.

Fig. 6 Sketch showing principle of the Pfefferkorn instrument (from [10])
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21.2.2.2 Penetrometer

Measuring instruments on the basis of the penetration method were originally devised for soil mechanics; the first unit suitable for practical use
was that of Soil test Inc.
Measuring following the penetrometer principle uses a penetration tool
of varying geometry, which is pushed evenly into the compact body up to
a certain (measuring) mark. The measured value represents the force
needed for the penetration.
The penetrometer instruments widely used in the ceramic industry are
easy to manage, as measurement can be made directly on the extrudate
(Fig. 7).
The simple type of penetrometer still used even today in brick factories
for quality control of the column works on the spring-resistance principle;
the measured value can be read off a scale expressed as pressure in kp/cm².

Fig. 7 Assorted penetrometer instruments (photo: ECT)

The latest penetrometer designs endeavour to eliminate the inaccuracies
in measuring and reading encountered with this measuring method. The
spring has been replaced by a piezo element; the measured value is displayed digitally as force in a measuring field and depending on the geometry of the selected penetration tool can be evaluated as pressure. As measured values can vary considerably with all hand-operated instruments
because of the penetration speed applied, laboratories now use devices on
which the penetration speed as well as the penetration depth can be pre-set
in order to avoid subjective influencing factors (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8 Automated PEN-Check (photo: ECT)

21.2.2.3 Plasticity According to Linseis and Hofmann

With this measuring method the materials to be extruded of different moisture content are forced through a nozzle of say 1 cm² cross section by
means of a piston extruder and the shearing strength required for this process is determined. The column is subsequently torn apart and the tear resistance measured.
The degree of plasticity is the ratio of tear resistance σz to shearing
strength σD.
Highly plastic bodies are accordingly those which offer little resistance
to deformation, but nevertheless still have a high tear resistance. [11,12]
21.2.2.4 Capillary Rheometer

The most commonly-used laboratory process to determine the flow characteristics of ceramic bodies is that of capillary rheometry, for which various
instruments are available, in the form of either single-bore capillary or
twin-bore capillary rheometers. Using a pressure piston, the ceramic body
is forced through a nozzle of a defined geometry at different feed rates.
The resistance of the ceramic body against the deformation in the nozzle
causes a pressure drop within the capillary, which corresponds to a certain
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shear stress. This pressure drop is the measured value, taken in the in-feed
zone of the nozzle. This means “In principal one can deduce the feed rate
from the measured pressure value, the shearing rate from the pre-set flow
rate, and from the quotient of both figures the desired shear viscosity”.
[13]
The difference between single and twin-bore capillary rheometers (Fig.
9) cannot be dealt with in this contribution. Basically this is a matter of being able to make the so-called “Bagley correction” with less effort and
fewer errors. Likewise, no reference can be made here as to how dilatant
respectively structural viscose behaviour (Rabinowitsch correction) and
the strain properties of ceramic bodies or wall slipping effects (according
to the Mooney method) can be determined with the capillary rheometer.

Fig. 9 Twin bore capillary rheometer (photo: Malvern)

For the development of superior ceramic bodies, the application of a
capillary rheometer is an absolute must. For ceramic bodies which include
coarser grain fractions the relatively small capillary/nozzle diameters can
cause a problem, as can the fact that the readings obtained with the capillary rheometer can only be meaningfully interpreted against a background
of great experience. [14]
This is the reason why simplified instruments have been developed in
the recent past for practical use in factories or in the laboratory, which
function on the principle of the capillary rheometer but are better suited to
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withstand the rough operating conditions, which sometimes prevail in factories.
21.2.2.5 Brabender Measuring Kneader

The Brabender measuring kneader or torque rheometer was originally designed for the caoutchouc industry, yet this is widely used, especially in
the USA, to determine the plasticity of ceramic bodies. [15,16]
The Brabender measuring kneader (Fig. 10) comprises a measuring cell
in the form of an enclosed kneading chamber, in which two interlocking
and counter-rotating Z-shaped kneading arms are installed. The speed of
these kneading arms can be varied, as can the temperature of the measuring cell either by cooling or heating. It is the torque which is measured,
based on the premise that plasticity constitutes the capability of a ceramic
body to have a certain resistance to deformation during the kneading process. With the use of the Brabender measuring kneader, the fundamental interdependence between plasticity and moisture content for ceramic bodies
can be determined very precisely. This applies similarly to the interdependence between plasticity and temperature, or the dependency of plasticity on additives.
The plasticity readings obtained from the Brabender measuring kneader
expressed in the form of torque figures are not identical with the plasticity
figures relevant to extrusion. This also holds true for those measured values determined by the penetrometer or other measuring methods. Yet the
Brabender measuring kneader is ideally suited for the development or optimisation of bodies which need to be plastified prior to extrusion by
means of continuous or intermittent kneading.

Fig. 10 Disassembled Brabender measuring kneader (photo: Brabender)
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21.2.2.6 Measuring Extruder

All methods described so far can only provide an incomplete picture of
the complex concept of plasticity relevant to extrusion – it would be more
correct to use the term “apparent plasticity”. Therefore tests using a measuring extruder were developed to attempt the near simulation of the extrusion process as it takes place in an auger extruder. A suitable and adequate
measuring technique is conditional for such a simulation process. Even
more important when testing ceramic bodies is the selection of realistic
size ratios for the measuring extruder, which allow a scale up. Practice has
shown that it is hardly possible to simulate those conditions in a measuring
extruder of 20 mm barrel diameter which will later prevail with large extruders of 750 mm barrel diameter for the production of slugs (billets) in
electroceramics. It will serve to use the ESM method as an example, in order to describe the operating principle of a measuring extruder; the measuring extruders offered by Brabender and Haake work on a similar basis.
The extruder simulation model (ESM) was developed by Händle GmbH.
The theoretical fundamental principles and examples for application of the
ESM are described in detail in various articles published by Laenger [17].
This model is based on measurements obtained from a special laboratory
version measuring extruder of 80 mm barrel diameter.
The particular ESM extruder was modified in such a manner that it can
be used with a measuring barrel serving as a large capillary rheometer,
whereby an auger in lieu of a pressure piston forces the material into the
nozzle. This means that the pressure drop is measured analogously to the
capillary rheometer. The results of this test produce the yield point and the
apparent flow curve of the body, amongst other readings.
In a second test using a special extruder barrel the development of the
pressure in the auger for different speeds, auger geometry and nozzle cross
sections, respectively the influence of deformation conditions, are established. Simultaneously the torque figures as well as the axial and radial
pressure rates are measured during both tests.
All data obtained from the tests with the ESM (table 2) are processed in
a mathematical model. By adopting similitude models, the data can be
used as a design basis for extruders, e.g. the L/D ratio of the auger, the auger geometry, the gearbox torque, and the size of the thrust bearing, etc.
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Table 2 Variables and target values of the Extruder-Simulation-model
[17 part 4a]
VARIABLES
GEOMETRY:
Auger diameter
Hub diameter
Barrel diameter
Auger length
Pitch
Thickness of the flight
Number of flights
State of wear
MATERIAL PARAMETERS:
Yield point
Viscosity
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:
Wall slippage velocities
Type of barrel liner
Speed
Feeding factor

TARGET VALUES
PROCESS PARAMETERS:
Throughput capacity
Pressure build up
Backpressure
Backup length
Speed
Feeding factor
Torque
Bearing pressure
Efficiency
Temperature rise
Power requirement
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22 Simulation in Ceramic Extrusion

Boris Buchtala, Sigrid Lang
Starting with the governing equations of fluid flow we will collect the ingredients for the numerical simulation of fluid flow in ceramic extrusion.
We start with the derivation of the governing equations to describe ceramic
extrusion processes. Since most ceramic materials don’t change in volume
we will restrict our discussion to incompressible flow. A simple example
closes the first chapter.
A short chapter is dedicated to the solution of the governing equation.
Since a detailed description of numerical methods dealing with the solution of the governing equations can be found in many textbooks only the
underlying principles will be explained.
Special aspects concerning the special treatment of ceramic material
properties in modern CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) codes will
conclude this small general survey on simulation in ceramic extrusion.

22.1 The Fundamentals
Here we will summarize the governing equations of fluid flow which are
necessary to describe fluid flows in general. We will also discuss boundary
conditions and appropriate material laws for ceramic materials to close the
mathematical problem.
22.1.1 Conservation Equations
Simulation of fluid flow in arbitrary geometries deals with the numerical
solution of the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy.
Their derivation can be found in a multitude of good textbooks like (Alexandrou 2001, Anderson 1995, Böhme 2000, Hoffmann and Chiang
1993/95, Spurk 2003,). They are repeated below for convenience.
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Conservation of mass for an incompressible fluid

ρ div v = 0

(1)

tells us that at each instance of time the same amount of mass that enters
an arbitrary control volume must leave this volume which is equal stating
the time rate of change of the volume of a moving fluid element per unit
volume is zero.
The conservation equation of momentum for fluid continua reads

ρ

Dv
= −grad p + div T + ρ g .
Dt

(2)

The time rate of change of momentum of a moving material element is
equal to the volume specific pressure-, frictional- and volume forces acting
on the element. T denotes the frictional stress tensor.
The time rate of change of inner energy is in equilibrium to the dissipation rate plus the heat flux due to internal heating:

ρ

De
= sp(T ⋅ D) − div q .
Dt

(3)

sp(TD) is the so called dissipation function with the strain velocity tensor
D. In case of a simple shear flow this term reduces to τ ⋅ γ& . For the constitutive equations to be discussed later the strain rate tensor D is of great importance. He represents the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor.
In an Cartesian coordinate system the components of D are

⎛
∂u
⎜ 2
∂x
⎜
⎜
1 ⎛ ∂u ∂v ⎞
D = ⎜ ⎜⎜ + ⎟⎟
2 ⎜ ⎝ ∂y ∂x ⎠
⎜ ⎛ ∂u ∂w ⎞
⎜⎜ ⎜ +
⎟
⎝ ⎝ ∂z ∂x ⎠

⎛ ∂u ∂v ⎞
⎜⎜ + ⎟⎟
⎝ ∂y ∂x ⎠
∂v
2
∂y
⎛ ∂v ∂w ⎞
⎜⎜ +
⎟⎟
⎝ ∂z ∂y ⎠

⎛ ∂u ∂w ⎞ ⎞⎟
⎜ +
⎟
⎝ ∂z ∂x ⎠ ⎟
⎛ ∂v ∂w ⎞ ⎟
⎜⎜ +
⎟⎟ ⎟ .
⎝ ∂z ∂y ⎠ ⎟
∂w ⎟
2
⎟⎟
∂z
⎠

(4)

Terms on the main diagonal are strain velocities, side elements represent
angle rates of initially cuboid elements. The first invariant of D, sp(D), is
equal to div v, the volumetric strain rate, which must be zero for incompressible flow.
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22.1.2 Constitutive Equations
At this point of our discussion with e, p, q, T, v we still have fourteen unknown variables left (keeping in mind that T is a symmetric tensor). On
the other hand only five equations to describe the flow field are available.
To allow the solution of these equations, namely the Navier-Stokes equations, we have to state some additional equations which describe the specific material properties of the ceramic extrudate.
The majority of ceramic materials exhibit visco-plastic behaviour (in
such a way that below a certain stress level τ o , the so called plastic level,
they behave as a rigid body. Exceeding the plastic level the strain rate
might be proportional to the additional frictional stresses like

γ& = τ η

(5)

or the strain rate might increase above average e.g.

γ& = φ ⋅τ m

(6)

(Ostwald 1925) with a temperature dependant fluidity φ and a flow exponent m as a measure of shear thinning. Ceramic materials with Newtonian
behaviour above the stress threshold, Eqn. (5), are called Bingham materials, materials which exhibit shear thinning, Eqn. (6), are called Casson
materials.
The constitutive equation for Bingham materials is

⎧
0
⎪ ⎛
2η B D = ⎨
⎜1 − τ o
T
⎪ ⎜ T
⎩ ⎝

T ≤τo
⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

T >τo

.

(7)

η B is called the Bingham viscosity. In general it depends on temperature
and pressure; in practice the pressure dependency can be neglected very
often. Considering a simple shear flow where 2D reduces to γ& and T to τ
the interrelationship of γ& , τ and
η = τ γ& = η B + τ o γ&
is shown in Fig. 1 assuming τ o = 15 ⋅ 10 3 Pa, η B = 9 ⋅ 10 4 Pa s.

(8)
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Fig. 1 Flow curve and shear viscosity function of Bingham- and Casson materials

The heuristic extension of the rheological state equation from Bingham
to Casson materials is straightforward. It can be derived directly from Eqn.
(7) by introducing a strain rate dependant viscosity η ( I 2 ) instead of η B
where I 2 is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor 2D:

I2 =

1
∑∑ γ&ij γ& ji .
2 i j

(9)

Together with e.g. the power law of Ostwald and de Waele, Eqn. (6), we
deduce (Hensen et. al. 1989)

η(I2 ) = φ

−

1
m

1− m

⋅ I 22 m .

(10)

In the case of simple shear flow we finally find the relationship

η = τ γ& = φ

−

1
m

γ&

1− m
m

+ τ o γ&

(11)

which is also shown in Fig. 1 using m = 1.85 and φ = 1 ⋅ 10 −9 Pa-m/s. Setting
m = 1, the Bingham law turns out to a special case of the more general
Casson law, where η B = 1 / φ .
Analyzing Fig. 1 we see that for shear stress values τ reaching the plastic level τ o , which is tantamount to shear rates γ& near zero, the shear viscosity η reaches infinity. This situation and the discontinuity of τ in his
first derivative at τ o leads to remarkable difficulties in the course of numerically solving the conservation equations (1)–(3). Suggestions how
these problems can be circumvented will be discussed later in chapter 3.1.
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At this stage we have to realize that there are still eight unknown variables left. Therefore we introduce the caloric equation of state together
with the temperature T as a new variable:

e = cv T .

(12)

cv denotes the specific heat capacity at constant volume. Furthermore the
heat flux due to internal heating is described using Fourier’s law of thermal heat conduction

q = −λ grad T

(13)

with λ as the specific heat conductivity. Inserting the constitutive equations (7), (12), and (13) into the Navier-Stokes equations we have five
equations to determine our five unknown variables p, T, v.
The accurate knowledge of the material properties ρ , η , cv , λ itself
or of the descriptive parameters present in the constitutive equations plays
a vital part in the simulation of ceramic extrusion. As it has been mentioned earlier they may depend on temperature, like viscosity does, and
pressure. In many cases the pressure dependence is negligible. Practical
guidelines how to implement temperature dependency in the constitutive
equations are given in (Hensen et. al. 1989).
It should not be left unsaid that due to the temperature dependence of
viscosity the energy equation (3) is no longer decoupled from the massand momentum equations (1), (2). As a consequence the solution procedure to solve the governing flow equations has to allow for this coupled
behaviour.
The material parameters have to be determined experimentally prior to
any calculation. This time consuming and also difficult task has to be done
quite carefully because their correct knowledge is a major aspect of
(un)certainty in the aspired solution.
22.1.3 Initial- and Boundary Conditions

The governing equations, along with the appropriate constitutive relations,
completely describe the fluid flow within a given geometry. However, the
mathematical model forms a system of partial differential equations obeying mixed elliptic-parabolic behaviour which cannot be solved unless we
specify the boundary conditions for the problem. Mathematically they fix
the integration constants yielded upon integration. From a physical point of
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view, the boundary conditions provide inevitable information on how the
fluid interacts with its surrounding.
Considering time dependent flow problems, not only the conditions at
the flow boundaries have to be provided throughout the whole solution
process but also the initial conditions of the complete flow field must be
specified to get the solution process started.
In ceramic extrusion we typically have to deal with inflow- and outflow
boundaries, (moving) walls and free surface boundaries for which the appropriate mathematical formulation will be given in the subsequent paragraphs. Since we use pressure, temperature and velocity as our independent set of variables, the boundary conditions must be expressed in terms of
p, T, v. They can take two different forms: The dependent variables are
specified along the boundary (Dirichlet boundary condition) or the directional derivatives of the dependent variables are prescribed (Neumann
boundary condition).
Unfortunately, for a given domain of interest boundary conditions can
be chosen that over- or underspecify the problem. An example of an overspecified problem is a constant area duct, with a fixed fluid velocity at the
inlet and but different at the outlet. Naturally, for an incompressible fluid
both conditions cannot be physically satisfied in the absence of a mass
source. In the same sense, a closed box with only heat flux boundary conditions is under specified since the temperature level is not constrained,
and therefore unpredictable. It becomes clear that defining well posed
boundary conditions is quite important for the proper solution of a flow
problem. An easy way to check for well posed boundary conditions is to
ask yourself “Could the chosen configuration be physically recreated in the
laboratory?”.
In most cases, proper conditions for p, T, v or their derivatives at inflowand outflow boundaries can be set according to the physical setup of the
problem. For example if the mass flow is known in advance, the velocity at
the inlet can be determined as soon as a velocity profile is chosen – the
pressure level will be fixed at the outlet. On the other hand, if the pressure
at the inlet and at the outlet is prescribed, the velocity cannot be chosen
since the mass flow rate is part of the solution.
In any fluid continuum possessing a viscosity, however small, the velocity of the fluid adjacent to the solid boundary is the same as the boundary,
there is no relative motion between fluid particles and solid boundaries
with which they are in contact. Despite its apparent simplicity, the no-slip
boundary condition leads to some physical inconsistencies that are not yet
resolved completely. For example, the no-slip condition cannot explain the
motion of a liquid interface in contact with a solid boundary: according to
this condition, the liquid interface in a partially filled glass must remain
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stationary with respect to the glass even when the glass is moved. Obviously, at a macroscopic level we know that this is not the case. As a matter
of fact there is strong evidence that wall slip occurs in many nonNewtonian fluids like for instance ceramic materials. Owing to the mutually reactive forces of particle at fluid walls the microstructure of heavy
clay extrusion bodies can break open in the immediate vicinity of solid
boundaries (Fig. 2). The consequence is an intense agglomerate destruction
and alignment as well as increased moisture close to the wall.

Fig. 2 Microscopic view of wall slip (Hoffmann 2001)

The described phase separation of extrusion bodies gives rise to the
formation of a low-viscosity boundary layer at the wall. The thickness hs
of this lubricating film is very small compared to the dimensions of the
non-separated core material. Wall slip is taken into account using an apparent slip velocity us at solid boundaries (Mooney 1931, Wein and
Tovchigechko 1992, Yoshimura and Prud’Homme 1988). Above the slip
stress level τ s where sliding is initiated, the slip velocity us relative to the
wall is assumed to be proportional to the shear stress along the wall

uw
⎧
⎪
h
us = ⎨
u w + s (τ − τ s )
⎪⎩
ηs

τ ≤τs
τ >τs

.

(14)

This formulation stems from the microscopic assumption that inside the
low-viscosity boundary layer the velocity increases linearly up to us. Both
parameters, τ s and hs η s , depend on the specific ceramic material
properties and must be determined, e.g. by rheometer measurement, prior
to any calculation. Firma Braun (also authors in this book) determine the
so called k-factor
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k=

ηs

(15)

hs

together with the other quantities by a special experimental setup. Further
information on the implementation of wall slip models into CPD codes
will be given in chapter 3.2.
As stated earlier we must supply boundary conditions at the whole
boundary of the computational domain which means that we also have to
specify appropriate values for the pressure at walls. However in reality the
pressure at solid walls cannot be prescribed since it evolves with the flow
state. For practical purposes a meaningful strategy has to be chosen when
solving the partial differential equations. For example the pressure at the
wall can be obtained from within the flow field by assuming a zero pressure gradient or alternatively by solving the 1-D momentum equation perpendicular to the wall. Fortunately all modern CFD codes supply pressure
boundary conditions at the wall automatically.
The temperature boundary condition for the energy equation is either assigned directly or the derivative of T might be set according to a given heat
flux, Eqn. (13).
Free surfaces are often encountered in extrusion processes, e.g. when
the shape of the extrudate leaving the die is of interest. Unlike the boundaries discussed so far, the shape of a free surface boundary is not know a
priori since it evolves as part of the solution. Thus two boundary conditions are necessary: a kinematic condition that signifies that the particles at
the free surface move with the local fluid velocity and a dynamic condition
that assures force balance at the surface. The kinematic condition is expressed as

⎛ Dx
⎞
− v⎟⋅n = 0
⎜
⎝ Dt
⎠

(16)

where x is the position of a material point on the surface. Eqn. (16) states
that the free surface must follow the trajectories in the normal direction
while the tangential displacement is not restricted. It is used to determine
the geometrical shape of the free surface. The dynamic condition reads

f t t + f n n = n ⋅ (− p + T )

(17)

Where t and n represent unit vectors in the tangential and normal directions respectively, an ft and fn the components of an external force f along
these directions.
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22.1.4 A Simple Example

The conservation equations for mass and momentum are more complex
than they appear. They are nonlinear, coupled and difficult to solve. Only
in a small number of cases – mostly fully developed flows with constant
viscosity in simple geometries e.g. in channels, pipes, between parallel
plates – it is possible to obtain an analytical solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations. In this chapter we will consider such a type of elementary flow,
to show, how simple geometries and physics have to be for an analytical
solution. Further elementary fluid flows can be found in a multitude of
books about fluid mechanics. We follow in this chapter the accomplishments of (Sabersky and Acosta 1964).
We consider the steady flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in an infinitely long stationary channel of breadth h with no body forces present.
The flow is everywhere parallel to the x-axis and the y-axis is placed at the
bottom of the channel.

u(y)

h
y

x

Fig. 3 Illustration for elementary Poiseuille Flow in a Channel

With v = v (x,y,z)=(u,v,w) and v=w=0 the conservation of mass (1) becomes

∂u
=0
∂x

(18)

and the equation of motion becomes in the x-, y-, and directions, respectively
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0=−

∂ 2u
1 ∂p
+ν 2
ρ ∂x
∂y

1 ∂p
ρ ∂y
1 ∂p
0=−
ρ ∂z
0=−

(19)

with the kinematic viscosity ν = η/ρ. From Eq. (18) it follows, that u can
be a function of y only. Furthermore Eq. (19) shows that p cannot depend
on y or z, but only on x, that is

dp
d 2u
=η 2 .
dx
dy

(20)

The right hand side of this equation can only depend upon y and the left
hand side only upon x. These requirements can only be satisfied if bothsides are equal to the same constant, that is after integration

u( y) = −

1 dp 2
y + Ay + B .
2η dx

(21)

Where A and B are constants, which may be determined by the boundary conditions. Because of wall slip we have u=0 at y=0 and u=0 at y=h.
Therefore we obtain

u=−

1 dp
(hy − y 2 ) .
2η dx

(22)

Thus the velocity profile is parabolic with the maximum velocity at the
centre of the channel. The volume flow rate per unit depth of channel is
h

q = ∫ udy = −
0

h 3 dp
.
12η dx

(23)

The existence of the motion in this case depends upon the pressure gradient dp/dx, which has to be negative for a positive flow rate, that is, the
pressure decreases in the direction of flow.
Considering a finite channel with a known volume flow rate q, the mean
velocity can be expressed as
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q
h 2 dp
=−
h ⋅1
12η dx
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(24)

where u0 typically denotes the homogenous inflow velocity. The maximum
velocity umax which can be achieved in the channel can be written in terms
of u0 by (24), (22) and the maximum velocity at y=h/2
3
umax = u0
2

(25)

Elementary flows are important for studying the fundamentals of fluid
dynamics, but their practical relevance is limited, because in all cases, in
which an analytical solution is possible, many terms in the equations are
zero. However these flows serve as benchmarks for numerical solutions
and therefore are quite valuable.

22.2 Solution of the Governing Equations
As stated above the equations of fluid mechanics (1)–(3) are solvable with
a closed analytic solution for only a small number of flows. Therefore two
common approaches are used for real flows: Simplification of the equations usually based on a combination of approximation, dimensional considerations and empirical input and/or Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD). We will focus our comments on three common methods of CFD,
that is solving the equations numerically on computers.
The spectrum of CFD is as broad as the applications of the NavierStokes equations are. At the one end one can purchase design packages for
pipe systems that solve problems in a few seconds on personal computers,
on the other hand there are codes – and physical problems – that may require days on large computers. We shall be concerned with three methods
designed to solve a large range of fluid motion in two or three dimensions.
Two of them are commonly used in commercial CFD-codes. Before we
specify these methods, we will shortly summarize the request for an approximate numerical solution.
The starting point is a Mathematical Model, i.e. the set of equations and
boundary conditions, which covers the physics of the flow most suitable.
For some problems the governing equations are known accurately (e.g. the
Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible Newtonian fluids). However
for many phenomena (e.g. turbulence or multiphase flow) and especially
for the description of ceramic materials or wall slip phenomena the exact
equations are either not available or a numerical solution is not feasible.
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This makes introduction of models a necessity. A description of special
models for ceramic flows is given in Chapter (3.1) and (3.2). In order to
validate the models we have to rely on experimental data (Chapter (3.3).
Numerical solutions for partial differential equations are based on discrete locations, at which the variables have to be calculated. Such a numerical grid is essentially a discrete representation of the geometric domain on which the problem is to be solved. The most common options to
divide the solution domain are
1. Structured and Block-structured grid
2. Unstructured grids.
Structured grids are regular, give accurate numerical solutions, but are difficult to realise for complex geometries. This is the disadvantage of regular
grids, that they can be used only for geometrically simple solution domains. For geometrically complex domains, those domains have to be subdivided in simple structures by a blocking algorithm.

Fig. 4 Example of a 3D structured grid, which has a fine level in the boundary
layer of the flow domain

For very complex geometries, the most flexible type of grid is one
which can fit an arbitrary solution domain boundary. In practice, grids are
made of triangles or quadrilaterals in 2D, and mostly tetrahedral or hexahedra in 3D. Such grids can be generated automatically by general purpose
codes (e.g. ANSYS/Prep, ANSYS ICEM CFD, …) and are usually used
with finite element and finite volume methods. At this point some comments on the numerical solution methods should be made, i.e. the methods
of approximating the differential equations. There are many approaches,
but the most important are: finite difference (FD), finite volume (FV) and
finite element (FE) methods.
The finite difference method is the oldest method for numerical solution
of partial differential equations. It is also the easiest method used for simple geometries. The starting point is the conservation equation in differen-
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tial form. The solution domain is covered by a grid and at each grid point,
in short, the differential equation is approximated by replacing the partial
derivatives by finite differences. The disadvantage of this method is, that
the conservation is not enforced unless special care is taken. A further
limitation is the restriction to structured grids and therefore to non complex
geometries.

Fig. 5 Example of a 3D unstructured grid for a geometrical complex domain.

The finite volume method uses the integral form of the conservation
equations. The solution domain is subdivided into a finite number of control volumes and the conservation equations are applied to each volume.
The method can accommodate any type of grid, so it is suitable for complex geometries. The method is conservative by construction.
The finite element method is similar to the finite volume method in
many ways. The domain is discretized into a set of volumes or finite elements that are generally unstructured. In every volume the equations are
multiplied by a weight function before they are integrated over the entire
domain.
Finite volume or finite element methods will in the authors opinion survive since they are able to deal with arbitrary geometries. For more details
on these methods see books by (Zinkiewicz 1997) or (Girault and Raviart
1986). Also common multi-purpose-codes like ANSYS or ANSYS/CFX
are based on finite element and finite volume methods.
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22.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics for Ceramic Extrusion
The typical approach for a 3D-Simulation of the extrusion process is, to
create a 3D-CAD-Model of the extruder, to perform the grid generation
and to import the model in a (commercial) CFD-software. Here you set up
the solver parameters, run the simulation and analyze/visualize the results.
As mentioned earlier, necessary for the description of the fluid flow is
the knowledge of the material properties density and viscosity. Thus for
the complex rheology of the ceramic material additionally the preparatory
work of designation of the parameters ηB and τ0 (7) is required. If in addition the formation of phase separation at the wall by a wall slip boundary
condition is to be included, the rheological measurement of the parameters
τS and k is indispensable.
In this chapter we will summarize the needed facilities for the physical
modelling of the material and the flow conditions, which the chosen CFDcode must provide. We focus on the design of the models in ANSYS/
FLOTRAN and ANSYS/CFX, but the specifications will be kept generally
applicable to other commercial codes.
22.3.1 Bingham Fluids

Bingham materials pursue the following scheme: As long as the stress is
below the plastic level τF = τ0 the material behaves like a rigid body.
When the stress exceeds the plastic level, the additional stress is proportional to the strain rate, i.e. the behaviour is Newtonian (figs. 1 and 6)

µ0
τ
τF

µr
τF /( µr- µ0)

γ

Fig. 6 Stress vs. Strain Rate Relationship for “Biviscosity” Bingham Fluids
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In practice (7) it is modelled as a “biviscosity” model (ANSYS User´s
Manual, 2004)

µ bing

⎧
⎪µ 0 + τ F / γ&
⎪
=⎨
⎪ µr
⎪
⎩

τF
µ −µ
0
r
τF
if γ& ≤
µ −µ
if γ& >

r

(26)

0

where µbing = η of eq. (7), µ0 is the plastic viscosity (previously ηB), γ& is
the shear strain rate and µr is the Newtonian viscosity. µr is chosen to at
least an order of magnitude larger than µ0. Typically µr is approximately
100 µ0 to replicate true Bingham fluid behaviour. Both µ0 and τF are dependent on the specific material and may be determined by rheometer
measurement.
To represent the above-named Bingham viscosity in the simulation model
the possibility to characterize Non-Newtonian fluids in the CFD-code is
necessary. Most commercial CFD-Software allocate a so-called “PowerLaw-Model” whereby (26) may be possibly specified. Otherwise the
Bingham model has to be implemented in the actual internal expression
language, e.g. an executive Fortran-Routine in ANSYS/FLOTRAN or a
definition in the CFX-Expression Language (CEL). In either case it is inevitable for the CFD-code to have dynamic access to the (system-) variable
for the shear strain rate γ& .
22.3.2 Wall Slip Models

To satisfy the phase separation and the lubricating film there are 3 possibilities to model the wall slip behaviour:
1. A Two-Phase-Model.
2. A One-Phase-Model with a viscosity, which may depend from the
location and may vary throughout the solution stage.
3. A wall boundary condition for the slip velocity.
A two-phase-model for the lubricating film and the core flow requires
the particular CFD-code to have the facility for the mathematical modelling of multiphase flows. In this case it is possible to define two fluid materials in two fluid domains (film and core flow) interacting at the phase
boundary. Both fluids FLUID1 and FLUID 2 may have the same magnitude of density but disagree in their viscosities µcore and µfilm. While the un-
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separated material FLUID1 conforms to the Bingham fluid viscosity µbing
(26), the film material FLUID2 has to follow the case differentiation,
qualifying the formation of a boundary layer of low viscosity

⎧k ⋅ hS

µ film = ⎨
⎩ µ bing

if τ W < τ G
if τ W ≥ τ G

(27)

where hS is the dimension of the film layer (see Fig. 2). Typically hS is
very small compared to the dimensions of the core material (1-10µm).
Common applications for multiphase flows are several fluids with distinct density like bubbles in water. Therefore the use of modelling a ceramic fluid having two location-dependent viscosities but one homogeneous density will overshoot the mark. Hence for the implementation of
FLUID 1 and FLUID 2 it is sufficient to define one single fluid with a viscosity, which is dependent from the location in the fluid domain and to distinguish the fluids resp. the domains by “labels”. For this purpose a multicomponent flow has to be set up with two concentrations, which are not
allowed to interfuse. To put into practice, ANSYS/FLOTRAN makes the
“multiple-species-variable” available, in CFX the domain dependency may
be realised in a CEL-expression. At this point it is important pointing out,
that the discretization of the geometry conforms to at least one element of
thickness hS near the boundary wall.

FLUID 1

FLUID 2

Fig. 7 Example for a model with two fluid-domains FLUID1 (region near the
walls in the film layer hS) and FLUID 2 (core flow)

To represent the wall slip by a special velocity, the CFD-code must provide a suitable handling of this boundary behaviour. The CFX-5 solver al-
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lows the following wall boundary condition conditions to be set for laminar flow:

VSLIP

0
⎧
m − Bp
⎪
= ⎨ ⎛ (τ − τ crit ) ⎞ τ norm
⎟⎟ e
⎪a⎜⎜ τ
⎩ ⎝ norm ⎠

for τ ≤ τ crit
for τ ≥ τ crit

(28)

Here: Vslip = slip velocity at the wall, p = local pressure, a, τcrit, τnorm,, B
and m are constants set by the user. With B = 0, τnorm = m = 1, τcrit = τS and a
= hS/ηS the form (14) of wall slip will be obtained.
Working with a suchlike wall slip model presupposes, that the discretization of the geometry conforms to exactly one element of thickness hS near
the boundary wall.
3.3 Verification of the Simulation Model

While CFD technology has advanced by orders of magnitude there are still
questions about the accuracy of any single simulation. When comparing
results from the simulation to results obtained in an experiment there are
many issues that can affect the validity of the results:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do the boundary conditions exactly match that of the experiment?
Do the material properties exactly match that of the experiment?
How accurate are the experimental measurements?
Are the experimental results repeatable?
Is the solution grid independent?
Is the solution fully converged?

Uncertainty in any of the above issues leads to a good chance that the
simulation results will not be a 100% match with the experiment results. In
many cases getting simulation results within 10% of the experimental results is considered very good agreement. Getting simulation results within
1% of the experiment is often impossible due to the issues outlined above.
Exceptions are academic cases which have simple geometry and physics.
In this chapter an important recommendation will be noted: From the
aforementioned steps, indispensable for a FEM-extruder-simulation, the
correct initiation of material parameters is required. Inaccurateness of
measurement of the material parameters µ0 , τF ,τS and k together with impreciseness of the numerical solution is the major element of uncertainty of
such extruder simulations.
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For the purpose of a qualitative evaluation of a complex extruder design
it often may be sufficient to carry out the simulation with reduced physics,
that is to pass on wall slip and to perform the simulation for example with
a constant low viscosity. But the more exact the real conditions should be
followed, the more activities to locate the material parameters have to be
spent. A reasonable access to avoid disaccords in the interpretation of the
simulations on complex geometries is to calibrate the physical model on a
simple nozzle. On such a basic structure it is possible to compare the
measured pressures with the calculates values and to customize the complex physics of Bingham or wall slip parameters.
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Fig. 8 Verification of physics by comparing the calculated pressure with the
measured pressure distribution on a “Mundstück” of Fa. Braun
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